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FOREWORD

HuaThis document is a verbatim transcript of the proceedings of the Fifth

City, Oklahoma, on July 7-9, 1981. The Sixth Human Factors Workshop was held

at the same facility on July 7 and 8, 1981./I
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SESSION 1
(July 7, 1981)

MR. DEMPS: Good morning and welcome to Oklahoma City and the Mike

Monroney Aeronautical Center. I'm Benjamin Demps, the Director of the Aero-

nautical Center, and I'm pleased to host such a distinguished group of profes-

sional visitors to the Center for these two seminars.

We are combining for this greeting and for some of the later activities

the participants of both the Human Factors workshop on maintenance and the

Human Factors workshop on aviation medicine. I'm sure you know that the

benefits to be derived from your separate but concurrently happening seminars

will be of great benefit to the aviation industry.

I also noticed that your programs refer to the Fifth Human Factors Work-

shop on Biomedical and Behavioral Factors and the Sixth Human Factors Workshop

on Aviation Maintenance.

This indicates then a continuing effort in each of those separate

endeavors, and I'm pleased to see you joining us at this time. The research

at the Civil Aeromedical Institute is of vital importance to the agency, the

Department of Transportation, the aviation industry and the public.

During your stay here, you will be presented information on the multi-

faceted mission of the Aeronautical Center.

By the way, at any time during this, the period of time that you'll be

here, if there's anything that you wish to do at the Aeronautical Center, if

there are any meetings that you wish to have with any of the people here at

the Aeronautical Center here, please, let us know. We will readily and "

quickly accommodate your needs.

I would like to introduce some of your host members. First, Dr.

Reighard, Federal Air Surgeon, Office of Aviation Medicine, Federal Aviation

Administration (FAA), and John Harrison, Director, Office of Aviation Safety. 9

The next two gentlemen will be speaking to you in a few moments, Mr.

Walter Luffsey, Associate Administrator for Aviation Standards, FAA Head-

quarters in Washington; and Mr. Luffsey will be talking about human factors

in aviation medicine. -
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Dr. Robert Dille will open the session for the workshop on biomedical

and behavioral factors. Dr. Dille is the Chief, Civil Aeromedical Institute.

So once again, welcome to Oklahoma City Aeronautical Center and I hope your

meetings are fruitful. Thank you.

MR. LUFFSEY: Good morning. Let me add my welcome to our fifth and

', sixth workshop on human factors. I am also delighted with the turnout that we

have. I am impressed with the professional distribution that we have.

I apologize that we have to do two of these at once and create the split

. sessions. But I also wanted to add somewhat of a note of finality to the

continuing workshop and dialogue that we have had in this kind of setting.

I was somewhat concerned that this could protract over a long period of

* time and I do have some program commitments and I get the feeling that perhaps

*we haven't really articulated well what we planned to do with all this informa-

tion we've been acquiring.

So I would like to talk about the process that we plan to follow. I

don't want to imply by what I said that we want to stop the dialogue, just the

formal setting that we had been using since November of last year.

It was our intent to try to cover a range of topics that have been

* associated in some way with human factors and I might add immediately that I'm

not sure that we all have a common definition of human factors and I can't

proffer one.

So I challenge you perhaps even to give us a reasonable definition of

human factors. Our only point was to cover a range of subjects that have

been mentioned and have been associated with human factors, whatever it's

defined as.

What we have done is that starting back, I believe, in November of last

year, we tried to cover a set of panels and a subject area which effectively

involved transport category operations, recognizing in full that the general

audience would have an opportunity to discuss any facet related to human

factors at any time.

We followed on with that a second workshop in January, and there we

cried to put our focus fundamentally on commuter aviation. We nad the op-

portunity to piggyback on the commuter symposium which was being held.

2
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Following that, in March, back at the Transportation Systems Center, we

held another conference workshop and at that conference we tried to focus on

some of the Air Traffic Control (ATC) issues and particularly part of the

helicopter operation. There was an expression early on that we had not really

focused as we should have on helicopters, either manufacturing or operation.

So we tried to accommodate that in a workshop setting.

Following that, in May, at the Technical Center in Atlantic City, we

hosted a workshop under the good graces of Mr. Yulo and his arrangements. We

were able to focus specifically on the ATC function and its interface with the

total system.

That was the first real session where we structured in detail workshop

sessions, although we have done something like that in the previous setting.

Today, we elected to join two subjects recognizing there is some disparity.

On the other hand, I mentioned earlier that perhaps joining maintenance and

medicine might not be a bad idea. If you look at me and my size and shape and

things like that, I've got some things to learn about maintenance. But the

subjects, though separate here at the Aeronautical Center with this wonderful

facilit.-, provide an ideal opportunity to cover both the aviation medicine

side of the human factors issue as well as the maintenance side.

Again, I do not want to take a lot of time. If I can get through in a

hurry we can get quickly to the work of the workshops. I challenge you to

present everything you can to us. Now let me tell you what we want to do with

everything that you present to use.

Some time back we decided that we would have an oversight group for what

we call, "human factors," that I would probably chair that group, and that we

would have full representation from within the FAA and the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration (NASA) and the Department of Defense (DOD),

essentially an all-government oversight group.

That oversight group would receive the benefit of the input on all of

these workshops and their representation of what is being done in NASA, in FAA

and in DOT. Ncw, if there's something that is not being done which has been

presented to us, then obviously we want to show that and show where it would

fit in the structure or a reason for not doing it if that's the case; or,

3 . -
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perhaps at a minimum, the prioritization of the work effort in the human

factors area for everyone in the government who is involved in aviation human

factors work.

The task force that we have established in FAA consists of representatives

from all of the organizations who have been arduously pouring over the details

of all of the workshops that we've held and will also follow on this workshop

to do the same thing.

I hope to bring together the steering group as quickly as I can with the

objective of developing a representative program in September. If I can bring

the oversight group together -- and let me tell you the constituents: I will

be chairman of the steering group, which will include A.P. Albrecht, the

Associate Administrator for Engineering Development at the FAA, and James

Costantino, the Director of the Transportation Systems Center, as well as

representatives from the Department of Defense and NASA and the Associate

Administrator for Air Traffic and Airways Facilities at the FAA.

Externally I have not yet asked or had a determination from NASA. I

expect to do that in the next couple of weeks. There will be a new associate

administrator coming in.

That is where our request will be levied. And from DOD, frankly, we have

not asked yet for participation on the oversight group and basically the

reason for that was we were waiting for the output on the task force study. The

Presidential commission, now that we have that in hand, my guess is I will

probably go to General Howard Leaf and ask for a suggestion from him as to an

oversight participant.

So that is the constituency of the group. There have been some sugges-

tions that perhaps we should call on a couple of outside generic organization

representatives -- perhaps the National Research Council or perhaps the Flight

Safety Foundation, and that's still under consideration.

At any rate, as quickly as I can pull that group together and as quickly

as Guice Tinsley and Cliff Hay can pull together the information that has been

acquired here and present it to that group, I will do so.

We will then follow up with, time permitting, a listing session where we

call selected Washington organizations together, present what we have found

4...........................c.......-..-..-...-....



and ask for any input: Have we missed anything that was intended to be pre-

sented in all of these workshops? And from that session, I would expect to

lay over the existing programs the areas of activities identified through the

workshops and again try to structure a program which addresses as many of the

issues as we can within the resources available to us.

And as I said, in September you folks will know exactly what we intend to

do in the program. Obviously, we will remain open to comment on a continuing

basis. I would expect then after we initiate such a program, or restructure

our existing programs as appropriate, that we will be coming back periodically

to report progress, and during that entire period of work and whatever that

time frame turns out to be, the oversight group will have some purview over

the activity.

The intent is, we want to respond to the community's requirements and we

want to do it in a responsible way. So we need you, we need your input, we

need your participation and I ask that you give it freely.

Thank you again for being here. I appreciate your taking time from your

busy schedules and thank you again for hosting us. Thank you very much.

MR. DEMPS: Dr. Dille, Chief of the Civil Aeromedical Institute, will say

a few words and after his talk with you, we'll be breaking out to our sessions.

DR. DILLE: Although of limited interest to those of you attending the

maintenance workshop, I would like to welcome all of you to the Civil Aero-

medical Instutute, or CAMI. The Aviation Medical Development Center was

established as a part of the Aeronautical Center in 1946, 35 years ago.

While that name did not stick (it was changed the following year and

several times in ensuing years) there has been a continuity of programs, and

until recently even a continuity of some of our staff members.

We have, just for this meeting, come up with a 20-year cumulative index

of research reports from here. It is in the jacket of those attending the

biomedical workshop. If there's anyone attending the maintenance workshop who

would like a copy, you can obtain one on request.

We also, subject to availability of them, have individual copies of

research reports that you can obtain from us this week and either pick up or

have mailed to you.

5
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Also if any of you attending the maintenance workshop have any specific

• areas of CAMI you'd like to visit, please let us know this evening at the

social hour, at lunchtime, or sometime today.

We have no general tour for all attendees that has been set up at this

time. CAMI's been involved in, and its predecessor, CAR1, Civil Aeromedical

Research Institute, has been involved in aircraft accident investigation for

the last 20 years and we feel this is perhaps the best method of identifying

possible aviation safety problems.

The medical certification branch of CAMI processes over 500,000 applica-

tions for airman medical certificates each year. We get enough questions

raised in that program alone to keep our staff busy answering the questions

that are asked on different medical conditions, and different medications that

come on the scene.

We have in that program a huge data base that contains, for example, over

5,000 monocular, or one-eyed pilots and this is more active one-eyed pilots

than most of the countries in the world have total pilots.

We have been able to analyze this data base for a number of things,

including accident rates for various physical defects, and for guidance on --

the frequency and content of physical exams; others have attempted to identify

pesticide-related cancer and stress in air traffic controllers.

Occupational-related accident rates of physicians are a favorite target -

in that latter type of study. We also receive in CAMI the medical portion of

accident investigation reports. Those of you working in cabin safety are

familiar with Donell Pollard's data base and her cabin safety workshops.

We have an industrial hygiene program that's active now with asbestos,

PCBs, headset test tones and other noise complaints. There's an education

program for both physicians and airmen which includes medical seminars for our

8,200 designated physicians, an accident investigation course for medical

officers, and also in conjunction with the Air Force, the Navy, NASA and soon

the Army, an active physiological training program for civil aviation

personnel which ranges from free to twenty dollars in cost.

So I wanted to let you in a little bit about what CAMI does, and if

we can answer any of your questions while you're here, please contact any

... .% .............. ...... .... :.......



of our staff. I think they're fairly liberally sprinkled among your attendees.

(RECESS)

DR. DILLE: The primary purpose of the workshop is for you to tell us

what the critical human factors issues and biomedical human factors areas

are and thereby help us assign priority for our work.

We are not requesting additional resources and not asking you to help

I justify the same. We will, as promised, spend one and a half days listening

to you; but you were warned in your letter from Mr. Demps, a letter of invi-

tation, that first we were going to tell you about some of our past accomp-

lishments and some of our current activities as a basis for the discussions

which will follow, particularly tomorrow and into Thursday morning.

Our first speaker on this session of FAA presentations is our Federal

Air Surgeon, Dr. H.L. Reighard, from Washington, D.C.

DR. REIGHARD: Thank you, Bob. Good morning. I'm going to make a few

remarks by way of background relating to civil aviation medicine efforts in

the human factors area on the part of the Federal government.

I will talk a little bit about the history of biomedical and behavioral

factors efforts. I will list some of the accomplishments of FAA civil "
aviation medicine research and then I will talk briefly about some of the

things I see as still needing to be done into the future.

I don't expect that I will make any particular revelations to you;

rather, I would like to give an overview with regard to what we have viewed,

and what we do view in the future as significant in this particular special-

ized field.

I would imagine at this point that a great deal of the work that came

to have a civilian flavor had some of its origins in the military field.

Aviation medicine, as a matter of fact, started with military efforts and I

will mention that briefly in my comments on the history. We are fortunate

today to have with us an outstanding spokesman for the military aviation

medical research effort, Colonel George Mohr, the commanding officer of the

Aeromedical Research Institute of Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. He will

be speaking to you later.

... .1 7
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I guess the first physician to fly was De. John Jeffries. He was in a

balloon that traversed the English Channel in 1785 and I'm told -- I can't

corroborate this -- that the pilot of the balloon midway considered having

to jettison Dr. Jeffries because he was losing lift. The only way the pilot

felt that he would make it across was to get rid of his "baggage" and this

probably started the struggle which has existed between medical people and

airmen and engineers and physicists and so on throughout the history of

aviation medicine.

* By 1875, the first life support equipment was in use. This was probably

the oxygen equipment that was used throughout the 1800's, with balloon flights.

The first aviation medical examinations were given to U.S. Army and Navy

aviation personnel in 1912.

Early in World War I, England concluded that about 90 percent of her

casualties in aviation operations were due to, quote "human factors." It was

their determination, after accident investigations and attempts to reconstruct

circumstances surrounding selected accidents, that there should be some kind

of medical requirements for aviators. They did institute such a program and

the casualty rate was reduced significantly, and attributed to the fact that L_
there were specific criteria for the selection of those people who flew.

The U.S. adopted many of the British specifications for aviators when it

entered the war in 1917.

Now, the civilian part of aviation really came into being, as far as a

coherent effort to regulate and provide specifications, with the passage of

the Air Commerce Act of 1926. And by the end of December, 1926, a set of

medical standards had been developed by the first Chief of Civil Aviation

Medicine, Dr. Louis Bauer.

Those standards were in part, as you would imagine, fashioned after the
existing military medical standards. The focus was primarily on special

senses, vision and hearing. Dr. Bauer set up a system for the application

of medical standards.

He chose to go the route of designating private persons to assist in the

medical assessment and created a core of designated aviation medical examiners.

This system was implemented in 1927 and was fully operational at least by the

early 1930's.
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The 30's saw some othor significant developments relating to human factors.

One was the establishment of a maximum flying hours per month rule for airline

pilots. The first biomedical research effort was established in 1935 by the

U.S. National Bureau of Standards, and a special committee for aviation

medicine was established in 1936.
The CAA, Civil Aeronautics Administration, predecessor to the FAA, estab-

lished a medical science station in Kansas City at one of their regional

offices. This was the first U.S. Government civil aviation medical research

facility.

In the early 40's, a good bit of the civil aviation medicine effort was

applied to the beefing up of the United States' potential to support the

growing military effort. The so-called "Civilian Pilot Training" program pre-

occupied the CAA not just in medical, but in other areas as well. Around the

mid-40's, physical requirements for air traffic control tower operators were

also established.

As Dr. Dille indicated, the Civil Aeromedical Research Laboratory,

called by another name, was established here in Oklahoma City in 1946 at the

then existing Aeronautical Center. It was moved to Ohio State University in

1955 and back to Oklahoma City in 1958. It was then called the Civil Aero-

medical Research Institute. In 1965 it was joined with three other divisions

of the Office of the Civil Air Surgeon and became the Civil Aeromedical

Institute as it's called now.

During the period of the 50's, some of the changes that occurred in-

cluded specific research on medical standards for aviators and air traffic

controllers, and the development of crashworthiness criteria as the result of

the impact research done here.

The Office of the Civil Air Surgeon was established in 1959, now called

the Office of Aviation Medicine. The age 60 rule for airline pilots was

promulgated in 1959. This all coincided with the creation of the Federal

Aviation Agency, now Administration. We also had the first major revision of

the medical standards since those established by Dr. Bauer in 1926. In 1959

we established specific standards for the major diseases of significance to

civil aviation medicine.

9
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Beginning around 1960 and continuing, the FAA has established medical

activities in the area of accident investigation, airmen and AME (aviation

medical examiner) education, aircraft hijacking inputs and a number of other

fields.

Now if I may, I'd like to turn from some of the historical considera-

tions to a simple listing of some of the accomplishments, mostly in research.

They will be just that, a listing. I will leave it to the CAMI scientists

who will follow me to develop these matters further.

We, the researchers and scientists, have been significantly involved in

the development of specifications for energy-absorbant seats, the development

of criteria for aircraft evacuation, evaluating and developing specifications

for protective breathing equipment. We have had numerous consultations with

various companies in the aviation industry with regard to a wide variety of

human factors problems. The evaluation of toxicity relating to the thermal

decomposition of cabin interior materials, evaluating and testing flotation

devices, the development of defenses against hijacking, including the develop-

ment of a screening profile and a strategy for managing a hijacking event

while in progress, developing a special evacuation means and procedures for -

specific groups of people such as handicapped and so on.

One quite significant development, which is an ongoing effort, has to

do with developing selection criteria for air traffic controllers. We are

just about to complete and forward a final packet to the Office of Personnel

Management, for a totally revised controller selection battery that has been

developed over the last eight to ten years, which, by its precision of

selection, is expected to save as much as $3 million annually because of the

reduction of the failure rate in training and later on the job.

Scientists here at CAMI developed information which permitted the Agency

to write specifications relating to ozone exposure in certain aircraft

operations. The toxicology laboratory and its work will be discussed in more
P

detail by Dr. Kirkham. We do have some continuing activity, which is very

important, as referred to by Dr. Dille. That is the accumulation of incidents

relating to accidents in terms of autopsy information and toxicological

material analyses.

10
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I would also like to point out briefly some areas that I feel should be

cause for continuing interest and in some cases concern. I believe we, in

the Agency, working with the industry, have an obligation to ensure the

systematic identification of requirements for future biomedical and behavioral

research.

I think we need to set them down in writing, as Walt Luffsey has

indicated. We need to have the benefit of the input of you folks from the .0

industry and by academic institutions.

We may be doing in the future some further work relating to pilot

aging. I say, "We may be." I'd like to give a brief background on that. -S

Five days ago the panel, which was put together by the National Institute

on Aging to review a prior report from the Institute of Medicine of the

National Academy of Sciences, submitted its final draft report.

The report contained three recommendations: one, that the present age 60 .

rule be retained; two, that a systematic effort be initiated to accumulate

data that might in the future be used to consider modifications of the . "
"arbitrary but necessary" age 60 rule; and the third recommendation was that

the age 60 rule should also be applied to part 135 operations. .

And I say we may be doing studies for the reason that, in the body of the

report of the panel, there is a suggested approach of using actual airline

pilots as subjects. This is an approach to obtaining the necessary data which

might lead to consideration of granting exemptions to the age 60 rule.

This is a draft report. It is to be further commented on by the panel
members and analyzed by the National Institutes of Health. Whether or not

this suggested approach is taken, remains to be seen.

We need to do further work on screening of aviators and air traffic con-

trollers. We have already initiated an analytical study to look at the

frequency of examination for airmen and air traffic controllers.

We'll have to look at the evolving technology in aviation, particularly

with regard to increasing automation in the cockpit and the air traffic con-

troller system. Considerable work has already been initiated here at CANI in

those areas.

-
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We will have to be alert to the occurrence of new hijacking phenomena

or terrorist phenomena and be prepared to respond in a biomedical or bahavioral

science fashion to those.

Although difficult and perhaps impossible, it is our intent to take a

look at the factor of pilot judgment, that thing that's almost immeasurable

and may continue to be immeasurable. It is universally believed that where

so-called pilot error is concerned, the matter of judgment appears to be the

factor most commonly involved. Not intelligence, not skill, but the decisions,

sometimes poor, that are made in the face of circumstances encountered by

aviators.

We will attempt to take a look at this to see if anything can be done,

hopefully, to improve this situation whereby aviator judgment is involved in

the support of safety of operations.

We, in the medical field, strongly support the need for accumulating data

and providing the degree of sophistication and analysis that is required to

understand the contribution of various factors to safety and to accident

causation. And this is an important continuing need that will have to be

worked on very assiduously in the future if we are to take a rational approach

in problem solving in the aviation setting.

In summary and conclusion, I feel that there is a need to build on the

evolving spirit of cooperation among the biomedical and behavioral scientists,

other government elements and industry. I think we will all benefit and the

public safety will benefit from that continuing effort. Thank you very much.

DR. DILLE: Thank you, Dr. Reighard. Our next speaker is Bill Kirkham,

a forensic pathologist and Chief of our Aviation Toxicology Laboratory at

CAMI, and Bill's topic is, "What does medical investigation of aircraft

:accidents reveal?"

DR. KIRKHAM: Thank you, Dr. Dille. It's good to see a lot of familiar

faces in this group. I hope that in the workshops we will have an opportunity

to visit in more detail, particularly those of you who are attending the

workshop on accident investigation.

Accidents represent perturbations in the aviation system, which we all

wish would operate without error. They are experiments in nature, and as such

12
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give us an opportunity to study errors or mishaps with a goal of correcting

safety deficiencies which may have caused the accident.

Now, if I may have the first slide, please. The National Transportation

Safety Board investigates accidents mainly to determine the cause and identify '.-.-.

certain safety problems.
46

The NTSB, with limited staff for the most part, handles large aircraft

accidents and fatal general aviation accidents. The Federal Aviation Adminis-

tration investigates accidents to determine if regulatory functions are

involved, if the Federal Aviation regulations are adequate, and if there has

been a violation of the Federal Aviation regulations.

Nonfatal general aviation accidents, by far the greatest number of

accidents, are investigated by the FAA. Even though the National Transportation

Safety Board (NTSB) has human factors investigators, they have little if any

in-house medical support. .

Because of this, the FAA by agreement supports the NTSB through its

regional personnel and aviation medical examiners, as it can, with some medical

pathology and laboratory services.
L

This help is primarily in obtaining autopsies and toxicology specimens on

crew in general aviation accidents, and by direct participation with NTSB

safety, the human factors group in major air carrier accidents.

Civil Aeromedical Institute personnel, as part of the research activities, _L

have participated in the aircraft accident investigations for some 20 years.

The rationale for this has been to identify problems that may occur, problems

which may point to areas which need laboratory research, or to modifications

that could be made to improve aviation.

In these activities, CAMI personnel participated in almost all major air

carrier accidents in the United States and in many selected general aviation

accidents.
I

Now, what can we learn by studying accidents and investigating accidents?

Well, one of the things that we learn, and the easiest thing, is to correlate

crash injuries with what happens during the impact, and this focuses our

attention on restraint functions because, although the accident is not pre-

vented, we can possibly restrain the individual so as to possibly diminish the

injuries that he would receive.
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ianaccident investigation.
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Now, we know by dynamic study, impact studies, that the human body will

flail forward if unrestrained. This is sort of a composite of 11 general

aviation aircraft cabins, and we see serious injuries to the head and chest

and flailing of the legs. And this is an artist's drawing of the type of thing

that we very frequently see in accidents that are at the level that the human

body can perhaps tolerate.

Fortunately in the last two, two and a half, three years we've had a

requirement that all new manufactured airplanes have a shoulder harness placed

in the front two seats, and that the people flying those aircraft use their

shoulder harnesses on take-offs and landings which we hope will avoid some of

this.

To show you the type of correlations that can be made by mddical people

at an accident scene, here's a young man who died as a result of a puncture

wound in the chest. Now, the medically oriented person will ask the question,

Why did he get this puncture wound? How did he get the puncture wound when the

fellow in the left front seat, the pilot, walks away from this accident?

His buddy is dead in the right front seat. Now, the pilot came forward

against this yolk, and you'll notice the breaking pattern here, and the

fellow who died came forward against this yolk, and notice the breaking pattern

of the yolk there.

There was some brown discoloration on the end of this which, under the

microscope, revealed red blood cells, muscle and skin. And there's no question

*that this was the spike that penetrated the fellow's chest and he lost his

life as a result of that.

This is the type of crash injury correlation that can be made by medical

personnel investigating accidents. Now, we can see this duplicated. This is

a slide from one of the impact studies of a dummy seated in a Beech cabin here

on the impact track and notice how the body comes forward, chest against the

yolk, possibly breaking all the ribs, possibly bursting the heart, and the

t head coming into the panel inflicting very severe injuries.dI
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A shoulder restraint can go a long way to reducing the type of injuries

that are received. And some of the past research at CAMI has developed toler-

ances to impacts, and these levels of 80 G's and 200 G's and 30 G's and 50 G's

and so forth are very high in terms of survivability. Actually the aircraft

structure in many instances will fail before the human body will fail if the

individual is properly restrained.

Now, we see also in accident investigation that part of our restraint

systems may not be functioning properly, and it behooves us to look at the way

people are restrained. And here we see an intertia reel that in an accident

failed, so this was the weakest part of the restraint system.

And the seat is an integral part of the restraint system.

And if you have a seat that will break as this seat did, you see, it

affords less than optimum protection to the individual because he may receive

very severe injuries on a secondary impact when a seat like this will break

suddenly.

And so one area of accident investigation is to look at seats and look

at seating configuration. Here the individual sits over the main spar, and

there is very little attenuation of vertical impact forces in this type of seat

configuration.

We had thought for a long time that our air carrier seats worked very
well, but an accident like this, in which the left gear collapsed, led to a

number of seats breaking over into the aisle and this type of separation of a

seat leg from the seat pan in a relatively minor air carrier accident.

These are the types of observations that medical investigators can make.

Now, Mr. Chandler is going to talk to you more specifically about seat func-

tions and seat testing.

Here's a recent accident, a relativley low-level accident, I would estimate.

Notice that the seats are broken over toward the aisle. And again, notice that

the seat legs here failed rather markedly for the degree or type of accident.

One of the easy things to do is to make crash injury correlations and look at

restraint systems and how they protect the occupants.

Another thing we can do is look at postcrash factors. You can survive the

impact, but die in the post-crash situation, a fire, drowning, exposure,

toxins and perhaps any number of things.

15
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An old accident here, you see, we've had the fuel misted here, ingested

in the engines. The fire ball has gone off and the people are trying to make

their egress at the time this picture was taken.

And an investigation of the postcrash situation revealed that those people

sitting in rows 12, 13 and 14 were found -- their bodies were found here as

they tried to exit out the right rear exit. This exit was closed. They did

not go forward, and these individuals appeared to have been queued up in the line

waiting to get out of the aircraft.

They were overcome by the toxic gases and they had very high levels of

carbon monoxide in their blood. This was a medical investigation that was done

by CAMI and such a report is available to you if you'd like to see that egress

from the burning aircraft.

Another accident that occurred in Anchorage. Prior to this accident, we

suspected that the carbon monoxide levels were not high enough in certain

accident victims to really incapacitate them.

So Dr. Crane apparently suggested that we also look for cyanide, hydrogen

cyanide, in those accident victims and this was the first one. These are

carbon monoxide levels here. This is an incapacitating level and this is a

lethal level and those are hydrogen cyanide levels.

And a number of these accident victims had hydrogen cyanide in their

system - and Dr. Crane is going to talk to you about where we stand in terms of

toxicity testing on some of the interior materials - but this led us to suspect

that the interior materials did indeed contribute to the toxicity of that

environment. And here the DCIO at Los Angeles is a prime example of the type

of situation that we'd sure like to avoid.

We'd like to prevent this. We'd like to get those people out. The

interior materials here did not burn, but they did give off gas. None of the

individuals were impaired in their egress from the aircraft, but the firemen

who came in there after the accident after all the people were out, to make

sure that they were out, collapsed, overcome by those toxic gases.

And so it behooves us to define what that toxic load is here and to alter

these materials if possible. This all comes from correlating certain accident

investigations with certain research work.

16
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Another thing we can do is to identify toxic factors that may be opera-

tional on the crew. Because of some delays in processing specimens by another

laboratory that we used, some 13 years ago a small forensic toxicology unit was

set up in the Civil Aeromedical Institute, and we put together a box like this.

It's called a tox box. This tox box is distributed all over the country - -.

and it appears at an accident scene and a pathologist can use this to collect

specimens that can be sent in to the laboratory to analyze for various toxic

materials.

This operation is run by actually three people in our laboratory and we

get specimens from about 65 to 70 percent of the pilots who are killed in

aircraft accidents.

One of the areas that is important is this whole business of air applica-

tion. These people who apply chemicals to our crops and so forth are sub-

jected to the toxicity of those materials that they apply. And one can follow

them over the course of the year and they do develop a chronic toxicity.

I can't say that that really occurs in the pilots. We don't have those

kinds of studies. These are pesticide applicators. Eight hundred and forty-

nine pesticide applicators were studied for a full year, and you can see that

the cholinesterase, a very important constituent in their system, does decrease

over a period of time. And so aerial applicators are subjected to the same

types of toxicity, and through the years we have provided a medical advisory

service to aviation physicians or aviation medical examiners who may handle

these people who are subjected to the toxic effects of the pesticides.

Alcohol has been identified as a significant problem. Over the years 8.5

percent of the pilots in fatal accidents have blood alcohol levels at the

level that would impair their function.

-,. Drugs: we see individuals who take drugs. 4.2 percent, in recent years,

of those pilots who are killed have some association with drugs or narcotics.

Physiologic factors - you can be overcome by G forces. This young fellow

was doing aerobatics - overcome by G forces. Over the weekend we had two

accidents, aerobatic accidents that appear to possibly have been related to

pilot incapacitation - one here outside of Oklahoma City and one in San Angelo,

Texas.
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Another very important area is with this problem of spatial disorienta-

-! tion. Here is a piece of an airplane found half a mile or a mile away from

the rest of the fuselage - in-flight break-up.

When we see this type of thing, and if there's an overcast or something

like that, we wonder about this problem of spatial disorientation. If you

look at the cause factors of fatal accidents in the NTSB reports, you will

see that continued VFR flight into adverse weather conditions and spatial

disorientation are part and parcel of the same problem, are number two,

number two in the cause of fatal aircraft accidents. It's very difficult to

- get at this. This is something we need to train around to prevent.

Medical conditions in crews - we can try to elaborate on this by doing

autopsies and examinations on the pilot. And the pilot who was in a crash down

here in Ardmore, Oklahoma, which killed 83 people, had very severe coronary

artery disease. He did not disclose this fact that he had pain and was on

* medication.

He did not disclose this to his aviation medical examiner, and so we

° monitor the medical certification procedure by investigating accidents and

doing the medical portion of them.

And the last area, as I have outlined in here, is very difficult to get

at, and Dr. Reighard pointed this out. This is the business of pilot judgment,

planning for flight crew coordination. Actually crew/air traffic coordina-

tion might be named here. Cockpit discipline, attentiveness of the crew, this

is an area that's very difficult and it behooves us to concentrate more on

. this because this is the cause of many of our accidents, such as the world's

worst tragedy that occurred in Tenerife.

The problem of the communication from tower to cockpit, the problem of

communication within the cockpit that allowed this tail-end plane to take off

* in the fog with reduced visibility with Lhe Pan Am plane on the runway.

That's a human factors accident. That's not an airworthiness accident.

" It's an operation, human factors type of problem.

And what about this one, the 727 over San Diego, what kind of an accident

is that? That's a cockpit attentiveness, ATC communication type accident. It

is very difficult for us as accident investigators to get at the specifics of

* this type of thing.
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So that when we look at the NTSB statistics that show that between 85 to

90 percent of our aircraft accidents are caused by something in the pilot, it

behooves us as medically oriented people to look at those human factors com-

ponents that we can address to see if we can find out what's causing these

accidents specifically, and feed this back into the system to do some preven-

tion. Thank you.

DR. DILLE: Thank you, Dr. Kirkham. The next presentation is on passen-

ger seat performance by Richard F. Chandler, Chief Protection and Survival

Laboratory.

MR. CHANDLER: Thank you, Dr. Dille. You've just heard Bill Kirkham go

through a synopsis of the work done in field investigation of aircraft accidents.

Such work is one of the ways we learn what our problems are.

Among the slides he showed you were slides depicting the performance of

passenger seats.

The performance of air carrier passenger and general aviation seats

during a crash has been sporadically investigated since the 1950's. Most of

these investigations used simple linear spring mass dynamic theory to evaluate -

the theoretical performance of the seat and restraint system under short dura-

tion crash loads, but provided very limited test data to support their con-

clusions.

More recently it has been recognized that the simple linear dynamic

model is an inadequate tool for any but the most rudimentary studies, and more

complex models have been developed.

In particular, the FAA has developed the Seat-Occupant Model for Light

Aircraft which provides a nonlinear finite element model for describing the S

seat and restraint system and an ii mass model of the occupant with beam-

column simulation of the lumbar spine and the neck.

This model is now in final validation, and appears to represent the

single occupant light aircraft seat with reasonable fidelity. S

To evaluate the application of these models to transport aircraft pas-

senger seats, the Civil Aeromedical Institute has undertaken a program to

obtain baseline performance data for a variety of passenger seats under care-

fully controlled laboratory conditions which simulate the crash loading

19



conditions. This test program began in February of 1981 and is scheduled to

be completed in December.

Since the work is not complete, it would be premature to present final

results or conclusions at this meeting. Instead, I would like to outline the

scope of the program, and to present some observations and problems which are

apparent at this time.

Because the current regulatory requirements are based on static loading

conditions, we started our program with a simple static test similar to that

described in the Technical Standard Order for passenger seats. This slide

shows the test arrangement which we used. The seats are mounted on our test

sled, just as we would for a dynamic test.

A six degree of freedom load cell is placed under each leg of the seat to

measure the forces and mounts at the attachment points of the seat to the air-

craft floor. The aircraft floor is simulated by a fixture, described in the

Crash Survival Design Guide, which allows the floor to be deformed to approxi-

mate the distortion which may occur due to external forces in a crash.

Thus we have two test conditions possible here, one with floor deforma-

tion, one without. The loads are applied through the pully system to equalize

the loads in all seat positions even if deformation varies.

Load cells in the link to the body block measure the load at each posi-
tion.

Some typical observations are indicated in this slide, where post-test

position of the body blocks are shown, together with the failure at the lap

belt which was the end point for this test.

If we remove the seat cushions, we see that the rigid body blocks have

loaded the leading edge of the seat pan, causing them to bend downward until

the body blocks contact the seat legs, which then carry the load directly.

This is an artificial loading condition that is not representative of

either field observations or dynamic test experience. This seems to confirm

observations by others that this static test procedure is not representative of

occupant loading of the passenger seat.

Even if the leading edge of the seat pan were of more substantial struc-

ture, it would only form a fulcrum for the rigid body block, a different
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loading condition, but not more representative of the occupant.

Here we see a failure of a lap belt with a rated strength of 2,000

pounds, considerably above the minimum requirement of 1,500 pounds. Failure 0

of 2,000 pound rated strength lap belts were a frequent end point to our tests,

so much so that we have begun replacing all 2,000 pound belts with 3,000 pound . -

belts in order to increase the chance of failure in the seat structure.

For our dynamic tests we use a similar seat installation, but with 50th

percentile anthropomorphic dummies as seat occupants. In addition to the two

test conditions previously described, we add a third variable shown in the

slide; a combination of forward and side loading produced by yawing the seat a
30 degrees to the side. The sled test facility at CAMI allows us to control

both the impact velocity and deceleration acting on the sled.

For these tests we chose a roughly trapezoidal crash pulse, with a fairly .o

short rise time as shown in the slide. We began testing each seat assembly

at 6 G, and then increased the G level by 3 G increments, using an untested

seat assembly, on subsequent tests until structural failure was observed.

The impact velocity, represented by the area under the curve on the slide, was

high enough to assure that failure would occur during the test pulse. In this _

test, failure occurred at about 180 milliseconds.

Here we see the load measured at the right rear leg, where the failure

occurred, and the failure point is more obvious. Knowing the failure point, we

can easily calculate the impact velocity required to produce the failure, an S--

important point for future test planning.

It is well to remember that even though aircraft may crash at higher

velocities than we are testing, any velocity greater than required to produce

failure in the seat will contribute no information pertinent to the seat

performance.

Now, let's look at a few more examples of failure points, and let's start

with the exception to the common results, shown here.

This seat failed by general deformation of the basic seat structure until

spot welds holding the basic structure together let go. This is the only seat -.

in our program which failed in this manner, the other failures being asso-

ciated with fittings such as a lap belt tie down fitting and an aft leg

attachment fitting.
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An aft leg tension link failed at the eye of the bolt attachment to the

seat.

Seat tie down buttons which fit into the floor track... this failure was

the result of floor deformation, which caused the buttons to bear on the side

of the track, together with a rigid leg structure which would not deform to

allow the buttons to bear evenly across the track.

A comparable failure occurring on the floor track.

One of the test conditions which I haven't mentioned is illustrated by

this slide, an overhead view of a test with passengers seated behind the test

seat. We are doing these tests to evaluate the effectiveness of the "brace

for impact" position as well as to measure the loading on the seat.

These tests seem to substantiate earlier tests which show the value of the

brace position... injury criteria can be reduced by about 50 percent, but also

have indicated a "size effect" on injury potential for the unbraced occupant.

Here, the smaller passenger, a 5th percentile female dummy has cleared

the seat in front of her, while the 50th percentile dummy and 95th percentile.

dummies sustain greater head impacts with the seat back.

This may have even greater significance as seat pitch becomes closer,

making all passengers, in effect, a larger percentile size.

In conclusion, I would like to summarize some observations made so far

in the program, but please keep in mind that the program is not yet over.

All seats exceeded the minimum requirement for forward static loading by

5 to 35 percent.

Two seats, of ten tested, failed during application of floor deformation,

without any other loading.

Although there is a wide variation in the data, the mean lap belt loop

loads measured in these dynamic tests would indicate that the minimum static

load required by regulation, 1,530 pounds, would occur in a dynamic test con-

dition of about 3.6 G.

Failure of lap belts rated at 2,000 pounds commonly occurred before seat

or track failure.
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Three of four seats dynamically tested in the forward condition withstood

9G.

Zero of two seats dynamically tested in the forward condition withstood

6 G if concurrently stressed by floor deformation.

Three of six seats tested with 30 degrees yaw withstood 6 G in dynamic

tests. None withstood 9 G.

One of two seats tested with 30 degrees yaw and floor deformation with-

stood 6 G. None withstood 9 G.

The sequence of failure is difficult to determine without appropriate

instrumentation.

Dynamic loads at time of failure are generally greater than static loads

at time of failure.

Thank you.

DR. DILLE: Thank you, Mr. Chandler. Our next presentation will be by

Charles R. Crane, Ph.D., Biochemist, Aviation Toxicology Laboratory, Civil

Aeromedical Institute, on understanding the fundamentals of smoke toxicity in

aviation.

DR. CRANE: Thank you, Dr. Dille. Ladies and gentlemen, I'm going to

give a fairly brief summary on this topic because it is really composed of so

many detailed small items that to discuss one in detail would be rather

boring.

To discuss very many of them adequately would take much too long.

In the early 1960's many people in the aviation environment became aware

for the first time of the possible significance to survival of postcrash fires.

It was first observed that some victims with no impact-related physical

injuries died as a result of the ensuing fire. So the questions arose: What

killed them? How did they act? If we could answer those questions, then how

might we reduce the risk of injury or death in the post crash fire situation,

particularly with reference to toxicity?

Our forensic toxicology unit found that such victims invariably presented

an elevated blood carboxyhemoglobin (COHb) concentration, indicating inhala-

tion of CO from the fire.
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In early 1969, the Biochemistry Research Unit became interested in the

observation that such COHb values ranged anywhere from 35 to 85 percent satura-

tion. The obvious questions were: What is the minimal lethal COHb value? and

if CO inhalation wasn't responsible for the deaths of those victims with

levels below the minimum lethal concentration, then what did they die of?

There was a possibility that the some of the reported COHb values were in

error due to inadequate analysis; so our unit initiated an evaluation of the

common analytical techniques used by forensic toxicology laboratories.

We found that for postmortem analysis under any but ideal conditions,

the commonly-used colorimetric procedures could introduce considerable error.

We further found that only gas chromatographic techniques were reliable

and recommended that they be utilized exclusively for COHb analysis of blood

from fire victims. Gas chromatographic techniques are now used in most

laboratories.

We recongized further that toxic gases other than CO are present in smoke,

and that if CO alone wasn't responsible for the death of fire victims, possibly

it was due to the combined toxicity of several gases.

Knowing that cyanide is a toxic gas that had been shown to be present in

smoke from other sources, we proposed that HCn could be a factor in the death

of postcrash fire victims.

We therefore suggested that blood cyanide analysis be included in the

routine postmortem toxicological examinations.

In late 1970 there was an impact-survivable accident in Alaska that

involved postcrash fire, and for the first time aircraft fire victims were

shown to have elevated blood cyanide levels in addition to elevated COHb

levels.

However, we were still unable to answer the specific question, Are the

demonstrated levels of CO and HCn together adequate to explain the cause of

death?

So, in 1971 we initiated a program that has continued to date; elements of

that program are to: identify those toxic components of smoke that contribute

significantly to the overall toxicity of smoke; define experimentally the
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dose/response relationship for each of these components, both singly and in

suitable combinations where the response measured is related to one's ability

to escape from a fire environment; devise a small-scale test method for burn-

ing materials and measuring the toxicity of the smoke where both the generation

( of the smoke and the evaluation of its toxicity are relevant to the environ-

ment of real fires; justify or validate the use of experimental animals to

gather data that will be used to predict effects of humans; and finally, come

to a decision concerning the best way to improve passenger survival time in

the fire environment, taking into account such relevant factors as the real

magnitude of the risks associated with the fire hazard, how much improvement

can be achieved and at what cost.

Also what degree of importance should be placed on such properties of

materials as durability, comfort, aesthetics, etc.

Along the way, we must not lose sight of the possibility that the risk of

postcrash fire deaths from smoke toxicity may not be realistically reduced by

controlling cabin interior materials. Furthermore, we should make everyone

aware that the risk today is really a surprisingly small one, anyway.

If no one died from toxic smoke inhalation in postcrash fires after

today, we would save, statistically, 10 to 15 lives per year, according to

the best estimates we have.

So, since 1970, in our laboratory we have: designed a small-scale
animal toxicity test system that allows us to measure the time-to-incapacita-

tion and time-to-death for rats exposed to atmospheres of smoke from real

materials or to synthetic atmospheres composed of known gases; determined

the incapacitating and lethal doses in rats of three systematically toxic

gases -- CO, HCn and H2S -- and of two irritant toxic gases -- HCL and

acrolein; devised for the first time a generalized model and equation that

relates an animal's body weight and respiration rate to time to incapacitation

and time to death as a function of the concentration of any one, or any com-

bination, of the systemic toxic gases; demonstrated that for systemic toxic

gases, at least, the dose/response relationships derived from animal experi-

ments can be used to calculate dose/response relationships for humans;

compared in our system the relative toxocity of the thermal decomposition

products of well over one hundred polymeric materials -- natural and syn-

thetic; determined the incapacitating and lethal heat loads for rats/mice,
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and developed an equation that will predict incapacitation and death for rats

or humans exposed to any given air temperature; participated in the efforts of

several organizations to evaluate the smoke toxicity problem and/or develop

appropriate methodologies: The American Society of Testing and Materials

(ASTM), National Bureau of Standards (NBS) committees and Special Aviation Fire

and Explosion Reduction (SAFER) committees.

I realize this was a lot of words without really giving you much details.

At any time you are free, feel welcome to drop around our laboratory or talk

with me in the halls and I'll be glad to give you all the information I can.

Thank you.

DR. DILLE: Thank you, Charles.

RECESS

DR. DILLE: The first presentation in this session will be an analysis

of protective breathing systems intended for use aboard transport category

aircraft by Don DeSteiguer.

MR. DeSTEIGUER: Thank you, Dr. Dille. First slide, please. On Novembe=

the 3rd, 1973, the Pan American Boeing 707, following an in-flight fire,

impacted into the end of the runway at Boston's Logan. The investigation of

that accident, among other things, questioned the functioning, or nonfunction- .- 

ing, of the protective breathing equipment that was provided aboard the

aircraft.

If we look at the protective breathing equipment, we find we have

generally two types carried aboard our transport category aircraft. The first

is a two-piece device which makes use of the quick-don oxygen mask, which is

already there and connected for use in the event of a decompression.

This, of course, gives respiratory protection. Facial protection is

then obtained through the use of the supplementary goggles. The other pro-

tective breathing device on the flight deck is a full-face mask which is

normally coupled to a portable cylinder, allowing one of the crew members to

go back into the aircraft for examination, firefighting, what have you. . "

Due to the questions which were raised in the Boston Pan Am accident,

we were requested to develop a testing program and to evaluate those items of
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protective breathing equipment which were currently in use in the commercial

air fleet.

The method which we established, rather than trying to rely on a subject 0

telling us whether they think they smelled something or not, was based on a

quantitative procedure where we get actual analytical data as to whether the

equipment is functioning and how well the equipment is functioning.

Very briefly, the procedure is to put the equipment on the subject. We

hook sample tubes to the equipment and then we challenge that equipment with

approximately 100 parts per million of normal pentane.

Normal pentane being selected because of its nonirritating and nontoxic

properties at those levels. We then pulled the gas samples through and into

a gaschromatograph which in turn gives us an analytical measurement of the

amount of normal pentane which the equipment is being challenged with and the

amount of normal pentane which might be penetrating into the equipment. .0

A typical data recording which we obtained is such -- the pass and fail

points are across the bottom, the lower dotted line represents the pass-fail

point for the respiratory system or the oxygen mask of the two system compon-

ents. Jk

The other, or the higher dotted line, represents the pass-fail point for

the visual system, or for the goggles. If it is a one-piece system where both ':."?

the visual and respiratory systems are in one compartment, then the lower line

is the pass-fail point.

Now, what we generally found was that the oxygen mask itself functioned

quite well. In this case, there was no penetration of any kind into the mask;

but when we look at the goggles, we find they fail immediately and totally. 0

They were more of a hindrance than a help. The crew members would be

better off never to put them on. We received for testing 137 different kinds

of protective breathing devices which were currently in use in our air carrier

fleet.

Of the 137 which we tested, 115 did not pass the test procedure. The .-.

remaining 22, though they may have passed the contaminant protection, had

additional problems such as those encountered in donning, peripheral vision,

things of that type.
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The test procedure did validate one concept and that was the concept of

venting the goggles in order to keep them sufficiently clean for our purposes.

The concept was good, but the method of attempting to do this proved to be

totally insufficient.

goglIn other words, what they were doing was attempting to build into the

goggles a pair of small tubes which would then be positioned into the mask

cavity. Then when you put the regulator on pressure, you obtain a venting

into the goggles.

The problem with the technique they were trying to use is that the tubes

did not go into the mask cavity, but quite frequently would lie into the seal-

ing area, and consequently never functioned.

The concept proved good, but the approach was not good. The solution to

the problem was to use that concept of venting, but - instead of attempting

to put tubes into the goggles - to build a value system into the nose cup of

the mask, which you see here on a Puritan quick-don type mask, a valve which

would allow oxygen to flow from the mask into the goggles.

Now, so as not to compromise the performance of the mask during decompres-

sion, the valve normally would remain closed as you would see it here. As you

would put the goggles on, the goggles would force the valve down and then

would open the valve, as you see here. The competitors all took the identical

same approach by using vent valves of one type or another.

The Scott Sierra mask - they have gone with the same concept, though the

vent valve may appear to be somewhat different. In this case, the valve would

be normally closed, and if you needed it after donning the mask and goggles,

then you would pull the lever down, opening the valve and venting the goggles.

We found this system to be reliable, though there were some problems in

the early stages of the development. One involved the amount of oxygen that

was required to vent the goggles, and it looked as though this would require an

additional cylinder of oxygen being incorporated into the aircraft crew system.

This is not a desirable feature due to the economic factors involved. By

continuing the work with this system and by fine-tuning it, eventually, the

manufacturers and CAMI were able to reduce the flow to the goggles through

controlling the valve size and by controlling the pressure from the regulator,

obtaining a system that did work and was compatible with the existing aircraft

oxygen system.
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Now let us go one step further taking the case of American Airlines B727.

This was a case of a small bomb being placed upon the aircraft. It did not

particularly damage the aircraft, but it did set it afire. 0

Smoke became very intense in the passenger cabin. The flight deck crew

manually deployed the oxygen masks to the passengers who donned the maskr, and

their comments after the accident was over indicated that this action on the

part of the crew members had saved their lives. a

About two months later, we have a similar situation on Hughes Air West

where the flight deck crew again manually deployed the oxygen masks, and the

passengers indicated that this action had saved their lives.

Following these two incidents, both Boeing and Douglas issued bulletins

to their customers pointing out that this procedure was of no benefit whatso-

ever to the passengers. Psychology was all that had been in effect. The type

of mask we're talking about for the passengers, of course, is the simple, S

small, yellow plastic mask -- and I say simple in quotations because it is not

that simple -- that we have all seen demonstrated.

Now, why would Boeing and Douglas issue bulletins stating that this mask

did not work in the smoke and fume environment? Let's look very briefly at

the function of the masks and its design.

First, the oxygen is accumulated in a reservoir bag. Now, this is not a

rebreathing bag as a good many people think, but is merely a reservoir or

collector bag for the accumulation of oxygen.

The mask itself is here. When the individual starts his inhalation, the

valve opens here, and during the first part of his inhalation, he draws a high

level of oxygen out of the reservoir which goes deep into his lungs where the S

gas exchange will mostly take place.

Once that reservoir collapses, we have a spring-loaded dilute valve which

then opens and you pull in ambient or cabin air, and whatever else may be in

that ambient or cabin air. Then when he exhales, it is vented out at this

point.

The system was designed for decompressions. It is very efficient under

those conditions on a very low flow of oxygen.
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The problem that both Boeing and Douglas had is that unless you have a

decompression, there is no flow activated to the mask. So that when the

passengers put the masks on, they were simply breathing through the ambient

dilute valve.

Now, if you have a decompression, the very low flow of oxygen which is

delivered to the mask expands and provides for your ventilation rate. We

are looking at this device at the present time to see what might be done with

it to provide protection to the passengers with the existing systems.

The approach that has been most practical today is simply not to dump

overboard the previous breath, but hold it in another reservoir which in turn

is coupled back to the dilute valve so that we recycle part of the breath

after we empty the reservoir.

The procedure is very simple. We may not get 100 percent protection with

it, but at the present time, it looks as though a good deal of protection can

be provided at very little added expense.

Thank you.

DR. DILLE: Thank you Don. At least half a dozen of our scientists have

been involved in rather extensive tests of the acute effects of ozone on human

and respiratory function performance. And giving a summary of many of these

studies is Dr. Lategola of our physiology laboratory, a presentation entitled,

"Effects of Ozone on Cockpit and Cabin Crew." - -

DR. LATEGOLA: Thank you, Dr. Dille. Ladies and gentlemen.

The majority of airline passenger and crew complaints attributed to ozone

exposure consist primarily of respiratory irritation with cough and sub-

sternal discomfort. Other common symptoms are headache and fatigue. Symptoms

have been primarily associated with transpolar flights during late winter to

early spring in the vicinity of major atmospheric low-pressure centers.

In April, 1977, the Civil Aeromedical Institute was requested to provide

research in sunport of a proposed rule limiting airline cabin ozone levels.
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The Aviation Physiology Lab, consisting of units headed by Drs. Higgins,

McKenzie and myself, all under Dr. Melton's leadership, immediately began

research preparations, and the first experiments were run in February, 1978.

Four consecutive studies were completed by November, 197).

Symptomatic effects of inspired ozone are intensified by the increased

breathing of physical activity. Because flight attendants are usually more

physically active during flight than other crew members or passengers, our

first two studies were focused on the flight attendants. The third and fourth

studies were focused on the sedentary cockpit crew members and passengers.

A comprehensive battery of flight-related physiological functions were

assessed in an attempt to define the threshold concentrations for adverse ozone

effects under simulated flight conditions. All experiments were run at a

pressure equivalent of 6,000 feet in an altitude chamber, in which relative

humidity was kept at 10-12 percent, and temperature at 68-74 Fahrenheit.

The subjects in the first two studies were paid, 20-30 year old men and

women, with height and weight characteristics of flight attendants. After

medical examination and training for the experimental procedure, each subject

was exposed to an ozone-in-air mixture in one experiment, and to air-only in

another experiment. The two experiments were separated by one week.

The experimental schedule for the first study is shown in Slide 1. The

subjects were run in pairs on a staggered time schedule. The first pre-

altitude procedure was a respiratory questionnaire. For this, the subject

first performed one maximum inspiration and expiration, and then rated the

presence and degree of 5 symptom categories. Next, three maximum forced-

vital-capacity efforts by each subject were recorded on a spirometer. From

these recordings, six separate measurements of mechanical pulmonary function

were obtained.

Then, after a standard breakfast, electrode placement and urine voiding,

each subject was exposed to 0.2 ppm ozone-in-air for 4 hours at 6,000 feet

in the altitude chamber. At altitude, each subject underwent a handsteadiness

test, photopic vision testing, dark adaptation and scotopic vision testing,

and a Wechsler short-term memory test. Interspersed with these tests were
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four treadmill tests of 10 minutes each. The treadmill speed was 2.0 miles

per hour for the females, and 3.0 miles per hour for the males. The treadmill

incline was set at zero for the Lirst 3 tests, and at a 5 percent positive

incline for the fourth test. These treadmill loads were based on Astrand's

study of flight attendant workloads, and where chosen to produce a heart rate

of about 100 beats per minute in the first 3 treadmill tests, and 100 to 140

beats per minute in the fourth treadmill test. Heart rate and respiration

were measured during each treadmill test.

Immediately after exiting the altitude chamber, 3 additional forced-

vital-capacity efforts by each subject were recorded. The measurements from

these recordings were divided by the corresponding pre-altitude measurements

in order to calculate the change associated with exposure to ozone plus

altitude. These calculated changes were compared to the same measurements in

the no-ozone experiments as a measure of the effects of the ozone.

Immediately after the forced-vital-capacity recordings, the subject's

respiratory symptoms were reassessed. The symptoms were assessed for immediate

post-altitude effects, and for recollected symptoms right after the last tread-

mill test at altitude. The pre- and post-altitude symptoms were scored by

algebraic difference, and compared to the scores of the no-ozone control

experiments. Blood and urine samples were obtained for subsequent analysis.

The second slide presents a list of the tests run in the areas of vision,

blood and urine in the first study. One can readily see that the search for

threshold ozone effects was quite comprehensive

In all of the functions evaluated in the first study, no statistically

significant adverse effects resulted from the 4-hour altitude exposure to 0.2

parts per million ozone.

As shown in Slide 3, the experimental schedule and tests in the second

study were identical with the first study except that: each subject was

exposed to 0.3 parts per million ozone for a duration of 3 hours, and a total

of three treadmill tests were run at altitude. The first two treadmill

tests were identical with the first three of study I, and the last treadmill

test was identical in both studies. All other measurements and scoring were

identical with those of the first study.
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Summarized results of the second study are shown in Slide 4. Please

focus your attention on the second vertical column. No statistically signi-

ficant adverse ozone effects occurred in the heart rate, Wechsler, vision, 0

blood, and urine tests. As indicated by starred items, statistically signi-

ficant adverse effects for both males and females occurred in the areas of

symptoms and spirometry functions.

Regarding subjective symptoms, the differences between the ozone and no- 0

ozone mean scores within each sex group were statistically significant for the

immediate post-altitude period as well as during the last treadmill test at

altitude. The highest mean score occurred in the male group during the last

treadmill test at altitude. This score indicates a "slight" to "moderate" 1

degree of discomfort. The remaining three mean scores for both sexes also lay

between "slight" and "moderate" discomfort.

No experiment had to be terminated because of intolerable symptomatic .

stress on the part of any subject.

Throat irritation was the most prevalent symptom, reflected usually by

involuntary coughing during forced vital capacity efforts. Substernal dis-

comfort, and dry or burning eyes were second and third in prevalance. One

male suffered breathing discomfort for three subsequent days. Two males and

two females reported considerable lassitude for two subsequent days. Symptoms

in all other subjects disappeared in four hours or less. Symptoms of these

degrees and durations after a single ozone exposure are considered to be com-

pletely reversible.

During the last treadmill test, which was lighter for the females than for

the males, the mean symptom score for the females was greater than that of the

males, even though the females' pulmonary ventilation was about 35 percent less

than that of the males. This appears to indicate the presence of a greater

symptomatic sensitivity to ozone in the females as compared to the males.

The mean heart rates achieved by both the males and females during the 30

total minutes of treadmill work approximated Astrand's reported mean level of

108 beats per minute for a four-hour work shift in flight attendants. Because

increased ventilation of physical activity increases ozone symptoms, an

increased treadmill time for the females would have increased the observed

ozone symptoms. Since no significant symptoms occurred in the first study,
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0.2 parts per million ozone, for 4 hours with 4 treadmill tests, then the

ozone threshold for symptoms in flight attendants is probably greater than

0.2 parts per million, but less than 0.3 parts per million.

Regarding pulmonary function, all 6 of the spirometry parameters within

each sex group were decreased by ozone with statistical significance. Within

each sex group, the last three parameters, manifested greater decreases than

the first three. Those last three parameters are known to sensitively reflect

resistance changes in the smaller airways of the lung. The mean decreases in

these three parameters ranged from 6.5 to 15.6 percent.

Because the more prevalent symptoms reflected upper tracheobronchial

discomfort, the significant decreases in the first 3 parameters were not

surprising. However, because no subjects experienced symptomatic discomfort

in the peripheral portions of the lung, the larger significant decreases in

the last three spirometry parameters where somewhat unexpected. In more

.. severe ozone exposures, one of the potentially serious effects is pulmonary

. edema. Therefore, in order to minimize possible adverse effects of substantial

ozone exposure, the removal of the person from the ozone exposure at the first

definite symptoms of throat and substernal discomfort would appear to be a

prudent action.

Because increased ventilation increases ozone symptoms, increasing the -

treadmill time to approximate actual duty durations of flight attendants would - .

have intensified the adverse spirometric effects of the ozone. Therefore, ...

the ozone threshold for adverse mechanical pulmonary effects in flight atten-

dants would have intensified the adverse spirometric effects of the ozone.

Therefore, the ozone threshold for adverse mechanical pulmonary effects in

flight attendants most probably lies between 0.2 and 0.3 parts per million.

Let us now shift our attention to the more sedentary cockpit crew

members. The subjects in this study were male smokers and nonsmokers, 40 to

59 years of age.

The experimental procedure resembles that of the second study except

that: all treadmill tests were omitted.

:.1kThe next slide summarizes the findings in this study. No statistically

significant adverse ozone effects occurred in the heart rate and short-term

memory tests.
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Regarding symptoms, all smokers and nonsmokers combined manifested small

but statistically significant symptoms with ozone exposure. The largest mean

symptom score occurred in the 40-49 year-old nonsmoker group, and this score

was in the "slight" to "moderate" discomfort range. The observed symptoms

generally disappeared within 4 hours, and were considered to be completely

reversible.

Eye discomfort was the most prevalent symptom, followed by headache,

nasal irritation, and throat irritation. The substantial eye irritation was

most probably the main reason for the small but statistically significant

decreases which occurred in four of the vision tests . The increase in eye

*symptoms probably resulted from the fact that eye testing was done towards the

end of the 3-hour ozone exposure in this study as compared to the second study,

in which it was done towards the beginning of the ozone exposure. The

increased nasal irritation may have resulted from the more naturally-occurring

nasal breathing of sedentary rest, as opposed to the increased oral breathing

during the treadmill tests of the second study. Since nasal breathing is

known to scrub ozone, then, in the case of unavoidable ozone exposure, nasal

breathing could partially protect the deeper portions of the lung.

All smokers and nonsmokers combined manifested small but statistically

significant decreases in 3 spirometry functions due to ozone. Most of the

decreases occurred in the nonsmoker group. The lesser effect of the ozone on

the spirometry functions of the smokers was probably due to the prior

desensitization of the smokers' lungs by accumulated smoking damage. Other

studies have shown that greater ozone exposures do adversely affect the

smoker's lung more than that of the nonsmoker.

Because adverse effects observed in this study were statistically signi-

ficant, but small in degree, the ozone threshold for adverse effects in

sedentary cockpit crew members is probably right at 0.3 parts per million.

That same threshold should also be valid for sedentary passengers.

Subsequent to evaluation of all ozone studies, an FAR (Federal Air Regula-

tion) was issued on February 20, 1980. The time weighted average of 0.1 parts

per million and peak level of 0.3 parts per million ozone, corrected to sea

level, were adopted for the in-flight commercial airline cabin. The time

weighted average of 0.1 parts per million refers to flights of more than four

hours duration.
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Thank you.

DR. DILLE: Thank you, Mike. The next presentation has the very broad

title of "Influence of Alcohol, Drugs and Pollutants on Brain, Behavior and

Performance" by Alvin M. Revzin, who right now is our Neuropharmacology

Research Unit.

DR. REVZIN: Thank you, Bob.

Aviation personnel may be exposed to a wide variety of toxic chemicals,

drugs and environmental pollutants. I shall lump all of these things under

the generic name of toxicants. My research work involves measuring the effects

of some classes of these toxicants on brain functions. The objective of this

research is to determine the exposure levels and circumstances at which these

toxicants can affect job performance. Achieving this 'jective has required

development of special methods which, though sensitive and predictive, are

technically very difficult and time-consuming.

The work I will briefly describe today was based on evaluating the

toxicant-induced changes in the response properties of single nerve cells in

those subcortical visual areas concerned with peripheral vision in experimental

animals. This approach has two virtues: It has proven to be very sensitive.

If a toxicant produces changes in the response properties of a class of .-

neurones, it is unambiguous evidence that visual functions have been dis-

turbed. Such disturbances can be missed in human visual studies/examinations

since most of these do not test peripheral visual functions and incompletely

test central functions.

I have studied many toxicants with these methods, but will concentrate

on three: organphosphate pesticides, ethyl alcohol and microwave radiation.

Ethanol: The primary data is very simple. Ethanol induces a sharp

decrease in the sensitivity and specificity of posterior thalamic neurones

concerned with peripheral vision. The threshold dose is about 5 mg percent

(0.005 gm/lO0 gm). This corresponds to about a third of a shot of whiskey

for most of us. Neurones in other visual protection systems were 4-10 times

less sensitive to ethanol than were other thalamic sensory and motor nerve

* cells.
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These results were obtained in anesthetized animals but quantitatively

similar data is now being obtained in studies of the effects of ethanol on

peripheral vision in human volunteers, confirming the power and sensitivity

of the approach.

The visual mechanisms I was using are concerned mainly with regulation of

visual attention. Normally we "look at" -- our attention is directed at --

things projected onto the fovea. The central 1°-3 ° of the retina. If sig- 0

nificant events ( an airplane coming down the taxiway as we are preparing to

take off, or a truck coming through a red light) occur in peripheral (extra

foveal) vision, the system I was recording from tells this to the brain and,

if we so decide, the system also generates the appropriate eye movements •

required to foveate, examine or "pay attention to" the new event. Alcohol

inhibits this mechanism, so that, as blood alcohol levels increase, we become

progressively less responsive to events in peripheral visual areas -- the

classic "tunnel vision" of the drunk. Clearly, in the complex visual -0

environments of aviation, such inhibition of vision is undesirable and

dangerous. That such inhibitions occur at extremely low blood alcohol levels

is also distrubing -- it certainly changed my own social drinking patterns!

It suggests that any alcohol in the blood could be a factor in accidents .

occurring in heavy traffic where ability to respond to things happening all

about us is critical. Under lower sensory loadings, there is probably no

problem, since we have other mechanisms to take care of the peripheral

reflex, including simply monitoring by turning our heads. One more point.

These are reflex functions -- we will not be aware of dysfunctions. Indeed,

the reduction in awareness of the entire visual world may contribute to our

sense of well-being under ethyl alcohol since there seem to be fewer things out

there to disturb us. •

We also devoted a lot of time to the investigation of toxic effects of

organophosphate pesticides and related chemicals used in agricultural aviation.

These include not only the organophosphate pesticides, but the carbamate
S

based pesticides and therapeutic drugs used to cure the effects of poisoning,

notably ALropine and Pralidoxine.

But the use of organophosphates is dangerous. It's quite well known.

In high doses one sees a variety of symptoms beginning with muscle twitches
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and parasympathetic symptoms, symptoms of parasympathetic discharge, and end-

ing in gross seizures and death with high levels.

There is also some anecdotal evidence suggesting, and some experimental

data, suggesting that prolonged exposure to organophosphates results in visual

dysfunctions of various kinds and sleep dysfunctions. Conceivably interfer-

-: ences in pulmonary metabolism could be one of the dysfunctions contributing

to the development of Alzheimer's Disease, senile dementia.

In my father's area of Michigan, where there were a lot of fruit farmers,

people used to say that you had to watch out in driving because people don't

drive very well during spray season. Clearly, high doses are toxic. What

about low doses? Well, we tested it in a system similar to the one just

described. As background and as noted, we studied single units, but these

are not uniformly responsive to stimuli. The units were variously sensitive

to the size and motion of the stimulus, some responding to targets a degree of

arc or less, others responding only when the target size exceeded 40 degrees

of arc, a very large target. They differed enormously in the sensitivity to

velocity, some responding to velocities so slow that I have difficulty seeing

it, others at very high velocities.

The main class, however, was directional selectivity units. That is,

the cell would respond maximally when the target moved in one direction and

would not respond at all or, indeed, would be inhibited when a target would

move in some other direction. There were other complexities as well, but to

cut a long story short, the organophosphates pesticides abolished the direc-

tional selectivity of directionally selected cells and did not do anything

else. This occurred at doses substantially lower than the threshold doses

required to see any peripheral effects.

The effects lasted a long time, a matter of hours, which is the limit

of useful time to follow any one unit with this measure. Higher doses, " -

as befits a convulsive agent, just generally increased the excitability of

the whole system. So, organophosphates had a limited and very highly

* specific effect on the system which occurred at very low doses. Carbamate

pesticides did the same thing, again, at very low doses.

Pralidoxines, which is used in the therapy of organophosphates pesticide .

poisoning, did the same thing. Atropine and other materials, which are used
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predominantly to antagonize the central effects of organophosphates and

carbamate pesticides, did the same thing. Any perturbation of cholinergic

function blocked the directionally selected response, with some evidence that

other things were happening as well. The abolition of directional selectivity

means that erroneous information is being relayed from the eye to the higher

brain centers. As with alcohol, normally this is probably not terribly signi-

ficant since other cues about the visual universe are available.

In an emergency situation with rapid signal input rate, which has to be

evaluated, the presence of erroneous information simply increases the probabil-

ity that the pilot will move his controls in the wrong direction. -.

And at the postmortem, his widow will be told that since there was little

decrease in blood cholinesterase, the accident was undoubtedly due to pilot

error. This can be exacerbated in a sense because there is also evidence that

colds, other viral infections, arsenic pesticides and other things which can

affect the blood-brain 'barrier,' can, on a moment-to-moment basis, greatly

increase the sensitivity of the organism to the presence of organophosphate

and carbamate pesticides.

What all of this taken together means is that there is no real therapy for

many or most central effects of organophosphates. Indeed, there is good

evidence which I got in another system, that that treatment of organophosphate

pesticide poisoning with atropine may exacerbate many of these effects of the

pesticides.

Clearly, the only solution to the poisoning situation is to avoid exposure,

to use whatever protective cockpit devices are available, to wear protective

clothing at all times and to make sure that your spray controls are adequate.

This is especially critical not only to the pilot, but for ground personnel

and other people who may inadvertently be exposed to the sprays and get in

their automobile and drive for a few miles cross-country thereafter.

I should also note that these studies emphasize acute or single exposure

to organophosphates, ethanol and other factors. A good deal of evidence

suggests that the real problem with many of these may lie with the real world

situation where we are exposed to repeated and small doses of these things

over a period of time where a variety of unexpected sumations occur.
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I would go on in a lengthy exposition about microwaves, but in light of

the grimness of what I have been talking about so far, I'll content myself

with saying that contrary to my expectations when I initially went into the

research, there seems to be, at least with the acute situation, no toxic

problem caused by exposure to microwaves at levels under the 4e facto standard

of 10 milliwatts per square centimeter.

Thank you.

DR. DILLE: Thanks, Al. William E. Collins, Chief, Aviation Psychology

Laboratory, will now summarize psychological research on flight-related per-

formance and workload problems.

DR. COLLINS: The Civil Aeromedical Institute's (CAMI) Aviation Psychology

Laboratory has been involved in research relevant to the human factors aspects

of aviation safety for over two decades. The laboratory is dedicated to the

conduct of research in experimental and physiological psychology relating to

current and anticipated biomedical and behavioral problems. That research

has included, but has not been limited to: the psychological and psychophy-

siological aspects of work proficiency; the relationship of various sensory

processes (such as vision, audition, spatial orientation, and others) t-

performance; person-machine relationships; problems in air-ground communica-

tion; the effects of various types of stress on human performance; personnel

systems; selection, training, and job performance, particularly of air traffic

controllers; and the measurement of aptitudes and abilities as these relate

to aircrew and ground personnel. Our work in the area of personnel systems

has produced a number of significant accomplishments related to agency per-

sonnel and programs. Those contributions will be covered in a subsequent

presentation.

In this discussion we will briefly note some of the kinds of research

findings that we have generated in the laboratory and other types of studies

of performance related to human factors problems of safety in flight. We have

arbitrarily divided our studies into four main sections for ease of discus- ,

sion.

Sensory Research in Flight Safety. Fundamental to any human factors base

for performance assessment are the human sensory systems, particularly those

that provide visual and auditory information. These systems are also
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significant in that their functions (along with cognitive processes) are

subject to various demands and stresses in aviation environments and thereby

influence both safety and health.

In the area of audition, our laboratory has provided the agency, air-

craft manufacturers, and the flying public with noise-level data for single

engine and twin engine aircraft, for helicopters, and for crop dusting air-

craft activities. Based on those data, we have provided the agency, CAMI's •

Aeromedical Education Branch, aviation medical examiners around the country,

and the flying public in general, with data-based recommendations for protect-

ing the hearing of pilots. We have gone about evaluating the various types

of ear protectors and have developed a 3-number rating system for ear plugs S

that is currently being used by the Occupational Safety and Health Administra-

tion (OSHA) in that agency's basic training of inspectors. We also completed

a successful assessment in CAMI's evacuation simulator of using speech

signals to direct passengers to emergency exists when vision is obscured in

the cabin.

We have used animals in those studies where they were required to assess

the effects on visual performance of pesticides used by crop dusters. We were

able to demonstrate significant decrements in performance before the usual

symptoms of poisoning appeared. That cautionary information is being communi-

cated to pilots engaged in aerial application through CAMI's Aeromedical

Education Branch. Similarly assessed was the biomedical and behavioral

interaction of marijuana and altitude on visual performance. The prepoten-

tiating effects of altitude on marijuana-related performance decrements was

demonstrated in animals and has served as the basis for several university

studies using human subjects.

Color in various types of displays -- both for the air traffic controller

and the pilot -- is a current human factors engineering effort. One bio-

medical side of the question involves color vision, and we have been active
at CAMI in assessing the validity -- or lack of validity -- of several of the

color vision tests -- and types of tests -- used in the medical examinations

required of pilots and controllers. Color is also a feature of some visual

approach slope indicator (VASI) systems and we have explored, in simulators,

the effects on landing performance of different types of VASI's. In other

simulator experiments we have varied the visual cues (e.g., the length and
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width of runways), and determined the perceptual effects of those variations

in efforts to quantify the various visual illusions that occur, particularly

in "black hole" landing situations. Approach angles produced in a simulated

"black hole" situation tend to be lower than desirable and are extremely

variable. "Black hole" approaches were also significantly lower with long or

narrow runways than with short or wide runways. Those studies support visual

effects as practical contributors to illusions, and "size" cues in the runway

image as important determinants of those illusions.

Performance and motion related to accident findings. The Aviation

Psychology Laboratory has had a long-standing interest in the problem of

spatial disorientation. The problem area is a significant one since statis-

tics over the past several years indicate that spatial disorientation is con-

sistently the third leading cause of general aviation fatalities. Our research

in this area has involved field surveys of Aviation Medical Examiners

(regarding medical tests related to detecting impairment in orientation

systems) and flight schools (regarding training in spatial orientation).

Based in part on those surveys, we have made educational recommendations re-

garding flight training and recommended against the introduction of new or

more specific physical examination requirements. Based on our laboratory

studies, we devised a methodology for familiarizing pilots with disorientation

experiences on the CAMT Disorientation Device. A private manufacturing

company in the aviation field enlisted our support in producing portable

devices -- Vertigons -- patterned after CAMI's for general educational pur-

poses. CAMI's Aeromedical Education Branch has two of these devices and sends

them to aviation safety meetings, air shows, and similar events all around the

country. Tens of thousands of general aviation pilots have "flown" this

educational device and have been given the safety briefing that goes with it.

The Air Force has recently purchased about 30 newer versions of this familiar-

ization tool, all based on the original CAMI methods.

Analysis of general aviation accident statistics and accident reports

(through the courtesy of the National Transportation Safety Board) have also

been conducted. With regard to spatial disorientation, it is clear that

pilots need an appreciation of the problem (our Vertigons help to provide that

opportunity) and that a variety of educational techniques -- which we have S
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specifically outlined as recommendations -- are necessary to give pilots

"a built-in association between adverse weather, disorientation, and fatal

accidents."

The human factors aspects of "propeller-to-person" accidents have also

been subjected to analyses through accident reports. Our data indicate that

the person most at risk for being struck by a rotating propeller is a passenger

who is either deplaning or assisting the pilot. Our analysis of factors

associated with this type of accident led us to make several types of recom-

mendations -- in a report currently being reviewed for publication in

Washington Headquarters -- ranging from education to procedures to hardware.

Our approaches to these various human factors problems have involved field

surveys, analysis of accident records, and also laboratory studies. With

respect to the latter, and based on our research experience regarding spatial

disorientation and other influences of motion on the human operator, we have

conducted several studies to assess specific effects of alcohol and a few

other drugs on performance during yaw-axis movement. Our initial studies on

joystick tracking behavior of a localizer/glide slope instrument indicated

that doses of alcohol which were too low to influence this type of performance

in a stationary environment were effective in producing performance decrements

during the additional stress imposed by motion. Similar results are obtained

with ordinary doses of depressant drugs, including Dramamine, an over-the-

counter preparation to prevent motion sickness. The importance of these find-

ings in assessing potentially adverse influences of drugs on performance in

any transportation system is clear -- the possibility of undesirable side

effects specific to motion must be considered.

We have also been examining performance during the so-called hangover

stage following alcohol intoxication. These laboratory studies have been

geared particularly to the FAA's "8-hour rule" of abstinence from alcohol

prior to flying. So far, our tests indicate no deleterious hangover effects

on tracking performance during motion, on the MTPB, or on speech perception

against a background of aircraft noise. Our studies are, however, in no way

complete since we have worked with relatively moderate peak blood alcohol

levels (averaging 90-100 mg percent) and have not incorporated the additional

interactive stressors of altitude, noise, and vibration.
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Our current research efforts involve alcohol/altitude/noise interactions

and their influence on performance at different workload levels.

Complex performance and workload. Our laboratory research in human factors

problems related to both individual and team performance has made use of CAMI's

Multiple Task Performance Battery (MTPB). The MTPB was originally developed

for the Air Force by the Lockheed Company to provide an array of six synthetic

tasks specifically designed to assess skills relevant to piloting an aircraft

under varied conditions of workload. The six tasks include: detection of

changes in red and green warning lights; monitoring changes of needle deflec-

tion in four meters; mental arithmetic; a two-dimensional compensatory tracking

task with a joystick control; individual and group problem solving; and pattern

identification. CAMI work on the MTPB has led to probably the first data-based,

quantitative documentation of a separate human ability to "time-share" -- a

concept in frequent use in human factors research. We have also used the MTPB

Ito establish rates of adaptation and significant factors in performance modifi-

cations during laboratory simulations of time-zone changes. And, in the process

of being published as OAM (Office of Aviation Medicine) reports are two recent

studies -- one of which qhowed no deleterious effects on performance of a 24-

hour crash diet and another which demonstrated some specific declines in per-

formance during a few hours of withdrawal from cigarette smoking. Although

additional research is needed, the latter finding, has considerable current

implications for proposed rules regarding any ban on smoking in the cockpit of

aircraft.

We have also been examining some aspects of noise on performance. We have

recently assessed effects of 24 hours of sleep deprivation on 2-3 hours of MTPB

performance with aircraft noise present, and ear protection used in some tests

and not used in other tests. Of interest is the finding that, while sleep

loss produces clear performance deficits, less deficit is present without ear

plug protection against the noise stressor than with ear plug protection.

Our MTPB complex is currently in use in support of research projects con-

ducted by CANI's physiologists and in the assessment of aeromedical imnplications

of alcohol usage under varying workload demands.
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A final area of our laboratory research which involves workload is

oriented more toward the human factors aspect of air traffic control work than

it is toward piloting aircraft. However, our approach has implications for

certain types of piloting behavior and represents an attempt to be a step

ahead of current workload issues by assessing the human demands imposed by the

- generics of a proposed future hardware system. Specifically, we have been

concerned with questions related to vigilance and monitoring ability using

computer-generated radar displays. Our displays incorporate alphanumerics and

our research scenarios require less control of the simulated traffic than they

do the detection of specific "significant" changes which occur relatively

infrequently. The tasks might thus be considered to be low on a workload

scale and the primary demand is that of monitoring computerized traffic

changes.

Our most recent studies in this area have some direct personnel implica-

tions. In one study we established the similarity of performance of both men

and women with the various measures of performance on simulated radar tasks.

Our most recently completed task -- our report of which is currently being

reviewed in Washington Headquarters for publication purposes -- involved age

differences in radar monitoring performance Our results indicated significant

performance deficits across a 2-hour monitoring session which were greater for

our 60-year old subjects than they were for 40-year olds, which in turn were

greater than those obtained for 20-year olds. The application of these find-

ings to current considerations regarding changes in the agency's "age 60" rule

is fairly obvious.

During the current budget-imposed hiatus in training at the Academy, we

are working with instructors in the Academy's air traffic training program in

evaluating vigilance problems under low task loads in highly automated radar

systems. We are also looking further into the question of age and performance

decrement -- we are examining the possible effects that the wearing of bifocals

might have on these decrements. And, finally, we are pursuing studies to

determine personality and physiological predictors of performance decrement on

monitoring tasks.

Thank you very much.
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DR. DILLE: The fourth Laboratory chief we'll hear from is Carleton E.

Melton, Chief of the Aviation Physiology Laboratory. Carl's had considerable

involvement in the ozone and other studies and also a lot of experience in

Studying stress in air traffic specialists, student pilots and the like.

I believe this is the first presentation on fatigue and stress in flight

inspection crews.

DR. MELTON: Thank you, Dr. Dille. Before I get to the flight inspection

experiment, I'd like to go back and talk about some of our earlier experiments

as far as overview and share with you some of the reasons how we got into that

work and what we hoped to accomplish by it.

I had a personal experience the other day that I think is illustratiye

of the main reason I think we're here at this conference. On my desk at home

I have a squeeze bottle of glue and a squeeze bottle of eye drops. Now, these

are both made of white opaque plastic, but of different shapes, and I had a

recycled stamp that didn't have any stickum on it, and I attempted to put some

glue on it, but I got the eye drops by mistake and squirted the eye drops all

over the stamp.

It didn't amount to very much. I just wiped it off, swore a little bit,

but I got to thinking, Would it have been a bigger mistake if it had been made

the other way around and I put the glue in my eye? And I decided it probably

wasn't a bigger mistake, but the consequences were much greater.

And I think in aviation we tend to judge the size of the mistake by the

size of the consequences. It's not uncommon for a pilot to line up on the

runway, and particularly if its a left and right runway situation, even to land

on the wrong runway. It commonly doesn't make any difference; a little

embarrassment maybe. The controller might chip at you a little bit. But it

did in Mexico City. And yet the man in Mexico City didn't make a much bigger

mistake than, say, the general aviation pilot at Will Rogers would, but the

consequences were much, much greater. And it appears to me that there is a

base rate of error that we're never going to pass in the system, that it's just

the way the computer is built and there isn't going to be a model change in the

future that we know about.

So I don't think we're ever going to get this error rate out of the system

and we'll probably always have accidents that are due to some fundamental errors

of confusion.
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However, there are some things we can do about it to minimize accident

rates and improve safety. One is we can make the system more tolerant of

error. We can make a more forgiving system, recognize that this error rate

is greater than zero.

The other thing we could do is make sure through training, proficiency,

recurrent training, education, selection, certification, all those things,

that we have a system that keeps the error rate at that absolute minimum level.

And what we've been doing in the physiology laboratory for the last 20

years is looking at factors in the aviation system that keep the error rate

higher than it needs to be.

I guess you could say we began at the beginning in this area of work

because we started with student pilots who had no previous flight experience.

The first group we put through a perfectly conventional syllabus, unstructured.

We provided no input to syllabus.

We turned the fixed base operator loose on them. We went along and made

measurements on them (Dr. Crane was one of those; he remembers it very well)

and followed them through the syllabus.

Now, characteristically, when these students began in this syllabus, they

• were joyful, realization of a dream to fly, wide open for learning, relaxed.

In this highly desirable state under the tutelage of classical instruction

technique, you might say, they progressed over a period of flights to a level

of terror that caused the physician who was in charge of the laboratory, where

urine analyses were being conducted, to phone and ask if one of our students

had a tumor because his output of adrenaline-like substances was so great that
it appeared to be pathological. This student was actually hospitalized for

studies as a result of this.

This taught us that the instructor was probably the most powerful stressor

in the system, and paradoxically, the greatest impediment to learning. We took

another group of subjects, took a rather frontal attack on the problem, and

gave the students a tranquilizer, carefully supervised on dual flights, of

course.

Now, this didn't have very much effect. We probably gave the tranquilizer

to the wrong person. We probably should have given it to the instructor, and
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I think we would have gotten better results.

We then pulled out all the stops, hired an instructor who was the

picture-book type: experienced, mature, modern in his approach. We used the

best syllabus that we could come up with, a highly idealized syllabus. We
incorporated a ground trainer into the syllabus for ten hours of instruction

for half the students. The other half got all their training in a Cherokee.

And we found indeed that the stress levels were markedly reduced. And we

found additionally that those who got their training on the ground, part of

their training in the ground trainer, did just as well as those who got all

their training in the airplane and at a much lower physiologic and economic

cost.

So with this background, we found and strongly believe that this business

of quality instruction is more than a nicety. It's a safety factor. These

pilots are safer pilots.

In the old group, some of them are still flying, and they're still flying

with the fears that were taught to them when they were students.

One of those students participated as a private pilot in a later study,

*. and on landing at Love Field, when that airport was a principal terminal for --

that area, had a heart rate of 180 beats a minute.

Now, we wouldn't allow a person on a treadmill to obtain that level of

heart rate because it wouldn't be safe. And this person was sitting quietly

* in a cockpit of a Cessna 150, and tha's been shown to be light work.

So this is a very ponderable stress. Those students suffered a level of

stress that's comparable to Gemini astronauts on blast-off. So it's something

to recognize and be dealt with in a modern way and in a good training syllabus.

We, in our latest series of experiments, were called upon to evaluate .'.

fatigue in flight inspection pilots because of, I guess you would say, the

increase in work density resulting from the shift from propeller driven air-

craft to executive jets.

And so we went to each of the Flight Inspection Field Offices in the

Continental United States, seven of them, and studied the three-man crews at

each of these Flight Inspection Field Offices.
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These three-man crews, for those of you who don't know, consist of aircraft

commander, copilot and electronics technician, . ii __ - - 'rement gear

to check the calibrations and specifications of the navigational aids.

Characteristically, these crews work five days in the office and then

they're on the road. They're in the air for five days doing flight inspection

work away from the office. So we studied each crew for a week in the office -

and then a week doing flight inspection work.

The principal instrument that we used for measurement here was the fatigue

checklist which was developed at the U.S. Air Force School of Aerospace

Medicine at Brooks Air Force Base, and validated there.

We also made physiological measurements on them in flight, recorded the

electrocardiogram continuously and collected urine specimens from them for bio-

chemical analysis.

The crews commonly expressed the opinion that office work was more fatigu-

ing that flight work was. This was one comparison we were very interested in

since flight work has been shown by Latlle and Joy and others, including our-

selves, to be light work; that office work and flying are of similar character

as far as metabolic expenditure is concerned. So if we could take that first

slide. This compares the prework values by crew positions that you see along

the bottom there. The fatigue checklist score should tell you that the lower

the score, the greater the fatigue; the lower the number, the greater the

fatigue.

And this simply shows that when they report for work, regardless of .%%

whether it is flight or office, they are equally rested, except for techni-

cians, who apparently report for flight work somewhat more fatigued than they

do when they report for office work.

And after work, the same sort of thing, again, the lower the bar, the

greater the fatigue. It shows that in all positions the flight work is more

fatiguing than office work.

Now, this we interpreted as being a confusion of work preference with

objective work intensity. The fatigue checklist forces the individuals to

choose descriptors that indicate true fatigue rather than "you make me tired"

kind of fatigue, which they probably experienced in the office - negative feel-

ings that are sumed up as a statement of fatigue.
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And the differences there are significant at the one percent level between

flight work and office work. This is how the fatigue checklist differs. The

difference in prework and postwork values shows the same thing. The differ-

ence is greater for flight work than it is for office work, but both of them

would be described as light physical work. So there's an added component to

fatigue in flight work that doesn't appear in office work. And this is again

much the same at these different Flight Inspection Field Offices: Seattle,

Los Angeles, Minneapolis, Battle Creek, Atlanta, Oklahoma City and Atlantic

City.

And it shows prework and postwork values in the office and preflight and

postflight values at the different FIFOs. And again it shows that fatigue is

greater after a flight. At each of the offices, it is a consistent finding.

And this is the difference in prework and postwork by facility. And

again, it is a consistent finding, though at some the difference is greater

than at others.

Day by day, fatigue levels are shown here. The dotted line shows fatigue

levels in the office, prework at the top and postwork in solid circles lower

down; and for office work, it shows that the lines are fairly flat.

This indicates that there is a complete reversal of fatigue during the

rest period, but for flight work there's apparently an accumulation of fatigue

over at least the first four days of flight indicating that there is not a

reversal of fatigue during the rest period.

The end spurt phenomenon is very characteristic of people who have an

imminent expectation of release from duty on the fifth day. These are heart

rate values taken from the crews and it shows office and flight values at the

separate FIFO's.

It shows heart rates are higher during flight, significantly so in most

cases, than in the office. And this gives us some insight into the fact that

sympathetic outflow arousal is a good deal higher in flight, even though it P

might not be reflected in metabolic measurements, than it is in the office.

And this is heart rate, office and flight, by crew position, and it shows

that for aircraft comanders and copilots there is a significant difference * -

between flight and office and not a significant difference for technicians,
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though technicians show somewhat higher mean heart rate than do the cockpit

crew members.

Well, the conclusions that we can draw from this are -- oh, and I should

mention the urinary studies that the FIFO flight crews show somewhat less

chronic stress than do other corporate groups that we've studied, other

workers here at the Aeronautical Center, air traffic controllers and experi-

mental subjects in the laboratory. But they do show a somewhat higher acute

workload level than these other workers groups.

This report is still being evaluated in the office flight operations and

I can't report to you what adjustments might or might not occur as a result of

these studies.

We did show in one or two cases, particularly in the case of technicians,

that by the Air Force criteria, severe fatigue was evident.

In some cases, moderate fatigue levels were evident in cockpit crews. Yet

none of these people, either biochemically or by the fatigue checklist instru-

ment as a group, were outside the range of normal.

Well, I see my time is up. Thank you.

DR. DILLE: In a given year, about 25 percent of our research effort is

devoted to aircraft control specialists. And on this morning's agenda, we

have only one, the forthcoming paper by Jim Boone, from our Chief, Selection

and Testing Research Unit, on psychological research on air traffic control

specialists. We hope that most of the other significant data we can offer will

come out in the workshop in the tour portion for the air traffic control

group tomorrow.

DR. BOONE: An important area of research at CAMI's Aviation Psychology

Laboratory has been the methodical detailing of the attributes of air traffic

control specialists (ATCS's). Of particular interest are those attributes that

discriminate between successful and unsuccessful ATCSs. Research has centered

on two areas: the screening of ATCSs, initially through use of a selection

battery and during developmental pass/fail training phases, and the character-

istics of the workforce once ATCSs become full performance level controllers.

The entire screening process for ATCS candidates is a sequential procedure

consisting of the initial Office of Personnel Management selection test
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* battery, basic non-radar and radar training phases at the Federal Aviation

Administration Academy in Oklahoma City, and approximately ten phases of

training in their respective field facilities. All phases of training are 0

pass/fail. This presentation covers each component of the three screening

steps individually.

CAMI began research on selection by administering a series of tests to

newly selected ATCSs and correlating the test results with Academy performance.

Normally this is done in the Headquarters auditorium on the first day prior to

any training. Regression analyses resulted in a five test battery that best

predicted Academy success. The present OPM selection test battery consists .

of these five tests recommended by CAMI researchers. There are: arthimetic

computation, spatial relations test, complex oral directions test, abstract

reasoning test and ATC problems test.

Prior to the selection battery implementation, CAMI studies revealed that

attrition at the Academy was approximately 30 percent while field attrition

was about 20 percent. Later CAMI studies on classes after implementation of

the selection battery revealed a significant drop in attrition at the Academy

to 22 percent and in the field to 16 percent.
I

Presently CAMI is involved in research aimed at assessing several new

tests that show promise for inclusion in the selection battery. If everything

continues as planned, implementation of a new selection battery should occur

in fiscal year 1982. This should further decrease training failures. Full

evaluation by CAMI of the new battery will occur after its implementation.

Other significant CAMI research on attributes used for initial selection

are summarized as follows:

Age effects. CAMI studies on age differences are viewed by many in the

agency as representing the most significant improvement in the selection -'-

process. CAMI studies revealed that training attrition rates for trainees 31

years of age and older are two to three times as high as those 30 years of age

and younger. These CAMI studies played a decisive role in Congressional

legislation establishing an optional early retirement for ATCSs and the imposi-

tion of an upper age limit of 30 on recruitment of trainees.
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Prior experience effects. The only ATCS related experience found to be a

valid predictor of success was prior experience with IFR (instrument flight

rules) traffic control, i.e., radar. Aviation experience, such as being a 0

pilot, or VFR (visual flight rules) ATC experience, i.e., nonradar, did not

predict ATC success. Based on this research, CAMI recommended that limited

points be given for some prior experience, such as VFR ATC, and that points be

eliminated in other areas such as prior pilot and communication experience.

Education effects. CAMI research has found no education variable that is

comsistently predictive of ATCS success. In some cases educational level

appears to be inversely related to Academy success. These results have led

CAMI to recommend the elimination of extra points on the basis of education. a

Sex effects. CAMI studies on sex differences in performance at the

Academy showed no significant difference between men and women. Significantly

fewer women were found to have prior ATC experience. Field attrition showed

women attriting at higher rates. However, the differential attrition was mainly j •

due to personal reasons. This result led to a more precise definition of

causes of attrition in women ATCSs.

Following initial selection, the second stage of screening occurs at the J..

FAA Academy. The program consists of a nonradar phase with two program com- - -

ponents: academics, where students learn in a classroom environment basic -. °

knowledge requirements; and laboratory performance, where the knowledge is

applied. The program also consists of a newly established radar phase also

containing academics, where again the student learns basic knowledge and

laboratory performance, where the knowledge is applied. CAMI is responsible

for the entire program evaluation of both these programs. This includes the

development of measurement devices as well as monitoring the program's progress

and quality.

The program evaluation model designed by CAMI for ATCS Academy research

contains four components. These are: design evaluation, implementation

evaluation, formative evaluation, and summative evaluation. Program design

and implementation evaluation, as the terms imply, occur at the beginning of

the program. Formative and summative evaluation are the more important phases

and occur simultaneously, and serve to evaluate the process and course of the

program and its products. Each of these evaluation components uses the 9-
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techniques of statistics, math modeling, and various reporting systems. The

mainstay analytical tool is our VAX 11/780 Computer system. Our data files

consist of 587 columns on approximately 8,000 ATCSs. On input-by-input basis,

formative statistical reports are summarized for research purposes and for

transmittal to decision-makers. Statistics include sample sizes, means,

standard deviations, intercorrelations, pass/fail rates, reliabilities on

tests and labs, tests for parallelism on different forms of the same measure,

and item parameters, i.e., item difficulty, item discrimination, and the

validity of parallel laboratory problems and new items for parallel tests.

Further, statistics are cumulative up to and including the most recent input.

When, based on the formative summary data, there appears to be a problem

in how the training program is running, CAMI has the responsibility to alert

the appropriate administrative personnel and prepare a concise report identi-

fying the problem areas. Isolating the exact area requires considerable

mathematical modeling.

Statistics and reports are summarized from the summative data base on a

periodic basis for research and as information for decision-making. Statistics

include sample sizes, means, standard deviations, intercorrelations, validity

coefficients, attrition rates, and mathematical modeling. Attrition data is

stratified by minority status, sex, prior experience, type of entry, veteran's

preference, educational level, reasons for attrition, option, and region.

If the summative data base demonstrates a problem in the program, CAMI

indicates a need for a major program revision. The data are reviewed very

carefully to isolate the source of the problem. As in the formative evaluation

the decision-makers are alerted to the problem but, in addition, in the case of

the summative data, Washington level policy-makers and Aeronautical Center

officials are alerted. Major program revisions require careful planning and

more detailed attention than revisions based on formative data.

An example of a particularly significant and current Academy procedure

which resulted from identification in the implementation data base of a need

for a major program revision is that of the relative weight of performance

measurement components in the nonradar lab. Our identification and recommended

revision led to a revamping of the assessment program at the Academy where

laboratory scores were weighted far more than academic scores in forming the
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student's composite score. Prior to this revision the enroute Academy attri-

tion rates were about 4.5 percent and later summative data on this group

yielded a field attrition rate of 24.4 percent. After the scoring revision,

the attrition rate at the Academy rose to 16.2 percent, while CAMI summative

data of this group showed a drop in field attrition to 17.6 percent, indicating

that attrition after the change was occurring at the Academy rather than three

years later in the field. Modifications made in the screening process based

on the CAMI research formative and summative data base has led to present 30

percent attrition rate at the Academy and an 8 percent attrition rate in the

field.

In siummary, what are the bottom line products for CAMI research in

screening? Based on the selection battery research, we noted a decline in

Academy and field attrition rates from 30 percent to 22 percent and from 20

percent to 16 percent, respectively, following implementation of the screening

battery currently in use. In the Academy screening phase, following the

initial drop in Academy attrition rates due to the introduction of the selec-

tion battery, the Academy rates have climbed to 30 percent while field attri-

tion has declined to 8 percent, indicating an early screening of potential

failures in the program.

Based on the Aeronautical Center's budget office estimates, the present

screening procedures provide a cost avoidance of conservatively 10.5 million

per year or, more realistically, 13.8 million per year compared to the pre-

selection-battery era. In human savings, the savings in time and effort for

candidates that are screened out in 3-5 months as opposed to 3-4 years, are

intuitively obvious. Further, while it is impossible to place an accurate

value on human safety, it is a reasonable and logical inference to assume that

an increase in the quality of personnel entering ATC and an increase in the

quality of training could only result in an increase in the potential for the

saving of human lives. CAMI screening research operates with the clear under-

standing that, as the U.S. Armed Services have discovered much to their dismay,

sophisticated equipment is a must in our modern era, but the productive use

of sophisticated equipment is extremely reduced unless it is manned by

qualified and well trained personnel.

CAM field research into the psychological characteristics of the full

performance level (FPL) ATCS workforce covers two main areas: stress/anxiety
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and job attitudes. The results of some of these studies may be summarized as

follows.

The principal instrument we have employed to study psychological stress

is the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI). Our findings, obtained in colla-

boration with C.AMI's physiologists during on-site stress studies at towers and

centers, show that ATCSs score significantly lower on this measure of psycho-

logical stress/anxiety than either college students or the normal adult popu-

lation. Results of another test, a mood-adjective checklist, have verified

these results. The findings also demonstrate an increase in anxiety across an

eight-hour work shift for ATCSs. However, this result is not significantly

different than reported anxiety across shifts for a variety of non-ATCS jobs,

such as engineering. The general conclusions of these studies are that ATCSs

are well within normal adult limits on psychological job stress, and that any

deviation appears to be toward less anxiety than is average in other work

settings.

We have conducted several surveys to assess job motivation and job

attitudes. In general, what ATCSs find most positive in their job is the job

tasks, the challenge of ATC work, and their pay. What they dislike most is

management, work schedules, and job tasks not directly related to ATC work.

These likes and dislikes are similar by category to those reported for other

. occupational groups. Thus, methods which are successful in improving job

motivation and morale for other occupations are likely to be effective with

controllers. Concerning shiftwork, the most negative attitude was toward the

" night shift and most ATCSs preferred a rapid turn-around shift rotation as

opposed to spending a long time on one particular shift. Overall, approximately

90 percent of surveyed controllers were satisfied with their occupational

choice, a proportion that is well above what the average worker reports for

other occupations. Parenthetically, we have been collecting similar data

on airway facilities personnel.

.* Present research in the psychological characteristics of FPL ATCSs

includes research on system errors. System error refers to a violation of air

traffic separation standards. Preliminary results indicate that approximately

90 percent of the system errors are a result of human error, while the errors

are rather evenly distributed across the work shift, with the exception of the
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last hour, errors tend to occur more frequently just after a position change-

over, and the number of errors is related to the number of IFR operations at

the facility, as opposed to the total number of aircraft operations. We are

also currently involved in assessing the reactions of airway facilities per-

sonnel to the new maintenance concept being instituted on a national basis.

Our research support in these air traffic and airway facilities tasks involves,

of course, direct interaction with the FAA workforce in areas of primary and

current interest.

Thank you.

RECESS
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SESSION 2
(July 7, 1981)

DR. DIEHL: We have a pretty lengthy group of distinguished speakers this

afternoon.

Each of these individuals, I would add, will be in the one of the four

workshops tomorrow, and they will have more to say in those workshops. However,

because of their stature we thought that they should have an opportunity to

talk to the entire group today.

So without further ado, I will introduce Richard G. Snyder. He is certain-

ly one of the most widely published individuals in the area of aviation safety.

Dr. Snyder is a former Air Force instructor pilot. He earned a Ph.D. in

Physical Anthropology at the University of Arizona in 1959. He was with CAMI

from 1960 to 1966 before joining the Ford Motor Company to head their Biotech-

nology group. In 1968 he joined the University of Michigan. He is now a full

professor and head of their Biomedical Department in the Highway Safety Research

Institute.

He is the author of fourteen books and has published over three hundred

articles. He is also currently a consulant to the Aircraft Owners and

Pilots Association, to NATO and to various other government associations. And

additionally, he is the chief investigator for the State of Michigan for their

aircraft accident investigation program. Gerry is going to speak about human

factors, the missing link in general aviation accident investigation.

DR. SNYDER: The human factors aspects of aircraft design and operation with

respect to accident prevention include a wide variety of biomedical and behav-

ioral areas. These have primarily been reported from military or civil air car-

rier viewpoints, with much less attention given to problems in general aviation.

In this presentation I'd like to focus on... and question... the fundamental

assumption of our human factors knowledge relative to general aviation aircraft

accidents, and suggest a new approach and methods to improve our knowledge.

We all know that the problem is the pilot.., or is it? "Pilot Error" has

been almost universally cited as a prime causal factor in a high percentage of

general aviation accidents.

Until December 1926 civil aircraft design, manufacture, and flight was com-

pletely uncontrolled, and accident data prior to that time is sketchy. However,
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human factors in the form of pilot error was prominently reported in the very

first Department of Commerce report on civil air accidents and casualties.

For th- year 1927, 200 accidents involving 313 injuries were reported, and

"1pilot error" was attributed to 78, or 48%, of the 164 fatalities.k i ) Inci-

dentally, only 34 of the 200 aircraft and four of the pilots were licensed.

Charles Lindbergh, with four bailouts by 1927, typified the hazards of early

flying. He was nearly grounded by the Department of Commerce just prior to his

trans-atlantic flight in 1927.(2)

A recent NTSB analysis of factors associated with 17,312 general aviation

single-engine fixed-wing accidents concluded that the pilot was found to be a

cause or factor in 86% of the total accidents and 90% of the fatal accidents
(3)

studied. However, it was also observed that it was not possible to assess

the significance of the pilot's role in these accidents because of the lack of

appropriate "flight exposure data." The reason for this has often been over-

looked and understated.

In 1978 there were 25 air carrier accidents (6 fatal with 163 fatalities).

Most of those accidents were competently investigated to assess the role of

human factors [4 ) (Table I). However, at the same time there were 4,609 general

aviation accidents, 795 of which were fatal, with 1,690 fatalities. Only six of

these -- four air commuters and two general aviation aircraft accidents -- were
(5)-

investigated by a member of the NTSB human factors team. Excluding the mid- -

air collision at San Diego (25 September) between an air carrier and light air-

craft, resulting in 155 fatalities, not one of the other 4,607 general avia-

tion accidents is reported to have received any investigation by a Federal human

factors specialist. In 1978 the NTSB investigated 985 aircraft accidents and

significant incidents, including all in-flight collisions and all air taxi and

air carrier accidents. The field investigations of 3,504 other accidents were

delegated to the FAA.(
4 , p. 38)

Last year there were 20 air carrier accidents (2 fatal, with 14 fatalities)

and 25 commuter accidents (4 fatal, with 19 fatalities). Fifteen (33%) of these

were investigated for human factors data. But preliminary statistics show there

were 3,799 total general aviation accidents, 677 fatal with 1,374 fatalities.

Although NTSB field investigators investigated a total of 940 aviation accidents

in 1980,(8, p. 11) only one aviation accident was reported to have received hu-

man factors investigation.
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TABLE I. COMPARISON OF AIR CARRIER, COMMUTER, AND
GENERAL AVIATION ACCIDENTS 1978-1980

Total
Annual H. F.
Investigations Air Carrier Air Commuter General Aviation

198(4,5):"'.'1978

Accidents 825 324 4,6
Fatal 792
Fatalities 1 163 42 l,690
17 (5,6)

1979~~~
Accidents 26 32 4,05

*Fatal 5 10 __682

Fatalities 1 352 59 1,3823
18(5,7,8 )
Accidents 16 20 25 3,7991

Fatal 2 ~ 4 677
Fatalities 14 19 1,375

The large figures refer to the number of NTSB Human Factors "go-team"
investigations involving either air carrier, commuter, or general aviation
categories of accidents. Data supplied by National Transportation Safety
Board as referenced above. Note that in some cases these numbers include
human factors investigation of accidents conducted in foreign countries of
aircraft not listed in U.S. statistics.

For 1978 no general aviation accidents were reported investigated for human
factors in the NTSB Safety Information Preliminary Data for 1978 release of
16 January 1979. Subsequently two cases have apparently been reclassified.
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The statistics raise an obvious question. How can we assume that we know

much of anything at all about human factors aspects of general aviation acci-

dents if they are not investigated in depth by trained specialists? The high

incidence of pilot error in the statistics should be treated with suspicion and

many reservations.

This situation is often not the fault of the FAA GADO (General Aviation

District Office) inspectors of NTSB field investigators. The entire NTSB pres-

ently has only four human factors specialists -- all in the Washington office --

(15)
and hardpressed to handle even a portion of the 45 air carrier and commuter

accidents which occurrred in 1980. As a result they were able to investigate

only a single "general aviation" accident last year. FAA maintenance inspec-

tors, operations specialists, or even safety specialists seldom have been

trained in human factors, and many have not even been trained in accident in-

vestigation. Only a handful of FAA employees are human factors specialists,

and their duties primarily involve research and administration activities

rather than routine field investigation.

A further problem is the time and resources required to conduct an in-

depth accident study. Informed sources indicate that the FAA spends four hours

on the average general aviation investigation, and the NTSB (which usually is

only involved in fatal or major accidents) averages 15 hours. This is not suf-

ficient time to get very far with a human factors study, no matter which area

it is concentrated in. Even a major air carrier investigation is limited to

*i 200 hours total human factors effort. 5 )

Two weeks ago a serious crash (four injured) occurred in which the des-

troyed aircraft was "released" 20 minutes after the FAA arrived at the scene.

It was loaded into trucks by a back-hoe, and transport from the scene was in-

itiated within 90 minutes. In the case of on-airport crashes the airport manage-

ment is usually anxious to remove the wreckage from sight.

It would be completely infeasible to cover every accident with a human fac-

tors study, even assuming sufficient numbers of experienced professionals could

be found. Yet, some improvement over the zero-data base presently employed must ...

be considered. One approach being tried by the NTSB and FAA is through more com-

plete data collection forms. However, the success of this will ultimately de-

pend upon the time, effort, and ability of the individual who presently is un-
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able to fill in even the estimated impact velocity, attitude, or other environ-

mental crash dynamics in 95% of the present "short" accident investigation re-

ports.

There is yet another approach. During the past 12 years, selected general

aviation accidents have been investigated by University of Michigan researchers,

primarily for crashworthiness and to determine causation of occupant injury in .-

order to recommend improvements in occupant crash protection. (9-18) This is

similar in some respects to studies previously conducted at CAMI by John
(19)Swearingen (  and the tocicological investigations which have been subsequently

continued by Dr. Kirkham.(
20 )

We work in cooperation with the Michigan State Police and local FAA and

NTSB investigators, but as a separate entity. It is generally not recognized

that in the university environment experienced pilots can be found who are also

specialists in a particular professional discipline. This provides a resource

of unusual human factors talent, including not only psychologists and medical

specialists, but anthropologists, industrial and operations engineers, and

other specialists, including, in our case, a suicidologist.

While we have lacked support to demonstrate what an in-depth multi-discip-

linary team effort could accomplish, we have studied selected accidents from

the point of view of various human factors specialists.

Incidentally, with few exceptions, the human factors specialist should

also be an experienced pilot. He can most fully understand the pilots' envi-

ronment in reconstructing an accident. Pilots routinely experience problems

that might never be recognized or considered by the non-pilot investigator.

For example, on an IFR flight in the middle of turbulence, a right front seat

passenger drops a glowing cigarette lighter and the pilot gets vertigo while

trying to reach down to recover it. How many times have you hurried the land-

ing, or even made an unscheduled landing, because you had a compelling call. of

nature? Could this explain why a pilot recently attempted a below-minimum land-

r* ing on a field closed by weather, killing himself and three others?

The term "human factors" involves a wide variety of considerations, in-

cluding control/display behavior, physical workspace environment, pilot train-

ing technique and judgment, physiopsychological and psychomotor factors, fatigue,

and toxic and biomedical aspects (Fig. 1). In many accidents, pre- and post-
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crash emergency egress is important. Usually none of these areas is considered

in a general aviation accident investigation.

There is an extensive literature dealing with various aspects of human

factors. Among studies of particular interest are the following. In Canada,

Hemming has described the questions of a human factors investigation. lie

points out that "pilot error" is no longer an acceptable label. (21, p. 682)

(22)

MacNamara et al. has outlined a systematic model of the analysis of human

factors in aircraft accidents. Lane 23 ) has discussed Australian human iactors
(24)ha

problems and techniques from the cost-benefit point of view. Burgin has

described the false hypothesis phenomenon, in which information processing and

decision-making are not based upon all of the available facts. A variety of
(25) .(26)

medical aspects of human factors described by Mohler and Dille and Morris
(27)hare

require the cooperation of a number of medical specialities. Barron has re-

viewed psychophysiological and environmental factors assessed in investigations

of military accidents. Miller 2 9) has described a number of approaches and

reiterated recommendations regarding the value of human factors investigators

in aircraft accident investigation. This is a highly recommended comprehensive

analysis which also provides a useful bibliography.

Under FAA contract a recent study(30) identified and analyzed 35 human

factors design issues related to the major performance problems of general

aviation pilots. Some crashes involve extremely complex human factors and re-

quire a multidisciplinary team approach for adequate analysis.

Typical human factors problems can be illustrated from our studies to date.

For example, at 4:10 a.m. a Beech D-18S crashed onto an ice-covered lake while

attempting an ILS final approach to the runway 1/4 mile away. The crash was

non-survivable to the two pilots, and the cabin and cockpit were destroyed by

post-crash fire. Weather was IFR with a ceiling of 300 feet and 1-1/4 mile

visibility reported the previous hour, with light rain and fog at the time of "

the crash.

Among human factors items developed: FATIGUE - the pilot had flown 15

hours 12 minutes without rest. The flight had started 23-1/2 hours previously,

with landings at five airports in two countries. (Another pilot in the same

type aircraft under similar flight conditions had admitted to falling asleep on

final in an earlier crash at the same airport). DESPONDENCY: The pilot was
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divorced with seven children, and his engagement to another woman had just been

called off. He had a complicated personal life, and may have also had medical

problems.

The COPILOT was not qualified or checked out in the aircraft, was on the

flight to build time, and reportedly had recently failed an instrument check.

Both occupants were ejected, and there was some question as to who was

flying. A laceration on the left hand of the copilot could indicate that the

copilot nad his hand on the throttle. At impact the aircraft was to the right

of course and turning away from the runway in a right turn. To further compli-

cate matters, it was reported by a witness that the runway lights were out at

-the time of the accident, but these are automatically reset in the event of a

-" power failure and supposedly could not have been out more than 1-1/2 seconds.

There were also two pilots reports of brief high wind conditions and "wind

shear" between 2:00-4:00 a.m., with branches blown off a tree located at the

outer marker. In this case, there were multiple contributing factors.

Within the past two years there have been at least three suicides by air-

craft in Michigan. These are often difficult to determine, and even where

evidence is overwhelming, generally such cases are listed as accidental by the

medical examiner.

Of major concern among medical factors is the question of the role of al-

cohol and drugs in general aviation aircraft accidents. At present some med-

ical information is available on a reported 80% of pilots involved in accidents,

and approximately 65-70% of pilots fatally injured in crashes undergo some form

of autopsy. (20 ) However, to date very limited information is known for the vast

majority of crashes where the pilot is not fatally injured. Therefore, no tox-

icological information is obtained. This represents a large unknown in bio-

medical human factors. The impending implied consent requirements (which would

require any pilot receiving a medical certificate to allow a blood sample to be

taken after involvement in an accident) will be an important and long-needed

means to obtain information on the incidence and influence of alcohol and drugs

in accidents.

Several studies have documented that there are "design-induced errors"

related to many accidents, which may be attributed to pilot error. In one CAMI

study, (3 1 ) for example, it was found that in two models of aircraft comparable
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in performance, the gear and flap handles found in one model were reversed in

the second. Habit interference involving switch and control confusion has
(23)

also been reported by Lane in an Australian study. Accidental activation

of one control when reaching for another can occur when controls are spaced too

closely together or when they are left unguarded. Use of the wrong controls

or improper setting of a control implies that the operator does not receive

sufficient feedback to recognize the mistake. Aircraft-design-induced pilot

error can be masked without adequate human factors investigation, as described

by Miller. 32 ) Major studies include the U.S. Army Handbook of Inadequate

(33)Aircraft Design, and a study by the Bureau of Safety, Civil Aeronautics

Board. (34) More recently an AOPA (Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association)(35)
article on cockpit standardization has reviewed current examples. .

It has frequently been found that an accident may occur as a consequence

of a number of factors coinciding, which, had they occurred separately, would

not have caused the accident. Such human factors are not easily detected.

Aircraft occupants are often injured post-crash, either in the course of

egress or because they are unable to evacuate. One technique we have adapted.

in selected crash inxestigations involves a physical task analysis. The pur-

pose is to demonstrate how possible human factors problems can be identified.

The task analysis is performed in four steps (Table II). The first step is to

group into functionally distinct tasks the activities required to exit the air-

craft. In the case of the Gates Learjet 35A, (Fig. 2) for example, nine tasks

have been identified in order for the flight crew to exit.

Secondly, the tasks are divided into elements that correspond to each

movement. Ten elements are required for the crew to open the main door, and

17 to exit via the top hatch or rear window. Using floor plans and actual

measurements, the third step is to determine the physical capabilities required

to egress (Table III). In the case of the Learjet 35A the flight c~ew must

enter the main cabin in a stooped posture, turn and reach for the handle, swing

open the top half of the cabin door, then open the bottom door.

The pilot must travel ten feet, stooped no higher than 52 inches, exert a

force of 38 pounds on the latch at a distance of 24 to 37 inches in front of

the body and 27 inches above the floor.
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TABLE II. THE BASIC TASK AND ELEMENTS REQUIRED FOR THE FLIGHT CREW TO
EVACUATE A TYPICAL BUSINESS JET AIRCRAFT (SHOWN IN FIGURE 2).
THE DASHED LINE SHOWS THE SEQUENCE FOR A CASE WHERE THE MAIN

DOOR COULD NOT BE OPENED.

PILOT & COPILOT EGRESS PROCEDURE

Task 1: Release restraints
1.1 Reach for belt buckle
1.2 Grasp belt buckle
1.3 Rotate buckle latch either way to

release belt

pI

Task 2: Exit flight deck Task 8: Open top hatch
2.1 Reach for hand holds 8.1 Reach for top latch
2.2 Grasp handholds handle
2.3 Lift bodyweight out of seat 8.2 Grasp handle
2.4 Stop into cabin 8.3 Rotate handle counter

clockwise

8.4 Pull hatch in
8.5 Set hatch aside

Task 9: Exit top hatch
9.1 Reach for sides of hatch

9.2 Pull body weight out

Task 3: Open Main Hatch Task 5: Exit Rear Window
3.1 Turn & face door Travel to Back of A/C

3.2 Reach for handle 5.1 Walk eo back of A/C
3.3 Grasp handle Tak6.pn.a ac
3.4 Lift handle Task 6z Open Rear Retch
3.5 Push or pull handle aftward 6.1 Turn & face hatch
3.6 Push to open hatch...... 6.2 Kneel or squat

6.3 Reach for handle
6.4 Grasp handle
6.5 Pull handle in

Task 4: Exit main door 6.6 Pull hatch in
4.1 Step out 6.7 Set hatch aside

Task 7: Exit Rear Window
7.1 Reach for hatch
7.2 Pull body out
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TABLE III. REACH AND STRENGTH REQUIREMENTS TO REACH THE MAIN DOOR (SEE

FIGURE 3) LATCH HANDLE AND OPEN IT -TASK 3.

Occupant Lac&osto Distance Cinches)* Force %Strong Enough
Orientation Exetion (lbs) ~e eae

Facing Door Closed-Lift 26 24-30 6 37 61-85 6-18

Hid-Pull Left 29 24-30 4 44 79-97 2-15

Facing Closed-Lift 26 1.5 14 37 98 57
Movr id-Pull Back 29 13 14 44 95 61
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Figure 3 shows a 5th-percentile female and 95th-percentile male in posi-

tion required to open the door. Note how access is restricted by the curvature

of the fuselage and the step on the lower half of the door. Reaching for the

handle could be facilitated if handles on the top and side of the aircraft were

provided for the occupants to hang onto while reaching for the latch handle.

The fourth step of task analysis is to compare the physical requirements

with the physical capability of the persons who are expected to do the tasks.

To open this latch requires a vertical force of 38 pounds. Computer simulations

show that over 15 percent of the male population and 90 percent of the female

population would have difficulty opening this door. They would have to get

closer, use two hands, pry with their body, or get help. From 3 to 21% of the

% male population and 85 to 98% of the female population would have difficulty

pushing this handle sideways from mid to open position. These conditions could

be expected to worsen under crash conditions.

In a previous paper we have illustrated how alternative designs and pro-

cedures would improve the emergency egress of this particular door. (3 7) While

use of a physical task analysis in aircraft accident investigation is an impor-

tant technique, it is even more important that it be utilized as a tool by the

designer during the original design process.

In summary, greater.attention must be given to the investigation of human

factors aspects of general aviation accidents. During the past three years,

while 12,459 general aviation accidents have occurred, the NTSB subjected only

six of these to human factors investigations. If only one in 2000 general

aviation accidents is investigated for human factors, surely we yet have much

to learn. The high percentage now superficially attributed to "pilot error"

may be found on closer study to include and mask design-induced and other factors

as well. Studies conducted by the University of Michigan during general aviation

accident investigations have shown that there are resources and methods as yet

unused. One approach - that of physical task analysis - is suggested as an

additional way to provide valuable insight into human factors aspects not pres-

ently considered.
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FIGURE 3. A SIDE FACING FIFTH PERCENTILE FEMALE AND NINETY-FIFTH PERCENTILE
MALE OCCUPANTS ARE SHOWN REACHING FOR THE LATCH TO OPEN TIE UPPER
HALF OF THE MAIN DOOR (21). NOTE HOW ACCESS IS RESTRICTED BY THE
CURVATURE OF THE FUSELAGE AND THE STEP ON THE LOWER HALF OF THE
DOOR.
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DR. DIEHL: I certainly want to thank Gerry for a most informative talk.

Our next speaker is Dr. Stan Roscoe and like Gerry Snyder, Stan needs no intro-

duction.

He is currently Head, Behavioral Engineering Laboratory at New Mexico

State University. He is also President of the Illiana Aviation Sciences Corpor-

ation, which is a private research consultant firm.

He has also long been associated with the University of Illinois. He re-

ceived his Ph.D. in Engineering Psychology from Illinois in 1950. Shortly there-

after, in 1952, he joined the Hughes Aircraft Corporation where he was instru-

mental in developing a number of advanced display systems. In 1969 he returned

to Illinois to set up the Aviation Research Laboratory there. Stan is a Fellow

of the Human Factors Society and past president of that society.

He has been a recipient of three awards from the Human Factors Society,

the Ely Award, the Fitts Award and the Williams Award. In addition, he is a

Fellow of the Royal Aeronautical Society.

Stan is also the author of what must be the best-selling book in aviation

psychology. Stan will be talking about neglected human factors aspects and

aviation. He will be reading a prepared paper.
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NEGLECTED HUMAN FACTORS

Stanley N. Roscoe
New Mexico State University

- Misjudgments of position in flight and failures to detect other air-I" borne traffic are casualties of the eternal tug-of-war between visibile
texture and the pilot's dark focus. The eye is lazy and resists the pull of
a distant stimulus, preferring to rest at a relatively short focal distance
as it does in the dark or when looking at the sky. Judgments of apparent
size are highly correlated with visual accommodation distance, and the
difficulty of detecting airplanes on stationary collision courses is greatly
aggravated when focus is trapped by structure close to the eyes. Subject,
cockpit design, task, and environment variables all interact to determine
what we think we see.

During the history of experimental psychology a vast literature has
emerged on our ability to detect things and our so-called constancies in
judging their shapes, sizes, and distances. Among the many human factors in
aviation, these abilities are particularly critical. Yet there is surpris-
ingly little communication between investigators of the psychology of
vision, the designers of airplanes, and the operational types who select
and train flight crews. How we judge position and motion relative to air-
port runways and other surface objects, and how we detect other airplanes,
especially those on collision courses, are among the most seriously
neglected human factors in aviation system design, training, and operation.

JUDGING SIZE AND DISTANCE

In 1950 at the University of Illinois it was discovered that airplane
pilots making landing approaches by periscope come in high and land long and
hard, unless the image of the scene is magnified by about 20 to 30 percent
(Roscoe, 1950; Roscoe, Hasler, and Dougherty, 1966; see Figure 1). In 1973
Everett Palmer at NASA-Ames Research Center in California experimentally
confirmed the common observation that pilots also make high approaches and
long, hard landings in flight simulators with contact visual systems (Palmer
and Cronn, 1973). Similar misjudgments occur with helmet-mounted imaging
displays. Why is it that either real or virtual images projected at unity
magnification cause objects such as airport runways to appear smaller and
farther away than when viewed directly?

In 1975 Robert Randle of NASA-Ames Research Center and this author set
out to find answers with the expert help of Robert Hennessy, now of the US
National Research Council, and a gaggle of graduate research assistants at
San Jose State University in 1975-77, the University of Illinois in 1977-
1979, and New Mexico State University in 1979-81. Together we discovered a
correlation of 0.9 or greater between the apparent, or perceived, size of
objects subtending a given visual angle and an observer's visual accommo-
dation--the distance to which the eyes are focused (Roscoe, 1979a, 1979b;
see Figure 2). This finding runs directly counter to accepted theory.
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Figure 1. Distributions of points of touchdown for 60 landings (10 by
each of 6 pilots) in four experimental conditions, three
involving periscope magnification factors of 0.86, 1.20, and
2.00 and the fourth providing contact visibility. With x2
magnification pilots touch down short of the aimpoint and
unexpectedly; with image minification they round out high
and land long and hard; at x1.2 the distribution of touch-
down points is virtually indistinguishable from that for
contact visibility. (Roscoe, Hasler, and Dougherty, 1966)
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different backgrounds (scenes), each differentially obscured
" by a series of three masks that induced further shifts in

visual accommodation and apparent size. (Hull, Gill, and
Roscoe, in press).
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NEGLECTED HUMAN FACTORS
Stanley N. Roscoe

Perhaps it is not surprising that a relationship between perceived size .

and eye focus for distances well beyond the near limit of "optical infinity"
went undiscovered for so long. Stimulus distances normally included in
laboratory experiments do not approach those from which pilots view the
world below them in flight. Indeed, few laboratory experiments in which eye
focus was actually measured have involved distances of more than a few
meters. But now that a strong relationship between the distance of eye
focus and apparent size has been established, other mysteries of visual
perception and illusion in flight become fair game for reassessment.

For example: Why do pilots making landing approaches over water at
night toward a brightly lighted city consistently come in low (Kraft, 1978)
and sometimes land in the bay short of the runway? This has happened in
Tokyo, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Salt Lake City, and so it goes. Why is
it that military pilots making ground attack runs so often fail to pull up
in time and fly into the terrain in clear daylight? And why, in a group of
pilots with "normal" vision, will some spot "bogies" so much sooner than
others?

BACKGROUND

Before suggesting answers to such questions, some background is in
order. By 1970 Randle had developed a classical Pavlovian conditioning
technique, employing automatic biofeedback of focusing responses, to study
the extent of possible voluntary control of accommodation. Randle's initial
purpose was to teach children how to avoid becoming myopic. Then during the
early 1970s, Hennessy, working with his mentor, Herschel Leibowitz, and
fellow graduate student, Fred Owens, at The Pennsylvania State University,
greatly extended our understanding of the "anomalous" empty-field, night,-
and instrument myopias and clarified the role of the dark focus, or relaxed
accommodation, of the eye.*

Then, between 1975 and 1981 at Ames Research Center, the University of
Illinois, and New Mexico State University, 23 experiments were conducted
involving the relationships among visual stimulus variables, eye accommoda-
tion, and associated perceptual responses.* There is no longer any question
that this line of investigation is of great importance to aviation. Among
the many findings, the following stand out as contributing to our under-
standing of why pilots often misjudge sizes and distances and fail to see
and avoid other aircraft in flight: ..

*Though not cited individually here, reports of these experiments are
included in the references at the end of this chapter.
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NEGLECTED HUMAN FACTORS
Stanley N. Roscoe

1. Judgments of size, and by inference the distance, of objects in
natural outdoor vistas are strongly dependent on the distance to which the
eyes are focused (r > 0.9).

2. Accommodation to natural vistas depends in a complicated way on the
dark focus* of the individual, the retinal locus and spatial frequency of visi
ble texture (Benel, 1979), and the sharpness of focus needed for the discrim-
ination of object identity, for example, reading a sign (Simonelli, 1979).

3. Individual differences in dark focus range from perhaps 15 D (7
cm) in extremely myopic people to as distant as -4 D (far beyond "optical
infinity") in the extremely hyperopic; the more distant the individual's
dark focus, the greater his or her tendency to focus beyond an acuity target
to maximize apparent size for the discrimination of detail (Simonelli, 1979;
see Figure 3).

4. Some individuals can be trained more readily than others to control

the focal distance of their eyes voluntarily; there is some evidence that
such trainability depends in part on the individual's dark focus and that
both the selection and training of pilots should take such characteristics
into account.

THE MOON ILLUSION REVISITED

A convenient way to study perceptual responses to the distant vistas
seen in contact flight is to use a technique developed by Lloyd Kaufman and
Irvin Rock (1962) to quantify the moon illusion. By superposing a colli-
mated disk of light on any natural outdoor or laboratory scene and providing
an adjustable-diameter comparison disk nearby, surprisingly consistent
estimates of the apparent size of the simulated "moon" can be obtained. An
adaptation of the Kaufman and Rock technique (known affectionately as "the
moon machine") has been used in a series of experiments to correlate
measured eye accommodation, judgments of apparent size, and characteristics
of both natural and artificial visual scenes (Roscoe, 1979b).

These experiments have showm that with both natural and artificial
scenes, whether in daylight or at night, when viewing conditions cause the
eyes to focus near, the moon shrinks, and when they cause distant focus, the
moon grows (Iavecchia, Iavecchia, and Roscoe, 1978; Simonelli and Roscoe,
1979; Benel, 1979; Hull, Gill, and Roscoe, 1979). Whatever the causal
explanation may turn out to be, this invariant relationship appears to be
the key to many of the misjudgments experienced by pilots. Such misjudg-
ments can cause pilots to land in the water at night, fly into the
terrain or overshoot a runway in the daylight, or fail to see and avoid
another airplane on a collision course.

*The distance at which the eyes focus in an empty field such as a clear

sky is very close to the distance at which they come to rest in the dark.
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Figure 3. Individual visual accommodation responses to Snellen letters

of various sizes presented at a fixed distance of' 7.6 meters
under constant illumination of 1.3 ftL. As the letters
become smaller and harder to read, observers with more
distant dark focus levels accommodate farther and farther
beyond. the targets for maximum acuity; observers with nearer
dark focus levels do not exhibit this zoom-lens effect.
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NEGLECTED HUMAN FACTORS
Stanley N. Roscoe

CRITICAL VARIABLES

Viewing conditions that induce shifts in focus either outward or inward
from the dark focus include subject, cockpit design, task, and environment
variables as well as the distribution of visible texture.

Subject Variables

Differences in perceptual abilities among people qualifying as having
normal "20/20" vision are staggering (Simonelli, 1979). Some are surpris-
ingly nearsighted while some have the ability to focus -4 D beyond "optical
infinity," much like a zoom lens of a TV camera. A US Air Force recruit,
when told by Nicholas Simonelli that he had remarkable vision, said, "Yes,
Suh, I can tell the color of a frog's eyes at 100 paces." The recruit was
not bragging; his acuity was on the order of 20/10 and his dark focus and
far point well into the negative range.

Eye accommodation is a tug-of-war between the stimulus and the dark
focus, with the stimulus normally pulling just hard enough to be seen and
recognized. Simonelli refers to this as the "acuity demand" of a stimulus.
As we walk, drive a car, or fly low over the terrain, our accommodation is
determined largely by Gibson's (1950) well-known "texture gradient." The
retina unconsciously performs some kind of an averaging routine on the
textural elements to reduce the blur, and the fact that much of the scene
necessarily remains blurred normally goes unnoticed so long as the acuity
demand remains low.

In daylight the gradient extends uninterrupted from the nose and other
parts of the body to the near foreground and on out to the distant horizon.
But from the cockpit at night, and even in daylight at higher altitudes, the
gradient is not uninterrupted. Between nearby cockpit surfaces and the
outside visible texture the gradient is interrupted by empty space. Even
clouds are effectively textureless in that they present little acuity
demand, and at night the outside texture is limited to a thin horizontal
band of point light sources. Now this is where individual differences in
dark focus can cause giant misperceptions.

If a pilot's dark focus is at about arms' length, normal for young
healthy eyes, he will experience empty field myopia in daylight, as well as
night myopia. Empty field myopia is reinforced by the stimulus pull of
window posts and frames, some of which are even nearer than arms' length.
For example, we at New Mexico State University found that pilots focused at
almost exactly the distance of window posts viewed against a sky background,
even when a post was no wider than the 2-1/2-inch distance between the eyes,
thereby supposedly causing no binocular obstruction to outside vision
(Roscoe and Hull, in preparation).

Even though other traffic may be clearly visible, the effect of induced
myopia is to blur the retinal image, reduce effective contrast, and make
objects harder to see and apparently both smaller and farther away (Kraft,
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NEGLECTED HUMAN FACTORS
Stanley N. Roscoe 0

Farrell, and Boucek, 1970; Roscoe, 1979a, 1979b). Targets can still be
detected, particularly if they flash or glisten; or if they present an
extended distinctive shape, such as a long, thin contrail; or if they move.
However, another airplane on a collision course doesn't move, it only grows,
slowly at first and then very rapidly, and it must subtend a visual angle of
more than 8 minutes before it can be readily detected when badly out of
focus (Luria, 1980).

Now for a different danger. If a pilot's dark focus is quite distant,
possibly beyond optical infinity, and his attention is directed to the
lights of a coastal airport and the city rising beyond, the visual scene can
appear greatly magnified. The nearer lights of the runway threshold will
expand downward from the horizontal band of city lights, thereby making it
appear that the airplane is high on final approach. The pilot may compen-

sate by reducing power and drop below the proper glideslope. At some point
the low position will suddenly become apparent, and normally the pilot will
add sufficient thrust to land safely; but with engines spooled down, thrust
may come too late to avert the water landing.

Cockpit Design Variables 0

The pilot's legal requirement to "see and avoid" as a means of main-
taining traffic separation in clear weather is at best an anachronism. At
high subsonic speeds, head-on closing rates approach 1000 knots. That is
about 17 nautical miles per minute, or one mile every four seconds. To
avoid another airplane on a near head-on collision course, it must be picked -0
up at a minimum of about three miles. Fortunately, at en route flight
levels airplanes typically leave contrails that can be seen for many times
that distance, so despite the undependability of the see and avoid concept,
seeing and avoiding continues to save many lives every year.

Consequently, while few pilots count on seeing and avoiding, everyone S
does the best he can. Everyone except the manufacturers of airplanes, the
regulatory agencies who certificate them, and the investigative agencies who
determine the probable causes of midair collisions. Strong words? Perhaps,
but objectively accurate in view of the routine certification of airplanes
that do not meet nominal minimum cockpit visibility standards and the fact
that officially approved deviations from such standards are never cited as
contributing causes of pilot errors in midair collisions on clear, bright,
sunny days.

Title 14 of the US Code of Federal Regulations, as revised in 1963,
stated in part that no windshield post in the cockpit of a transport cate-
gory aircraft shall "exceed 2.5 inches total obstruction in projected width
on the pilot's eyes when located within a sector of 20 degrees and 60 de-
grees azimuth to the left of the pilot's forward vi.sion . . ." This stan-
dard is based on the fact that 2.5 inches is the average distance between
human eyes, and any window obstruction of greater projected width ne es-
sarily makes it possible for another airplane on a stationary collision
course to be completely obscured to both eyes. Nevertheless, this standard 0
is frequently violated in the design of transport category aircraft.
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The DC-9, for example, has a window post starting 30 degrees to the

left of the pilot's forward vision (and another to the right of the copilot)
that exceeds the interocular distance by approximately two inches. It
creates a binocular obscuration of almost 9 degrees, as shown in Figure 4,
and a total sector of obstruction to one eye or the other of 31 degrees.
Figure 5 illustrates the zones of monocular and binocular visibility from
the DC-9 pilot's nominal eye position and compares these with the nominal
standard. The solid black areas are supposed to be free of binocular
obscuration.

Since 1967 the DC-9 has been involved in four midair collisions in
clear daylight, resulting in 335 deaths, in which visibility of the other
airplane was totally or partially obscured by the DC-9's oversized window
posts. These midair collisions occurred over Urbana, Ohio, in 1967;
Fairland, Indiana, in 1970; Duarte, California, in 1971; and Zagreb,
Yugoslavia, in 1976. In none of these accidents was there any evidence that
either the pilot or copilot saw the other airplane before the instant of
impact. This was true despite the fact that the DC-9 crew was warned by ATC
at least 15 seconds before the Urbana collision, and over Zagreb the other
airplane, a Trident III, was leaving a seven-mile-long contrail at flight
level 330 (33,000 feet) that was visible to other pilots in the area and
should have been visible to the DC-9 pilot for at least three minutes.

But the DC-9 is not alone. Oversized posts can be found in the Boeing
747, the Lockheed L-1011, the Airbus, the Trident, and many other entries in
this game of airway Russian Roulette. To investigate this problem, we
measured the effects of simulated window posts 2-1/2 and 4-5/8 inches wide,
and 12 inches in front of the eyes, on the probability of detecting simu-

lated contrails at various elevations projecting various angular distances
from the right or left edge of such a post (Roscoe and Hull, in prepara-
tion). With a 2-1/2-inch post, the probability of detection in a single
fixation of 1/3 second ranged from 0.79 to 0.97 as the angular length of a
contrail increased from 6 to 16 degrees to the right or left of forward

vision, as illustrated in Figure 6.

With the 4-5/8-inch post (2-1/8 inches greater than the interpupillary

distance), the probabilities of detection for corresponding contrails, also

shown in Figure 6, plunged to 0.10 for 6 degrees (barely visible to one eye
or the other at the right or left edge of the post) and gradually increased
to 0.29 for 7 degrees, 0.55 for 9 degrees, 0.68 for 12 degrees, and 0.65 for
16 degrees. In addition to the total binocular obscuration caused by an
oversized window post, the probability of detection of a contrail in the
sectors of monocular visibility on either side is greatly reduced. Few
pilots are aware of the danger caused by wide window posts a few inches from
the eyes.

Task Variables

Pilots with normal visual functions can expect outward shifts in

accommodation when task demands create elevated workloads and stresses.
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projected width 12.5 inches from pilot's eyes.
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eyes. (Hull and Roscoe, in preparation)
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Several experiments have demonstrated accommodation shifts with interposed
mental activities (for example, Malmstrom, 1978; Gawron, 1979; see Figure
7). Bob Randle and John Petitt found that accommodation shifted outward
between measurements 20 seconds and 10 seconds before touchdown on simulated
landing approaches by reference to a computer-animated night visual scene.
We have no comfortable explanation (Randle, Roscoe, and Petitt, 1980).

However, outward accommodation is at least partially mediated by the
sympathetic branch of the autonomic nervous system (Cogan, 1937; Benel,
1979; Gawron, 1979). That's the one that makes us run faster and fight
harder. It also helps us see the distant enemy in the shadow of a rock and
the stag behind a bush. It increases our acuity by magnifying what we see,
just as outward focus magnifies the moon. Can it be that the flow of
sympathetic adrenalin in the attack pilot expands his visual world, makes
the ground appear lower, and causes him to pull up too late? When a peri-
scope's magnification is set too high, pilots are often surprised by a
touchdown far short of the runway (recall Figure 1). Randle, Petitt, and
this author also found that pilots do not accommodate accurately to changing
focus demands induced by ophthalmic lenses. They responded slightly better
to a direct view of the computer-animated display than to collimated virtual
images as presented on head-up displays, thus bringing into question the
supposed advantage of preparing the eyes to see the runway when it suddenly
appears on low visibility approaches. Optically collimating an image tends
to release our focus from the distant stimulus and allows it to lapse toward
the dark focus distance.

Environmental Variables

This discussion might have been h-.ided, "St. Thomas Revisited." Surely
one of the most puzzling and dramatic aviation mysteries surrounds the crash
of an American Airlines B-727 at Harry S. Truman Field, St. Thomas, Virgin
Islands, in 1976. Captain Arthur Bujnowski had made 154 uneventful landings
on the same short, wide runway with similar daylight visibility and light,
gusting winds. But on April 27, 1976, Art Bujnowski made a normal "slotted"
approach, leveled off a few feet above the runway, and floated beyond the
point of no return. The flaming crash and resulting smoke cost the lives of
35 passengers and two flight attendants (NTSB, 1976; Roscoe, 1976, 1980a).

Art Bujnowski is a pilot's pilot, a skillful, calm, no-nonsense ex-
Captain, now in forced retirement in Connecticut and permanently grounded.
But three minutes before his ill-fated landing in 1976 he was in extreme
pain from blocked ears due to an abnormal increase in cockpit and cabin
pressure caused by mismanagement of the air compressor during a rapid
descent. Other crew members and passengers were in similar pain. Intense
stimulation of the inner ears causes an accommodative spasm of the eyes at
about arms' length on average (Clark, Randle, and Stewart, 1975).

Neither Bujnowski nor his copilot could see the clearly visible VASI
lights on final aproach, and both testified they expected the airplane to
touch down, as doctrine called for, 1000 feet from the runway threshold.
But it did not douch down, and with about 1500 feet of runway remaining, the
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copilot finally said, "You're still high, Art." The same comment is often
made by a safety pilot in the right seat while a pilot-subject rounds out
high and floats with a periscope set at xl magnification. The visual field
is compressed with near accommodation, and the runway appears higher than it
is. As Art Bujnowski remembered:9'. :'.

"...all I could see were cottages and stores or what-
ever they were. But it seemed like the activity
was right there at eye level, ... "

(Transcript of NTSB public hearing, p. 360.)

REAL-WORLD APPLICATION

Randle's demonstration of the possibility of conditioning the accommo-
dation reflex by the application of biofeedback calls for systematic inves-
tigation of the trainability of individuals varying in dark focus distances
and other oculomotor abilities. Basic data in this area are fragmentary but ..
promising, and effective conditioning techniques are needed involving only
simple, inexpensive equipment that can be used by instructors or technicians
with limited training, or even by the individual pilot. There has been some
success using a simple vernier optometer constructed from crosspolarized
strips of inexpensive filter material (Simonelli, 1979).

The effective focal distance of the eyes can be manipulated either
voluntarily, following bioconditioning, or involuntarily, by having pilots
wear polyfocal glasses as is done by United Air Lines (Harper and Kidera,
1968). Acuity in resolving distant stimuli is enhanced by focusing at a
distance greater than that of the stimulus to be discriminated (recall
Figure 3). It is possible that detection of distant "point" targets, such
as other aircraft, also can be enhanced by inducing accommodation to dis-
tances at or "beyond" optical infinity for individuals capable of unusually
distant focus.

Each of the so-called anomalous myopias and its associated micropsias*
are encountered in varying degrees by pilots flying airplanes, particularly
ones with head-up displays. Similar myopic responses and micropsic percep-
tions occur in airplane simulators with contact visual systems. Recall that
it was concern with the bias errors in landing with imaging flight displays
that stimulated interest in this line of research in the first place. It is - '
evident that pilots do learn to compensate partially for such biased percep-
tions. The possibility of training individuals to recognize conditions in
which to expect macropsic' as well as micropsic misperceptions and to compen-
sate for them voluntarily is out there like Mt. Everest (or Mt. St. Helens).

*Reduced apparent size.
**Increased apparent size.
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DR. DIEHL: Thank you. Stan, as always, has provided us with a lot of

food for thought. Our next speaker is Colonel George C. Mohr. He is currently o

the Commander of the U.S. Air Force Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory at 0

Wright-Patterson AFB.

Colonel Mohr received his M.D. degree from Harvard in 1957 ar.d his Master

of Public Health degree in 1961. He is board-certified in aero pace medicine . ""

by the American Board of Preventive Medicine. He is currently a Chief Flight

Surgeon. He has been on active duty for over 25 years. Probably of more

significance, he has been involved with biotechnological research for the past

17 years.

He has held a variety of positions involving vibration and impact research

as well as bioacoustics and has been the Technical Director of the Life Sup-

port Division at the Headquarters, Aerospace Medical Division.

He has also been the Director of Research and Development and the Vice .

Commander of the Aerospace Medical Division. He is the author of over 40

articles. We have asked him to talk in the area of pilot workload and tech-

niques to assess pilot workload in high-performance military aircraft.

COLONEL MOHR: It is a pleasure to be here this afternoon to tell you a

little about my laboratory and, in particular, about one of our very important

programs supporting military aviation.

First of all, biotechnology in the Air Force is concerned specifically with

the design of advanced manned weapons systems. Therefore, it is a highly ap-

plied kind of research and quite different from the clinically oriented medical

research that is conducted by most health-oriented Federal agencies.

In this respect, it is very closely allied with the work that is done here

at CAMI and, of course, the work that is done in our two sister services, the

Army and the Navy, and by NASA. The work I manage in my laboratory is concerned

with three broad areas. The first of these comes under the heading of biodynamics

and bioengineering. There are four major thrusts in this program - the first being

the crucial area of communication in noise. Much of the research that was done

by the military departments that is realized in our current aircraft was, in

fact, completed in the 1950s. Today we are confronted with a need for highly

secure, high fidelity communications, both within the aircraft and between the

aircraft and the ground. This has led us to develop new digital systems for

which overall systems performance has yet to be defined.
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We also have major programs concerned with transient accelerations, very

important to egress systems design, and programs concerned with sustained and

maneuvering acceleration that pose very severe stresses on the pilot operator

in our high-performance fighter aircraft.

Fortunately, most of these disciplinary areas can be dealt with in engineer

* ing terms by translating the characteristics and materials properties of the bod-

and the physical response of the cardiovascular and nervous systems into analytic

models that allow us to translate medical information into hard engineering de-

sign points.

The second area of major interest in my laboratory deals with the broad

diL Lplines of human engineering. I will not enter into a debate on exactly how

human engineering overlaps with the broader area of human factors.

But let me say that this area is conducted in concert with the work done by

our sister laboratory, the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory. If I were to

simplify our program, our focus would assume availability of average-skilled and

average-trained operators.

It is our job to assess operator vulnerabilities and capabilities and trans.-

late these into specific design points for controls, displays, cockpit layouts,

and the provision of automated aids for information management.

We work broadly, cutting across all of our military missions. We have

major programs related to strategic bomber design. This, of course, will be

of considerable interest now with the LRCA (Long Range Combat Aircraft) programs

and the possibility of an advanced technology bomber coming to the forefront.

We also have major programs concerned with tactical aircraft design. We cur-

rettly fly very high performance aircraft, and the next generation promises

to offer even more sophistication.

Many of our programs that deal with the design of our weapons systems also

provide very real insights into the vulnerabilities of our enemies' weapon

systems. Many of our programs therefore deal with means to counter the human

operator in enemy weapons systems.

The third broad area in my laboratory deals with the specific human hazards

associated with chemicals. In recent years, the focus has been on missile propel-

lants, but today as we embark upon the need for alternaitve and synthetic

fuels, much of the work is centering on developing a standard which is not only
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consistent with the engine requirements but will also provide a fuel which is

safe to handle, manufacture, store, transport, and disnose of.

After those brief comments on the activities of my laboratory, I would

like to center your attention on one of the major areas of concern within the

biotechnology community.

A research aircraft, AFTI (Advanced Fighter Technology Integration), will

be flying within a few months. It is a very soohisticated test bed designed

around an F-16 modified with various canards. It is capable of decoupled

flight, which will allow this airplane to literally fly sideways. This

is possible because of the very rapid advances in on-board computing power

available to military aircraft.

As we move into the era of submicron chip electronics, we will soon be

able to manage hundreds of data channels essentially in real time. All of this,

of course, brings to bear on the human engineer the very difficult problem of

sorting out what information must be provided to the operator in what form, in

what time frame, and with what update rates.

In other words, there is the whole problem of workload because, indeed, the

military pilot must do a great deal more than fly the vehicle, that is, manage - - -

the aircraft controls. After all, it is his principal job to safely enter a

high threat environment, find and select a specific target of greatest value,

strike that target effectively while safely evading, deceiving, avoiding or

countering the threats and finally making his way back to the base for recovery.

Therefore, the military pilot has to fly his airplane, manage the threats,

find the targets, and manage the weapons; and in doing so, he must share his

attention, his eyes, his hands and feet and his brain in a prioritized fashion.

Now, this is the basic rationale for our program. I should point out that

the AFAMRL (Air Force Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory) workload program .

is an effort which is conducted jointly with my sister laboratory, the School

of Aerospace Medicine at Brooks AFB.

It is also a triservice program where we have close relationships with the

Army and the Navy. Basically, what we are trying to do here, however, is build

upon 40 years of research in this area and to capitalize on the literature in

order to achieve certain specific goals.
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We have to be able to measure objectively, even when we are dealing with

' subjective factors. We want to standardize workload measures in a matrix so

that we can generalize from mission to mission or system to system.

More importantly, we need to apply these workload measures through a

standardized battery which can be realized in hardware and be made flightworthy.

Of course, that means we must overcome very severe constraints on power, volume, - .

. weight, and reliability.

Now, the way we are approaching this is through a task force of scientists

- representing a broad range of disciplines. I must say, at this point, this work

is not mine. It is the work of the scientists in my laboratory. Therefore, I

am only presenting the work that they are accomplishing.

We have broken the problem down into three elemental tasks. The first is

to derive a standardized procedure to describe the mission, basing the technique

on well-known task analytic approaches. The second task is to arrive at a set of

rating strategies that will allow us to deal with conceptual missions, missions

*i for aircraft yet to be designed because it is our objective to get well ahead

*l of the designers and mission planners so that we can design out some of the

• .problems that Professor Roscoe has so eloquently described. The third task is

*to develop objective psychophysiological measures of workload. Our capability,

to date, to describe operation missions requires gross simplification of a rather

complex problem. We have currently completed an analysis of a classical air-to-

ground mission in the A-10. In the immediate future, we will be analyzing air

*i superiority missions with the F-15 as well as looking into the application of

*l the F-16 for night and adverse weather operations at much higher speeds in air-

" to-ground operations against the enemy.

Basic intent, of course, is to break the given mission down into a set of

* specific tasks, identifying the kind of information that must be provided, the

". decisions that must be made, and the actions that must take place and in turn,

* to break these factors down in terms of their time and performance criticality.

In other words, some actions need to be accomplished within very narrowly defined

time limits in addition to being performed correctly. Many other things that

*. are done can be set aside for a moment or can, in fact, be performed with less

than ideal precision.
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Once this kind of analysis is available, a given mission scenario can be

defined by a set of carefully described sub-segments which can be evaluated by

experts drawn from the operational community, all of whom are well-versed and

experienced with that particular mission.

This information then is used in the further development of the specific

assessment that I will describe for you in a moment pertaining to the subjective

estimates of workload.

The magic bullet for this assessment technique is also based on the work of

others, but appears to be offering significant power in allowing us to generalize

across different mission scenarios.

The analytic technique we are using is conjoint analysis which allows us

. to deal with more than a single dimension of subjective workload and, more

importantly, to transform ordinal data to an interval data sclae. In other -ords,

if A is rated harder than B and B is harder than C, we can convert these p

ordinal ratings for each combination of dimensions to an interval scale, to

finally arrive at a single value which gives us a true numerical weight for

each particular combination of conditions judged by a population of raters.

For instance, consider a three-by-four rating system, where you break the

mission scenario down into three workload vectors: the time load factor, the

mental effort load factor and the psychological stress load factor. These three

dimensions are then considered at four different levels of difficulty for each

factor which gives you four to the third (64) different combinatory cells in the

matrix. Note that time load, mental load, and psychological load, often referred

to as pucker, can be applied to a wide range of specific missions and relate to

such demands as cognitive management of information, flying precision, observation

of displayed information, target characteristics, etc. These are rather gen-

eralized descriptors of the types of major workload factors that appear to impact

- .~; on the overall difficultness of the mission.

Without attempting to explain the detailed mathematics, I could demonstrate

how the combinations of these three factors: time stress, psychological load,

and mental effort can be rated by a given subject into a matrix of descending

difficultness. To illustrate this, the overall mission is rated in relation to

the relative influence of psychological or pucker factor, time stress demand

and mental effort demand on overall workload
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There is a set of constraints which are applied to determine whether or not

the ratings are biased or unbiased. Ratings are obtained from a sample of pilots

rank ordering the difficultness of the 64 different cells in the matrix. Through

algorithms which basically linearize the contribution of each rating factor to

the overall workload characterizing the given mission, we arrive at an interval

assessment of how the workload factors interact. Now the important point here is

that for a particular mission that is so rated, the relative weight of say, a high

level of pucker and a high level of time stress might be shown to predominate in

determining overall workload.

For another mission scenario, that particular factor combination, because of

the difference in the relative weighting placed on each factor in the scenario,

might result in a lower workload rating. This allows one to compare across two

different missions the relative weight placed by the pilot operators on the

*importance of each workload vector in a general sense.

Needless to say, this approach needs to be further evaluated. We have done

. some very early work where we have applied this approach to an air-to-air missile

- engagement. We are currently applying it to a strategic bomber mission and also

to a refueling mission.

Thus far, these data look very reassuring.

Continuing with the development of the workload measurement battery, we are

* borrowing again from the literature to develop imbedded secondary task measures

based on the Sternberg test technique which has great power. Unfortunately, the

Sternberg test itself is obtrusive and requires conscious attention. We have

developed ways of implementing such tests in an unobtrusive manner.

One of the most promising methods is our imbedded secondary communications

test. Every pilot in military operations expects to recieve a good deal of

chatter while flying.

For example, an A-1O pilot might typically be instructed to go to UHF

Channel 5 and report presence of a SAM to "Dogbone." In order to do that, he

has to go through a series of elemental task performances. He will not

ordinarily recognize he is performing a short-term memory task, nor will he

recognize that he can be measured with respect to his complex reaction time.

These measures of complex reaction time for short-term memory can be obtained

without the pilot realizing that a secondary task has been imposed while he was

flying, say a demanding terrain following air-to-ground, mission segment.
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We are also, in developing the measurement battery, relying heavily on

the voluminous literature that relates to electrophysiologic measurement

techniques. I would like to give you a few insights into one method of

great promise: specifically evaluating evoked response potentials derived

from the electroencephalogram.

Much of the work in the literature was done with single stimulus transient

evoked responses. We, however, have been looking at high-frequency steady

state evoked response, particularly visual evoked responses. If you flicker

a light above the critical fusion frequency at relatively low intensity levels,

the test is unobtrusive. We found indeed that you car obtain very nice

* evoked responses using a spectrum analyzer. The response is time-locked with a

specific phase lag and amplitude ratio measurable for a stimulus frequency

range of 40 to 60 Hertz. Observed amplitude changes relate analytically to

workload level. There is some variability, of course, between subjects. We

also have found one can mix stimulus frequencies in this range, 45, 50, and

55 Hertz. One can simultaneously measure the amplitudes and the phase lag for

each stimulus frequency. Interestingly enough, if one plots the phase lag

against frequency, the slope of that line in units of seconds turns out to be

very closely related to the neurotransmission speed which changes again with

.. stress levels.

Now, what is all this going to do for us? We believe that by investigat-

ing the various categories of military operations (and the greatest current

, interest is in the high-performance air superiority and air-to-ground mis-

sions), we can identify critical mission scenarios which can be reliably rated

in interval terms using the conjoint analysis technique. We can add this in-

formation to a battery of imbedded behavioral tasks and neurophysiologic

measurements to arrive at an index of workload which can be used to indentify

those aspects of system design and operation tactics which have the greatest

, >. sensitivity and potential for degrading the effectiveness of the manned

system. Hopefully, this will allow us to gain enough insight to design out

many of these problems in or next generation aircraft.

More importantly, if we can arrive at objective measures that we can use

for specifications and, at the same time, provide an airworthy measurement sys-

tem that can be used in the test environment by the operator, we will be able to
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encourage compliance - in short, give the Government the opportunity to

measure how well the designer has done.

That is our program and I hope to see success within this decade.

DR. DIEHL: Colonel Mohr, thank you so much for the insight into the Air

Force program. I am sure we will benefit from much of this work in the

not-too-distant future.

Our next speaker, Dr. Sulzer, earned his Ph.D. in Psychology from Duke

University in 1953. He spent ten years working for the United States Air Force

at the Electronic Systems Division. He was at the FAA Technical Center from 1963

until he retired in 1980. There he worked on various types of aeronautical

equipment and air traffic control systems. Since that time, Dr. Sulzer has

been the consultant to Wright State University and the United States Air Force.

We are going to ask Dick if he would give us an overview of the pilot workload

study that was undertaken by Wright State University for the FAA and the Air

Force.

DR. SULZER: In 1965, the current regulations covering minimum crew deter-

minations became effective. That represented a switch from an aircraft weight

criterion to an aircraft design criterion. After 1965, each transport flight

deck was studied and evaluated by FAA to determine whether the design crew was

adequate to handle the workload in normal and contingency conditions. Hence,

it was recognized that an aircraft flight deck might be designed and equipped,

so that there were many complex crew duties and emergency procedures re- 

quiring a larger number of crew members; or a different aircraft flight deck

•- might be differently designed and equipped, so that there were simpler and

fewer crew activities required, and a smaller crew size might be acceptable.

Further, it was not necessarily the case that small transports would have

fewer crew responsibilities and larger aircraft more - possibly a large air-

craft could be more automated or even less complex by design and might need
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less piloting than a smaller transport.

However designed, it was not the FAA who was telling manufacturers how to

design flight decks; the freedom to innovate and improve is inherent in the

regulation of minimum standards that leave open the opportunity to add addi-

tional features and new simplifications or automatic systems at the manufac-

turer's option. What the new 1965 regulations said was, however designed, FAA

will evaluate crew size in terms of crew workload, not mere gross weight of the

aircraft.

One further point on crew workload is worth noting. One cannot simply add

up all the necessary and possible contingency crew duties and activities and

say, for example, this highly automated flight deck scores a "42" and so ac-

ceptable for two pilots, while their other more work intensive flight deck

scores a "61" and requires three. It is not only the number of indicators and

the complexity of actions required but also the configurational properties of ....

the design that are important.

If it were desired, a simple and highly automated set of crew systems could

be laid out in a design that restricted access and so subdivided responsibil-

ities that a relatively light workload was spread over a larger crew.

The oft repeated demand that aircraft systems indicators be placed on a

panel reachable only by a side-facing flight engineer smacks of this sort of

reasoning. With regard to the new Airbus design, pilot associations committed

to a minimum flight crew of three actually have published tudies that purport

to show that an engineer's panel, out of the pilots reach and near vision, is a

necessity, regardless of the degree of simplification and automation.

And, of course, the FAA regulations have never ordered a particular ar-

rangement of seating for flight engineers, navigators, or the non-flying crew

members. Again, on the concept of minimum standards and maximum freedom to

: ic:- innovate and improve, the FAA has left the flight deck layout conventions as

permissive as possible. Now the International Federation of Airline Pilots

Associations (IFALPA) would wish to see that freedom reduced so that Airbus

and others would have to design around a standard requirement for side-facing

engineer's position.

This relative independence of configuration and simple gross workload is

well illustrated, though in extreme form, in the U.S.S.R. We do not know
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whether all the crew members are fliers, or perhaps some are policemen whose

main job is to see that the fliers come home and do not escape the blessings

of the worker's paradise, but take for example the latest helicopter.

As shown in Aviation Week in the current issue, Russia's new heavy lift

helicopter, which was demonstrated at the Paris Air Show, lifts 15 tons or so.

The flight deck is configured for five crew members. It cannot be flown outside

the local area by less than four.

By our standards, if recertificated in the U.S., it would have a minimum

crew complement of four. Why? Workload requires it. The pilots cannot see

the flight engineers system indicated. The navigator is behind and way off to

the side away from the pilot, et cetera.

Suppose Sikorsky built an American helicopter with similar heavy-lift

potential. I imagine the navigation system would be up front available to

the pilots. The system would be simplified and the few remaining controls

would be up front. Such a U.S. version would be certificated for two.

Clearly, the difference in workload has little or nothing to do with the

flight environment or the inherent stability, trust ratio, or other aerodynamic

properties. Rather, it derives from the design: one requires four, one does

not.

Workload then is a function of the design. As all of you know, now in

1981 we have an enormous amount of knowledge about workload, and many models of

pilot performance concerning vigilance, systems monitoring, information pro-

cessing, decision making, problem solving, control performance, and the like.
.. "

The first, though, that comes to the mind of a reasonable man is -- surely

we have enough information -- let us get about the task of putting it together

in a way that is both theoretically sound and practically useful.

You probably saw in Aviation Daily for May 20, 1981 that Pacific South-

west Airlines (PSA) and Southwest Airline pilots backed two-man crews in testi-

mony before the Presidential Task Force on Crew Complement. They agreed that

two-man crews provide as much safety and sometimes more than three-man crews.

But PSA pilots want more pilot input into the aircraft certification. For

example, they were dissatisfied with the minimum equipment list.

I
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But, fundamentally, what they, the pilots, want most of all is a good

solid workload standard. Ideally, you can think of this desire as a wish for

a black box that you can carry around in a suitcase and attach to the crew mem-

bers and to the aircraft, and from which you can read out "on a meter" instan-

taneous and average workload readings - such as: now 65%; was 48% averaged

over the last one minute, et cetera.

And who would not want that? When we are dealing with physical work, we

very nearly have such a measurement system.

Say I want to compare the workload of pedaling a bicycle at twenty miles

an hour over a straight and level course versus riding a moped at the same

speed over the same course. To do that I could, for example, have the bike

rider and the moped rider breathe into a gas analyzer, I could have each of

them wired to a heart-rate recorder, and I could put sensors on their large

leg muscles. Then, with suitable leads from the vehicle wheels, I could get

solid measures of operator workload and vehicle performance.

We know what the measures would show. And we could compare these work

measures to maximum for the individual operators, obtained in maximum perfor-

mance trials and, say, for example, that the average of our panel of bike

riders worked at 79% of physical capacity to match a 20-mile speed that re-

quired only 32% of capacity for the gasoline powered machine operators.

So now, for pilot work, which is obviously more mental -- it is re-using,

perceiving, deciding, controlling, speaking and so forth, not pumping up and

down with the large leg muscles. People desire a similar measurement system

and procedure for comparing and evaluating results against acceptability

standards, such as same percentage of maximum capacity over some period of

time in normal and contingency conditions.

What Captain James Fitzgerald actually said to the Presidential Task Force

on Crew Complement, as quoted in the Aviation Daily, was "We ask that first a

comprehensive method of measuring human workload be developed. This measure-

ment should then be used to establish a reasonable workload that should not be

exceeded by the average pilot."

This seemingly reasonable request is simply that a practical method of

measuring total workload be established as a standard, and that this method be

used to prove that a given aircraft design is or is not acceptable for the

average pilot.
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As I said, this is approximately the first thought that comes to mind --

the idea has been expressed time and again in recent years. Well, what about

it?

"Unfortunately, once you have worked for a while on the problem, you

rapidly find that a quantitative measurement of workload is a little bit of

utopia. Human operators are beings very difficult to quantify and totally

rationalize, et cetera."

Those last two sentences are not me speaking. They are direct quotes

from the most recent authoritative book on the subject: Neville Moray's

Mental Workload, Its Theory and Measurement, published in 1979, page 418.

In the final summary section of that book, on page 492, the British

authority, David Hopkin, is quoted as saying: "There does not seem to be any

major set of concepts about mental workload that no one has ever tried to use

in order to solve or throw light on an applied problem. Most techniques have

been tried ..." and continuing in the same paragraph, Hopkin says, "Unfortun-

ately, no technique approaches general acceptance as a standard measure of

mental workload in applied concepts."

So, right off, let's disabuse ourselves of the notion that we can now, or

" will soon, be able to do for total pilot workload anything similar to what we

can do for various kinds of physical workload; that is, establish really valid

and highly inter-correlated objective measurements that enable us to quantify

the total performance and compare obtained measures with maxima.

So, no magic bullet is likely to be discovered to solve all problems.

But, that is not to say that we cannot make useful measurements and compari-

sons, and arrive at overall judgments of new designs that will be proven cor-

rect by the test of time, and actual live service experience.
In fact, the FAA has been making such correct -- and later proven by exper-

ience -- judgments on crew complement, using pilot workload as the standard, for

at least fifteen years, or since the current regulations were placed in effect.

The present Wright State University study is just one element in a contin-

uing and broad program of research, workshop exchanges of latest technology,

and publication of state-of-the-art summaries and recommended programs for

future advances in workload technology.
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Our particular study -- which I emphasize is only one small part of a much

larger area of study being performed in the military, overseas and here in

NASA, and particularly in the aircraft companies that actually perform the de- p

sign work and design evaluations of computing new ideas for workload reduction

and qualitative improvement -- is set up in three phases.

Task One was conducted to describe, clarify and catalog approved flight " -

crew member workload determination techniques that have been used in the past.

The idea was not to tell future cockpit evaluation teams how to do it, but

rather to indicate how earlier certification programs had been tailored to

focus on tests of critical or changed features on the particular flight decks

and to show how laboratory, engineering, simulation and flight test methods

had been employed successfully to guide choices among design alternatives and

to furnish data indicating that workload in the final new design was equivalent

to or improved over that of already accepted and proven aircraft.

When you have been working under a set of regulations for fifteen years,

and appropriate procedures have been developed to assess workload in widely

differing designs such as the DC9 and the B747, and the varying aircraft have

all proved acceptable in regular line service, it makes good sense to go back

and record what you have been doing and how you have done it. The Task report

is in press.

Tasks Two and Three are as yet incomplete although much of the data has

been collected. The purpose of these later phases of the Wright State study .

is to catalog and describe newer workload measurement and evaluation techniques.

By and large, these newer procedures have not been used in past commercial

aircraft crew complement determinations but have originated in the military,

laboratory experimentation, and in non-pilot workload contexts. If the Wright

State team is finally successful, the result will be a handbook telling what

detailed techniques are now available, more or less off the shelf, for future

testing of specific aspects of pilot workload. And in the case of Task Three,

what workload measurement techniques appear to have promise of some future ap-

plication to flight deck problems but are not yet proven to the status of cur-

rent state-of-the-art.

The Task 1 report runs to many pages and, obviously, it is not possible to

describe here all the various mock-ups, simulations, analytical, experimental,
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and flight test procedures. The essence of what we learned in examining ma-

terial provided by Boeing, Douglas, and Lockheed and by the aircraft certifi-
cation, engineering flight test, and flight operations evaluation organizations

in the FAA regional offices can, however, be stated briefly.

Various methods of evaluating workload have been applied at-appropriate

stages of flight deck development and have served to answer crucial questions
i!

about workload. Final evidence of design adequacy is developed in actual flight

test, because neither simulation nor analysis, without actual flight operations,

can provide total substantiation that workload and crew duties are satisfactory

when compared to existing operational aircraft.

The simulation methods employed to date are most useful for demonstrating

overall configurational suitability and specific stimulus-response adequacy.

Mock-ups are used to test the visibility and conspicuity of indicators, the

convenience of reach and accessibility of controls, and the conformance to lay-

out conventions and pilot expectations. More functional simulators are used to

% measure the complexity and number of required procedures by count, and by tim-

ing simulated pilot actions. The ease of operations of controls and utility of

warnings are among the questions examined, and in some cases comparisons are

made between activities using new design features versus features of an exist-

ing, service-proven flight deck design. Despite the great utility of simula-

tion, not all problems can be solved this way; particularly person-to-person

j interactions in simulation do not duplicate routine flight conditions due to

motivational differences -- hence many causes of errors cannot be revealed.

Also, simulation is not sufficient to prove the operational suitability

of large changes in cockpit design, such as conversion to electronic flight

instruments. Major changes of flight crew interface may require a complete

cycle of analyses, simulation, and flight test before sufficient understanding

of the integration of the crew is achieved to permit application to commercial

air transport aircraft.

Analyses are made using computer models of internal visibility and physical

6.' action requirements. More elaborate time and task computations are also made

using pilot response data from earlier detailed part-task recordings and pro-

cedures requiring tabulations from sample flights in high workload regimes.

Comparison data on time to complete actions in the new design, in contrast to

-. -
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an operational flight deck, are presented to show the balance of workload be-

tween crew members and the appropriate distribution of work requirements over

busy periods, such as approach and landing. .

Flight testing, sometimes of simulated airline operations, is employed to

substantiate the adequacy of design and the acceptability of emergency pro-

cedures as well as to demonstrate ordinary flight duties which are character-

istic of the new design.

There is no simple solution to all the issues raised and no single tell-

all method of testing new designs prior to availability for actual flight.

However, the task of workload evaluation can be accomplished to satisfy needs

during aircraft design and to provide needed numerical data tu support pilot

subjective ratings of acceptability and favorable comparison. In combination,

the various assessment procedures have been successful. Aircraft designed to

be flown by different crew complements have been so certificated and have been

proved safe and acceptable in actual line service. The correlation between

FAA workload determinations in certification procedures and the ultimate cri-

terion of airline experience has been excellent. Still, the many difficult

decisions made in designing and approving complex certification programs

should be recognized, and efforts should be extended to develop improved test

methods as the understanding of human behavior allows.

Since a portion of all successful evaluations currently involves the at-

titudes and perceptions of flight crew members, there will be a continuing

need for subjective assessment. It is essential that these assessments be made

by persons who are experienced in conducting procedures in dTfferentlv designed

cockpits and who are accountable for their judgments. Otherwise, strong indi-

vidual bias may influence pilot opinion. Also, it is noted that individual 0

production aircraft are examined to consider the workload impact of equipment

or configuration variations. Finally, each airline is inspected to verify that

actual flight operations are satisfactory with the unique combination of pilot

qualifications, special airline procedures, flight deck equipment outage allow-

ances, company equipment added, and challenges of the particular operating en-

vironment. Hence, the adequacy of the approved crew complement is monitored

continuously to ensure that changes after airworthiness type certification do

not invalidate the original determination.
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In summary, the Wright State team found that workload confirmation is a

continuing process from the earliest concept development through the successive

design and development stages. Ultimately, confirmation is accomplished in the

* prototype airplane as it undergoes intensive test and evaluation scrutiny to

confirm and demonstrate suitability.

DR. DIEHL: Our next speaker is Mr. William "Joe" Cox. Joe is currently

an aviation consultant in Washington, DC and he has had a very interesting

aviation career.

He began his military flying experience as a cadet flying SNJ's and ended

up as a commande!r of the C-5A Wing at Dover. He retired in 1979 from the

FAA. He is a highly experienced test pilot.

He has worked on various timely programs and has been a consultant at

Wright State University on their workload measurement program. But perhaps

his most interesting assignment recently was as a consultant to the Presiden-

tial Task Force. Joe's presentation is a review of the Crew Complement prob-

lem.

MR. COX: Although we have concluded that the procedures FAA followed in

certifying the DC-9-80 for operation by a minimum crew of two were proper and

represented the state-of-the-art at that time, we recommend that those pro-

cedures be improved and strengthened in several respects in preparation for

future certifications.

Rapid developments in the field of digital avionics and flight control

systems, and the attendant increased complexities of computer software, require

that FAA have the breadth and depth of expertise to address these areas prop-

erly during aircraft certification. FAA should make appropriate additions to

its staff for these purposes. In addition, we recommend that FAA develop new

systems on the role of flight crew members, for certifying software, and for

monitoring software configuration changes.

At present, the only generally accepted method for evaluating workload is

task/time-line analysis based on comparison with previous aircraft designs.

This technique, supplemented by improved subjective evaluation methods applied

by qualified pilots, will offer the best means for demonstrating compliance

with FAA crew complement criteria. We recommend that the FAA incorporate such

methods in the tests to be employed for the certification of the B-757 and B-767
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aircraft. Studies of crew performance under a variety of conditions may pro-

vide additional methods for the assessment of crew complement in the future.

Line operations, full-mission simulation using selected line pilots could be 0

used in conducting these studies.

Consultation with qualified line pilots has long proven to be beneficial

and is incorporated to varying extents by manufacturers in the aircraft design

process. Several aspects of new aircraft certification, such as crew proced- 0

ures, workload evaluation, and training requirements, would be enhanced by

augmenting FAA certification teams with FAA for a specified period. We rec-

ommend that FAA consider adopting such a procedure along the lines of the cur-

rent procedure for using designated engineering representatives (DERs). •

FAA should assign high priority to completing and keeping current Chapter

187 of FAA Order 8110.8 to provide formal guidelines for evaluating the effects

of weather, ATC, and other system factors. 4

The minimum equipment list identifies those items tha may be inoperative

when an aircraft is dispatched on a commercial flight (with appropriate oper-

ating restrictions). Recognizing that crew workload could be directly affected

by the minimum equipment list, we recommend that the minimum equipment list be _0

prepared and that related tests for examining combinations of failures be con- -

ducted during the crew complement certification process as well as during the

subsegment process relating to the development of air carriers' operating

specifications.

Crew complement, as noted earlier, is only one among many crew-related

issues that have a bearing on aviation safety. On the basis of concerns ex-

pressed by flight crews and others, as well as our own observations, we con-

sider these issues to be important in the interest of promoting flight safety.

The aircraft separation assurance program should receive FAA's highest

"- priority, and efforts to improve the ATC system should be adequately and

promptly funded. We are encouraged by recent FAA announcements regarding plans
for the rapid implementation of collision avoidance systems. As the Airline

Pilots Association (ALPA) and others have urged, we recommend that FAA examine

the possibility of using the ATC Radar Beacon System in the initial implementa-

tion of these systems. Positive control of aircraft should be provided in all

heavily traveled air space and major terminal areas at the earliest possible time.
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Reliever airports and runways should be established in major terminal areas to

provide appropriate separation between low-performance aircraft and jet trans-

ports.

To further increase the effectiveness of the ATC system, we recommend that

FAA require all aircraft using heavily traveled airspace to be equipped with

at least Mode C (altitude encloding) transponders.

Some form of vertical guidance, such as Visual Approach Slope Indicators,

should be installed on all runways used by air carriers. Airports served by

*air carriers should also have instrument landing system facilities. Instrument

landing system and related ground support facilities should be upgraded to keep

* pace with advances in aircraft capability such as autoland.

Local noise abatement procedures in some cases require special flight

* maneuvers that could compromise safety. We recommend that FAA consider ways

of standardizing procedures relating to these maneuvers with safety as the

,* primary concern. Consideration should also be given to exempting newer,

. quieter aircraft from noise abatement procedures that were designed for older

aircraft types.

Improvements should be made in the provision of pre-flight weather brief-

ings and timely and accurate in-flight weather information, particularly in

terminal areas.

Flight crews of whatever size should be relieved of and insulated from

:- demands and distractions that do not relate to flying the aircraft. Some meas-

ures, such as prohibiting non-flight-related cockpit conversations and communi-

cations during critical phases of flight, have been proposed. Potential dis-

tractions can be further reduced through the increased use of single transponder

code assignments and automated communications devices, and through the establish-

ment of direct communications links between the ground and passenger-cabin crews

to deal with such matters as the personal needs of passengers. We also recom-

mend further reduction of non-essential contacts between the passenger cabin and

the cockpit. Cabin crews should be trained to deal with passenger problems and

to operate cabin equipment without the assistance of flight crew members.

Although the incapacitation of a flight crew member is a rare occurrence,

the airlines should uniformly establish programs to train crew members to recog-

nize subtle incapacitation of a fellow crew member and to follow appropriate
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procedures in the event of such an emergency. We also recommend the further

development and use of restraining devices that would prevent an incapacitated

crew member from interfering with the flight controls during critical phases of

flight.

We are impressed with efforts by air carriers to reduce the number of crew- ..-

related accidents by improving training in command, leadership, and cockpit re-
I

source management skills and by establishing line-oriented flight training pro-

grams. In addition, we recommend that airline pilots serving as second in com-

mand also be required to have an FAA airline transport pilot certificate with

type ratings for the aircraft on which they serve.
I

Special attention should be directed to concerns expressed by some pilots

over what they consider to be an excessively punitive approach by FAA in en-

forcing safety regulations. We recommend that ways be sought to instill and

strengthen a sense of trust and cooperation between FAA and members of flight

crews. In particular, we recommend that NASA'a Aviation Safety Reporting Sys-

tem be strongly supported by FAA and NASA, and that serious provisions appli-

cable to the aviation safety reporting system and to protecting aircrews from

unwarranted disclosure of conversations recorded on cockpit voice recorders be

enforced.

Many of the Federal Aviation Regulations relating to flight crew responsi-

bilities appear to be unnecessarily complex. An effort should be made to sim-

plify and clarify the Federal Aviation Regulations to make them more under-

standable and easier to use.

Enroute, terminal area, and approach charts are frequently designed in a

way that makes them difficult to use. The design and content of these charts

* should be improved.

The Secretary of Transportation should take steps to expedite the imple-

mentation of FAA's Aviation Safety Analysis System Project to strengthen its

ability to collect, process, and disseminate safety-related information neces-

sary for decision-making in FAA and the aviation industry generally. The Avia-

tion Safety Analysis System is being designed to be compatible with other acci-

dent data systems, including those maintained by the National Transportation

Safety Board and the International Civil Aviation Organization. It is essential

that this system include worldwide data.
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The research conducted by FAA, NASA, and the Department of Defense on the

impact of automation on the role of flight crews should be continued and ex-

panded. We also recommend that strong support be given to the development and

evaluation of safety-related systems, such as Cockpit Display of Traffic Infor-

mation and Heads-up Displays, as well as to on-going research on the effects of

fatigue, desynchronosis, and length of duty period on flight crew performance.

When I was asked a few days ago to provide a presentation to this workshop

regarding my observations on the crew complement issues, it initially gave me

some difficulty. It was difficult, for example, to select a topic that was not

under review by the President's Task Force on Aircraft Crew Complement.

And, if the results of the Task Force were not released to the public in

time for this presentation I would have difficulty in steering clear of the

many sensitive topics that have characterized the crew complement debate. How-

ever, it appeared to me that there were neutral areas that were not generally

considered to be in the domain of the crew complement controversy.

Not many, but enough to attempt a discussion. For that discussion I had

chosen the subject, "Beyond the Crew Complement Problem" to review the various

system and operational enhancements that appear to be needed regardless of the

outcome of the crew complement question. This would have been somewhat risky,

but I was willing to attempt such a discussion to encourage communication on

the selected topics within the air transportation industry and, in particular, -

within this workshop.

However, the Task Force's recommendations were made public last Thursday.

I have redirected this presentation around this newly released information. I

have also revised the title of this presentation to "A Review of the Crew Com-

plement Recommendations."

Before I start this review, I want to make two or three points. I will

attempt to keep my discussion of the Task Force recommendations strictly factual.

If I provide additional comments on any matters not contained in the Task Force

report, I will identify these as ideas or thoughts not included in the report.

Whenever I use the word "we," I am using the words of the Task Force's formal

report.

On July 2, 1981, the President's Task Force on Aircraft Crew Complement

issued its report concluding that operation of the McDonnell Douglas DC-9-80
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aircraft by a crew of two is safe, and that adding a third crew member would not

be justified in the interest of safety.

Chaired by former FAA Administrator and Air Force Secretary, John L.

McLucas, and including Fred J. Drinkwater, Il, Chief of Aircraft Operations

at NASA's Ames Research Center, and Lt. Gen. Howard W. Leaf, Inspector Ceneral

of the Air Force, the Task Force which was appointed by President Reagan was .'-

asked to review the August 1980 decision of the FAA to certify the DC-9-80 for

operation by a minimum crew of two persons. It was also asked to make recom-

mendations concerning the use of two-member crews in the proposed Boeing 757

and 767 and other "new generation" commercial jet aircraft.

In determining that the DC-9-80 is safe for operation by a crew of two

members, the Task Force concluded that the procedures FAA followed in reaching

its decision were proper and in compliance with the applicable provisions of

the Federal Aviation Act of 1958.

Addressing future aircraft, the Task Force concluded that, as designed,

the Boeing-757, Boeing-767, and the A-310 being developed by the European con-

sortium, Airbus Industries, potentially can be operated safely by a crew of

two, and that the addition of a third crew member would not be justified in the

interest of safety.

The Task Force has said that, although it cannot pre-judge the outcome of

the certification process as it would be applied to future aircraft, the pres-

ent certification process, improved and strengthened as recommended by the Task

Force, will ensure proper certification of such aircraft as the Boeing-757 and

Boeing-767, and proper review of the certification of such foreign-made aircraft

as the A-310, from a crew complement standpoint.

The Task Force's recommendations concerning the crew complement process

relate to the FAA procedures and staffing for evaluating digital avionics,

flight control systems, and computer software; FAA methods for evaluating crew

workload; participation of line pilots in the certification process; FAA guide-

lines for evaluating aviation systems factors; and evaluation of equipment that

N may be inoperative when an aircraft is dispatched.

With respect to those recommendations, the Task Force has provided the

following: Other safety-related recommendations of the Task Force concern im-

provements in the air traffic control system and aviation operating procedures;
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* insulation of flight crews from demands and distractions not relating to flying

* the aircraft; training and qualification of flight crews; enforcement of safety

regulations; the clarity and content of regulations and other documents; and

safety-related data collection and research.

A final recommendation was made to .. "urge that FAA take special care to

guard against any diminution of existing safety standards among air carriers as

a result of economic changes within the industry. New entrants must be held to

* the same high standards that long-established carriers have maintained and

* established carriers must be encouraged to maintain their high standards regard-

* less of pressure to cut costs in the face of new competition. The experience to

date has been excellent, and we are confident that FAA can be counted on to

carry out its duty under the law to maintain the highest standard of safe,

* reliable air transportation in the United States."

When the Task Force first came together, it quickly identified five areas

of major concern and formed teams or panels to deal with the issues related to

these areas. The subject areas were the safety record of the airlines, the air

traffic environment, cockpit systems and technology, human factors, and the

certification process. Each team reviewed the voluminous data available to it

* and conducted its own analysis. Part II of the Task Force report is a review

and analysis of those major issues.

In its report, the President's Task Force on Aircraft Crew Complement has

provided the following information regarding its approach to the investigation

and study of the crew complement issue:

Within the 120 days we have had to complete our review and analysis. We

* have endeavored to consider every relevant factor, to hear every responsible

* proponent of every reasonable point of view, and to examine all written material

* presented -- from handwritten letters sent by individual pilots, flight engineers,

* and members of the public, to voluminous filings submitted by parties with sub-

stantial interests in the outcome of our inquiry.

We assembled teams of independent experts to conduct studies of all facets

- of the crew complement issue. In doing so, we drew heavily from various govern-

ment agencies, especially the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and

the U.S. Air Force, as well as a few independent research organizations, for the

* expertise of individuals who had no ax to grind on the issue before us. Each of

* the teams conducted an intensive review of the existing literature and analyzed
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all available relevant data.

We interviewed numerous pilots, airline executives, and representatives

of aircraft manufacturers, the principal flight crew associations, and the FAA. "

We also visited, and examined data provided by, representatives of European air-

craft manufacturers, airlines, pilot associations, and aviation ministries.

In addition to the DC-9-80, we specifically considered the B-757, B-767,

and Airbus Industrie A-310 aircraft from a crew complement standpoint. We were

briefed extensively on these aircraft during visits to the manufacturer's fa-

cilities, and we reviewed substantially related documentation. As cockpit ob-

servers, we flew in the DC-9-80 and other currently operational aircraft flown

by two- and three-member crews. We also examined mock-ups of the cockpits of

the B-757, B-767, and A-310 aircraft, and observed and participated in simula-

tor demonstrations of the B-767 cockpit systems.

Finally, we invited public comments and held ten days of public hearings, li

during which we and the principal members of the Task Force staff had the

opportunity to ask questions of those presenting testimony in an effort to -

understand fully all the issues, data, views, and perceptions involved. The

technical investigations, and the public hearings and comments, provided the

basis for our conclusions and recommendations.

At the press conference on the second day of this month Dr. McLucas pointed

out that there has been an increase in the fraction of jet transports flown by

two-member crews and as this fraction has increased, safety records have im- -_

proved overall. Furthermore, in 1980, two-member airplanes accounted for

twenty-four percent of the scheduled airline fleet and forty-two percent of de-

partures. For that year there was not one fatal accident in the more than four

million certified route air carrier passenger operations in the United States.

Dr. McLucas concluded the press conference on March 2nd with the following

statement: "We have reached a number of conclusions in the course of our work,

but one conclusion stands out. Jet transports can be designed to operate safely

with crews of two. They can be designed to operate safely with crews of three.

Both designs have achieved excellent safety records."

Thank you.

DR. DIEHL: Thank you very much, Joe. Our next speaker is Capt. Charles S

"Bill" Connor.
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In addition to being a line pilot for a Delta in a 727, he is also an

Adjunct Professor of Aviation Psychology at Embry-Riddle University. He holds

a Master of Science in Aviation Technology, among other degrees, from Embrv-

Riddle University. He is a former U.S. Marine Corps pilot. He has been a

test pilot, and has flown the L-lOll and the DC-10 aircraft.

I would like to get Bill to give us some prospectives from the operational

airline pilot's view point on the Presidential Task Force findings; and, anv-

thing else he might provide us within our human factors program.

MR. CONNOR: Thank you. I would like to start with my disclaimer. I am

not representing Delta or ALPA, but I would like to cover some of these issues.

The computer/mechanical technology has made a quantum leap in the past

*- decade. But what about human technology, this being the psychological tech-

*" nology and physiological technology. The other area, environmental technolo-

gies, makes up this group which has not kept pace with the computer/mechanical

technologies.

Let me pose some operational questions. Does the new technology fit the

external variable environment? Will the new machines be an extension of the

man, or will the man be made an extension of the machine? Will the control

be returned to the cockpit? Can the environment be upgraded to maximize auto-

mation potentialities? Should artificial intelligence be developed at this

" time?

Airport facilities -- should all runways have ILS's (instrument landing

systems) installed? Should the glide slopes have DME (distance measuring

equipment) readouts? Should all runways be grooved and have VASI's installed?

Should all runways be standardized with respect to lighting in the following

areas: (a) ALSF II lighting; (b) approach light system; (c) sequence flashing

lights: and (d) REILS?

What will be the navigation environment? Will we have access to TRSB/MLS,

NAV Star, or 4D NAV.? Is there a time frame for implementation of these navi- *

gation systems? Can we have electronic vertical guidance in the interim at all

runways? Yes.

The end-fire antennae has been available for the past three years. The

system has no terrain restrictions or tidal effect. This system is presently

installed at Rock Springs, Wyoming.
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Should we standardize cockpit information instrumentation with respect to

electronic displays? How will we upgrade the existing fleets that do not have

the electronic displays? Could the new information formats be a location prob-

lem or a search problem?

Will all new aircraft have ground speed readout on the ASI? Will all new ° -

aircraft have wind direction and velocity on the HSI's as currently planned?

Would it be more desirable to have wind direction and velocity in numerics S

on the ASI? I think so. There is a capability in existence to have wind

telemetry in the landing zone which is superimposed on the localizer signal

presently.

What are the physiological technology factors in this new system?

Dehydration -- will the new aircraft have five percent humidifiers? Will stud-

ies be done on biological circadian rhythm desynchronization? Will studies

be done on noise level fatigue as applied to infrasonics?

Are we studying visual fatigue from high altitude glare or electronic

display glare? Are we doing any studies on nutrition as related to crew per-

formance? Are there any studies underway addressing the problems associated

with physiological inactivity during long periods aloft?

How will the area of psychological technology be addressed in training?

Is LOFT the answer to future training problems in automation? Will we be facing

the possibility of mental and perceptual-motor atrophy with the new flight deck

automation? Should we consider using climb and descent corridors to eliminate

excessive voice communications?

Hopefully some of these questions can be answered during the workshop

tomorrow. 0

Thank you.

DR. DIEHL: In the first session, we heard a great deal about accident

investigation and pilot performance. And this last group of speakers will be

addressing problems on air traffic controller performance and cabin safety,

and we are again fortunate in having some nationally recognized experts on

these topics.

Dr. Saul Sells will be our first speaker. He is currently the director of

the Institute of Behavioral Research at Texas Christian University and he has

been at TCU since 1962.
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He is a Professor of Psychology and holds a PhD from Columbia University.

He has also taught at the University of Texas and Trinity University. He was,

in addition, the head of the Medical Psychology Department at the U.S. Air

Force School of Aviation Medicine. He is currently a consultant to several

airlines and to a large variety of government and 
industrial concerns.

He is an editor of various psychology publications and also has been ac-

tive in the statistical research. He has published over 20 books and approx-

imately 300 journal articles and technical reports.

I would like to point out that he has received quite a number of honors

over the years. He has been president of the Society for Multivariate

Experimental Psychology, the Southwestern Psychological Association, and the

APA's Division of Military Psychology. He has received awards from the Aero-

space Medical Association, and holds the Air Force Commendations for Meritor-

ious Civilian Service. He is listed in the Who's Who in the U.S. and the World

and American Men of Science. We are delighted to have Dr. Sells here today.

He will be talking about air traffic controller specialists selection. Dr.

Sells.

DR. SELLS: Thank you.

The United States is probably the only country in the world in which

actuarial selection of personnel for employment is a well-accepted practice.

This involves the use of previously validated predictors (tests and other types

of information, such as demographic and biographic variables) to make probabil-

istic predictions of success on specifically defined jobs, based on experimental

validation studies. Probabilities of success in such situations apply to batches

(groups, samples) of applicants and are not specific to individuals, as in

clinical assessment, for which validation is not possible because of the unique-

ness of each clinical decision.

The usual approach in the design of selection research is first to complete

a job analysis in order to identify the critical person characteristic- required

for effective performance of the job. A competent job analysis is thus useful

for the development of a set of predictor instruments and also for evaluation

of existing performance measures or, as is usually the case, development of new

performance measures appropriate for the research. Unfortunately, performance

measures developed for personnel decisions, when professional measurement
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principles are not followed, are generally both too unreliable and too vague

to be useful as criteria in rigorous selection research.

In a selection study, the experimental selection instruments are admin- 0

istered to a sample of applictnts for the job (in a predictive design) or to a

sample of incumbents (in a concurrent validation design), and the investigator

must obtain performance measures for a suitable period on those hired (in the

former case) or on all tested (in the latter case) and then correlate predic- S

tors with criteria.

Acceptance of predictors that correlate highly and significantly with the

criteria enables the development of composite scores that can be examined in

expectancy tables to observe probabilities of success at different levels of

predictor score. With reasonably high correlations it is generally found that

probability of success increases with higher scores, but at the same time the

proportions of applicants qualified at those levels fall off. Determination
m0

of a cutting score is a responsibility of management (not the selection re-

search professional) and involves a decision that balances the limited supply

of high level talent available against the need for numbers of positions to

be filled. The higher the cutting score, the fewer qualified persons available,

but the lower the rate of failure to be expected, and vice versa, the lower the

cutting score, the greater the number of qualified persons available (qualified

as defined by the cutting score), but the higher the rate of failure to be ex-

pected.

In actual practice, it is necessary to assure stability of results and

this usually involves replication of the research on additional test samples

to cross-validate the initial findings. It is frequently possible to consider

expectancy for different combinations of predictors. However, a major problem 9

is the inclusion in the rcsearch of criterion measures representing different

stages of development in a job. For example, in ATCS research, it is possible

to utilize laboratory grades and pass vs. fail in training at the FAA academy

as criterion (performance) measures at an early point in ATCS career development

and also on-the-job performance at later stages, during developmental training

and later during full performance level, journeyman performance. In most fields,

the relation between performance during training and later progress and perfor-

mance should not be assumed or taken for granted and is really an empirical

question.
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Finally, it is accepted doctrine among professionals in selection research

that quality control is a continuing necessity when an experimental selection

instrument (test battery) is operationalized and utilized over time. Changes

in social conditions, in the self-selection of the portion of the population

comprising the applicant samples, as well as changes in procedures, may result

in changes in yield. Furthermore, changes in the job may alter the results ob- - - .

tained. Once a test battery is accepted for operational use, it should be

monitored by essentially cross validation procedures on a continuous basis to

provide assurance of its continued usefulness.

The tremendous growth and expansion of commercial aviation in the United

States and indeed, the entire world, over the past thirty-odd years have re-

quired development of an extensive air traffic control system to ensure avia-

tion safety as well as orderly and efficient use of airports and air lanes by

the every-increasing fleets of passenger, cargo, and military aircraft. In

this system, operated by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), the posi-

tion of Air Traffic Control Specialist (ATCS) has been and for a considerable

time to come, will continue to be the most critical link. Development of tech-

nology for a fully automated system is believed by some experts to be a feasi-

ble possibility, but in the remote future, the system must depend on the per-

formance of controllers until such equipment is developed, tested, and fully

available on an operational basis.

The air traffic controller job is unique in that it has no counterpart in

the civilian work force and the numbers of men and women required annually by

the Federal Aviation Administration to maintain budgeted staffing levels far

exceed those of available personnel trained in the military services, the only

present source of trained controller personnel. As a result, the system depends

on the recruitment, selection, and training of talented but inexperienced per-

sons from the general labor force.

Research on the selection of air traffic controllers began in the early

1950's, under both military and civilian (FAA) auspices. Beginning in 1960, a

series of selection studies was carried out at the FAA Civil Aeromedical In-

stitute (CAMI) that led to the adoption of an operational ATCS selection battery

by the then Civil Service Commission (CSC) in 1964. This battery has been em-

ployed by the CSC and its successor, the Office of Personnel Management (OPM)

for the selection of ATCS's up to the present time. Based on functions identi-
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fled in commerically published tests, it consisted of five mainly trait-

oriented aptitude tests which correlated significantly with course grades and

pass-fail in the FAA Academy. These were: Spatial Patterns, Computations, 0

Abstract Reasoning and Letter Sequence, Oral Directions, and Air Traffic Con-

trol Prublems.

Between 1964 and the present, only a few changes were made in the proced-

ures based on this battery. These included: (1) In 1968, the CSC battery

was waived for applicants with specialized military ATC experience, such as

radar control; this was a move to adapt to a serious shortage of ATCS's in a

rapidly expanding system. (2) In 1973, an age limit of 30 years was adopted

for. applicants, based on research which had indicated a negative correlation

between age and ATCS performance. (3) Also in 1973, all applicants were again

required to take the CSC test, but variable credit was awarded for prior

aviation-related experience. In addition, a pre-developmental program,

through Executive Order 11813, 1974, provided for noncompetitive hiring of

women and minorities in air traffic and other FAA occupations.

Dissatisfaction with the CSC battery arose when serious attrition rates,

between 25 percent and 40 percent, were experienced among initially qualified

ATCS's during the two to five years that they were training on-the-job to

attain full performance level. Although the FAA attempted to cope with this

problem by re-establishing a centralized, 15-week ATC Initial Qualification

Training Program at the FAA Academy, beginning in 1976, it was felt that great

savings would be achieved through an improved selection instrument. In addi-

tion, questions were raised concerning the adequacy of the method of granting

experience credit and also the extent to which the CSC battery complied with

the Uniform Guidelines established by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commis-

sion (EEOC).

As a result, continuing research emphasized the improvement of initial

selection of ATC applicants, with studies focused on prediction of full perfor-

mance level in the ATC specialty, differential placement of new ATC specialists

in center, terminal, and flight service station assignments, incorporation of

measures of prior aviation experience in selection and placement, development

of improved performance measures for criteria in selection research, and con-

formity with EEO guidelines, as well as other related topics.
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A significant aspect of new test development has been the emphasis on job

simulation tests, as opposed to factor-trait oriented tests, which have domin-

ated the field of pre-employment testing since the emergence of factor analysis

as a central theme of psychometric practice, beginning in World War II.

Theoretically, test batteries representing relevant factors in the cognitive

and noncognitive areas, should with appropriate weighting, .provide optimal pre-

diction of performance of any job and also maintain predictive validity when

jobs change, merely by alteration of test weights. In actual practice, how-

ever, where time constraints on testing prevent saturated representation of

the factors, which are heterogeneous for the most part, and where criterion

performance measurement is generally reduced to rather unreliable ratings, the

requirements of the theoretical models are seldom met. Under these circum-

stances, well-designed job simulation items that capture the critical essence

of jobs to be performed might well produce validity coefficients substantially

higher than those achieved by specific trait tests. Indeed, a combination of

exceptional skills in test design and criterion performance measurement in the

FAA selection research program has resulted in a virtual tour-de-force in the

quality of the latest tests for ATCS selection.

Since 1976, four major studies have been carried out with a new test

battery consisting of the Multiplex Controller Aptitude Test, a new paper and

pencil test that simulates the controller decisions using a radar scope, the

Abstract Reasoning and Arithmetic Reasoning Tests from the CSC Battery, and

the Occupational Knowledge Test, used to calculate prior aviation credit.

These involved large samples representing four important population groups:

1) full performance level ATC specialists (journeymen); 2) developmental ATC

specialists with several years of ATC training, but not yet FPL qualified; 3) new

ATC appointees, just entering training, and applicants for ATC work.

This research has demonstrated that the new test battery has high validity

and is well suited for identifying applicants for the ATCS occupation with the

highest potential for success, virtually without reference to sex, race-ethnic

group, education, or prior experience. The inclusion of the Occupational

Knowledge Test has enabled a superior method of providing credit for prior

relevant experience than the previously used Rating Guide. The new battery is

not only a major achievement with respect to validity, but also meets the EEOC

Guidelines for Employee Selection by demonstrating fairness where there is
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S
adverse impact on women and some minorities, particularly blacks.

Notwithstanding the importance of the achievement represented by this

outstanding research, which will result in cost savings of many millions of 0

dollars in attrition, replacement of losses, and training of replacements;

there is little doubt that further research and development on ATCS selection

will be justified. Hopefully, those responsible for such further work will

have the talent and creativity of Dailey and his associates in the MCAT project. 6

Future R and D in ATCS selection should involve both predictors and cri-

terion measures. In the predictor area it may be mentioned that several criti-

cal factors mentioned in job analysis studies have not yet been addressed.

These include auditory perception and verbal comprehension, as in receiving

auditory messages and oral communication, particularly verbal fluency and

speech intelligibility. In addition, despite the elegance with which the

essence of the original motion picture displays the Controller Decision Eval-

uation (CODE) test, developed by Buckley and Beebe in 1970, at NAFEC, was

represented in paper and pencil form in the MCAT, the move from machine-imple-

mented, real time situations to static paper and pencil test situations was,

in my opinion, a move in the wrong direction.

The CODE test provided excellent simulation of the controller decision

tasks with regard to collision avoidance, but also simulated the distribution

of controller work-load over time too well to be maximally useful in a test

situation. It would have been more appealing if the traffic density had been kept

high throughout the duration of the test. Development of the MCAT took the

direction of first translating crucial decision problems into a serial slide

presentation and then to paper-and-pencil presentation. The final version,

which is speeded and spirals toward increasing difficulty of problems presented, 0

is an excellent test. It requires short-term memory, mental computational

skills, and attention to diverse information in a speeded, and hence highly -

demanding situation, while at the same time requiring no prior instruction or

training or examinees to perform the tasks. S

Considering the fact that Dailey and Pickrel were faced with prohibition

against projectors and other equipment for testing by the Civil Service Commis-

sion, the exceptional paper and pencil test that they developed can only be

admired. Nevertheless, I am convinced that in the 1980's and beyond, no equip-
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ment should be too expensive for the air traffic control system. We already

have the technology to move our tests to new modes, involving two-way communi-

cation with computers, with realistic simulation of even the most complex

situations. At this particular time, we may have to wait for support to

utilize such equipment in new test development activities. However, I have no

doubt that the future lies in that direction. And the future is now.

In the criterion area, what is needed most is new on-line measures of con-

troller performance in his/her complex work environment. I am impressed with

the new Radar Training Facility at this Center, which was described by Dr.

Boone at a symposium in San Diego in 1979. This will undoubtedly be a research

as well as training facility and hopefully will provide a basis for the develop-

ment of such on-line proficiency measurement, in a manner that will not inter-

fere with ongoing activities. There is also activity at a research level that

may result in changes in the system, such as cockpit displays of air traffic

information for collision avoidance and distributed management of traffic be-

tween air and ground, new computers and computer aids for the controller, and

new methods of communication. As these develop and eventually impact the sys-

tem, it will be necessary to review the functions of the controller and the de-

mand for changes in predictors and performance measures.

At this time the public is aware of many problems in the air traffic con-

trol system. However, there has been no implication that I am aware of con-

cerning the quality of the controllers that staff the system. Those that are

presently employed were selected mostly by the CSC battery. I have no doubt

that when the new battery is adopted the proportion of top quality talent en-

tering the system will be evia better.

DR. DIEHL: Thank you very much, Dr. Sells. I appreciated that interest-

ing overview. Our next speaker is Dr. Joesph Tucker. Joe, like all of our

other speakers, has a very interesting background.

His operational experience began as a U.S. Army Air Force navigator and

later as a navigator instructor. He earned his Ph.D. in educational psychology

from Columbia University in 1949. From 1949 to 1957, he was with the United

States Air Force Personnel and Training Research Center and from 1957 to 1959,

he was with the Space TechiLology Laboratory where they undertook some pioneer-

ing studies in support of the Atlas ICBM Program.
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Since 1959 Joe has been involved in a variety of industrial and organiza-

tional consulting activities, primarily in the areas of program instruction and

educational technology. S

And since 1975, he has been the coordinator for the Center for Education-

al Technology at Catholic University of America. He will speak on aging, stress

and performance assessment in the air traffic controller performance.

DR. TUCKER: As we know, the Federal Aviation Administration is the pri-

mary employer of Air Traffic Controllers and has management responsibility over

all aspects of that employment including selection, orientation, training, re-

tention, progression and retirement. It includes responsibility for assuring

and evaluating periodically the continuing "readiness to perform" of each air

traffic controller. That responsibility is operationally met through selected

"1missions" of the FAA such as the Office of Aviation Medicine and Civil Aero-

medical Institute. This paper reports on three concerns that relate to job

performance -- aging, stress, and job performance assessment.

Aging

The facts about air traffic controller aging and retirement present a S

varied picture. The information presented here is from an Air Traffic Con-

troller Loss Study prepared August 1980, by FAA Headquarters. A well-documented

fact is that controllers' careers are longer than other Federal careers. The

length of a controller's career is related to the retirement option selected.

Over the decade of the 70's, the average controller selecting an optional re-

tirement worked to age 60, about two years longer than the average of other FAA

employees and two years less than the average U.S. Covernment employee. Dis-

ability retirees averaged about 23 years of service, and had an average age of S

about 47 years. Those controllers selecting an "early out" option averaged

about 28 years of service. Up to 1975 most retirees selected the voluntary op-

tion. Between 1975 and 1981 the disability option was selected most frequently.

The current trend is such that it is projected that by 1985, the optional re-

tirement choice will be most often selected followed by ATC "Early Out" and dis-

ability in that order. But the fact remains that the Air Traffic Controller

career within FAA is one in which controllers evidence strong staying power

both as to average retirement age and length of service. These data have been

stable for ten years. In fact, average length of service has increased one full
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year since 1971. These data show that air traffic controllers enter service

at an age younger than most Federal employees and a very large percentage make

it a working life career.

Age of entry into service has been shown to have a strong inverse relation-

ship to successful performance in training and subsequently on the job. Re-

* search by CAMI in the 60's documented that the attrition among new selectees

who were in their thirties or older was so high that FAA management limited

selection for the enroute and terminal options to applicants under age 31.

This implies that air traffic controlling is a young person's occupation. Re-

search by Cobb in the mid- and late 1960's supported the entry age cut-off by

*demonstrating that the job proficiency of full performance level ATCS's or

* journeyman-level controllers, generally tended to decline progressively after

* age 40. Evidence that this decline, based on job performance ratings, had a

significant detrimental effect on system performance is not available. There

is medical evidence of physiological changes with age as is to be expected.

Yet Booze concluded after studying the morbidity experience of over 28,000 air

traffic controllers over a ten-year period, "that experience does not appear

excessive when compared with the experience of other outside groups studied,

except for psychoneurotic disorders. Additionally, a lack of association be- ..

. tween disease occurrence and occupation is observed in the data correlating

"' disease occurrence with length of service and age."

Pickrel and Associates in conducting validity studies to support the use

* of a Pass/Fail criterion at the FAA Academy documented that air traffic con-

". troller performance improved for the first several years on the job. Decrements

associated with continuing service occurred primarily among controllers assigned

to administrative duties. Aging, per se, was not a factor.

Thackray's study of the effect of age on the ability to sustain attention

* during performance on a simulated radar task showed that mean target detection

- time, errors of omision and commission increased significantly with age, with

performance impairment occurring earlier in the two-hour experimental session

with increasing age. Physiological measures of visual scanning activity and

skin conductance level, as well as subjective measures of fatigue, boredom, and

>2 , attentiveness all failed to provide adequate explanations for the greater de- . -
P4

cline in performance with age.
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Thackray's work, some medical findings and evidence of performance decre-

, ments suggests that research into the effect of aging must continue but it must

get closer to the actual career experience of the air traffic controller. As

Pickrel has pointed out, there is much diversity of activity among the three

;" air traffic control options. There are seven Flight Service Station positions

and three levels of facilities. The terminal positions include radar control,

VFR and movement of traffic on the ground. The Air Traffic Control Centers

. similarly have a variety of positions. In addition, workloads vary from facil-

ity to facility and from shift to shift. Are the aging controllers being used

* selectively in a manner significantly different fiom the younger controllers?

In other words, if there is an implicit recognition of performance decrement

*i with increasing age among air traffic controllers, is it being managed within

the system in some manner?

In addition to the on-going research being conducted by CAMI and other FAA

agencies on the aging process, several other approaches to research may be in

order. The Personnel Management Information System should be evaluated as to

how well it is tracking key career decisions by controllers and improved where

necessary. Longitudinal studies are likely to be more informative than the

cross-sectional studies so often used in the on-going research. And, finally,

this speaker recommends strongly that consideration be given to use of modern,

sophisticated naturalistic inquiry methodology aimed at finding out what really

does happen career-wise among controllers as they build up lengthy periods of

service. The inconclusiveness of the research on aging at this point suggests

that we might not yet have identified the right questions to ask. Naturalistic

Inquiry Methodology could lead to the identification of the "right questions."

Stress

Since the experience of stress is subjective and personal, it is very dif-

ficult to state a concise, objective operational definition of the concept. The

experience "stress," has physiological, emotional and intellectual correlates

all of which help scope the concept. The word "stress" has many meangs in

the English language. The following meaning "emotional or intelle-tural strain

or tension" is meaning six in Funk and Wagnalls. Within the context of that

definition, strain is "overexertion" and tension is mental strain or intense

nervous anxiety.
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The job of air traffic controller is one that requires cognitive facility

and emotional stability. It is an active, participative job rather than a

passive one. However, it is not a physically demanding job. The work itself

5. does not lead to physical overexertion and physical fatigue. Consequently,

when terms that have physiological "overtones" such as fatigue and stress are

- used for the air traffic controller job it is assumed that they have an emo-

tional origin. It is less often recognized that they may have, also, an in-

tellectual, cognitive origin.

The workload of an air traffic controller can vary during a shift, or as a

function of location, from low activity to high activity. Emotional stress can

be associated with all levels of job activity and the question of what level of

activity in air traffic controlling correlates with the minimum of emotional

stress is an important human factors question.

Stress of an intellectual, cognitive origin can arise from an information

processing overload. The following will discuss stress as information proces-

sing overload and then as anxiety.

Informat ion Processing

Finkelman and Kirschners' article "An Information Processing Interpretation
of Air Traffic Control Stress" in a recent issue of The Human Factors Journal

defines stress in information processing terms. They assume that the controlling

task places unusually high information processing demands upon controllers for

extended periods of time so that they must work close to the limits of their

channel capacity. The summary of their article includes the following interest-

ing statement, "The effort required to process information, maintain continuous

concentration, and render timely and reasonable decisions is likely to be very

stressful. Although stress related performance decrements would not be accept-

able in the typical air traffic control situation, the effects of stress may

manifest themselves in social and family relationships and in physical and men- . "

tal health. It is possible that laboratory measures of information processing

(such as the delayed digit recall subsidiary task) could be used to evaluate

reserve capacity and thereby predict the ability to cope with stress. Air traf-

fic controllers with higher channel capacities may be less likely to make errors

under conditions of stress and less likely to suffer the physiological conse-

quences associated with high information processing loads."
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"Channel Capacity," an obvious analogy, is the key concept. The trained

air traffic controller is assumec to have an ability to process air traffic

that is relatively stable in each controller, but varies as to capacity from 0 __.

controller to controller.

Each is assumed to have a "reserve capacity" that can supplement the nor-

mal capacity. This capacity also can vary from controller to controller. Under

conditions of heavy workload, the controller with a relatively low normal ca- 0

pacity would have to call upon his reserve capacity sooner than a controller

with a high normal capacity. The low capacity performer would be likely to

experience stress sooner and experience it longer and possibly be more poten-

tially prone to a performance error than the high capacity performer. S

This conception is researchable. The implications for selection, training

and performance assessment are obvious. Laboratory studies by Thackray at CAMI

support the existence of an information overload phenomenon. Research into pos-

sible selection instruments such as the "delayed digit recall subsidiary task," 
0

seem Justified, particularly, at a time when increases in air traffic controller

workload are forecast. Since this theory is helpful in explaining the relation-

ship between stress and job performance, I hope there can be a brief discussion
-0

of it at tomorrow's workshop.

In summary, stress can both affect one's job performance and be affected

by job demands. A plausible conceptual relationship to "channel capacity" can

be postulated and tested.

The relationship between stress and other variables may be non-linear and

require careful plotting.

Anxiety 0

Anxiety has been defined psychiatrically as "a tense emotional state char-

acterized by fear and apprehension regarding the future."

Smith has reported on a decade of research concerning stress, anxiety, and

the Air Traffic Control Specialty. Smith's ten studies included attitude sur-

veys, the State Trait Anxiety Inventory, other anxiety inventories and physio-

logical measures. Smith found air traffic controllers, in general, to score low

on trait anxiety. There is no reason to assume that trait anxiety, as a person-

al characteristic of air traffic controllers acts to degrade "channel capacity,"

with a possible effect on job performance.
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State anxiety is sensitive to shift length and workloads. State anxiety

scores are higher toward the end of the shift, a condition true of many profes-

sions. They tend to be higher on night shifts as opposed to day shifts. How-

ever, state anxiety does not show in air traffic controllers a level that would

affect either job performance or "channel capacity."

Smith concludes his report as follows "...there is little evidence to sup-

port the notion that ATCSs are engaged in an unusually stressful occupation. S

That is not to say that ATCSs never encountered unusual stress on the job;

however, it does appear that this is the exception rather than the rule. ATCSs

appear both well-qualified and well-suited for air traffic work. The demands

of air traffic work do not appear to place unusual stress on ATCSs; this pro-

fessional group appears quite capable of handling requirements of the job with-

out distress. The notion that this occupational group is being pressed to the

psychological and physiological limit is clearly unjustified."
S

A study conducted by the University of Michigan Institute of Social Re-

search in 1975 compared stress factors in 23 different occupations. Though

largely subjective and based on only about 100 men per occupation, their report
would appear to support the position that air traffic control is not necessarily

the most or even a uniquely stressful occupation. The study states that in re-

gard to the demand for mental concentration on the job, train dispatchers and

family physicians were rated with ATCSs at the highest levels.

Much depends on the criteria chosen for stress. In fact, the report as-

serts that "if one were to peek at the most stressed occupational groups, they

would tend to be the machine paced assembly line workers," an effect of boredom,

dissatisfaction with the workload and dissatisfaction with the job as a whole.

This brings us to topics of boredom and monotony and air traffic control-

ling, for there is anxiety among human factors specialists that increased auto-

mation may produce such an effect for air traffic controllers. Thackray has

studied this matter recently at CAMI. I conclude this discussion of stress with

Thackray's conclusion, "It is concluded that the available data offer no support 0

for the belief that boredom, monotony, or under-stimulation per se produce the

syndrome of stress. However, monotony coupled with a need to maintain high

levels of alertness, which might exist if controllers lacked sufficient confi-

dence in an automated system, could represent a combination capable of eliciting

considerable stress."
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Performance Assessment

My third easy topic is Performance Assessment. Fortunately my time is

short. Job performance is the basis for controller retention and progression. S

Job knowledge is critical but does not appear to be the basis for distinguish-

ing between good and poor performance.

Controllers evaluate each other. In training, the evaluations are based -

on laboratory exercises, instructor ratings and skills tests. When proficiency

is reached, supervisors' ratings are the primary indicator of acceptable per-

formance.

Elimination rates of the FAA Academy vary from 20 to 40 percent. Subse-

quently, in the field, the elimination rates can reach 20 percent. However,

elimination percentages aside, the fact is that controllers believe that they

can distinguish between good and poor performers, and do so using the job or job

related data in making pass/fail decisions. The impressive predictive validi-

ties reported by Dr. Sells testify, in part, to the reliability and validity of

the proficiency assessment measures.

But, the search for and research into valid job performance measures con-

tinues. One aggregate criterion used in validity studies by Colman consists of

measures of training performance, job performance, progression and attrition. *. .-* -

Buckley and Associates reported in 1978 on a theory of an approach to objective .

measurement of the radar control performance of air traffic controllers, by

means of air traffic control simulation exercises. Buckley identified at least .

45 systems measures of job performance. Currently, Boone is continuing the

research into identifying valid, useable measures of job performance and their

best combination.

Pickrel has used performance measures to establish pass/fail cut-offs for

academy training and has urged the use of Controller Skills Tests to support the

reliability and validity of laboratory scores. Currently, the speaker is in-

vestigating the feasibility of using micro-simulations for skills testing. " -

Over the shoulder evaluations by job supervisors have been made more objec-

tive based on detailed job/task analyses performed by the System Development

Corporation.

The current research and development work promises to provide increasing S
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objective, reliable and valid measures of ATC job performance. However, their

primary use will be for making pass/fail decisions at critical career progres-

sion points. The separating of good from poor performances is likely to be

improved. However, the determination of what constitutes "mastery" among air

traffic controllers and the differentiation of the best controllers from the

acceptable ones, awaits a theory of cognitive behavior that is descriptive of

what the cognitive repertoire of a controller is and how it is used in the con-

trol of air traffic. Kinney and Associates of the Mitre Corporation have made

an impressive beginning in this regard as described in their 1977 studies. The

writer hopes that this topic can be addressed at tomorrow's workshop concerning

the Air Traffic Control Specialists.

DR. DIEHL: Thank you, Dr. Tucker. Our last speaker is Miss Kay Avery.

Kay has two degrees, one in education and one in zoology. She taught high

school for two years in Wisconsin, and then joined American Airlines where she

flew for several years as a line flight attendant. She has held supervisory

positions in flight service and has been involved with the training of flight

service personnel. And for over 20 years, she has been involved with flight

attendant emergency procedures and training at American Airlines. We ask Kay

to come up here and talk about cabin crew and flight crew coordination.

MISS AVERY: I guarantee this will not be long. I did not really find

out that I was going to be able to come to speak to this group until yesterday

morning. So I do not have a paper, just some general comments that I hope you

might be interested in.

I thought you might be interested to know about flight attendant and

crew coordiantion with the cockpit crew members.

That is sort of a central issue which a lot of pilots consider very impor-

tant, from a procedure angle. And I thought I might talk -- there are doctors in

this room -- briefly about our flight attendant medical training that we do at

American Airlines and then lastly, a little bit about cabin safety and our concerns.

And we have some real concerns there with recent incidents that have been

happening. On crew coordination, our procedures -- remember, now, I am speak-

ing just from one airline standpoint and every airline has different procedures.

One of my jobs is to handle coordination of all flight attendant proced-

ures to and with and from the pilots. That is why I am down in our Fort Worth
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offices because the flight department is there and has been there for some

years. So all I have to do is walk across the street, or make a telephone

call so we can coordinate. Another reason is that our certificate to fly is

held by the Southwestern Region of the FAA and it is not too far away from

the airport. So it makes it kind of a cozy society. I am in charge of all

flight attendant evacuation procedures. Now, I do not just sit at home at

night and dream these things up. 0

Our Director of Safety, Mac Eastburn has a tremendous influence over me.

We respect him and those procedures have been developed.

All safety general procedures -- and here is an example. The DC-10's, as

many of you know, were certified or at least American's were, with door armed

lights in the cockpit so the crew knew not only that the door was closed, but

it was armed too. Therefore, we could not depart from the gate until our pilot

got on the ball and armed that door immediately. Whereas on all our other O
aircraft, the doors are armed as we push back. Okay. "Flight" has removed

those lights from the cockpit now and we are going to change our procedures

so they are standardized and every aircraft is the same. That is not a real

exciting procedure, but, you know, it is interesting, I thought.

I do furnish flight attendants with evacuation procedures and they have

published a checklist, planned emergency checklist, and it is published in the

pilots' manual. And we welcome any pilots to come to any of our emergency

training sessions. It is often difficult to get them to do so because recur-

rent emergency training usually lasts till midnight. That is when the air-

craft are available. We use the actual airplane for the drill work in the

recurrent training.

We have simulators in Fort Worth which are very lovely, and very expen- 0

sive for the initial training. One thing, and I think our pilots understand

this -- our evacuation procedures, as such, the evacuation of the airplane, is

taught without the crew present at all.

That is kind of a grim overtone, but we are supposed to be able to act on

our own without their intervention. We will not wait for them because they may

not be there in an accident. So that is the basis and philosophy of that par-

ticular training. If anybody wants to ask me about that in the workshop tomor-

row, I will be glad to discuss it. The reason is important, a quicker evacua-
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tion. I think we have seen in so many airlines evacuations, the cabin crew

is waiting for the cockpit to say "Go," and in those precious seconds, if a

fire occurs, time is lost.

Our vice president of marketing speaks with Mr. Ehmann, Captain

Ehmann, the vice president of "flight." But I am talking about safety training

as such, not the big corporate philosophies. American's medical training more

than complies with any FAR specifications. I am sure you are familiar with

the FAR; it is rather general in first-aid and medical training. We teach and

have hands-on training on resuscitation. Now, I cannot honestly stand here

and tell you we teach CPR, but we are awfully close to it. We call it MMR and

CCC, mouth-to-mouth resuscitation and closed cardiac compression.

The reason is time. The Red Cross Association training is a full eight

hours. We do not have eight hours to spend. But we do spend the money to have

mannequins at the school and at every one of our flight attendant bases, we

have half an "Andy" there and every year everybody compresses and blows like

mad.

And I can tell you, I think our results have been pretty good. I am very

proud of our flight attendants in what they have attempted to do because we
know we have people who are sick once in a while on our aircraft, some passen-

"* ger deaths, and they really have tried.

I think they need all the accommodations possible. We only teach -- and

some of you medical people might be interested in this. We teach flight atten-

dants to treat symptoms only. They do not diagnose.

Back with Orville and Wilbur when I became a flight attendant, I was taught

about stroke and heart attack and shock and everything else. And then with the

concept of Dr. Leather, who some of you might remember, he changed that.

We are not nurses. That year is long gone. We are not professionals in

the medical field. We are just treating what we can see and, you know, that

works. People with a little knowledge start treating something -- they start

treating things that perhaps should not be.

We stay away from that. It is called levels of consciousness: Is the

person breathing? Tilt the head back. Does the person have a pulse? You

know what you can do if they do not have that.
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If you lay them flat on the floor, there are basic things to do. And we

follow a regular checklist. So far it has been pretty successful. We can do

a better job. I am not quarreling here. I think we do a much better job and 0

I am trying to even improve that checklist.

We teach within the confines of the medical equipment that is available

to us in the aircraft. A lot of suggestions come from various medical groups --

why don't you add an airway -- those things that you stick in your throat. So

if you have a more sanitary blowing procedure, well, that takes a little train-

ing. You do not want to gouge something back in someone's throat without that.

Also, things in the aircraft like to be stolen and that is probably our

greatest problem. They do not stay with us very long. That is why we do not

have those, and we have done pretty well with just what we have. We teach them

how to put on a splint and we have not used a splint. We do teach them how to

do it and why not to administer burn ointment unless the passenger requests it

and how to put on a bandage compress. We have used that; and how to wash out an

eye irritation, and so forth.

Cabin safety then is the end result. We have procedures to have flight

attendants report to us what is happening. This is the best of all. It

is called OP4. Who cares what number it is. Whenever there is a medical

emergency on the trip, they come to us in Fort Worth first. We in turn send

them to Dr. Wick who is now our corporate medical director, but not before

we get a chance to read them and know what is going on medically on our air-

craft every day.

We certainly cannot dream things up, although we think about people who are

going to get sick on this, this and this. We know what they are getting sick from.

And I suppose when we get into the rocket era, there will be a whole new set of

disorders that might come.

We are not perfect. We learn from everyone, and mainly our flight atten-

dants in this manner. In flight cabin safety, and I bet we are going to discuss

this in our workshop tomorrow, safety on the work environment is certainly of

concern to American Airlines and every company that I know of.

There are some real serious issues that are facing us right now. The hi-

jacker. That is not too funny. And the hijacker has a volatile liquid now as •

a weapon and I am sure many of you have seen the FAA film of what happens when
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a volatile liquid is ignited in a cabin.

It just cannot happen. And it is pretty bad, I'll tell you. So we are

very concerned, particularly our director of safety and other interested people.

What can we do to prevent this character from getting on the airplane?

These devices in the cabin aircraft -- out of the cabin aircraft -- become

very lethal as you get into pressurization systems. Here is what we are, and

here is where we in flight service and the flight department work as a team.

And talking about hijacking, and we really do, we share the same training

aids. That happens to be a B box. It happens to be a B box, QCS film and we

share the same procedures. We share the same room if we wanted to, to look at

this training tape.

We have other films that we also share that the FAA has given to us, or

we make our own. And we do share them with the pilot. Share them, they make

them and we take the advantage of it.

In the case of hijacking, and we have had several, it really brings the

entire crew together. I guess psychologists would have an answer to that.

But it is very noticeable and it is very heartwarming following a hijacking,

they have comments in writing to me like "We think our captain was great."

Boy, is that nice to see. And the most recent hijacking that we had was at our

one year s anniversary party at the captain's home.

There is another area not quite so potentially serious. What about the

unruly, the apparent drug addict, or the unruly passenger? Now, we will not

spend time addressing that.

But, it does not happen that often. We have over 1,100 departures a day

and if we get one incident, we have had it. But one is almost too much. We

at American are definitely addressing that subject. Our director of flight serv-

ice is extremely concerned and we are going to do something to help the flight

attendant. We cannot say "no," drug addict, you cannot board our airplanes

because we do not know. But we certainly can do a little better job in train-

ing our flight attendant how to handle this so we do not have to call a doctor

or a cockpit crew member back to help us out.

I have just briefly mentioned, I will be anxious to talk to any of you.

about these subjects, crew procedures, coordination, flight attendant medical
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training which we are quite proud of, and our interest and concerns to improve

the welfare of our flight attendant in the cabin environment.

I am anxious to hear your inputs on this and I very much look forward to

learning from all of you in our workshops tomorrow. Thank you.

DR. DIEHL: Thank you very much, Kay. Because of the lateness of the

hour, I think we are going to have to forego the questions.

0

0
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SESSION 3
(July 9, 1981)

DR. DILLE: Our major activity this morning is going to be to hear

summary reports from the workshop leaders from all day yesterday. Before we

start that, however, we do have some unfinished business from Tuesday's program

and we have an invited speaker from Tuesday afternoon, Captain J.E. Carroll,

*Vice President, Flight Standards and Training from United Airlines to give us

a presentation this morning.

CAPTAIN CARROLL: Good morning, everyone. I recognize that this is a

little out of order and is not what was originally planned to be given; and

while the FAA may be an arm of the U.S. Government, my wedding anniversary was

Tuesday and my wife carries a little more weight than the Government.

And so I thank you for bearing with me for being out of order. I think I

* have some things which I know are of interest to me on the subject of human

factors and I hope that you'll find that it fits in a little bit with what

you have been discussing.

I recognize again that being out of sequence that you are about ready to

put the thing to bed from the standpoint of workshop reports; but perhaps this

will add a little bit more to your thinking.

And while it may not change the final report, I think it will at least

* augment some of the things you've been discussing. Human factors is a very

important subject and in particular, I'd like specifically to talk about the

" relationship in the human factors area of cockpit resource manage±ment.

Now, attention to human factors has been primarily addressed in the area

of design of equipment, its location in the cockpit, and to items of comfort

and ease of use such as, the seats, manuals and associated reference materials:

* whereas, the need for training in human factors as it relates to the in-

*" teraction of the cockpit crew members has for one or more reasons either

been touched on lightly or totally neglected.

The organizations that have pursued training in this regaru in most

- cases have approached it on an one-time basis and even then have scheduled

* just their captains for the training.

Nevertheless, the recognition of the need for addressing the problem

has continued to be evident in the industry and today more and more

attention is being paid to thi- particular aspect of human factors.
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This recognition for the need of training in what United Airlines has

termed cockpit resource management is supported by many accident reports and

incident investigations. During the past ten years, over 60 percent of the

air carrier accidents have had as one causal factor some aspect of poor cockpit

resource management.

If we were to add to this the accidents that have occurred in corporate

and general aviation, we would find that more than 80 percent of all accidents

have had a similar ingredient.

As a result of this mounting evidence, the NTSB has on an increasing

basis made recommendations for training in this area. As a personal example

of United Airlines, December 1978, a recommendation was made that some form of

assertiveness training be undertaken to ensure vital information being com-

municated in a more positive manner.

The FAA, too, in recognition of this mounting awareness has been meeting

its responsibilities in part by holding a series of workshops such as this to

try and assess the approach to be taken to address this growing problem.

Other forms have also been used to pursue this issue. In 1975, ICAO Tech-

nical Conference that was held in Istanbul had as its overriding theme the

problems being evidenced in the area of human factors. In June of '79, NASA

held a symposium in San Francisco, the subject of wbich was human factors as

it relates to resource management training. In April of this year, there was

a seminar at Ohio State on the same subject.

In December, the ICAO Technical Conference will again touch several agenda

items addressing the concern with human factors as it relates to resource

management. The problem confronting us all might be summarized in the follow-

ing manner: Why does a person who was carefully selected, highly trained,

properly checked and licensed, physically fit, mentally well-balanced and

unusually well-paid sometimes perform in less than the optimum fashion, and

this, despite being aware that the penalty of human error can be catastrophic.

United Airlines' attention was drawn to the magnitude of the situation

rather dramatically in December of 1978. Our accident at Portland in which

the fuel supply was exhausted was a graphic illustration of what can occur if

the cockpit resources are not properly managed.
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It also caused us to focus on the fact that our last three major accidents

could be directly attributable to poor resource management in the cockpit. In

each of these accidents, the aircraft could have continued to fly successfully

if actions by the crew had been more properly directed.

In 1972, our 737 crash at Midway was contributed to, in large measure,

by a lack of awareness in the cockpit when after an expedited descent, the

speed brakes were left in the extended position.

In December, 1977, our accident at Salt Lake was again a result of a

series of events which could result and be termed poor cockpit resource man-

agement. As a result of this recognition, United made a decision in February

of 1979 to use its training resources to establish a program that would pro-

clude as much as possible any accident that could be attributed to poor

management resources available to the cockpit.

We subsequently researched, at length, programs of this kind that could

be implemented by foreign and domestic carriers. We found as we stated

earlier that the programs while varying in length and content were all essen-

tially one-time events and directed almost solely to their captains.

As an example, one of the best courses available on the subject has been

created by KLM. It is basically designed to take to the field and it is

composed of 15 AV packages which run approximately 30 minutes each for a total

of seven or eight hours.

It is, however, passive, not participative and it is planned to be given

just once. There is a second part of their program which lasts five days and

is participative, but this is only given to their captains.

After reviewing these many programs, the ultimate conclusion was that

human behavior cannot hope to be changed on a long-term basis by exhortation

alone, nor by any brief exposure to education on the subject.

As a result, though still not sure of the program to be followed, we made

an initial decision that any training that would evolve must ultimately be

addressed to all cockpit crew members and must also be done on a recurrent

basis.

The complexity of the problem caused us to have to spend the initial

months of our deliberations Just attempting to define the problem if only to
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determine how it might be specifically addressed.

Our indecision was based on questions such as: Can you train people for

command; Is leadership an inherent trait; If you emphasize command or leader-

ship to all crew members, would it tend to suggest committee action in the

cockpit, since all crew members would then lean more towards the exercise of

command or leadership.
0

The more we reviewed the problem, the more we recognized that the

emphasis had to be primarily on cockpit resource management. Our recognition

stemmed from the fact that as our equipment has advanced, as technology has

improved, as responsibility has increased for both the size of the equipment

and the size of the cabin crew, our captains had to become more and more a

manager than ever before.

The analogy, especially if you were to use all wide-body equipment,

would be that the captain of an ocean liner was responsible for overall 0

management of the ship. We reason too that not only must management skills be

improved, but also the ability of each crew member to work in harmony with

others has to be addressed.

The endless combinations of personality and management style that are -0

possible in our cockpits pointed up the need for each individual to be aware

of not only the impact they can have on others, but also how with this recog-

nition, they could then be more effectively interfacing with all those with

whom they come in contact. -

Our goal was to have a more efficient, proficient and safe operation and

we ultimately verbalized this goal as striving for synergism in cockpit

resource management. We sought outside assistance to help us establish a

proper program.

One of the consultants we engaged was Scientific Methods, Incorporated,

of Austin, Texas. They are the originators of management grid training and we

decided that the grid language should be the cornerstone for the training we •

were about to embark upon.

We had investigated other approaches, but recognized that the frame of . -

reference provided by management would serve our purposes best.

1
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In addition, we also engaged a second consultant, Dr. Lee Bowman,

Professor of the School of Education at Harvard University. The Intent was to

have Dr. Bowman oversee the entire program to ensure that our educational

approach was proper. "

Our developmental work began in earnest in July of 1979 and we have now

finished the first two phases of what is to be a multi-faceted program. The

initial phase implemented the 1st of March of this year and now completed is a

self-study program consisting of seven booklets which were mailed to all our

cockpit crew members at two-week intervals.

In recognition that we have over 5000 cockpit crew members at United, we

felt that the initial step had to be a seif-study course so to provide the back-

ground for the need of the program, to establish the frame of reference for

language previously referred to and to provide a foundation for subsequent

training.

For the second phase, we have developed formal seminar training to provide

the opportunity for firsthand application of the principles of a self-study

program. The seminar program will be in full swing this Sunday, the 12th of

July; and we will initially have all of our management, instructors, and line

captains attend.

The seminar will provide a role-playing opportunity to confront the dilemma

. situations which are true to the experiences that occur on the line. These

dilemmas assume the presence of the proper professional skills, but require

the exercise of effective interpersonal relationship skills if they are to be

properly addressed.

Feedback on each individual's effectiveness will be provided by their

fellow participants in the seminar. It was incidentally a considered decision

to initially send only the managers, instructors, and line captains to the

.' seminar for two reasons: First, it will take a year just to process this group

through formal seminar experience and to schedule the first and second officers

simultaneously would have stretched the program over a three-year period before

all of our captains had had this training; secondly, it was felt that with a

new experience of this type and the potential sensitivity of the training, it

would be best to first have the captains interface with each other.
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This, we believe, will eliminate the concern for the impact of any feed-

back we might receive about the management styles we have on subsequent line

operation. 0

If the feedback was to be given by first or second officers with whom

they might subsequently be scheduled, we could have the potential of creating

a less than desirable cockpit atmosphere.

The third phase of our training plan to begin in October will be to

incorporate into our loft scenarios the principles to assume in the self-study

and seminar phases. It is here that we believe the first real payoff will have

begun to be realized.

Although, first and second officers will have had, at that time, only the

self-study course, it should provide sufficient background to enable them to

participate effectively in this loft training.

Part of our plan is to take video or audio tape, the loft experience, and 6

then in a debriefing session, take the opportunity to review how the scenario

was flown. Specifically, the instructor will spin the tape to the particular

portion of the flight to be reviewed, play it for the crew, and say I want you

to discuss among yourselves why it went so well, or the alternative, where it

might have been improved.

The crew will then in their discussion provide feedback to each other on

the positive and negative aspects of the flight. At the end of their discussion,

the tape will be erased by the crew so they will not have any concern for the

tape possibly being used in any way in the future.

Subsequent phases still being developed will provide a formal seminar

experience for first and second officers on the upgrade to the next higher seat. S

This formal training at that time should enable them to recognize how they, in

their new position, will find themselves with new contributions to make or new . .

resources to manage.

The training will also be provided in a seminar atmosphere for any new

hired crew members as they join the airlines, but with the same intent that will

be present for the upgrade training for the first and second officers. In recog-

nition of our flight attendants as an integral part of our crew, it is our plan

to give a form of this training program to both the incumbent group and to

provide it as part of the training given to new hires.
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As you can see, this is an ambitious, long-range program; but it is well

underway and to date finding great acceptance on the part of our cockpit crew

members; and recognition of a need to have this acceptance we had from the

beginning has helped to give representation of each of the working groups and

as part of the steering committee responsible for the overall program.

They also have proceeded very cautiously. As an example, we first tested

the self-study course with a cross section of 175 crew members before final- 
9

izing it and having it distributed to the entire group.

We have also run three tests of the seminar with a representative sample

of management and line captains prior to formally implementing this phase and

we will continue to test each subsequent phase of the program as it is developed

prior to its implementation.

We also recognize that when dealing with people and the types of training

that this overall program encompasses, it should never be considered a final 3

product. It must remain dynamic and therefore open to change at any time. Our

tests caused us to revise the first two phases several times, but the changes

became smaller as we gained experience.

Change, however, must and will be a continuing part of the overall program.

We have found as knowledge of our efforts has spread that there has been a

growing interest in pursuing this form of training.

Most recently, the Canadian Department of Transport and two Canadian

airlines have expressed a desire to investigate further. There may be ultimate

commercial opportunities in providing this training; however, the goal was and

is to address an obvious need in the area of human factors training on United,

specifically, to enhance the interaction and smooth functions of our cockpit 9

crews.

The key word is synergism and if we are to be successful, it will become an

expected and recognizable ingredient in all of our cockpits.

Thank you.

DR. DILLE: Okay. We will get on now with the summary and because of

scheduling, we are going with Dr. Rose first and the workshop B on biomedical

and behavioral factors in the performance of air traffic control specialists. 0
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There is no established order after that. So if any of the other workshop

leaders need to leave, let us say, before 11, come up and tap me on the shoulder

and we will adjust the schedule accordingly.

But we will start with Dr. Robert Rose, University of Texas Medical School

at Galveston to hear about the air traffic control workshop.

DR. ROSE: Thank you, Dr. Dille. It was a privilege to chair the workshop

"" yesterday on the biomedical and behavioral factors in air traffic controller

performance. Our group was small, but I thought it worked very efficiently

and effectively together.

The discussion was quite focused and I think a good deal of consensus was

achieved during the course of the day. The main topics that we addressed were

primarily in the domain of behavioral factors.

We did not spend much time, nor was the composition of our group

particularly oriented towards biomedical factors so most of what you're going

*. to hear will be on the behavioral aspects and perhaps some other time, it might

be considered a group topic more specifically on biomedical issues.

There were three general areas that we discussed. The first one, which

comprised the largest amount of our time in deliberations, was air traffic

controller skills analysis. This grew out of a discussion that readdressed the

question about what the future was of air traffic controllers. There was a

perception among a number of the members of the group, myself included, that

the projection for the next 15 to 20 years down the pike was for complete auto-

mation of the enroute air traffic control system. But we heard from a number

of participants that this was really not so, and that the decision-making

responsibility of controllers would still be existent and be needed, required

and recruited for. And so I will go into some of the discussion of this.

The second topic was the topic of the work and the social environment,

the issues of job satisfaction or dissatisfaction, the problems of perception

or misperception of the different groups involving controllers, managers, etc.

And I will talk some about that.

The third area on which we spent somewhat less time was the question of

system errors and future investigations of those with iuman factor concerns.
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A fourth area, which really was outside the rather strict purview of our

group, but nevertheless came up a number of items and I think it is worth

mentioning, is the whole issue of information transfer.

It was apparent to a number of members of our group that they were unaware

of work, systematic work, the collection of data and information deriving from

those data, that had been done by other individuals, either within the FAA

structure itself or affiliate groups. There was some distress and concern

expressed several times during the course of the day that individuals knew of

various studies that had been conducted, the nature of data bases that had been

assembled, and although they heard about them, were unaware of their specifics.

Perhaps, I think the workshops and the evolution and birth of them may indeed

reflect a certain awareness of this problem at the FAA management level. But

nevertheless, one might consider the possibility of a more systematic effort

to facilitate information transfer among various groups which are working with

various aspects of human factors. It is, I think, important to try to get

people not only to talk together, but to try to become more systematically

aware of work that has been done in the last several years which is relevant

to the concerns in system errors, for example, of stress, illness, or work on

skills analysis, etc.

Most of the work that is done by various groups does not reach the

archival literature, is not published in the sources or documents to which most

bibliographic services are directed, like abstract services, etc. Consequently,

I think that there should be some increasing concern directed to this issue

which is that we are at times re-inventing the wheel or, if not re-inventing

the wheel, not learning that other groups have done some relevant work.

There was considerable consensus among the individuals in the workshop

about a need to develop a much more comprehensive and clearer understanding of

the actual tasks and skills involved in air traffic control work. Numerous

individuals pointed out that there is indeed some consensus in terms of over-

the-shoulder monitoring. When one watches an air traffic controller and he

accepts the hand off and works the plane and hands it off again, one can

develop a flow chart of what the actual objective description of the events

are in that process.

However, the ways in which the perception of the controller, the

cognitive functioning, the decision-making that he employs to accomplish these
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tasks has not been, as of yet, specified in objective terms.

And as I just said, this is despite the fact and we were aware of the fact,

that individuals who are experienced can look over the shoulder of the individ-

uals who are doing the controlling tasks and come to some degree of consensus.

There is interrater reliability, in other words, about the nature of conduct

of that task.

However, the specification of it is not very well done. There are

indeed some strategies or paradigms, which are available that have been developed

from cognitive psychology and they can utilized in trying to dissect out,

in terms of what was referred to as micro-analysis of the tasks, what controllers

actually are doing in objective terms.

Dr. Tucker, from Catholic University, gave an example of that and other

*. examples that can be used in a simulation environment and computer interface.

The need was generally agreed upon by all participants, and the strategies

involved in establishing that and the advantages realized are considerable.

The emphasis was repeatedly made about the need for an objective measure

of performance, not just subjective interrater reliability, and a number of

advantages were agreed upon by the group.

Number one, it was pointed out that a shorter training time would be .-

accomplished. Number two was the goal of a better specification of the specific

i inds of cognitive and perceptual skills that would be needed for recruitment

and hiring.

Number three, an improved opportunity for rewarding excellence of con-

trollers. This is a problem that is a two-edged sword as has been pointed out;

whether or not we want to reward excellence in terms of actual controlling

abilities or not, I would argue for it, but there was some discussion about the

politics of that particular issue and I think that deserves some more discussion.

The fourth was improved planning for interface of automation strategies

in human performance. I will talk about that just a bit more in just a second.

And the fifth is an area which appeared kind of on the surface. We did

not get into that in great depth, but nevertheless there was some discussion

earlier in the meeting about the question of specification of the particular

associated attitudes or psychological perceptions of controllers. Along this
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line, what do we want to look for in the future controller, ten years, 15,

20 years down the pike? Do we want to look for the individual who is a

better information manager, as one might phrase that, first, as a controller

who is controlling, who owns the air space. There was some discussion about

that, and indeed people felt that if there was a better specification of what

the actual skills were, what the tasks actually involved are, in an objective - -

way, one might be able to have a better idea of what kind of personality might

be associated with the acquisition or the learning of those skills.

A number of strategies and ways of approaching this were also discussed.

The first tapped into an observation that we made in our study of air traffic

controllers in the 70's. We found, using peer rating methods for measuring

technical competence in which individuals were asked to rate individuals of

their teams or sister teams in terms of three areas, technical skills and

general competence and ideal team, that there was considerable consensus among

the controllers that could be observed in terms of identifying those individuals

who were indeed considered the stars or the ones that could really, quote,

"obtain the picture quicker" or who were most adept when things got hairy, to

work effectively and efficiently when separating a complex picture. Some

one-seventh to one-ninth of the controller work force were considered by their

peers to be excellent in this area, whether or not they liked them personally.

One might go ahead and identify that group by peer nomination and try to
study them as particularly skilled in the subjective sense and try -o use them

as one population to study in terms of micro-analysis of objective tasks of

the controller.

One might do it under two different conditions. The first relates to the

analysis of what takes place in the information processing, cognitive decision-

making, the kind of learning algorithms or strategies individuals employ in more

routine kinds of tasks. Some 70 to 90 percent of the time, the controller is

separating two to three to four planes. Somewhere between five and 15 percent

of the time, it varies, the controller is separating aircraft in larger

numbers in terms of transitioning aircraft in approach control, for example,

and anywhere from seven to ten aircraft.

That is rare. Are there different tactics or strategies that are actually

employed by controllers in the two different situations? Are there different
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ways that they approach it? We think so.

There was a general consensus also about the issue of establishing a better

interface in communication and future work -- taking the information derived 0

from this micro-analysis and our understanding of how the controller conducts

his work, his tasks, and what strategies he employs with the different plans

and options that are being considered for increased automation. It was inter-

esting for me and for several other members of the group, who are not

particularly knowledgeable about these technical aspects, to learn That one way

of conceptualizing the technical developments for the future of the increased

use of computer technology, is that it really provides the controller a

potentially increased amount of information more readily for him to make B

decisions.

And there has been some ardent discussion about this in terms of what is

the model for the 20 years down the road. But nevertheless, there was general

consensus that, for clearly in the next two decades, the controller will be

taking this increased available information and using it to make certain kinds

of decisions.

One of the proposed strategies was to take controllers, assuming we can S

develop this better understanding of the objective workload, and place the . .

individuals in three or four different models utilizing "automation" and

increase air traffic work and see which ones mesh better. One could use a

simulation environment to do this.

But I think the message between the lines of the group discussion was the

issue of increased communication between those concerned with how individuals '

do their tasks, both looking at objective and subjective phenomena, and trying

to work closely with the individuals designing the kinds of information and

computer transfer of information to the individual. There was some concern

that this was not working, that the groups had not worked in as close collabora-

tion as they might, and there was some suggestion that there really should be a

planned strategy for the future.

The other area that fell out from this, in terms of strategies, related to

the issue of the need to look at the controller and the information provided

by the computer, the planning and decision opportunities provided by the computer

and to look at, at the same time, the questions of the controller/pilot
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interface. It became clearer as the discussion went on that there were several

problems potentially developing in terms of various planned strategies, in

terms of who made what decision and what impact that had on the other individ-

ual, who had what control, who had what responsibilities, and that there was a

need to facilitate that dialogue early on in the planning for the next ten or

20 years.

There was also discussion about the possibility of evaluating a couple

of more objective kinds of environmental issues. Number one was the assessment

of whether or not the particular configuration of the work environment, in

terms of the large rooms and long corridors, really provided an atmosphere

which initially made it necessary to facilitate communication among the con-

trollers, but now many provide an atmosphere which may be distracting because

of the large amount of background noise, and some work on this might be done.

Secondly, and along the same lines, some ongoing investigations should be

reinforced, in terms of looking at whether the controller work groups should

be one person, or should be two or three. Other discussions came out, and

more technical ones, about the use of colored video displays and the voice

actuated data input into the computer because of communications back and forth

between controller and pilot, should these data about the speed or altitude of

the aircraft be entered by voice input to the computer.

In general, the group was in considerable agreement about the importance,

for a number of reasons that I have tried to outline, of what the actual

tasks are in objective terms. This would have spin-offs in terms of hiring,

training, and a better understanding of the future man-machine interface.

It is interesting that in the course of the discussion we started out by

saying what is the need and what kind of skills does the controller have to

have in the future. But it became very apparent during the course of the

discussion that we really do not know today actually what the controller is

doing and that is obviously the basis necessary for projections for the

future.

A second topic relates to the issue of air traffic control work and the

social environment interface. It was recognized in the group and there was

some discussion relating to the fact that there is obviously, and known to
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many individuals who have participated in discussions with controllers, an

awareness that there is a presence of significant conflicts.

They are often, but not universally, significant distortions in their 0

perception of management, management's goals, decisions and missions by air

traffic controllers, and at the same time, significant distortions of the motiva-

tion, interests, and attitudes of controllers by supervisory and management

personnel. 
0

Tiere are series of events and situations with labor management, union

management negotiations issues in which there is a kind of formalization of

these distortions and, unfortunately, the perpetuation of these has significant

effects in terms of the issue of job dissatisfaction. It kind of fans the

flame unfortunately.

There was some discussion early on about the need for improved training

and education in terms of management skills, and I was interested in Captain S

Carroll's presentation.

It was excellent in terms of the management grid which, for those of you

who do not know about it, is conceptualized as two axes. One axis is the con-

cern for mission, for getting the job done, and the other axis has to do with

the concern for individuals or people. And there are 9,1 administrators who

look all at mission and none about people, and 1,9 individuals (and I may

have the axes mixed up), who are all for people and not for mission. Their

purpose is to try to move people toward a 9,9 configuration taking into

account both the job that has to be done and the individual's feelings and

morale at the same time.

In any event, I was reminded of that as a possible strategy for the

training of future supervisors because it was commented that indeed most of

the supervisory personnel, if not all, come from the air traffic controller

work force. The skills inherent to doing controlling work and the kinds of

recruiting strategies and what we look for in controllers have to be translated •

into management skills and that is not an easy jump. Just like it is not easy

for pilots or any other group, and we often are confronted with the dilemma of

being promoted to a level of incompetence, which we are all aware of. The

problem was an increased need for education about management skills and

personnel skills for many supervisors.
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It was also mentioned in the context of this work-social environment

interface that it was important that we make more systematic study of the

sources of feedback that individual controllers receive in the course of their O

day.

It was pointed out that Luin was referred to as task feedback, was

did one make the correct decision in issuing instructions to the aircraft

and facilitate separation, versus the concept of evaluative feedback. Evalua- 0

tive feedback often has to come in the context that "you did a good job," and

it comes from person to person, not just in terms of the fact that you did not

have a crash, or mix a pair together.

There was considerable concern about looking at this issue of feedback to

develop and improve the issue and to develop ways of improving the level of job

satisfaction perceived by the controllers.

It was also suggested as a strategy in the recruitment and early training

of controllers that more emphasis and more attempts be made to explain the

nature of the air traffic controller job to the young developmental controller

and the issues of the relative short-lived nature of controlling. The

period of time that the controllers 4ork after they become fully qualified

journeymen controllers is somewhere in the vicinity of 15 to 18 years. Then,

the level of activity of work that the controllers engaged in, training, after

early 40's drops rather considerably compared to their younger colleagues

ten years their junior.

The issue of the changes or potential changes in promotion schedules

should be explained so individuals know more about the career line. And the

concept was mentioned that the analogy was more like the military where you

can retire after 20 years. Some consideration should be given perhaps to more

systematically looking at those issues and communicating them early on before

someone gets into being a controller. %

There was also the mention of more attempts to structure dialogue and to

enhance participation of controllers in problem solving, perhaps through peer

nominations via the controller work force which could or could not be within

the PATCO structure.
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There is a perception among individuals that they do not have that.

Indeed, when there has been an attempt, sometimes from management, to proceed

that way, it has been blocked by the union, and there are a number of charges S

and countercharges that have moved back and forth; but nevertheless, there

needs to be an increased focusing on the goal to try to develop systematic

participation of controllers, both on a simple level and also for long-term

planning of future systems.

There also was mention about the need for increased research and investi-

gation on the potential beneficial effects of reducing perceived job dis-

satisfaction on health and performance, and there is considerable literature

in the management field about the fact that job dissatisfaction is associated

with a variety of problems in performance, and it has a future risk for a

negative health outcome.

The final area, which we did not spend a great deal of time on, came up 9

towards the end of our day and was the discussion of system errors, in which a

number of points emerged. We did not develop as comprehensive a number of

suggestions about future research strategies; but nevertheless, a number of

things came up which individuals had some consensus about.

The first related to the need to assess quite carefully the quality and

the representativeness of the data base of system errors. It is well known

and established that there is a significant underreporting bias; it may vary

from facility to facility. The issue of the underreporting bias is affected, P

of course, by policies of immunity and/or anonymity and whether or not con-

clusions that have been previously derived from an analysis of this data base

are valid. It was pointed out that there is a need for this kind of work on

system errors not to be a one-time shot, but to be an ongoing issue across P

* facilities, across time.

The need to assess potential detrimental effects of shift rotation on

* errors was pointed out. It is well established now in the psychophysiological

literature, well documented as a matter of fact, mostly in Scandinavian work,

that shift effects have a negative effect on health.

The body does not readjust rhythnically in a short period of time and

this has been studied in literature and reported recently in jet lag going

from Europe to the United States and back again in a number of systems like
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cortisol and melatonin, and there is work in the Scandinaviaa group on

epinephrine excretion and so on, indicating that if you shift even as infre-

quently as once a month, there is considerable disruption of basic I iological

rhythms. There are some studies, though not as many, on decrements in per-

formance.

Now, individuals often elect to engage in shift work because of the

freeing up of weekends, long periods of time, etc. However, there is enough

significant literature to raise questions about this and one should proceed to

look at whether or not there is an increased risk of errors when one recently

comes off a significant change in shift rotation.

There is a need to clarify whether or not there are very different kinds

of factors operating in errors when they occur at times of low traffic and when

there is little going on, there are one or two planes on the scope, which may

be related to inattention, boredom and distractability as compared to the

kinds of errors that may occur when the system is really busy and the controller

is working a large number of planes. The second error type may relate to more

task complexity and it is not clear yet whether or not -- what proportion of

the time that errors occur.

Indeed, if lower levels of activity predominate in terms of percentage

of work time, say 2/3 or 3/4 of the time, and if during that period half the

errors occur, it means that heavy workloads occupy the relatively small per-

centage, 1/2 to 1/3 of the time remaining, yet contain half of the errors.

That is significant. In other words, one has to look at these -- it may be very

different kinds of problems inherent in system errors in these two different

situations..4

It was also pointed out that the FAA should address perhaps more system-

atically not only what went wrong, the system error, but why it went wrong.

That suggests the possibility of more intensive interviewing of participants,

supervisors, their perceptions, a kind of a psychological autopsy of the

problem after it occurs as well as the more objective kinds of analysis that

* is currently done.

And I think, finally, the issue was raised about the need to integrate

and investigate to what extent job dissatisfaction contributes to system errors.

That is it and thank you very much.
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DR. DILLE: I took some furious notes on one point that Dr. Rose made.

As you recall on Tuesday afternoon, Drs. Tucker and Sells referred quite

liberally to CAMI's studies on air traffic control specialists. The 4th Work- 6

shop in this series was held at the FAA Technical Center in Atlantic City about

two months ago and it was on the topic of air traffic control. There were,

of course, no formal presentations at the workshop by anyone from CAMI. And

several participants have reported back to me that they did not find many S

attendees at the Technical Center who had ever heard of CAMI, let alone of any

CAMI studies. It would seem that a major function of our workshops would be to

improve communication on the topics selected for emphasis, but I am not sure in

the biomedical-behavioral area that we have been doing that effectively, because S

again, our work was not much in evidence at the previous workshop and the

relatively small group in the air traffic controller session here has not sig-

nificantly expanded our range of communication. So, we may not have comnletely

fulfilled our objective in that particular area. Another workshop yesterday S

was a relatively small, but enthusiastic group on aircraft accident investiga-

tion, and at this point, I will ask Dr. Bob Wick, who is the corporate medical

director from American Airlines and the workshop leader on aircraft accident

investigation to give his summary report. 0 .

DR. WICK: Ladies and gentlemen, as Dr. Dille mentioned, we had a very

small, but enthusiastic group. We alternately went from the verge of fisti-

cuffs to cheering and celebrations about the great truths that we had uncovered.

Actually, we did discuss some 15 different items and in quite some length

with a varied group consisting of physicians, forensic dentists, airport

managers, airport engineers, and people with a wide variety of background which

contributed to the wealth of material presented for all of us. 0

The first and the fundamental question that we really asked ourselves was

is it necessary to investigate all accidents. And, of course, this generated

quite a bit of discussion for several reasons.

We concluded among other things that the difference between a fatal

accident and a minor accident and sometimes an incident in which no accident

occurs really is minuscule and sometimes a matter of chance, so that the investi-

gation of accidents and other incidents is useful, but it is not necessarily

essential in terms of ill encompassing efforts.
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There are, again, finite limits to the amount of time and power and money

available for investigating such accidents. As an experienced accident inves-

tigator pointed out, that time after time after time we can classify the causa-

tive accidents into about two or three or four really major areas, many of them

beginning with the initiation of poor judgment on the part of a pilot in-

volved. The areas of strictly medical accidents and structural failure acci-

dents are way, way down the list.

In fact, they're so small as to be not a particularly fertile area in

which to work for investigation at the present time. The area of judgment,

however, on the part of the pilots and crew members involved is, of course,

another story.

We concluded, I think, that the investigation of all accidents while

desirable is certainly not a practical end at the present time and that a

thorough investigation of a representative sample of accidents is likely to

provide us with much more useful detail and much more useful information on

which to base further work in this area.

As you know from the outline, there were a number of areas suggested to

us for discussion. We did briefly touch on most of them, but I must say that

in many cases, we elected to defer those discussions which were more properly

the responsibilities of some of the other groups.

One such area that we mentioned very briefly was the problem of instru-

ment reading error. While it is true that it plays a large part in some acci-

dents, it is also an area in which work can be done prior to the crash just as

well as after the crash.

There is nothing unique to the postaccident investigation, for example,
1

of errors in instrument reading. We did comment, however, that visual problems . ,

and visual limitations were rather significant and a number of us in that group

who are active aviators shared one experience in that the problem in moving

from aircraft to aircraft or flying new aircraft is often one of visual

skills.

Those of us who are middle-aged -- I'm not middle-aged yet, but that I

have to define as ten years older than I am, but unfortunately, of course,

that moves up every year. Those of us who do have bifocals and trifocals and

quadrifocals and so forth all had the common experience of having the difficulty,
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not necessarily with the flying per se and psychomotor skills involved, but

actually in just locating and reading instruments, switches and so on and so

forth. However, this is work, which can be done as well prior to a crash, in

fact, had better be done prior to the crash. The postcrash investigation in

-' this area is not a particularly fruitful area.

We spent a great deal of time discussing some of the crash injuries which

occurred and in particular, we discussed a number of areas related to seats

" and seating. The problem of seat failures, after a crash, is one which has

attracted a great deal of attention.

In some cases, of course, if the structure itself remains intact, the

probability is that the seats will too, in terms of a large aircraft or air-

liner crash. In terms of general aviation crash, the situation unhappily is

quite a bit different and not so satisfactory.

There are a large number of injuries which probably could be prevented

by a more adequate and a better design of seat structure and crushable features

to the seat. The problem of G loading was discussed at some length, not only

in the fore and aft crash, which is the expected direction of crash, but in

the lateral area as well.

One area of particular concern which consumed quite a bit of our discus-

sion time was the problem of the vertical component of the crash injury. Dr.

Jerry Snyder, who was a member of our group and many of you know is one of

the world's foremost experts on crash injury and the acceleration injury was

able to contribute, of course, immeasurably to the area in this particular

injury.

Vertical components were discussed and while I will not discuss particular

brand names within our group, we did discuss at some length certain models and

types of airplanes in which the rear seats are notorious for causing injuries.

A related subject had to do with the upper torso restraint and the whole

subject of shoulder harnesses. And in that area, we found some rather inter-

esting problems. One of the problems, of course, is in the air carrier air-

craft.

The flight deck and the flight cabin crews all have shoulder harnesses and

for the most part, they are used. We were unable to identify any accident or
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or injury which occurred because of the use of these shoulder harnesses and

shoulder and upper torso restraints.

On the other hand, there are one or two reports of injuries caused in

general aviation aircraft by the use of shoulder harnesses, but the general

consensus was that for every one or two of those injuries, there were a hundred

or two hundred or a very large number at least of injuries prevented.

There is no such thing as a perfect upper torso restraint yet, but cer-

tainly those that are available are helpful. They do save lives. They should

be used and the occasional injury which they do produce is certainly no reason

at all not to use them.

We discussed at some length the possibility of shoulder harnesses and

upper torso restraints for passengers in the cabin of a commercial airliner and

the conclusion was that again it is not a particularly practical thing to do

at this time and, in fact, a lot of the information available to us from the

insurance companies who are obligated to settle cases of injuries was that

the seat belt was used still seems to be a reasonably adequate or satis-

factory solution.

There is some work to be done yet in the seat structures and in the seat -

padding. The environment in which an airline passenger sits, while the actual

seat belt itself when used still seems to be adequate.

We discussed to considerable extent an extension of this point, the prob-

lem of shoulder harnesses and seat belts in general aviation and commuter air-

craft, and we had available to us several dramatic comparison studies in which

persons in the same aircraft using the shoulder harness were uninjured and

persons in other seats in that same airplane without shoulder harnesses were

injured seriously, broken backs and so on.

We think, and we do recommend, of course, strongly that the shoulder

harness be extended universally in all general aviation aircraft in all seats.

We think that the benefit and the cost benefit will be certainly well within

the practical limits.

As a subdiscussion, we considered for a few moments the question of a

pregnant passenger using a seat belt and the largest body of information avail-

able to us is probably again through insurance channels and our insurance
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colleagues, and there were several in that group that were unaware of any suits

arising out of the use of a seat belt in the case of a pregnant passenger.

That one subject which is often brought up about possible injury to the fetus, S

as a practical matter, does not seem to be a problem.

We then turned to an area somewhat more medical in nature, the area of

alcohol and drugs and we had a rather lengthy discussion. Some of us within

that group have had some academic background and some academic experiences

and we were able to conclude, or it was presented to us as reasonable infor-

mation by Dr. Bill Kirkham who is, of course as you know, the Chief of Toxi-
cology branch here, that alcohol at the present time appears to be a factor in

about eight to eight and one half percent of the general aviation accidents, a

rather significant factor.

This, of course, is a controversial area. It is an area in which there

have been large numbers of papers published, quoting anywhere from 1 percent

to 41 percent and everything in between.

But Bill Kirkham's data and information seem to be about the best avail-

able at the present time, that alcohol plays a significant role in about 8.5

percent or so of the general aviation accidents.

On the other side, the question of drugs arose and again, Bill was able

to contribute substantially in this area, indicating that with the exception

of marijuana -- that may be an important exception -- but with the exception

of marijuana, that drugs, other drugs of all types, drugs and medicines,

appear to be a significant factor in only about 4 percent of some 700 fatal

general aviation accidents which occur a year.

Gerrit Walhout with NTSB indicated to us -- I find it gratifying -- that 0
about 80 percent now of all general aviation accidents do have a postmortem .

examination done at the time.

The quality varies a little bit, but frankly, ladies and gentlemen, any-

thing is better than nothing and that is what we used to get was nothing.

We were able to conclude that alcohol is a significant problem. It is

not necessarily a large problem. The large problems are again, as we were able

to point out and discuss among ourselves, still the problems of disorientation,

weather penetration, in general, poor judgment on the part of the pilot in

command.
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The subject of marijuana was discussed at considerable length and I must

say there was a disagreement among us about the use of marijuana and the role

of marijuana and the incidence of marijuana use by active pilots.

Now, this is a drug which is used, of course, primarily by younger,

relatively younger, people. It is also a drug which is technically very, very

difficult to find in the case of a postcrash analysis.

The techniques involved are difficult. They require alcohol swab of the

mucus membranes. They do not lend themselves even to the good toxicology work

which is done here at the Civil Aeromedical Institute.

Only a half a dozen or so laboratories around the United States are able

to make repeated routine accurate analyses for the use of marijuana so that

we still have a rather significant question mark, and this is an area in which

we would recommend additional work.

We have a significant question about the incidence of marijuana and the

role of marijuana in the causation of an accident. Mr. Bill Rorke of Colorado

indicated that ne is doing quite a bit of work in that area right now and it

was his opinion that marijuana may be a significant part of the general

aviation accidents among younger people.

There was another opinion from other universities, specifically

Michigan and Ohio State, that marijuana use by pilots seems to be fairly small.

The young students that are seen at those universities at least appear to be

fairly level-headed folks, not too much of the hippy variety or hippy popula-

tion.

At any rate, we had a rather lengthy, and we thought, fruitful discussion

on the role of marijuana and drugs.

Then, we turned to the area of mass casualties and again, this is an area

in which a number of us in the room have had, unfortunately and sadly enough,

some experience. There were at least four or five of us in the room who were

participants in various active phases of the DC10 crash in Chicago in 1979

where we had at one incident 273 casualties, 273 fatalities.

A number in the room also had experienced in the Tenerife disaster in

which two 747's collided, and although none of us had been there, there were

some people who had quite a bit of knowledge about the Turkish crash, the DC10

crash, in which some 300 people were killed in Paris.
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There was some experience available to us from those i-L the room from the Mexico

City crash, from the PSA crash out in San Diego and so forth.

So actually, we had collectively quite a bit of personal experience in

the mass casualty area and we discussed at considerable length the tremendous

problems which occur when there is a sudden and immediate accident of this

nature.

Almost no one, no one, not even the largest number of metropolitan areas

in the country, New York, Los Angeles and Chicago and so forth, are really,

really prepared for the instant disaster and the instant problems which occur

after a major crash.

One of the things that came up, for example, was the subject of body bags.

Where does one suddenly on short notice get 300 to 400 body bags? And the con-

clusion was that we are going to have to call upon the good auspices of the

nearest air base or army or military facility which may have them.

The other logistical problems were the location and the finding of human

remains. Just no one has 400 to 500 and 1000 stakes just sitting around and

flags and waterproof tags, the little things that make a difference between

no identification and satisfactory identification, the many, many problems we

-. discussed at considerable length.

The next area that came from that, of course, had to do with the identifi-

cation of the individuals in the accident. There are a number of aspects. We

were fortunate that one of our members happens to be the long-time medical

examiner of Cleveland, Cuyahoga County area and also is the Secretary-Treasurer

of the International Association of Coroners & Medical Examiners. And the

difficulties in identification are many-fold. To begin with, each local

jurisdiction, more than 3000 counties in the United States, has its own

medical head coroner or medical examiner.

There is a coroner in some of the smaller counties, even in large counties

like Pennsylvania, but there is not necessarily a physician or pathologist or

osteopathic physician.
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It may be a funeral director and it may just be a justice of the peace. His

background and legal training may be quite small and most, without exception,

are unprepared for the tremendous impact of such a large event in their

particular county.

Prior to releasing bodies and prior to burying bodies, they all have to be

identified if possible. The pressures are unimaginable and unfortunately -- I

speak from personal experience -- the press, the families -- everybody and

his brother is there and some people are very helpful, some people are not.

Some people in this room have had quite a bit of experience in that area.

It is necessary to identify individuals before a body can be released or before

a body can be shipped.

The family wants the remains of their loved ones. In many cases, the

identification cannot be made, then other legal maneuvering and manipulations

have to be made in order to issue death certificates. All kinds of things,

insurance payments, death benefits, and so forth may be held up for literally

years without the presence of a death certificate.

The subject of identification then was addressed at some length and we

were fortunate to have a very astute forensic dentist as part of our group

who had a nice slide presentation on the general subject of forensic dentistry

identification, the techniques he used, and so on.

I might comment for the benefit of all of you that in the Chicago crash,

we were able to identify about 175 of the 273 folks involved, solely through

the use of dental records. That was the only thing we could use. The FBI

with their fingerprint team, which is very competent and very efficient, but

in that particular accident, was only able to make 15 or so identifications

out of the whole group.

As for the personal effects, Dr. Clyde Snow from this area came down and

assisted us with the anthropology, and the remaining identifications which

were made were made in that area.

About 10 percent of the people on that aircraft in that accident were

not able to be identified by any means or all means combined. This is not as

bad in the Tenerife crash. I believe of the 200 and some Americans involved,

P4 almost 100 of them were not identified and were buried in a mass grave; but
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dental records were extremely effective.

One of the problems which comes up, of course, is gathering these dental

records and that is an area in which an airline is usually pretty good because 0

it has good communication facilities and we discussed, at some length, some

of the problems in identifying, locating, and obtaining the folks with

dental records.

The legal responsibilities were discussed in such a case at quite some

length. The primary responsibility is by Federal status vested in the National

Transportation Safety Board. They are in charge.

However, most local county medical authorities are not aware of this, so

there is a potential problem right from the very beginning. Unfortunately,

the NTSB does not have internally any significant medical capabilities so that

while they have a very fine investigation capability, their area and their

work in the medical area are quite limited. 0

Consequently, they normally delegate to the county medical examiner the

responsibility for accident investigation. And it was pointed out by one of

our group who has been to a rather large number of these major mass casualty

accidents, that almost without exception, every county medical examiner says I

can handle it, I can manage it and it takes 24 to 48 to 72 hours for the magnitude

of this task to sink in, at which time, most of them become far more amenable to

assistance and help and advice. But that first 24 to 48 hours is rather brutal.

Lastly, or next to the last, we discussed the role of the airport itself in

accident causation and accident investigation.

Almost without exception, all aircraft accidents start at airports or

almost all aircraft flights which result in an accident begin at airports.

Many of them end at airports as well.

We were unable to identify, however, really major areas of the airport

itself in which are causative with a few exceptions, the few exceptions being

some of the unusual approaches necessary at airports with peculiar geographic 0

situations.

The problems of one or two other airports that have unusual weather situa-

tions dictating abnormal procedure were discussed at some length.
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The last discussion that we had with respect to the airports was related

to our alcohol discussions in that we considered the role of bars, restaurants

and so forth at airports, and our general conclusion was that although

alcohol was a problem, there is no particular relationship between the bars

and restaurants on airports and the alcohol obtained therein and subsequent

alcohol accidents.

Most of the alcohol accidents occur in general aviation. They occur from

takeoffs from smaller airports where the bars or restaurants are not a

particularly contributing factor.

We discussed very briefly in the postaccident investigation the role of

the copilot versus the captain in terms of accident and causation and lack of

service. And that has been mentioned earlier this morning, a very fine pre-

sentation by one of the small airlines based out of O'Hare. I think it is

called United and you may correct me on that one. So we did discuss that at

great length; that is an area of training and work within the training

facilities.

Last and by no means least, we discussed very briefly, although we finally

concluded it was probably not germane to our committee, we discussed the

problems of pilot supply. That is to say the fact that with the military

requiring longer and longer enlistment periods on the part of their pilots and

the increasing number of aircraft in the military, the fact that more and more

commercial airline pilots and commercial pilots of all kinds will come strictly

"* out of the civilian and general aviation community.

That is viewed by some as a possible problem, although there is a

difference of opinion. Others do not consider that a particular problem. Most

general aviation pilots have been self-selected. Once they are through the

first 500 or 1000 hours to get through the general aviation or out of the

general aviation area into commuter airlines, scheduled airlines and so forth,

they have further subsequent training which may fill any gaps which occurred

in their education at that point.

That was our day. We thought it most valuable and most interesting.

Thank you very much.

DR. DILLE: We will go next with Dr. Stan Mohler, Professor of Aerospace

Medicine from Wright State University reporting on Workshop A which is on
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biomedical and behavioral factors in pilot operation.

DR. MOHLER: Thank you, Bob. This workshop which was similarly inter-

disciplinary in makeup identified 28 specific issues that, in the judgment of 0

the group, should receive attention in the near future as direct safety relatL~d

questions.

Our issues were in three categories, that of Lhe flight management 0

category, that of physiological factors and that of the behavorial factors.

We did ascribe a priority to these topics from extremely important to

important, to somewhat important and I will run through them, primarily hitting

the extremely important topics and then commenting some on the others. S

The first topic that we identified under flight management that should

receive additional attention is that of the increasing application of auto-

mation in the newer aircraft and even in the older aircraft that are being up-

graded and continue to be put in use.

The role of automation in regard to how the human interacts with the new

automated devices and how these devices interact with the human so that the

human is in command at all times.

This role, we feel, needs attention. The group also felt that the nature

of information presentations as currently being evolved; that is, the method

of displays of bits of information and the various flight management modes, how

this is given in the advanced display so that the crew can make optical use of S

these, also needs attention.

The group also felt that the new cathode ray tube displays specifically

should be assessed from the standpoint of the human factors implications.

These displays can be increased in size, decreased in size, can be made to

present information bearing formats, and that particular point was felt to be

of extremely high priority for research.

Another area that the group concentrated on is that of operational 0

fatigue management. This question continues to arise. It continues to cause

discussions and interactions. There are accidents such as the Tenerife accident,

a Lear jet accident at Richmond, Virginia, and others where fatigue per se is

found to be a major contributing factor.
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And the management of fatigue as a potential safety problem lurking in

the background was felt to be of very high priority by this group.

Cockpit visibility from the standpoint of a continuing assessment of

" the minimum visibility standards, from the crew members' standpoint concerning

. the external environment, was felt to be a topic for specific emphasis.

This topic runs into the complication that you must maintain structural

integrity at the same time you are maintaining the potential for cockpit

*visibility capabilities and, therefore, must continue to receive attention.

Another area is maintenance of skill by crew members in regard to their

specific proficiency requirements. How, through behavioral studies and other

techniques, this skill can be properly assessed and maintained was stressed.

The group felt that flight path altitude control was a point that requires

attention at the present time. There are various types of displays and various

means of determining your altitude at various points in the flight, but there

are not any standardized methods by which different crew members, carriers

and types of aircraft in general aviation maintain flight path altitude control.

This was felt to be a factor. One aside on that, apparently some of the

persons are using the oral altitude warning devices as the primary means of

achieving their altitude and leveling off, without too much attention to other

parameters.

Another factor related to the total design philosophy for the cockpit

layout, so that human c1aracteristics and traits are involved in the new

. cockpit designs and layouts, and from an overview system's approach, was looking

" at the human characteristics in regard to the cockpit design.

Another concern of the group was that of the various types of aircraft

mixing in differing environments around the terminals, single-pilot operations

and multi-crew operations. They felt that a consideration should be given to

"" the actual work loadings of the crew members in these different types of

settings.

Another factor under flight management is that of the newly developed

computer assisted instruction and how this type of new approich to training

pilots can be better implemented, so that information is transferred to the

pilots with proper achievement of skills.
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Those were the key areas that were listed under flight management. Under

our second category, the physiological category, it was felt that both the

peak and the minimum work loads required in each phase of flight needed attention.

Too little attention has been given to the minimum work load requirements and

somebody pointed out the paucity of papers given and published in this area

where pilots and crew members may under periods of low work load move into an

unaroused state and be inefficient at intervening. When an emergency occurs,

or not actually responding properly to the appropriate segment of flight re-

quirements are examples of this.

Disturbed sleep patterns were felt to be one of the primary fatigue

elements. The group feels that additional specific research on the amount of

sleep prior to flight and the quality of the sleep is indicated, as well as

how various types of flight disturb the sleep patterns.

In that connection, biological rhythms were cited and although biological

rhythms play a role, the group feels that with some of the current large-scale

studies going on that that problem is receiving attention at the moment. So

that was given one of the middle-type priority levels.

An area that crew members have talked about and some others have talked

about but that has received inadequate attention, is that of the long flights

and the various flights where the crew is inactive in the cockpit.

They, perhaps, are experiencing dehydration and have not been sensitive to

replenishing fluids and nutrition in the cockpit on long flights - the quality

and nature of the nutrition and how it might relate to crew performance and

safety.

The areas that have received relatively little attention are the synergistic

inner actions -- what the crew might be taking in regard to pharamcological

agents, plus cockpit external toxic factors that could normally be present

that would not be a problem unless there was some internal chemical substance

that would interact.

Cockpit noise and vibration are thought to be a continuing problem that

should receive attention. We still have older crew members that come in with

noise-induced hearing loss.
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And these problems, it was felt, are with us, particularly in general

aviation, and require further attention.

Under the behavioral area, the main topics discussed were developing

methods of measuring individual performance capabilities. This area, when

developed, would enable individuals, for example, to assess changes with normal

aging processes, changing due to other aspects, including fatigue for that

matter, and any questions of toxic substances, pharmacological agents, medical

condition, could be assessed when there was an adequate measure of functional

performance capabilities of the individual.

And followup to that, the group recommends that task performance criteria

be specified, so that for a specific task you have specified criteria against

which the decrements in individual performance can be assessed.

Without the performance criteria, then one has no way of assessing the

significance of performance decrements. The group felt that human factors

approaches to the cockpit resource management and crew coordination are

absolutely essential in the next decade and that this area should receive

specific attention.

The group also felt that the area of judgment merited study from the

standpoint at first of pilot selection. Initially, you could assess somehow

the potential for exercising judgment by the individual at the time of selec-

tion and then, along the careers of individuals, have periodic ways of assess-

ing judgment, judgment changes, and training individuals to perform better

quality judgments. Some of us felt that judgment training is a possibility

and that area requires attention.

An additional area for crew members is that of self-induced stresses.

Individuals turn up for the flight with certain stresses. Included in this

are cigarette smoking, alcohol abuse, drug abuse, chocolate ice cream abuse --

we even touched on food excess, and various things which actually work to the

detriment of a healthy body.

We know that one or two of these alone may be tolerable, but multiple

self-induced stresses over a long period of time when combined with sleep loss

may be the tipping of the balance in the direction of an unsafe person. In

addition to that, we went into, with one of our psychologists, stress coping

strategies for persons who can deal with and be trained to deal with, the
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normal stresses that occur both in flight and in off-duty circumstances,

personal crises, and personal problems that can be brought into the cockpit if

the individual does not know how to cope with these particular phenomena.

* We then covered one general area as our last topic which is outside of

these three because it is more general, and it was felt by the group that the

last five years or so of major accidents, perhaps even all accidents for that

matter, that are on record with massive amounts of data collected, could be

* made available to a group of constituted human factors persons who would sift

*through, take an objective look from another viewpoint at that data, and make

recommendations for things that could be done to prevent such accidents in

the future.

We do have a summary of each of these topics and they will be available

in the final report. Thank you.

DR. DILLE: Last but certainly not least you will hear from Rick Clark

from the Flight Safety Foundation who was our workshop leader on the cabin

safety workshop.

MR. CLARK : We are going to go through, here, the summary of the

disucssions that our group had yesterday in the area of cabin safety and human

factors. I would like to say that we did not formally adopt recommendations

or vote upon things.

This will be a sense of the discussion of pretty much as to what has

happened in the previous speeches. The group represented a good sampling

of the industry. We had aircraft manufacturers, some equipment manu-

facturers, operators of aircraft, both from the airline, corporate and

airline crew members. We had enough, we thought, of a workable group. It

would have been helpful to have had, perhaps, some other equipment manufacturers

in some of the various areas, hut we feel we did have a workable group.

In the time available, we went through, perhaps, half a dozen topics. The

first couple of topics are in the area of human factors in the cabin operating

environment and the first of those is problems associated with high altitude

flight.

What we are looking at here and talking about were two areas -- air

quality in the cabin and oxygen system capabilities or I should say, maximum
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pressurization system capabilities.

It was discussed that economic factors have apparently driven both the

corporate and the airline operators to higher flight altitudes, and it is

simply a matter of saving fuel which is a very significant and growing propor-

tion of their operating expense.

The economic driving forces have pushed us into an operating regime

where we are pushing the limits of the aircraft structure, and the limits of

the emergency oxygen system to cope with either a gradual or sudden decom-

pression.

Part of the group's- discussions centered on the fact that design

and test criteria emphasized relatively gradual pressure loss and not the

major decompressions that have occurred; they are not frequent, but have occurred.

Part of the discussion went toward the feeling that perhaps as a research

area, it is worth looking at the true capabilities, particularly in business

aircraft, of a flight crew to deal with a sudden decompression and get the

aircraft down to a survivable altitude. This, after all, is a premise for

many of the waivers that have been recently granted. We felt that we were in

an area of granting waivers where perhaps the technical data are not as firm

as it should be.

In the area of air quality (this was an interesting one), again we felt

there were no firm conclusions but perhaps some indications that some research

was needed. The problem as explained to us showed up in two areas: 1) crew

member complaints initially attributed to hypoxia but perhaps not with that

cause; and 2) passenger complaints. The passenger complaints, oddly enough, came

from consumer complaints to Transport Canada who was keeping track of this type

of thing a few years ago. The concern was, that with the goal of saving fuel,

we are minimizing the use of pressurization equipment in the aircraft, main-
taining an adequate pressure differential, but reducing the overall airflow.

One of the manufacturers pointed out that they are, in fact, in some of

the newer equipment, changing the air circulation system to try to improve the

interior air quality. They do this mostly as a comfort item and say that

comfort is the driving force in cabin air quality.

I guess the group's concern here was that perhpas comfort is not being

maintained through operating practice and not through design and that we
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need to look at that, not just as a comfort function, but as a function of

atmospheric contaminants.

I mentioned earlier that we felt hypoxia was not necessarily the effect

being observed, but that there were perhaps other contaminants.

Again, to the group's knowledge, there had not been much work done in this

area and perhaps, there should be in the near term since we are operating

aircraft in this manner now.

Going further, we went into the area of crew training and coordination

which has literally become fashionable and has gotten a lot of well-deserved

attention both here and in the industry throughout the country and the world.

The group's feeling was that ther, is a difference in functional efficacy

between the smaller aircraft, smaller transport aircraft or co porate aircraft,

and the large wide body aircraft.

You have a difference in size, that is significant. You do not have the

separation that you do in the wide body of large numbers of cabin crew. In a

small aircraft, you do not even have a large crew.

Our view was that the emphasis on cockpit management, which is so prominent

this morning, is at least in the case of wide bodies if not overall, really

one of aircraft management. That should be the emphasis as all of us go

running off down the path of developing or using cockpit management programs.

The group emphasized that it is normal for communications to break down

or, shall we say, be less than normal during emergencies. But that the

phenomenon should be minimized and can be minimized by cross education of the

cabin and cockpit crews as to what their mutual duties are, what each is going

to be doing, and to follow that up, maintaining communication during an

emergency to provide each other with information that one or the other lacks,

This should be, if not already, a strong element of crew training.

-One other factor emphasized in terms of operational practice was the need

* for the captain of the aircraft to brief the cabin crew on the flight. It

may not necessarily be a long, formal briefing, but some sense of briefing to

develop a crew awareness.

We went into one interesting area; the corporate flight attendant is a

group that's relatively small, but deserves empahsis here. They have on their
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own, the corporate flight attendant group, developed their programs.

They have some advantages over the airline flight attendant group. They

have smaller aircraft to deal with, smaller passenger loads, yet they have

difficulties in the area of support. They cannot depend on a large organiza-

tion to provide them with a lot of services which the airline flight attendants

count upon.

They have to be self-sufficient. They have to be trained to be self-

sufficient, particularly when they are going to foreign air fields, even

smaller domestic air fields, where they literally are the only services

provided both from the emergency and routine standpoint.

The group further noted that in the area of cabin safety, the FAA's

carrier inspectors havc not been, until recently, strongly involved in cabin

safety. At present, the FAA requires 25 percent of their inspection activity

to be oriented toward cabin operations; however, the goal has not been met,

as the group felt, due to a perceived lack of seriousness in the program, and

to the normal flying orientation of the inspectors.

Recent FAA actions have been taken to include cabin inspection reports

in the cabin safety data bank and to begin detailed analysis of these reports.

The group felt that this action on its own, without going any further for the

time being, may produce a higher degree of interest on the part of the inspectors

and cooperation. This would, in turn, benefit the quality of cabin safety

provisions within and without the agency.

We went into another area, human factors and accident survival. The first

topic of discussion here was water survival technology and problems, and the

major emphasis for the group was the problems of flotation cushions and the

relative quality of these cushions as a survival aid when compared to other

existing or potential survival equipment.

In general, it was felt the cushion may not be worth consideration as a

survival aid. Instead, emphasis should be given to development of easily used

life vests, and I emphasize the words "easily used life-vests and flotation

platforms" that can be used in aircraft not currently equipped with conven-

tional water survival equipment.

Particular emphasis was laid on FAA regulatory requirements regarding

. water survival training and TSO equipment standards, the latter dating from
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World War II. Operators and manufacturers appear to find little relation

between the requirements and current needs.

In the case of one operator represented in the group, they must train

for planned ditching, if we can get into a little jargon here, please bear

with me, they must train for planned ditchings and they do train for

unplanned water accidents.

The latter training is not required. In effect, the operator is having

to do double duty: 1) to meet an outdated regulatory requirement and; 2) to

meet the actual need.

Recent experience seems to indicate the unplanned water accident is the

valid area for emphasis; however, this operator, as I said, remains saddled

with the requirement dating from some 40 years ago.

Within the industry, this whole topic has not really been looked at

we have had other things to look at. However, it is one of current discussion

within the industry and one that we felt worth going through.

From the standpoint of corporate aircraft, the point was made that water

survival equipment is often added to the corporate aircraft as an afterthought

without regard for its location, its accessibility or its efficacy. Partially,

this is due to the fact there is no guidance on what you should do with the

equipment.

You have limitations to what the equipment is, but then you also have

limitations on what you do when you put it in the cabin. Are there better

places to put it? Are there worse places to put it? And this is something

that could be approached by the industry.

In the area of accident injury prevention, there was a great deal of

discussion on human injury tolerance and the equipment capabilities, with a

distinction between the two. Very clearly, the group wanted to talk about the

difference between establishing the damage tolerance to the aircraft crew and

passenger seats versus the need to define the capability of the crew members

and passengers themselves to withstand the accident deceleration forces.

Strong emphasis was put on the need for biomedical research into the

tolerances of passengers, restrained only by lapbelts to deceleration.
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To date, everything has emphasized full restraint systems, torso harnesses,

crotch straps, lap belts, and the whole works. And from the manufacturers'

standpoint that is not very useful, because that is not the seat the passenger

sits in.

This is an area that certainly CAMI, if no other place, could work in.

The FAA's plans, announced more than a year ago, to examine accidents more

* closely with respect to the success of restraint systems have not reached

implementation and should. They would be an adjunct to the biomedical

research that I just mentioned.

In discussing the matter of passenger weight and size, the current values

used in equipment design and even simply weight and balance, it was interest-

ing to note that one of the Transport Canada representatives said that they

have just recently completed a thorough field study which arrived at passenger

size characteristics, which we in the room were all wondering -- were they

*- current?

You know, there was a strong feeling that it was worth the FAA working

together with Transport Canada to obtain these figures, look at them and

evaluate what we're doing in terms of our design standards.

.. Two other topic areas fell in here -- the brace position and passenger

*j preference for restraint systems. Regarding the brace position, the group

observed that the old "grab ankles" technique is being deemphasized within the

industry. The emphasis is changing to one of the goal of stabilizing the

* body in relation to the surrounding equipment in the most effective manner

. that the person can figure out, with some recommentations being given. The

true concern is controlling the sudden release of energy rather than

recommending a specific position.

This is what the group felt that we were working towards. In fact, in

the case of the "grab ankles," it was felt that this was counterproductive

and this was the reason that it was falling out of grace if not style.

In the area of passenger preference of restraint systems, the group felt

that all of us were operating on assumptions of what airline passengers

thought. But none of us really knew other than our own preferences when in

an airline seat.
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And they felt that the FAA or other parties should undertake some studies

in the passenger population to see what they used, what they liked, what they

do not like and what they truly do think.

It has been a long time since anybody made any studies regarding which

way the seat was going to face and we all sort of harp back to those days

and there has not been anything very firm since then.

In the area of aircraft fires, the group received a briefing on recent

FAA and industry cooperation in testing of cabin fire extinguishers. The

superiority of the Halon 1211 fire extinguisher in fire fighting was recog-

nized, but it was clear the technical studies must be either conducted or

reviewed and publicized concerning the relative toxicity of the Halon 1211 fire

agent.

The group's concern here was that potentially a very good fire figihting

tool may be rejected, or at least its adoption may be inhibited within the

industry, by concern over toxicity which may not be merited, but in any event,

is not 1..,wn.

Again, that is something that could be done in the near term, and

should be done because these fire extinguishers are on the threshold of being

adopted throughout the industry and are superior in fire preventive capabili-

ties, if we can demonstrate to the people that they are not harmful.

As part of the FAA's work in the cabin fire extinguisher area and coming p

back to the training area, the group felt it was very worthwhile emphasizing

the need for the cabin crew to work as a team when fighting a fire, that one

person does not pick up the bottle and take care of a cabin fire situation.

There are several functions that must be carried out, one of which is

actually using the fire bottle and the crew training in this area must be

refined. Some operators are already working on this area.

In the area of aircraft evacuation (this was another one where the

matter of outdated regulations was felt to be a factor), there was concern

voiced that future aircraft would not take advantage of research in emergency

lighting among other topics, if current regulations relating to lighting

location were not at least modified in some manner.
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We are not talking about aircraft that are appearing in the next two or

three years. We are talking about aircraft appearing within the next five to

ten years. The question was to what degree are we saddling ourselves with

inappropriate requirements? I think the group was interested in that, and it

is an area of potential gain for the industry.

As a sort of recap here in the area of cabin safety, we got on the subject -

of location of emergency exists: What was the best means. We had a debate

back and forth about tactile identification, visual identification, and aural

identification. Someone came up with a summary which everyone liked. At this

point, the well-trained flight attendant is the best way to get passengers to

safe exits.

The well-trained flight attendant can overcome many of the problems

associated with visual, aural, and other means of exit identification and with

the nearly unpredictable postaccident circumstances.

Thank you.

DR. DILLE: The six human workshops to date have been funded by and under

the executive direction of the FAA Office of Aviation Safety, the Director

of that office, John R. Harrison. After taking this opportunity to sincerely

thank our speakers, our workshop leaders, and each of the rest of you as

participants in what we feel was a very successful meeting, I turn the platform

over to Jack Harrison for the concluding remarks for this human factors

workshop.

MR. HARRISON: Thank you, Bob. My purpose is not to make a speech, but

merely to say thank you. We appreciate the efforts of the group leaders and

this group for their industrious contributions to this subject. I would like

to tell you what we plan to do from this point, this being the last of the

workshop sessions.

We expect to put a program together within approximately 60 days. There-

after, we will initiate the individual segments of the program.

With respect to the proceedings themselves, we will publish the proceedings

in their entirety and, of course, in addition, we will mail copies of the

transcript of these proceedings to each of the participants.
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Eventually, you will receive a copy of the proceedings covering all of

the workshops.

With respect to this proceeding, I think Bob mentioned that the record S

will be held open for 30 days and you can submit additional issues or

recommendations for research and study.

We expect to have significant funding for this program and we anticipate

that most of the research work will be carried out in industry or academia.

Again, let me thank you for your contributions and in behalf of my office,

the Office of Aviation Standards and the FAA, thanks again.
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* . SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS SUBMITTED BY SPEAKERS AT THE FIFTH HUMAN FACTORS
WORKSHOP ON AVIATION
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June 30, 1981

AIR CARRIER OVERWATER HAZARDS - BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY:

Operating Environment: Over 200 U.S. air terminal airports have significant

bodies of water in approach/departure areas. The majority of airline flights
arrive, or depart, over these bodies of water. Water temperatures range from

3 2F to about 70F.

Water Accident Experience: Since the airlines began operating turbo-jet

powered aircraft (1958), forty-three of these have been involved in water

accidents, worldwide. Nineteen of these were U.S. operated. All occurred
during approach/departure, many at night and/or in weather. The furthest

distance from land was 30 miles (one accident). All of the others were within

15 miles of land. The maximum notice to aircraft occupants was about seven
minutes.

Water accident Survivability: There were survivors in twenty-six of the
forty-three accidents. In some cases there were survivors after very heavy

impacts and vertical entry, factors which would mitigate against survival in

land accidents.

FAA Regulatory Requirements: The governing regulations have not changed much

since the 1930's, when one accident might involve about thirty persons. Much
larger numbers are involved today. Under these regulations, the airlines are
preparing for "planned ditchings" and many airline crew personnel have been

conditioned to believe that overwater operation commences at least 50 miles
from shore. FAA personnel have informed us that the "unofficial FAA working

definition" of a water accident involves an event that occurs more than 400

miles from land and provides at least fifteen minutes notice to aircraft

occupants. There has never, as noted above, been such an accident involving

an airline jet aircraft. The last one fitting the definition was a L-1049,

in the Atlantic, in 1962.

Under the regulations, airlines are required to have life rafts aboard when

operating more than 50 miles from land. At this time, however, fifteen have
exemptions allowing opgration out to more than 160 miles without rafts.

When operating within 50 miles only individual floatation devices are required,

either life vests or flotation cushions. Those carriers operating under

exemptions are required to provide only life vests.

Overwater Emergency Equipment:
1. the "flotation cushion" is the only form of water survival equipment on

the majority of aircraft. Users float on the back with the head in the water,

thereby subject to drowning from wave action, or unconsciousness/drowning as

a result of hypothermia. There are reasons to believe that some cushions lose
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effective buoyancy after only minutes of use. Further, many airline
*passenger information cards depict users floating vertically, head

out of water. FAA tests, in 1966, revealed that this position cannot be
maintained.
2. Standard FAA-Approved life vests are derivatives of a 1930's design,

the military "Mae West". This device was intended to be donned prior to
overwater flight, by trained crew members. Several accidents, and many

-- simulations, have demonstrated that most passengers (and many crewmembers)
cannot locate,don and operate the device under actual emergency conditions,
or in no-paniq, full light, simulations. In one accident, according to
the NTSB report, passengers were almost totally preoccupiel with locating,
unpackaging and donning the vest over a period of about seven minutes.
3. The current life rafts are too heavy and bulky to be successfully launched

*- under the most-probable accident conditions. But, they are also unsuitable
for planned ditchings; over a twenty year period less than 50' of installed
rafts were launched successfully, when time was available, and in some
cases none were launched. In lieu of developing rafts which are suitable,
the FAA cites deployment problems as part of the rationale for not having
them aboard.

*Crew Overwater Emergency Training: With rare exceptions, these are based
on the "planned ditching" scenario. During the drills, time is available
for vest donning, raft positioning at exits, etc. Some airlines provide
a little training in unintentional water contacts, others pay lip service
to it and some teach that all water accidents are planned accidents. The

*- crews are not prepared to react to this most-likely accident.

Rescue Capability: There is none in the context of locating and recovering
large groups of persons from offshore waters, within their anticipated
life expectancy.

* Environmental Hazards: In 32F to 50F waters, we can expect casualties
within minutes of entry. Immersion effects will have rapid impact on children,
elderly, those with heart/respiratory conditions. The physically handicapped
and non-swimmers will drown quickly. Even the fit and competent will face
drowning, given the nature of the individual floatation devices. In cool, or
cold, water it will be a "race" between death from drowning, or from loss of
body heat (hypothermia) In warmer waters, sharks are a definite threat. It
will be another "race".

It is clear that large airline aircraft can be involved in water accidents.
.Accident experience shows that these will probably occur in offshore waters

with little notice. The same experience shows that both equipment and training
are unsuitable. There is therefore a probability of major casualties in a
survivable accident. Persons who conduct "cost-benefit" studies might consider
the costs of preventing these deaths prohibitive. We believe, however, that
the true cost will be pennies per passenger flown and that the FAA, charged
with providing the "highest possible degree of safety" should require immediate
corrective actions.

*[ Prepared By: Wayne E. Williams, Director, Institute for Surival Technology
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A Program of Research on Human Factors in Aviation

Stanley N. Roscoe
Behavioral Engineering Laboratory

New Mexico State University

PROBLEM

Modern aircraft feature computer-aided communication, navigation,
guidance, control, and display systems. Area navigation systems and
control procedures have been implemented in a preliminary way and are
being extended to provide vertical guidance, speed control, and energy
management. Improved traffic control computers are being developed, a
new microwave landing system (MLS) is being implemented, and a satel-
lite global positioning system (GPS) and communication aids are waiting
in orbit. These technological and operational advances will affect all
types of flying; their benefits and demands will not be felt exclu-
sively by the aeronautically sophisticated.

Predictably the situation just described involves complex changes
in the roles of people and machines both on the ground and in the air.
Understandably various elements of the aviation community are con-
cerned about the long-standing human factors problems that are being
elevated to critical levels and will surely get worse before they can
be solved. However, before presenting a program of research on human
factors in aviation, let us examine why such a program should be con-
sidered at all and what can reasonably be expected to result from its
implementation.
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There appear to be two principal reasons for the growing feeling
of urgency in developing a program of research on human factors in
aviation. The first concerns the changing roles of flight crews and
air traffic controllers with increasing computer-based automation and
the impact of these changes on the people themselves--not only on
pilots and controllers but also on passengers and support personnel.
The second is the growing recognition among responsible people that
both airborne and ground instrumentation, including simulators and
other training devices as well as displays, controls, and communication
equipment, frequently fail to provide necessary and sufficient informa-
tion in a suitable form for current operations and that this need not
and should not be the case for the future.

"" Function Allocation to People and Machines

" Whether on the ground or in the air, some functions can be
handled better by computers than by pilots and controllers, but the
converse is also true. Nevertheless, the best ways to take advantage
of the capabilities of each are not always evident and generally not
clearly resolvable on the basis of current scientific knowledge. Fur-
thermore, how well each can handle any given function depends greatly
on how performance of the function is designed into the system--how
computers are programed and how pilots and controllers are selected
and trained and what types of displays and controls are provided to -

support their uniquely human abilities. -

Other things being equal, as they seldom are, if people are to be
most effective in complex system operations, they have to be kept busy.
Humans are poor watch-keepers, or monitors, called on to perform only
when something goes wrong or when the unexpected occurs. Computers, on
the other hand, are excellent monitors and are capable of fast, accu-
rate, and reliable responses in any situation that occurs predictably.
The "Catch 22" is that the uniquely human capability to handle the
unpredictable can be depended on only if the human is awake, alert, and
ready to take effective action, and these conditions can be maintained
only if the human is routinely involved and currently proficient.

Human Factors in Aviation System Design

The burden of human factors research in aviation is to provide a
practical scientific basis for designing equipment and procedures and
training and certification programs to optimize human performance of
those functions assigned to pilots, controllers, and maintenance
personnel. Whenever an airplane cockpit, a traffic control center, or
an operational or maintenance procedure is designed, the designer has
to make many decisions, whether consciously or otherwise, that will
affect the performance of operational and/or maintenance personnel.

"" Some relevant design principles have been established and embodied in
minimum standards for certification, but these are generally not well
stated, documented, or understood.
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Human Factors in Aviation Training and Certification ,

Similar problems exist in the area of operator training, certifi-
cation, and currency maintenance and assurance. Some principles of
effective training and transfer of learning have been developed through
research and operational experience. But once again these have not
been well documented and are not well understood by many who are re-
sponsible for specifying the characteristics of training devices or for
developing training programs. Clearly the major airlines have made the
best use of advanced technology in training, but even here much improve-
ment is possible and needed, and the benefits of their experience need
to be passed along to the rest of the aviation community.

APPROACH

How should a program of research on human factors in aviation be .

organized and implemented to assure timely availability of workable
solutions for the problems just described?

As a first suggestion, the problems can be approached in either a
horizontal or a vertical fashion, and each has its place. By the
horizontal approach we mean the development and validation of general
principles of design for human effectiveness--principles that can be
applied across the board whenever an operator is called on to perform a
certain class of functions or tasks. By the vertical approach we mean
the application, testing, and validation of horizontally derived prin-
ciples during the advanced development of specific systems and prior to
their operational certification. While this may cost time and money up
front, it will surely pay off later.

As a general rule, horizontally oriented research tends to be done
by universities and by a few small contract research groups. In con-
trast, the time and energies of research personnel in government
laboratories and industry tend to be consumed by projects of a more
typically vertical nature. The research programs at the University of
Illinois on principles of display frequency separation, flight path
prediction, and visual time compression are representative of the --

former type. The cooperative FAA/NASA programs on terminal configured
vehicles (TCV) and the cockpit display of traffic information (CDTI)
are recent examples of the latter type.

Display and Control Design Principles

Recurring problems in instrument design stem from the fact that
whenever any particular function has to be implemented the designer has
to make a number of decisions; he may or may not be aware that he is
making decisions, and very frequently he fails to consider that the
same alternatives have been dealt with many times before over many
other drawing boards. Few laboratory directors, project engineers,
training managers, or pilots realize just how many important design
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decisions are made in precisely this way. Nevertheless, this process
has gone on and on throughout the history of aviation system develop-
ment.

What are the sorts of decisions made over and over by different
designers at their drawing boards? A few examples and some of the
alternatives involved are listed below:

1. Size, scale factor, and sensitivity of a display
2. Direction of sensing: fly-to, fly-from, or frequency-separated
3. Visibility and reachability
4. Combinations of indications within a display
5. Display modes: alphanumeric, symbolic, pictorial
6. Arrangement of controls and displays within a panel or console
7. Feel of controls: damping, detents, feedback
8. Coding and function of switches, knobs, levers
9. Grouping of functionally related operations
10. Logic and coding of caution and warning indications

During the less than half-century since human factors engineering
was recognized as at least a semiscientific discipline, countless
horizontal and vertical research programs have dealt with such issues
as those embodied in the list above. Nevertheless, different decisions
have been made by different designers regarding similar applications of
each of the items listed. Possibly because individual applications
differ in subtle ways, the proper selection among design alternatives
is not always evident even to the most experienced people in the field.

None of the required decisions would be particularly difficult to
make if experts could agree on the correct choice among alternatives in
each case or if there were available a sufficient body of objective
data describing the consequences of any decision. It is a fact, how-
ever, that the experts do not agree. Some like the moving card, others
like the moving pointer; some believe in "symbolic" others in "pic-
torial" displays, and so on. On the other hand, there is experimental
evidence on many of these issueS, but it is not complete and, in addi-
tion, lacks generality. When new problems arise that are somewhat
different from the old ones that have been solved experimentally, it is
not certain that the old solutions are applicable.

Solving each new problem or each new version of an old problem by
experiment is simply not feasible. There is neither enough time,
money, nor manpower to accomplish such a program. Nor is it satisfac-
tory, in the absence of experimental evidence or unanimous opinion, to
be confronted with the necessity for making what often appear to be
arbitrary decisions. Often this necessity is avoided by authorizing
development of several alternative versions of the same system in the
hope that one will prove satisfactory. When this is done the designer
knows in advance that a large proportion of his money is necessarily
being wasted.
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The hope that a largely horizontal program of research might

ultimately reduce the designer's uncertainty appears to follow as a 0
natural consequence of the present dilemma. A horizontal program, as
a complement to existing vertical programs, carries with it the notion
of generality of results, and this is what is needed. The horizontal
approach implies in effect: let us not be totally diverted by the
particular problems that arise from day-to-day, but let us consider
the problem as a whole and attempt to arrive at general rules for
displays and controls that can be applied successfully in any subse-
quent instance.

Traiing and Transfer Principles

Human factors problems associated with the training, certifica-
tion, and refreshment of pilots, controllers, and support personnel
have much in common with those encountered in equipment and procedures

design, but there are also notable differences. In common is the situ-
ation that much of what is known and can be stated as principles is not
necessarily known to the people responsible for operational applica-
tions. In contrast, however, this is not so much a problem for re-
search as it is a challenge to spread the word to managers, adminis-

trators, and individual operators, including instructional system
developers and professional instructors.

For example, the potential effectiveness of flight simulators in
pilot training and certification is well documented, and in the case of

airline operations, widely and legally accepted. However, simulators
do not command similar respect and use in general aviation, air taxi,
and commuter operations. Admittedly there is less economic pressure to
replace flight training in less expensive airplanes, but the factors
contributing to the relatively ineffective use of simulators in primary
and intermediate training phases are complicated and subtle. To be
cost effective, simulators must save their operators money by costing
less to own and operate than the flight time they replace.

Possibly because of the outstanding success of airlines in using
complex and costly flight simulators for training, the belief is widely
held that simulators have to look, feel, move, and smell like airplanes 0
to be effective. In a subtle way the airlines have been caught in
their cn trap. To persuade their professional pilots to accept the

complete substitution of simulators for airplanes in the training and
certification process, they have emphasized the total fidelity of
simulators to their counterpart airplanes. The pilots, in turn, have
so ambraced the notion that a simulator has to be a tethered airplane
that they are now insisting on simulators of higher and higher
apparent fidelity.

This circular sequence of events and positions appears to offer
mixed blessings. Clearly the importance of certain types of simulator
fidelity has been well established both through research and opera-
tional experience, and this conclusion is gaining wide acceptance.
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Unfortunately it is also evident that efforts to achieve ultimate
apparent fidelity of simulators can be counterproductive. Not only is
the cost far out of line with any possible benefits, but also the
training effectiveness of such devices can suffer. Research has shown
that certain intentional departures from literal duplication of air-
craft characteristics can make possible training strategies far more
effective than those currently employed.

Evidence for these strong and, to some people, heretical state-
ments can be found in research on augmented feedback in training, on
unrealistically exaggerated response lags and instabilities, on
intentionally reduced visual cues in contact flight training and
elevated workloads creating larger than lifelike stresses analagous to
swinging a leaded bat before stepping to the plate. Similarly the
unwarranted emphasis on ultimate apparent fidelity tends to discourage

development and imaginative use of simpler and more flexible and
reliable part-task devices and computer-based teaching scenarios that
can yield even more effective training at a greatly reduced cost.

Reasons for the current state of our aviation training technology
are not hard to discover. While the Department of Defense has invested
vast sums in training-research simulators, virtually all of the re-
search has been of a vertical rather than a horizontal nature. Because
transfer of training experiments are difficult to conduct and also very
expensive, such experiments typically involve comparison of two, three,
or four training conditions treated as qualitative factors because they
are actually composites of quantitative factors too numerous and con-
founded to unravel and manipulate individually. This approach is
essentially vertical in that total simulator configurations are devel-
oped and then comparatively evaluated.

Results of such comparisons lack generality of application because
they reflect only the combined effects of particular sets of values of
the many component variables individually important in simulator design
and use. To get at the main effects and interactions, statistically
speaking, of the many independent design and use variables, a different
research strategy is called for, one that is essentially horizontal
rather than vertical. Fortunately a research paradiin new to the
aviation community, but long used in the chemical industry, has been
advanced by Dr. Charles Simon.

The practicality of applying this innovative research strategy to
human operator performance and training is no longer a matter for
speculation. More than half a dozen experiments conducted at the
University of Illinois have involved experimental designs and multiple
regression analyses of the type advanced by Simon. Also such a design
was employed successfully at NASA-Ames Research Center in a study of
pilot judgment of projected touchdown points on simulated landing
approaches by reference to computer-generated visual displays.
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Even more directly applicable, a transfer of training experiment
recently completed at New Mexico State University included five simu-
lator design variables, one training variable, and three transfer-
vehicle configurations. The experiment, completed in less than a
month, involved only 80 trainees, 48 of whom received training in
individually unique simulator configurations. The experiment yielded
reliable and unbiased regression equations for the main effects and
first-order interactions of the six experimental variables for each of

the three transfer-vehicle configurations. The specific findings of

this experiment, dealing with a simple lateral-steering task, have
little direct application to aviation but demonstrate that meaningful

multifactor transfer experiments can be conducted effectively and

economically.

FRINGE BENEFITS

Benefits of an aviation research program are not limited to the

application of research findings and technological advances, although
these can be expected to be substantial. The functions of such a

program are to educate as well as discover, and the production of
scientists and engineers who specialize in solving human problems
encountered in aviation system design, training, operation carries a
high priority at this time; individuals formally trained and with
research experience in these areas are in extremely short supply and
are badly needed by the aviation community.
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INTRODUCTION

In recent years human factors researchers have witnessed with
delight the growing demands for their expertise and services.
These calls have come from academia, government, and private
industry alike. Even the public at large has seemingly recognized
the need for science to not ignore the human factor. The present
workshop is but part of a larger reaction to these stimulating
developments. The U.S. General Accounting Office ( Comptroller - "
General) Report (CED-80-66) for example, encourages the FAA
to reinforce and expand attention to human factors. Yet, more
careful scrutiny of the non-specialist's concepts of human factors
often reveals that new dimensions have been added to the expect-
ations of human factors research. These new dimensions extend
well beyond the bounds of "Knobology","Boxology", and "Simu-
ology", past clinical and experimental biomedicine and behavioral
science on into the region of observational epidemiology. Human
factors criteria have been essential to epidemiologic studies in
occupational medicine and public health (1). In turn, human factors
research may be strengthened through application of epidemiologic
principles. The purpose of the following remarks is to present
some of the recent thoughts from modern medical research and
contemporary epidemiology and suggest that these conceptualizations
may be useful in developing a more systematic and rigorous approach
to human factors research in aviation.

EPIDEMIOLOGY

In that few epidemiologists are engaged in human factors activities
(less than 216 of the Human Factors Society membership are from
medicine(2)) it seems appropriate to offer a brief overview of this
branch of science. The term itself is derived from epi (upon),
demos(people), and 2oo( thought). In its broadest sense it is the
study of conditions that occur upon humans. Thus like "human
factors" the term "epidemiology" is open to many interpretations.
Today, epidemiologists usually define the discipline as the science
(more than just the study) of the occurrence of morbidity ( and by
implication, of health, safety, function, performance, etc. ) in man.
Traditionally, epidemiologists are clinicians who study health in
populations or groups of people. One essential difference between
epidemiology and clinical practice is that the former is concerned 0
with groups of people ( patients and non-patients) in their natural
environment, whereas the latter focuses upon the individual(patient)
more or less isolated from his environment.

Epidemiologic activities can be reduce to two general categories;
descriptive and inferential, with inferential w; rk being either
particularistic ( specific program, planning, or policy studies) or
scientific ( discovery of the natural laws governing health). In
common usage the term epidemiology can refer to that body of
knowledge or collection of information about a health condition, the
method of study using observation of groups, or the science of the
determinants and origins of health ( or illness).
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"* Six areas have been identified (3) in which epidemiologists
contribute to knowledge of health and safety and in which they

" aid in human health and safety decision making:

ETIOLOGY Identifying and quantifying
causal factors or risk
indicators.

EFFICACY Establishing the degree to
which health and safety
practices are either p

beneficial, useless, or
harmful.

EFFECTIVENESS Measuring the level to which
an efficacious practice
actually benefits a defined
group.

EFFICIENCY Measuring how much effect'-
iveness can be achieved for
a given expenditure of
resources.

EVALUATION Assessing the extent to
which a stated goal, objecive
or standard is actually
reached as the result of
specific health or safety 7
practices.

EDUCATION Introducing practitioners,
administrators, and policy
makers to the epidemiological __.

perspective, and to the value
of applying quantitative science
to health and safety problems.

From the above definition and description of epidemiologic work
the human factors specialist can surely recognize many over-
lapping areas of interest. This is especially true if we consider
the expanding horizons of the human factors field.

EPISTEMOLOGY

Scientific research activities can be said to operate on an epistemological
scale extending from the molecular or particle level on one end to the world
or universe level on the other end. Most biological and medical researchers
operate toward the reductionist end of the spectrum and search for knowledge
about the mechanisms of health or disease. Epidemiologists work near the
opposite end- in the holistic portion - of the epistemological scale ; they
search for knowledge of the determinants of health or disease. The fundamental
issue confronting medical research today is deciding on the role and priorities
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of these two approaches to health knowledge and control(4).

Among the public there is widespread belief that through basic
medical research we have stamped out the great disease killers
of the past. It is true that there has been a linear decline in most
infectious diseases over the last century, but the evidence suggests
this improvement in human health has been related to better socio-
economic conditions, not the result of reductionist medical research.
In fact the dominance of the mechanistic approach to health research
since the 17th century has been said to have led us to overlook the
importance of "smoking, refinement of food, and lack of exercise
is respiratory, intestinal, and cardiovascular disease. "(4)

Our objective here, however, is not to compare the relative merits
of the two approaches for they are complementary. Both are sources
of enlightenment; each has it's own class of problems for which it is p
more likely to produce rewarding results. The two epistemological
approaches are important in the context of human factors studies
primarily because each has spawned research methodologies that
to the uninitiated appear similar, yet are so strikingly different
that failure to recognize these distinctions can lead the unwary
investigator to false conclusions. As Kenneth Boulding said in his p

recent presidential lecture at the annual meeting of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science, (5)

"The uncritical transfer of statistical techniques
which are entirely appropriate in some epistem-
ological fields, into fields in which they are quite
inappropriate, has been the source of a great deal
of wasted scientific effort."

Methodological differences between the two approaches are many.
For example, one employs the well known experimental method, the
other often uses the more complex and less well known non-experi- I..
mental method. One assesses results by statistical inference procedures,
the other demands the causal inference process ( It should be stressed
that the basic principles governing the process of causal inference are
NOT the same as those of statistical inference.(6)) Acceptance criteria
for the one are usually two-sided arbitrary "p" values, for the other,
rational standards are set based on existing knowledge and pragmatic
projected outcomes. One approach emphasises sample quantity; the
other subject quality. As mentioned before, both approaches are
useful, the difficulty- arises when the experimental techniques are
misapplied to inappropriate data.

p

CONCEPTUAL BARRIERS

It has been recognized that scientific progress has frequently been
held back by inadequate problem conceptualization. The evidence
was already at hand but the problem was obscured by intellectual
fallacies. As medical research advanced these obstacles had to _ _

be overcome. Feinstein (7) has identified five common beliefs that
have acted as major conceptual barriers to the progress of clinical
3 :ience:
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I. In motivation, the clinician believes that the main incentive
for scientific research is to discover the cause of natural
phenomena and that phenomena whose causes are unknown
cannot be properly managed;

2. In reasoning, the clinician believes that his intellectual or-
ganization of clinical observations is rationally amorphous
-that his thinking has too many intricate and unquantified
elements to be expressed in the mathematical structures
used for other types of scientific analysis;

3. In observation, the clinician believes that his descriptions of
symptoms and signs cannot be scientifically precise because
they often contain nouns, adjectives, verbs, and adverbs
rather than the numerical dimensions ofmeasurement;

4. In correlation, the clinician believes he finds a constant as-
sociation between the abnormal structures and abnormal
functions that occur in human illness; and

5. In classification, the clinician believes that he adequately
identifies human illness by categorizing sick people with
diagnostic names that represent the morphologic and lab-
oratory abnormalities of disease.

Feinstein proclaims that

"Each of these beliefs is widely diseminated,
long established, and seldom questioned; each
has achieved the secure status of tradition; and
eatch is either inappropiate, obsolete, or mistaken.

Analogous misconceptions may currently serve as deterrents to the
growth of human factors research.

STRATEGIES AND TACTICS

As human factors investigators delve further into non-experimental
research they may benefit from some of the strategies and tactics
used by epidemiologists. Initially in epidemiologic work it was
necessary to improve study designs in the areas of homogeneity,
taxonomy, and nosography. A similar effort might be productive
in human factors research.

Inasmuch as the predominant study format for epidemiologic
research is the non-experimental design, epidemiologists have
had to develop means of avoiding, removing, or controlling for
bias and confounding. Indeed the major issues in epidemiologic
research are bias and confounding. These are complex matters
and connot be discussed within the constraints of this brief paper.
The main strategies involve restriction and stratification maneuvers.
For those more familiar with observational research figure l and
table I offer some insight into the epidemiologic approach and the
causal assessment process.
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

Judging from much of the material presented the objective of
human factors research might be construed as the search for p
"statistical significance." In the early stages of investigation.
prior to the development of biologically plausible hypotheses
such qualitative objectives would be acceptable. The main
thrust of epidemiologic work takes place in the quantitative
stage. Here the objectives are effect estimation, risk factor
identification, impact assessment and can involve decision p
analysis and cost-benefit studies that yield results usable by
planners and policy makers.

Many of the human factors data appear to be amenable to
these advanced analytic methods. Many of the existing data
not in usable form could also be cleansed and interpreted
by epidemiologic procedures. It thus appears that there is
an opportunity to enhance our human factors knowledge by
altering our research objectives.

CONC LUSIONS p

This short commentary is intended to encourage expansion
of human factors research through the application of epidemi-
ologic science. The chief short-term gain would be through
reassessment of existing reports and use of existing databanks
where the data are compatible with effect, impact, and
decision level analysis. By-products of this approach would
be identification of data deficiencies, recognition of additional
research opportunities, and establishment of research priorities.
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Table 1. ELEMENTS OF THE CAUSAL ASSESSMENT PROCESS

1- Temporal order: cause precedes effect.

2- Clinical trial/experiment removal of cause prevents effect.

3- Gradient of effect dose-response relationship.

4- Magnitude of effect strong effect more convincing.

5- Replicability effect occurs in other similar circumstances.

6- Clinical coherence : does not conflict with "known" natural
history of disease.

7- Biological plausibility : does not disagree with "known" biological
mechanisms.

8- Sociological credibility : Not at variance with "known" societal -

events.

9- Clinical analogy : similar causes produce similar effects.

10-Simultaneous specificity : both cause and effect limited to
specific circumstances.

11-Specificity of primary effect: effect under study is stronger than
other effects produced by the same
cause.
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COMMENTS OF BERTIL WERJEFELT, PRESIDENT, XENEX CORPORATION FOR THE RECORD

ON FIFTH HUMAN FACTORS WORKSHOP ON AVIATION, JULY 7-9, 1981 - WORKSHOP C:

CABIN SAFETY - SMOKE AND FIRE FACTORS: TOXICITY, HUMAN LIMITS AND PROTECTION.

The discussions and presentations on the use of Halon 1211 were certainly an

encouraging step forward in aviation safety. However, current practices to

supress fires could be further improved. The recent disaster in Riyadh is ample

testimony to this fact. Information available at this time indicates that toxic

fumes from an inaccessible cargo fire caused the 301 fatalities. In order to

have a meaningful fire extinguishing system, it is imperative that all possible ..

sources of fire and toxic fume generation be accessible, either with portable

extinguishers or permanent installations. Recognizing that permanent installa-

tions in the fuselage may be objected to from a weight standpoint, it may be

advisable to provide more hatches in the cabin floor in order to have easy

access to all cargo areas. By so doing, the use of the portable extinguishers

could be maximized. Obviously caution must be exercised when opening hatches.

Improved fire fighting training for flight attendant personnel would also

enhance safety.

The toxicity of fire supressants as well as the toxicity of the products of

combustion warrant that emergency protective breathing equipment be provided

for all occupants on board aircraft. Presently, emergency breathing equipment

for toxic fume protection is only provided for cockpit crews. In some cases, -. -

flight attendants are provided a portable emergency breathing device which

incorporates a smoke hood. This device, we are told, has a fifteen minute

duration of breathable air. The installed weight is between 4 and 5 pounds

pertunit. The duration of breathable air or oxygen available to the cockpit

2...
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crew in the event of a smoke or fire emergency is not well defined, but can be
0

interpreted to be 2 hours based on FAR 121.333. Supplementary oxygen supply

(duration) varies from airline to airline. Some airlines provide from 4 to 8

hours of supplemental oxygen (@ 14,000 ft.) for each flight deck crew member.

This equates to a to 1 hour pure oxygen supply per crewmember. FAR 121.337

"Protective breathing equipment for the flight crew" implies a 15 minute supply

(300 liters STPD of oxygen per crewmember). Although the law is confusing as
a

it concerns the actual minimum quantity of breathable air or oxygen that would

be available to the flight crewmembers for toxic fume protection, it goes

without saying that the longer one can sustain life in such emergencies, the
-S

better it is - especially if the extended duration does not entail added

economic penalties. We are informed that the weight penalty associated with

current cockpit crew emergency breathing equipment is at least 10 pounds per

.
crewmember. This translates to a 15 to 20 minute protection against toxic fumes.

It seems that the justification for providing emergency breathing equipment for

toxic fume protection for the crew, but not the passengers, is based on the . -

philosophy that no one will survive unless the pilots do. However, it has been "

repeatedly demonstrated that a large number of fatalities involving seemingly

survivable accidents are attributed to asphyxiation prior to or after landing.

In other words, the aircraft lands intact but the passengers are asphyxiated.

Although final reports have not yet been made concerning several recent disasters, "

it is believed that in excess of 600 people have been asphyxiated during the

last 24 months, mostly on american made aircraft. In perspective, this is a

staggering figure. In terms of loss of life due to asphyxiation, the aviation

industry is confronted with the equivalent of an MGM disaster every few months. .
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In the MGM disaster 84 fatalities were recorded, 68 of which were unquestion-

ably attributed to asphyxiation. (These victims showed no visible signs of

physical trauma.)

The concept of providing toxic fume protection for crewmembers only is un-

questionably outdated and contrary to available data and evidence which

suggests that protection should be provided non-discriminately to all occupants.

It is not so that industry or the FAA do not recognize that there are problems.

It seems, however, that the absence of an acceptable solution has posed a

continuous deterent to providing any toxic fume protective breathing equipment

whatsoever for the passengers.

Two principal factors to consider when implementing any new safety system de-

signed for use by the public are: A. The meaningful safety value of same and

B. Educating the public to its use. Additionally, of course, there are moral,

legal and financial ramifications.

Several years ago the FAA proposed that industry provide protective smoke hoods

for passenger use. Industry objected on two principal grounds: The smoke hood

would not provide mearngful safety value. In addition, considerable difficulty

was anticipated in educating the public to its use.

Some of the products of combustion encountered in aircraft fires are extremely

toxic. The fumes (hydrogen cyanide,for instance) can render victims unconscious

in a matter of seconds. This is perhaps the most formidable consideration when

addressing this problem. With such highly toxic components, that affect people

in a few seconds, the fact that aircraft doors can be opened, for ventilation

and smoke evacuation purposes, does not necessarily pose a meaningful safety

value, given the time required to descend, depressurize and open the doors.
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In addition to the protective breathing equipment, which is mandatorily

provided for the cockpit crews, the cockpits are ventilated with fresh air at a

rate which, in many cases, is 10 to 20 times higher than the rest of the interior

aircraft. This high fresh air ventilation rate serves to further diminish

the adverse affects of toxic fumes from a physiological standpoint as well as

enhancing pilot visibility. The net effects are: smoke or toxic fumes

eminating from other areas are essentially blocked from entering the cockpit

(so long as cockpit door is closed) or, in the case of a cockpit fire, the smoke

eminating from such a fire will be vented directly into the passenger compartment,

where the passengers have no protection whatsoever from the toxic fumes!

Aircraft fires are of two principal categories - in flight and post crash.

Meaningful safety devices for toxic fume protection should, of course, address

both circumstances.

One of the objections voiced by industry to the smoke hood, proposed by the FAA,

related to the difficulty in donning the device. Although there is some merit

to this philosophy, it would seem that a smoke hood is better than no protection

at all. However, it should also be pointed out that, in many cases the smoke

hood would be relatively useless considering the practical aspects of aircraft

fires. I.e. the first signs of a fire are usually manifested by smoke in the

cabin. Thus, donning the mask would also entail breathing contaminated air

trapped in the smoke hood.

The smoke hood was also objected to on the grounds that finding and donning .

the smoke hood would delay evacuation in the event of a post crash fire. There

may also be some merit to this philosophy.

-0
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It is now approximately two decades since the toxic fume and asphyxiation

problems were brought to the attention of government, industry and the public

in the form of asphyxiation fatalities from seemingly survivable accidents.

The absence of passenger safety equipment for toxic fume protection is now

being brought into the legal arena. Recently, a $62 million law suit was filed

against two operators and one manufacturer seeking compensation for two lives

lost in the apparently survivable Riyadh disaster (cause of death - asphyxiation).

The increasing use of combustible fluids as means of highjacking airliners

is also focusing attention on passenger emergency breathing equipment as well

as, of course, fire extinguishing equipment (Halon 1211).

There are viable solutions at hand which have been proposed by Xenex Corporation

for which Xenex has patents pending. In further elaborating on this subject, I

want to stress that while it is not my intention to use this forum to promote

a specific proprietary product or system, I would consider it a disservice to

members of this forum and the interest of public safety not at least to disclose

that there are now inexpensive and effective remedies available from private

industry.

In brief and simple terms, as explained to many of the participants at the

conference, the Xenex Portable Emergency Life Support (PELS) Systems utilize

the existing pneumatic air sources on board the aircraft as a source of fresh

uncontaminated air. In one of the preferred embodiments, the ducted fresh air

is diverted to the passenger service units and appropriately connected by means

of a hose and air bladder to the existing oxygen masks. This provides the user

a continuous uncontaminated fresh air source so long as the unit is connected

to the supply source, in other words, several hours of breathable air if this
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is necessary. The unit can be disconnected from its supply source thus 0

providing a portable supply of air by means of the air bladder which can also

function as a rebreathing bag. The portable supply is, within present design""-

parameters, sufficient for 2 to 8 minutes depending on individual require- •

ments. Reconnecting the PELS unit to the supply source will rejuvenate the

portable air supply in approximately 20 seconds, while simultaneously providing

breathable air to the user. I.

As we all know, safety in aviation is in many respects based on redundancy

systems. Therefore, (as it concerns the Xenex systems) in the event a compressor
0

should fail, for instance, from a burned out bearing, which may, in fact,

introduce undesirable and toxic fumes into the duct system, one would, of

course, use another compressor as a supply source. In the event of complete

engine failure in conjunction with the presence of smoke or toxic fumes, it

would be desirable to have a connection from the ram air duct(s) so that clean

ram air can be introduced into the system. The capability of providing ram

air into the cabin is useful not only from a standpoint of providing breathable

air in the event of engine or compressor failure, it also serves to enhance

the removal of toxic fumes,as well as to maintain cabin pressure and tempera-
S

ture,in the event of failure of the air conditioning packs. By way of example,

the pressure increase due to ram effect is approximately 50% over the static

ambient at normal cruise speeds. This means, descending to 18,000 ft., where
S

the static ambient pressure is approximately half of that at sea level, would

provide approximately normal pressurization of 11 psia. The increased fuel

burn at lower altitudes would make this a desirable feature,in that higher alti-

tudes can be maintained,in the absence of functioning pressurization equipment.
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By using ram air the need to open cabin doors for the removal of toxic fumes

may also be obviated. Another side benefit of the use of ram air is the

concomitant reduction in the use of bleed or compressed air when operating

within flight altitudes where ram air is useful for pressurization purposes.

The previously mentioned weight penalties of approximately 10 pounds per cockpit

crewmember to maintain 15-20 minutes of toxic fume protection, is in sharp

contrast to the weight penalty associated with the Xenex PELS System which is

on the order of only one-half pound (in many cases, less) per passenger seat,

for several hours of breathable air, plus the portable feature.

Recent cost figures, relating fuel penalty to the carriage of superfluous weight

on board aircraft, indicates that the cost per pound for a 747 operating 3,000

hours a year, is on the order of $45 to $50 per pound per year. Relating this - -

cost to the current equipment required to provide toxic fume protection for

the cockpit crew, we find the cost to be between $450 to $500 per year per

crew seat. The cost of the Xenex PELS, assuming an average trip of 3 hours,

based on average load factors of 60%, is on the order of 4 ¢ per ticketed

passenger!! On a per seat per year basis, it is 1/20th of cost of the cockpit . -

crew system. The cost of equipment itself, considering shelf life of the

equipment of 3-5 years, would add a fraction to the above cost of 4 €.

On a ticket valued at hundreds of dollars, absorbing an additional cost of 5C

for the purpose of safety and saving lives would certainly appear to be a pru-

dent investment on the part of the air traveler as well as the airline. Obviously,

there are no longer any valid economic deterents against providing meaningful

toxic fume protection for all occupants on board aircraft.
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In an effort to ease and minimize the burden on industry, a Xenex PELS unit,

suitable to be connected to the fresh air (gasper) outlets will also be avail-

able. This unit requires positive action on the part of the user for activation

whereas, the other PELS unit previously described is a passive system, merely

requiring the donning of the mask when it is presented.

The major objections previously voiced by industry vis-a-vis the smoke hood,

i.e. meaningful safety value and delay in evacuation, are effectively remedied

with the Xenex PELS System. A practical example of this, as it concerns, for

instance, the evacuation of aircraft, would be to deploy the emergency breathing

equipment, and if the passengers find need to use it in the course of evacuation,

then they need merely breath from the nearest available unit. Current regula-

tions require that emergency evacuation of aircraft be accomplished within 90

seconds. The 2 to 8 minute portable air supply of the Xenex systems provides

more than adequately for this implied requirement for portable protective

breathing equipment in the course of evacuation.

In closing my comments on this issue, I believe you will agree it is blatantly

apparent to everybody that: A. there is a long overdue need for emergency breathing

equipment for all occupants on board aircraft; B. There are viable solutions (both

technically and economically) available from private industry that can be implemente"

essentially immediately; C. Previously, the greatest deterent for an effective

improvement in this area of aviation safety,was the cohesive will of all parties

concerned to affect such an improvement,within the state of the art at the time. -

It is impossible to perceive that this deterent still exists.
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Conclusively, although there are other parallel issues, relating to smoke and

fire safety, deservant of utmost attention and resolve (some of which may await

ultimate resolution for many years); safety improvements concerning asphyxiation

hazards must be implemented in the immediate future.

I appreciate the opportunity to present my views on these serious issues and trust

that they are of meaningful value to the members of this forum, the traveling

public, FAA and industry.
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QUESTIONNAIRES DISTRIBUTED IN WORKSHOP A, BIOMEDICAL AND BEHAVIORAL
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IDE'ITIFICATION OF HUMAN FACTORS ISSUES IN AVIATION":

BIOMEDICAL AND BEHAVIORAL FrCTOF:S

I. TITLE OF ISSUE OR QUESTION:

Skill mairter,ance: r'ilot Proficiency --

1I. SUMMARY OF ISSUE OR QUESTION:

Identif- Problem areaz and make recommendations for thic iv,-si,-
ternance of rilot Proficiericv.

III. RATE PRIORITY OF RESEARCH ON THIS ISSUE AS IT RELATES TO
AVIATION SAFETY.

S x / -- / / __/ --------- -- ----
EXTREMELY HIGH MODERATE LOW EXTREMELY .

HIGH LOW

IV. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION.
A. EVIDENCE FOR IMPORTANCE OF ISSUES:

1. Number of aircraft accident, where Pilots are in
situations bevorn'd their skills at that moment.

2. Increased information load Pilots art recuired to
Process more todaw than before.

3. Variance of Pilot's skills and aircraft tvpes in
general aviation,.

B. FUTURE RESEARCH PROJECTS NEEDED REGARDING THIS ISSUE:

1. Effects of automated flight, increased information
load orl manual flding skills.

2. Evaluation of cortinuing rilot education, including
standardization of B.F.R,

3. Evaluation of 6 hours, 6 approaches Per six, month
regulation.

4. Development of ongoir,g Pilot attitude trainino and
assessment,

C. APPLICATION OF FINDINGS - SAFETY, EFFICIENCY, AND/OR COST
BENEFITS EXPECTED FROM FUTURE RESEARCH ON THIS ISSUE:

Safetw benefits are obvious; efficienc arld cost benefits
include not onlw fewer accidents, but reduced trainir g
costs: higher volyaie."

Do REFERENCES:

NTSB accident reports

E. (OPTIONAL) PARTICIPANT NAME: Fred C. Hwman"
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IDENTIFICATION OF HJM!,N FACTORS ISSUES IN AVIATION: -< "

BIOMEDICAL AND. B EHAVIORAL FACTORS

I. TITLE OF ISSUE OR QUESTION:

IriveE ti tior, of the human fa,- tor. irnvo1ved in tihe i , uct ti,
of cathode rav tube dislas in airline cocIiti..

II. SUMMARY OF ISSUE OR QUESTION:

More information is needed on n:,me'ous ilot/di y.m, irit.e!fc .
auestions such as what information to disrl,1 when, wh -t form,
Priorit, of various i.-.formatior,, what ould be autc.'Ticl,
displaed, what manualli called up, etc.

III. RATE PRIORITY OF RESEARCH ON THIS ISSUE AS IT REI..ATES TO
AVIATION SAFETY.

--------- .-----------
EXTREMEI.Y HIGH MODERATE L.OW EXTREMELY

HIGH LOW

IV. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION.
A. EVIDENCE FOR IMPORTANCE OF' ISSUES:

These displaws are comirng. Some research ,oinig on b, air-
craft manufacturers in U.S, and U.K.

B. FUTURE RESEARCH PROJECTS NEFDET REGARDING THIS ISSUE:

See II above

C. APPLICATION OF FINDINGS - SAFETY, EFFICIENCY, AND/OR COST
BENEFITS EXPECTED FROM FUTURE RESEARCH ON THIS ISSUE*$

CRT's are expected to be cost beneficial; safetv will
be effected bw cwalitw of research and decisions resultirng.

D. REFERENCES:

Huma'n factors literature

E, (OPTIONAL) PARTICIPANT NAME? W, A. Jenson
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IDETIFICATIOM OF HUMAN FACTORS ISSUFS IN AVIATION: ..

BIOMEDICAL AND BEHAVIORAL FACTORS

I. TITLE OF ISSUE OR OUESTION:

T'::tal Simulator vi Ai, r-la..a Truirir::

Ii- SUMMARY OF ISSUE OR OUESTION:

Moare ald rmc.re -Pilot tr~ir'iniA is bei" accomplished i with simulatrstr
because of their in .re 1si"! sophis.ticaxtior arid the "'O'v!fic t' F- -
ages offered. Ye ., th, are not a com"icte :ubn Lit. -,ut_,: for cir-
Pla:e time. Int ma " as, ti lots do not zarqroazh }.roble;:s in:
siul .tu 7  the se.me .a' them do in, an, EiTP! F e be",Ee-', of motivati: al
PrOb. lM.. or the .. s s.imu .lation tLrsir:i",j i'. is c :d.cta , c-'t :i
tezh':.i- .. es such a. L.ine.-.O; ieriented Fli: L T-,i-- ir: L.FT) .- , h'.,.

alleviate come of "hec "rutem, None the leIssr this state of
affair.., i. racei! 2,:. dese-vec close scr.tir,, .How r. e i1  :ic t

Q a siml at o-r be ino-.r b a, efrcctive o airplan;e train-

III RATE PP:T.ITY OF RESEARCH ON THIS ISSUE AS IT RELATES '")
.VIANTIOX SAFETY.

- - - - - - - - - -~~ - -- - - - - - - - - - -/ . . .. / . . "... 0
EXTREMELY HIGH MODERATE LOWj EXTREMELY

HI GH LOW

IV. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION,
A. EVIDENCE FOR IMFOF:TANCE OF ISSUES:

The new FAR allowing, for eventiual total simulator triri,
and the roclative absen.ce of simulator vL airplane evaluations.
of the effectiveiess of trai.irn,-

B. FUTURE RESEARCH PROJECTS NEEDED RF.GARnINO THIS ISSUE:

( . ove)

C. APPLICATION OF FINDINGS - SAFETYP EFFICIENCY, AND/OR COST
BENEFITS EXFECTE; FROM FUTURE RESEARCH ON THIS ISSUE:

If simulator trainin, is Proven ro,uJhlv comparable, air-
Pla re time cai bg almost completelyt eliminted resultirng
in sir:ificanit cost svirzs, However, traiirri, or ..wriizztior, s
mus t Proceed with caU.iori,

D REFERENCES:

Lir.e-.O ierted Fliight Trainirg. Lauber Z Foushee
NASA CP 2184

E. (OPTIONAL) PARTICIPANT NAME: Dr, H. Clayton Foushee
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IDENTIFICnTION OF HJM)AN~ i ATOS-13 ISSUES IN VITO
£4IOMErjICAL ANrI PE-IIR! FA CT:)M:S

* I. TITLE OF ISSUE r OjESON

TI I.SflUM.Y 'FISSUE 01 DIUESTION*4

* 1A!~i~ t y~~eof' 1.jc_;~ icf . eeded- i:AiUd i..C~CTts~ct1os o

t C Ws !"w Cr rn. Ii t r 'i lot. act ions?
t'i '>i or of 0 ort fol 01 i Cfis 1ff 1"1 rnot i1oT i!ns fot i "I b -L t- e r:

D1i ff icul, Q f I ~ naii' ar~~js ofi in an Lautomated erivi rc-
mo nt

III R A TE PrI'.OrFITY OF RFESEARCH+ ON THIS ISSUE AS IT RELATES TO
AVIATION SAFETY.

E :X TR E ME L.' HIGH MODERATE LOW EXTREMELY
H 0H LOW

* .SUPPLEMEN7ARY INfORMTIN .
A. EVIDENCE FOR IMPORTANCE OF 1$UES*

Humrani is a Poor monitor of irvcc,..uorict events andj railures.
Pilots hcvc dit'ticul Lv trzsrsitionir from~ hi:91hl- automated
Ei -craft to M~airllyL ITI-fnuaJ1 2i rTr.I e.:5. First Off icer or-
DC 10 to CziPtZai:-i on 14--727,
t.o b e e f fec(t.i ve ie in e , .se iIcd min nu iIo wo r at iorns t.h ey. m us t
m a rit2.i r! si 11 is throwulh active involvemen-t in rout ine

o,,.-T at ions.
Be FUTURE RESEARCH PROJECTS NEFEDI REGARDING THIS ISSUE,

What io roo role of automation arid how much car f hul1U
Pilot be tak~er-i out. of cunittcl arid informatio-I luoy' i.~o orposed
to lai him i n l oon F. 3nd 1h_:v i!AL o mP u te r a3orniit or Y adv is v

arnid/or im"Iit 'Ii S a ct ions. E

C. APPLICATION OF FINDINGS -- SAFETYI EFFICIENCYP AND/OR COST
BENEFITS EXPECTED FROM FUTURE RESEARCH ON THIS ISSUE:

Controlled flissht irsto terrain ac :cidents have been virtucllu
eliminated bd O.P.W.S. Fuel arnd ef'ficiencv saving~s can be
real ized through fli i-ht mianagemenit z.tns

Do. REFERENCES:#

NASA Ames Automaatiori report - Dire Wieniie and lir. EBoehir-Dazvis
Aviation Psvcholog.: - Dr.- Roscue

E. (OPTIONAL) PARTICIPANT NAME: Dir. Roscoe/ Edmurids
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7.V

IDENTIFICATION OF HUM:' N FACTORS ISSUES IN AI1ATIN*
BIOMED:CAL AND BEHAVIOR.L FAC'!ORS

Io TITLE OF ISSUE OR QUESTION:

Inrcjfor.! t ior'j P.-eser, tat ion,-

II. SUMMARY OF ISSUE OR QUESTION:

'With advanced flizht displavs, utilizin CRT LLchfo loA, not erough
attention has been -Eive'r to rlight information PyesenmLtiorl, forait,
i.e., size, shape, color, bLO0"u, for standardization to rideuce
error and fatigue.

6

III. RATE PRIORITY OF RESEARCH ON THIS ISSUE AS IT RELATES TO
AVIATION SAFETY.

/ .------------ / .-----....-------- ---------- /
EXTREMELY HIGIH MODERATE LOW EXTREMEL YHIGH LOW

IV, SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION.
A. EVIDENCE FOR IMPORTANCE OF ISSUES:

With the Proliferation of CRT ond odvriced displa-s (HUD,
Shared Radar Disrplais, Advanced avionics) have developed
different displavs with little attention to Presentotiort
of information#

B, FUTURE RESEARCH PROJECTS NEEDED REGARDING THIS ISSUE:

Committee should be established to determine human factors
needs when developing advanced displa S." "

C. APPLICATION OF FINDINGS - SAFETY, EFFICIENCY, AND/OR COST
BENEFITS EXPECTED FROM FUTURE RESEARCH ON THIS ISSUE: 0

This might riot appear to be hot issue right now, but without
consideration, we will face same Problems as with cocKpit
standardization 20 vears ago#

D. REFERENCES:

(new suggestion,)

Eo (OPTIONAL) PARTICIPANT NAME: Russell Lawton (AOPA)
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IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN FACT OR3 ISEUES IN :T EI TSN
BIOMEDICAL ANT BEHAVI DR. L ... TR...

I, TITLE OF ISSUE OR OLESTION:

Miriuium Standards for Coc i st Yiiibi iiLt_

II. SUMMARY OF I3UE OR cOUESTTON'

Marv currr, t zi rcraft do ot Leet viLibiIit, .,ttdrds re," 4ied
in Title 14 of the Code of Federal Reulatioris. n draft Adv!.,

circular incorpo-ates z-, SA.E committee remeiJatior o, fel-.,

these standards to allow even Pocrr vii.ibilit'

III. RATE PRIORITY OF RESEARCH ON THIS ISSUE AS IT REL.ATES To
AVIATION SAFETY.

/------------/ . / -

EXTREMELY HIGH MODERATE LOW EXTREMELY
HIGH LOW

IV. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION,
A. EVIDENCE FOR IMPORTANCE OF ISSUES:

There have been four mid-air c-ollisions iivolving the DC-9

alone in which the other aircraft and/or its cont-ail was
obscured or at least, Partiallv obscured from the view of
one or both Pilots bi the noistndard (oversized) window
posts.

B. FUTURE RESEARCH PROJECTS NEEDED. RF3ARriING THIS ISSUE:

Studies of Probabiltv of detection of nonmoving (collision
course) targets of varving shapes, sizes, and contrast with
background as a function of thc-ir i}r-atial r-roximit to
cockpit window Posts of various widths.

C. APPLICATION OF FINDINGS - SAFETY, EFFICIENCY, AND/OR COST
BENEFITS EXPECTED FROM FUTURE RESEARCH ON THIS ISSUE:

Establishment of the seriousness of the decrement in traffic ..
detection performance associated with Posts that exceed
interpupillarv width.

D. REFERENCES:

NTSB reports of accidents over Urbana, Ohio (1967); Fairland,
Indiana (1970); and Duarte, California (1971). Yugoslav
government report of accident over Zagreb (1976)

E* (OPTIONAL) PARTICIPANT NAME: Stan Roscoe
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IDENTIFICATI19N OF HUM.AN FACTOR~S ISSUES IN AVLATION:
PIOMEDIjCAL AND BEHAYIOF:AL FACTORS

:.TITLE F SEL:E -OR QUESTICN:.

I*SUMMAFRY CFITTE OF' 'Q'UESTION:

,j 1: -toc+ nt st.?te' F-rt"lem of Pilotim- in airlin~e
uF -t ion s :7tig~je enmbodieE elenierits of r'h ,iical o.-;rtiory SE'deritar"V
F'2 nodsq sleec? djsru! tionsy ;chedul-iiy da~ ,'s ni--',t fivjiri and grounid
vs flight activities.

4

II.RATE PRIORITY OF RESEARCH OIN THIS -aSSUE AS IT RELATES TO
AVIATION SAFETY.

/ X-----/----------/.-----------.

E X T RE M E..V HIGH MO1DERATE LOW EXTREMELY .
Hi IOH LO'W

I V. SUPPLEMENTARY I NFORMATI ON.
A.EIENCE FOR IMPORTANCE OF ISSUES*

Recent conferences; lair e.rt isue, r ~uss
reflects Public concern for 't

FUTUFRE FEEFC ROJECTS NEEED REGARDIN:2 THIS ISSUE:

O?~~.~oro1reseakrc.'hl v~?I of niot-hods for objectivde

-C- Tr ,T~ OF c,. ,NG SAFETY, EFFLIENL!,6N7 -'G" /~r.
BENEFIr.TS( EXPECTED; FROM FUTURE PE SE A r:H ON THIS ISSUE:

D. RE F E R: CE S

NASA CofTcn~*o oi.so D~~nc c~~~~i F.). -

A* :
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IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN F(" 'CTOPS ISS1 !S IN 'I ;jTIO'

BIOMEDICAL AND BEHAVIORAL FnCTORS

I. TITLE OF ISSUE Or QUESTION:.

The eff'ectiveness of' Fliijht Pzath Control (.tt.d)>~io~.

bv electronic devices in -the cocP.it.

II0 SUMMARY OF ISSUE OR QUESTION:#

* 1. Reliabilitv of' the m~oitorinz device in ;-rovidinma~i
g ui dance

2. LacP-k of' consistent arnd standardized o.-orat ions_.

III. RATE PRIORITY OF RESEARCH ON THIS ISSUE AS IT RELATES TO
AVIATION SAFETY.

------------------------------ /-------------
EXTREMELY HIGH MODERATE LOW E XT,',,'_V

HIGH LOw

IV. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION.
A. EVIDENCE FOR IMPORTANCE OF" ISSUES:#

1. Altitude deviationaB are a wiaJQ!' rbl!
2, Al ti tude dey iat icorn; doel r~zdo -rctE,-t icr: L-.; rt: :ATu

svstenj and can enid -.c lead to :a iarczl1iscn .
3. Altitude werning -utepi r mi r ed 2y rc i ri nd

h ave rnot solved -harcblem.,

Bo FUTURE RESEARCH PROjECTS NEEED PSr-RD-= TH T iSE

1. r'csi-r; of standardized cockr-t r.uv
d e r a de t C': i T T r:,!i tci: CC,' 1 t 10;-:

2. Better Human ri o iriput into L.z~ rd 12 .i
of these 9 irli oie

C.APLICATION OF FIND1IGS - SrtFET*.Y; F::E, 'RC
BENEFITS EXPECTED FROM 77UTURE CFE; N TIS :- u

I. In CTe . d I.

Di. REFERENCES:

c a rriLr -,i r*Y- i

E. (OPTIONAL) Pr; RT T 1 i'NT 4M . O~1:
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IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN FACTORS ISSUES IN AVIATION:
BIOMEDICAL AND BEHAVIORAL FACTORS

I. TITLE OF ISSUE OR QUESTION:

Mai itenince of ::.1lot ezl if icctions in; 1,oP: t Qh ,, 2 ::e -:i c-, _-f L

II. SUMMARY OF ISSUE OR QUESTION:

Some operator's reciuire crews to mairt-in c, ,_,_.lifJcation or; more
than one aircraft arnd/or rotorcraft.

III. RATE PRIORITY OF RESEARCH ON THIS ISSUE AS IT REi.ATES TO
AVIATION SAFETY.

/-------------/---------------- ---------- / - /
EXTREMELY HIGH MODERATE LOW EXTREMELY

HIGH LOW

IV* SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION.
A. EVIDENCE FOR IMPORTANCE OF ISSUES:

Irn a recent Airmicronesia accident, Pilot er'or was cJitcd
as the Probable cause becauls ur habit Petterrvi established
from fluirs a Previous Piece of ,ui'ermnt.

B. FUTURE RESEARCH PROJECTS NEFDE REARDING THIS ISSUE:

To whet degree whould the coc!,.pit i:!d rrocedures be mere
standardized to allow this Procedure.

C. APPLICATION OF FINDINGS - SAFETY- EFFICIE.NCY , 1,4.r
BENEFITS EXPECTED FROM FUTURE RFE)RC'H C" TH":,S i-SSUE

This mia tremerdousl. crs'ance t

D. REFERENCES:

Airline Flight St ri"rd,AL FA, i "1 -

E. (OPTI ONAL) PARTTP!FANT NAME: i' .. E a l
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IDENTIFICATION OF HUM,'N FfA-CTORS ISSUES IN AVIATION:

BIOMErICAL AND BEHAVIORAl. FACTORS

T7 rr L T C I.. R -:C' QUESTION:

....... DL sia Phi s o hc - Huma f i t stt i.n e Ih-. d ,

TI. SUMMARY OF ISSUE OR QUESTION:

There are a number of' new svstem. being:. -2lO~e,2 fr.1 new and
older aircraft that do not bcnsfiL frcmn , t_-in', Philosorh,. or
standard that fulle c: on:siders the hua...: -.lcmant.

iI° R,,.ATr IRTY OF RESEARC. ON THIS ISSUE AS IT RELATES TO
A AV PITION SAFETY.

/--------------------

EXTREME - ,_'. I GH MO r EPDER'ATE L LOW EXTREMELY
H I H LOW

IV. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION.
A. EVIDENCE FOR IMPORTANCE OF ISSUES:

There are severa l mTanufactJrors who are buildin . the same
zieces of ecuirment with diffe.ent desizrs Philosophies.

1+• Fl-i, ht m,:na emen"t s-.stems

2. Ra dio mnaement sv stcms
3. Beacon Collision Avoidence

4. WBrrri:. sestems, aural and visjal
5. CRT systems disnlaes
6. Heads un dicsla,

B. FUTU:RE RESE,A.CH. PROJECTS NEFDED 'REGARDING THIS ISSUE:

1. Loc-tion of in..trutmenttion 7. CoMPrehension
2, Type-: of :Jisnlas -

3. Tees cf c:ntrols
4. Se a uenci c f Ei- -p 1 a s
5. Light c ors
6. Field of si.ht

C.., AFIATTrON OF FINDINGS - SAFETY, EFFICIENCY, AND/,OR COST
BENEFITS EXPECTED FROM FUTURE RESEARCH ON THIS ISSUE:

T., n et .e s t. woul, d 'be ar' iir::re se ±r" ncafeL, iss coDLt
I t rain , .- " isnrove st.ar'da, 'i

E. REFERENCES : I-C -"

I1 i ie FI i " S I.-. d a B'-".LP , I ASA, 'nd Priv te i n dustr' V

T" T

E. O GTI\ -, t:_ ,
T l.. E : Iu f Erielman, Rulic Airlines
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IDENTIFICATION O' HUMAN FACIORS ISSUES IN AVIATION:"
BIOMEDICAL AND BEHAVIORAL FACTORS

I TITLE OF ISSUE OR QUESTION:

Workload reouirements in verious clzsses of oper-atior cojir-mermt
operation)

II. SUMMARY OF ISSUE OR QUESTION:

-What are the differences in, cockpit workload recuirCiTients betweer:
single Pilot, li.htl eauiFrod g-errl aviation aircraft znd multi-
crew aircraft, operating IFR in hig-h dcnsit.- terminal areas,.

III. RATE PRIORITY OF RESEARCH ON THIS ISSUE AS IT RELATES TO

AVIATION SAFETY.

------------ . X .. -- ----------- -

EXTREMELY HIGH MODERATE LOW EXTRhEI.MY
HIGH LOW

IV. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION.
A. EVIDENCE FOR IMPORTANCE OF ISSUES:

Traffic mix ir, high densitv areas
Increased regulation of cirsr.ace

B, FUTURE RESEARCH PROJECTS NEEDED RFGARDIN3 THIS ISSUE:

Realistic wa to assess vzria .lj e vackpit work.load
renuirements imrosed bw x Procedure under consideraLion.

C. APPLICATION OF FINDINGS " SAFETY, EFFIC*E.Cy: A,-/OR C'5T
BENEFITS EXPECTED FROM FUTURE RES!eARCH ON THIS ISL'E:

Increased sjafetu based on er,-dresi .i-_.i W.it.h ...
opportunit- for error cu .., ed bu e a'eaiitic i nformti -..-.
Processing or crew work!uad ,r...,i vmert0. .'.

D. REFERENCES:

(new sugestioi,

E. (OPTIONAL) PARTICIPANT NAME: Jr!i Milli'r:
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IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN FACTORS ISSUES IN AVIATION:
BIOMEDICAL AND PEHAVIORAL FACTOR'S

I, TITLE OF ISSUE OR CUESTTON:

Computeor Asz.cis * .ed _. .,_ !--t: ctiori (CAI).

II. SUMMARY CF ISSUE OR OUESTION:*

Shou,,ld, CA! bz uucd as secord level in.tructior: to up-grade Pilots
to advarced Electronic disrlaLi?

"11. .TER..RI T Y F, PirC4-' ON THiS ICSUE AS IT RELATES TO
AVIATION SAFETY.

/ /----------
EXTREMELY HIGH MODERA.TE LOW EXTREMELY

HIGH LOW

IV. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION.
A. EVIDENCE FOR IMPORTANCE OP ISSUES**

Econom,!cs, simulatorcosts to, high for traiing Pilots orn
new disrlas and flih jida,,ce sst.e,-L --
Table toy- terminals &nd other ricw trainir aPP'roaeches will
be ,_.oin:- to cut simulaEtor costs.

P. FUTUR'E R ,ESEARCH PROJECTS NEFDEIT. REGARRDING THIS ISSUE:

As to how much 't;in~ii:-: ti me car: be saved. Teoch corce'ts

with t,- csts and crcw confiderc factor as Prite
,_"C OI-i e r ,n: S

C. PFFLICAT ION cnF FIND!:.CS -- S,:FET'/, EF FICIENCY, ANr,/OR CC'3...
C-~~~ AN.O r.'.

BE...E.TS EXPECTED .... FUTURE RF..'.. O!. THIS ISSUE:

.. t.....ott. Q..... t , cre .' rio'ie",i- utilize odv riced

D0 REFER:ENCES"

' -. (T L) C T•F C". W. Cizor
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IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN FACTORS ISSUES IN AVIATION:

BIOMEDICAL AND BEHAVIORAL FACTORS

I. TITLE OF ISSUE OR QUESTION:

Cockpit standardization

II, SUMMARY OF ISSUE OR QUESTION:-

Should the FAA recuire more standardization of flight &c..
ecuipment? Currentlv unlike the U*S. Milit-r there iiE@
little in the FAR's that reauires th,:t the location7 size
or shape of controls or displays be stendardized.

III. RATE PRIORITY OF RESEARCH ON THIS ISSUE AS IT RELATES TO 6
AVIATION SAFETY.

.----------------------. X - /-- /_------/
EXTREMELY HIGH MODERATE LOW EXTREMELY

HIGH LOW

IV. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION.
A. EVIDENCE FOR IMPORTANCE OF ISSUES:#

Pilot f'ling different aircraft ma, suffer from habit
interferrence when oreratirg different ecti,-.,erit.

Bo FUTURE RESEARCH PROJECTS NEEDED REGARTDIN "HIS SSU.

New displays such as CRT asii H.D111 and' the roifeti,
of digital control Panel

C. APPLICATION OF FINDINGS - SAFETYr E'-ICIENCY, AN,.,"R COST
BENEFITS EXPECTED FROM FUTURE RESEARCH 01 THIS ISSUE:

Safety, minimize error

D. REFERENCES:

NTSB 'Aircraft Desi!r, Ir'duced Er.r '
i 1 67 F L f '. . .,"

Dlesign, Induced Lardiri Gear Ac:id-nt i :.,
A/C, NTSB Spec Inve-t 80-10.

Eo (OPTIONAL) PARTICIPANT AE " -..----------------
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IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN FACTORS ISSUES IN AVIATION: .- -

BIOMEDICAL AND BEHAVIORAL FACTORS S

I. TITLE OF ISSUE OF: 'ESTION:

Self--Id:ced Stressors

!I. SUMMARY OF ISSUE OR QUESTION:

Continue and am'r.d the research of aircrcw Pcrformance degradation•
due to self-induced stressori such as self-,medicaLion, dru,4 abuse
Poor sleep and eating Patterrs, zIcohal, etc.

III. RATE PRIORITY OF RFSEARCH ON THIS ISSUE AS IT RELATES TO
AVIATION SAFETY.

/--------------------
EXTREMELY HIGH MODERATE LOW EXTREMELY

HIGH LOW 0

IV. SUPPLEMENTARY INFOFMATION.
A. EVIDENCE FOR IMPORTANCE OF ISSUES:

High incidence of Pilot cawsed aircraft accidents.

B. FUTURE PESEARCH PROJECTS NEErIED F'EGARDIN THIS ISSUE: -.

Sunernistic effects of altitude with items such as:
Commor: cold re:yedie:, zlecr, deprivation, residual effects " "
of alcohol (over 8 hour Past drirs,-.ir,), reactive hupo-
!'_'-ceia, N-t on:lu consider sin.-v1, but in combination.

C. A'_.ATTON OF FIN'INGS - SAFETY, EFFICIENCY.- A ND/OR CQST
BENEFITS EXPECTED FROM FUTURE RES.ARCH ON THIS ISSUE*

More than re.ul.tors, suw:." t (dissemination, of informatiorn
throussh all Possible avenues. Irclusior i: vcriouz flizht
instruction Prcgrams throughu.u'L the spe:ectruum of Pilot ratirgs.
can be eecu.a ed , era surin, thcue itams are included it-
written ecmin:atio:"s b', FAA de in-ated ,.:ilnsirsrsf

'. REFERENCES:

CAM! of FAA d3r-' School of Aerosp'cce M,-dicinco of USAF
Naval Safetv Certen, US N Iv ard Air Ironaction and Safetu .-

Centcr, Norton AFBq CO
E. (OPTIONAL) PARTICIPANT NAME: ChaJ les S. Erwin
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IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN FACTORS ISSUES IN AVIATION:6

BIOMEDICAL AND BEHAVIORAL FACTOFRS

I* TITLE OF ISSUE OR QUESTION*.

* Task Performance criteria

II, SUMMARY OF ISSUE OR QUESTION:*

Should/can minimum Performance stanridrds be set for Pilot
Performance over arnd above current stanidards/re!:!ulations?

III* RATE PRIORITY OF RESEARCH ON THIS ISSUE AS IT' RELATES 103
* AVIATION SAFETY.

/--X---/------------------------------------------
EXTREMELY HIG1H MODERATE LOW EXTREMELY

HIGH LOW

IV, SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION.
A. EVIDENCE FOR IMPORTANCE OP ISSUES:

Pilot's Protest to 'age 60' rulef accidents caused bu.
Pilot error.

B. FUTURE RESEARCH PROJECTS NEEDED REGARDING THIS ISSUE:#

Are different standards reouired for different Planes?
Should standards be set at the end-point level (e.ij.
laniding~ the Plane) or at the subtask/f actor level
(eogo reaction time)? Should PerforMance stcrridads be set for
Peak Performanice level, median lG'vc1 or lowest level
exhibited bv Pilot? Should different standa-dis be set+
for entryj-level vs. expericriced r'iic-Lis, Are these COM-
Perisating factors associated with agie?

C* APPLICATION OF FINDINGS -SAFETYr EFFICIENCY, ANP/OR: COST
BENEFITS EXPECTED FROM FUTURE RESEARCH ON THIS 1SSUE0

D. REFERENCES:*

Chiles*# CAMI Reports
NASA Rep'orts

E, (OPTIONAL) PARTICIPANT NAME: C;. Moll.T-
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IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN FACTORS ISSUES IN AVIATION:
BIOMEDICAL AND BEHAVIORAL FACTORS

I* TITLE OF ISSUE OR QUESTION:

Development of methods for evaluatir changes ir functional and
operatjonal capabilities of aviation Personnel Produced bw
environmental and medical factors includirn aging.

II. SUMMARY OF ISSUE OR QUESTION:

Marti factors, such as ircrcasir,! a:e, cerebro-vascular accidents
and traumatic head injur-, car affect the functional capabilities

of a rilot. There are now ro Aenerall- accer-ted methods for
evaluating such ci.pablities, a fitct underlvin-g much of the
corrtroversy over the eA-p 60" rule. Such measures are needed to
resolve this? arid related problems.

III. RATE PRIORITY OF RESEARCH ON THIS ISSUE AS IT RELATES TO
AVIAT:ON SAFETY

/------x-----/--------- ~------ -----------

EXTREMELY H I GI IMODERATE LOW EXTREMELY
HIGN LOW

IV. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION.
A. EVIDENCE FOR IMPORTANCE OF ISSUES: '-"

Recent bitter cortrovers regardin "Ai 60 Rule'

B. FUTURE RESEARCH PROJECTS NEEDED REGARI!NG THIS ISSUE:-

Mar:v Lr.;-,nized aroun:. i:) Behavioral Responses to coiu!l.x'
stimius tasks. b) ElectroFhiclo~ical analisis of
Potentials evo!,.cd bl ccmrle stimulus arrays* Animal
inod-1s 3nd hum:na n subJe,-ts. ""

C, , .PLiCATION OF FINDINGS -- SAFETY, EFFICIENCY, AND/OR COST
BENEFITS EXPECTED FROM FUTURE RESEARCH O., THIS ISSUE:

rievelopmerit of suitable t.itiw.i.; methods would Provide
acceptable b-ris for -etirement criteriL for aviation
P'erson~nel in critLical task--s.

v. REFE ..RE....: S

co ": w : ,l.e Et o;) --
.1-.

' OPTIONAL) P'ARTICIP'ANT NAME:# A. Revzin
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DENTIFICATIQN OF HLIMAN FACTORS ISSUES IN AVIATION:-

BIOMEDICAL AND BEHAVIORAL FACTORS

I. TITLE OF ISSUE OR QUESTION:

Judgmert

II* SUMMARY OF ISSUE OR QUESTION:

'Poor Judgment" is responsible for most GA accidents. Ccr, iiood
Judgment' be taught or measured.

III. RATE PRIORITY OF RESEARCH ON THIS ISSUE AS IT RELATES TO
AVIATION SAFETY.

"/-..X ----- /----------- /-----------/----------- ..
EXTREMELY HIGH MODERATE LOW EXTREMELY

HIGH LOW

IV. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION.
A. EVIDENCE FOR IMPORTANCE OF ISSUES:"-

Jensen I Berel, 1967 (FAA Report) stated that th LmJorit"
of accidents (based on NTSB files) were due to causes which
could be classified as Judgsent fztilure. Can this ood
Judgment be taught anid how best to do this.

B. FUTURE RESEARCH PROJECTS NEFDErD REGARDING THIS ISSUE:

Emerv Riddle Studj to be coMrleted ir', 1982.

C. APPLICATION OF FINDINGS SAFETY EFFICIENCY, .'iND/OR COST
BENEFITS EXPECTED FROM FUTURE RESEnRCH ON THIS ISSUE:

safet"

D. REFERENCES:

FAA contract reports

E. (OPTIONAL) PARTICIPANT NAME:----------------------------
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SIDENTIFICATZON OF HUMAN FnCrORS ISSUES IN AVIATION:
BIOMEDICAL AND BEHAVIORAL FACTORS

I. TITLE OF ISSUE OR UUFSTION:

Resource Marlneaement Crew CoordinLion, The Ro!e Structure of
the Coc!'.Pit.

II

II. SUMMARY CF ISSUE OR cUESTION:

The nature cf i.;rerrersoal pr'.cese ' . it: thc coc.it hos Played a
role irl i nifrica-t numh.cr of zccider:t.E For e,.au.mPle, subordinate
crew members a. smetimes hesit r:t to uuestior ceptains or syee.

.it, oerrtiallv darlierous situetion;. It i I also clear that
i-ersonalit plevs a role it, that Process. Little rcsearch has beern
undertal..er, to clirifv the Processes.

III, RATE PRIORITY OF RESEARCH ON THIS ISSUE S ITT RELATES TO
AVIATION SAFETY.

X -...../---------- -------- /
EXTREMELY HIGH MODERATE LOW EXTREMFLY

HIGH LOW

IV. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION.
A. EVIDENCE FOR IMPORTANCE OF ISSUES

Air carrier incidier:ts. and accidents, Fll-i'sior simulation
research, Interviews with Pilots.

B. FUTURE RESEARCH PROJECTS ,E.': FEGARING THIS ISSUE:

Persorlit. r..sezrch. Evaluatio: in realistic sim-iulted
envi ror:ment bseryticw ".:i:' inteview studies with air
crricr.

C.. .'CA -N FN Fn' I"I,'G- - L 9 TY, EFFICIENCY, ANT/OR COST
BEWEFI-T- =yr.EC-: FROM FUTURE RESEnRCH ON THIS ISSUE:

ei~l ications for- selection *r:. trainir:9. ImF.rcLs the cver-
ll s~afet,.j o' the oorztio- Lrd the w c,c..it ;wrces. are

7,r, a ed #

Di. REFERENCES

Cc:kit Fe..urca Mei.er:t NASA C' 2,20

E..OTIN L F'r,, .. '..T .'.-ME. 'r * H. ' Fo' Thee
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IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN FACTORS ISCLU- TN A,.V T I:

BIOMEDICAL AND BEHAVIORAL .. FATORS

I. TITLE OF ISSUE OR QUESTION:

The reslationshi? between irn;deauate stress copinm -
and aircrew Performance#

II. SUMMARY OF ISSUE OR QUESTION:.

Accordirg to mans Psychiatric studi' u ,to wh s:'e ::.t •
copi ri with the onzloi i lifestr=f e t ,ee1: e w 'h vr'.oe.
subject will terd to 'Act Out' thi ir f tr' -t atiQr: th. TJ' 21 :. ' f
directed outward at others .or toward :i *::-,imate . L~ets .
as the aircraft) anJ throu!:h . ........
regulations (aviatio: o-;tr vehicle) which a,._ tend t
them acciderit-F'ore ,

III, RATE PRIORITY OF RESEARCH ON THIS ISSUE AS IT FEATES Tn
AVIATION SAFETY,

/ _/ . . . ..... / / p /
------------------------------------------ ----.. ,--------

EXTREMELY HIGH MODERATE LOW E.XTRM--..
HIGH LOW

IV. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION.
A. EVIDENCE FOR IMPORTANCE OF ISSUES:

A recent unpublished studj, has denimcrstr2ted z .i . 4tr-
ship between airmen w ho present the sm;tc,: cf i.r,rorite
stress coping strategies in "cctirs ,-ut' their rea- ic5'
and frustrations and those irnvolvLd is. w..i.l or2.tri'-Lor
factors in aircraft mishaps..

B. FUTURE RESEARCH PROJECTS NEEDED REGARDING THIS ISSUE'.

To further define the s, mptoms of' ircdecvuate cstre. s con'i.
and the reltioriship between this and zircrcw Performa:nce.

C. APPLICATION OF FINDINGS - SAFETY- EFFICIENCY, AN.'Cr COST
BENEFITS EXPECTED FROM FUTURE FESEARCH ON 'THIS 1 UE-

Definition of inadeauate s',:..-:-o.in- a Luoi, for C L -

flight inst ructors, those rc.ForCib freertir
trairning and schedulina, of avi&tors, ends.',tion ..
will enable the nor:-sclection ,f low ,t:.., c.:er., 'no
allow training for alternate adeciate ' t r . co.in,! stratee . .

D. REFERENCES:

Alkov, R.A. 'Ir,.zeciuate Stre.s Coninfl slyuteyie. .-d
Aircrew Factor caused Mishea in the US N 'j' unuli.h"
Naval Safetv Center Research Rcyort. Jure i_ !-.-"

E. (OPTIONAL) PARTICIPANT NAME: Rber t A AL ""
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It'ENTIFICATICN 07 HUIAN F.MTORT 3 ES 1 11 AYIATION:

DrfIOMEDICAL ANDh __ -H-J2''O6). Fl!! 2TO:S

I.TITLE OFI:YEO !QJSTTIO ,:

17I ZC I StMAR fl I~'J O ~LECZTITOnM

jnvoc,-Ja caused b d-akal au, Qi r, sec~s oi~ uf
s'; -e arnd di,.tarnce inf I h t

P~~FATE F'R:O.RITY OF RESEARCH ON4 THIS~ ISSUE i S :T -VrAES TO
* AVIATI-ON SAFETY.

- -- -- -- --
EXTREMEI.Y HIGH MOEAELOW EXTREMELY

H * InH LOW

IV- SUP'PLEMENTARY INFORMATION4
A. EYIDENIOE FOR~ IMFORTNEOIsu:

E:-e."it~er:ts c ji Iza .1" Ameti: Re-ea-ch Cni cy'3 j-, i vear s ity,; T Irojs 1n 7~ M .Jo L:L)state Ul ivrsi t~
have shownr hg corrcolationc5 betweern vii-iuia ;2ccoffiod tior
and ?~~ -"LiOn-- Of '.iZe 0and diszaice.

P~ FUTURE PESEAF:CH PRJCSNEE-rhEDr REG,!RDijNC THTCI ISSUE:

; ?fc mate.d fedoo' tr~~~

c.Az:i:> F NG C-SEY. FICENY nO COST
RCDEFT YFOE F:M FTUR E RFSEA PRCH O'N T HI1S I SSUlE:

"In t c c)- !.:: t
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IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN FACTORS ISSUES IN AVIATION:
BIOMEDICAL AND BEHAVIORAL FACTORS

I. TITLE OF ISSUE OR QUESTION:

Peak I Minimum (Extreme) Workload limits

II. SUMMARY OF ISSUE OR QUESTION:

Do extremelv high and/or low levels of crew acti vit', ,orklcc"
lead to unsafe situations. A Related issue is to determine thnc
correlation (Positive or ,"eEsative) betw-cn wuri,.load and safet
(as determined bv satisfactory t ,erfrr' ce).

III. RATE PRIORITY OF RESEARCH ON THIS ISSUE AS IT RELATES TO
AVIATION SAFETY.

/------X------/----------------------- /-...-----------
EXTREMELY HIGH MODERATE LOW EXTREME'.Y

HIGH LOW

IV. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION.
A. EVIDENCE FOR IMPORTANCE OF ISSUES:

Accidents have occurred for which the c omonlmmoj %:, .cd
cause was either that the crew wz to, bus or was
inattentive due to low ctiviti levels.

B. FUTURE RESEARCH PROJECTS NEEDED REO RriING THIS IS',E

Assumin.i the e.xistance of a- nsP 'c~niate wJo'p..lr, o,, - •
utilize o Perati ora t.r-e i mji:; 11 o rs I.. L L : 'T
to correlate workload tirstB.'..,o- .,d t-.' - : =

with task Performance Cprocze'-urvel c. , .c,:. tipe ,-
aircraft control aocuroco,-)

C. APPLICATION OF FINDINGS - S--'A.,- EFFICIENCY, AND. . .T
BENEFITS EXPECTED FROM FUTURE RESEARCH ON THIS ISSUE:

Coc'r:.Pit crew station des It
Aircraft certificction,

D. REFERENCES:

Thackra.. - FA^ CAMI (mir ..--
Chiles - FAA CAM! (,~<isu..

E0 (OPTIONAL) PARTICIFANT NM, c ' :.- F . N'l.". - F:"-
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IDEN7.4T I ICATO n F HUMA FA CO ISUES IC~ TAMtIATION:.

EI1'EDICAL t, ,r' BEHAVnIORAL FACTORS

I T TITLE OF SSUE -T QSTON:

cv, *i~r~rr T -'C1 i~ C

I. SUMMARF;Y OF ISSUE OR QCUESIN

'rticu.P+ Ic. I: J~r U' T. itred

se~~ tci to eQ FLi t. t, e r~ r- s f.l P L hie'; Lt i -&? t

ZZ 'ATE PFMMFT C;REEACH'O THIS ISSU:E AS 7r-,S 7! Tr.

EX TR"EELY HVO MOERATE LO EX FT RE MELY
HIGH LOW

SURF11_rMrR I NORMAT ION~
A. EVIDENCE FOR IMPORTA^NCE OF iSSUES

R"ecent work. hssihwr ler Lt.*nQ o:e 'i efc
w e I ris hcr:i 1 T-- Pz rj c" I c tE bt tends tc Q

a5 L Ltentioln2 1 ICI . P~ceuo

C, , -L f'- 1LP iU.L etiny: f

2. A.1 r! 7 C : .' C-2 '

7.., 7-c - F T... SACHO TI SU
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IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN AnCT 0 'S ISUES IN ,IT.ON,
BIOMEDICAL AND BEHAVIORAL FACTORSC

I. TITLE OF ISSUE OR QUESTION:

The effects of f-ati.ue on fliIht zafet-L'j " ior',n duit-io: Yli<h..

II. SUMMARY OF ISSUE OR OUESTION:

In the restricted context -f lorg dult' ," ids zoft, l . •
fatigue (bioloSical i.nd onvi rnonier'tel)need to o- i,-tLified, their

effects cuaritified, and rotritial t ssed ed"' for
diminution of adverse fatisue onffect. o, f!ib t--related fu.'jnCti-o s.

III. RATE PRIORITY OF RESEARCH ON THIS ISSUE AL IT RELATES TO
AVIATION SAFETY.

/ ----------- /...... ......../-------------------/----------... .
EXTREMELY HIGH MODERATE LOW EXTREMELY

HIGH LOW

IV. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION.
A. EVIDENCE FOR IMPORTANCE OF ISSUES: ...

Fatigue contiriues to be listed as hJtr'ntia! cowoPOent
in aviation accidents, but remains ur.chr. cterized - to
its specific coyiFporer:ts-

B. FUTURE RESEARCH PROJECTS NEEDED REG6.RTiINE THIS ISSUE:

Identification zrid uu~ntitation of com;oner:t . of f-ti-';e
in long duration flights. A-ssessietri of oour:tera~t::t'-
to fatigue.

C. APPLICATION OF FINDINGS -" SAFETYr EFCIENC AN
BENEFITS EXPECTED FROM FUTURE RESE, *RCH ON' THIS TSUE:

Reduction of a d'ver ,o c ffects of fatiue or, iviZtio' I. ILetv . 0

D. REFERENCES:

CAMI ReFortsq Mohler: P'hsiolo-ica1 I::.'-

E. (OPTIONAL.) PARTICIPANT 'NAME: W.tr: Or-i -.
4>! M i ' 1 T. L .
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IDiENTIFICATION OF: HUMANFCTR ISSUES- IN AVIATION:

B Io>lErICAL AND BEHAVIORA! FnCTORS

I. TITLE OF ISSUE OR QUESTION:

Irifl iaht nutrition:7 deh vlrc~ion antd rectr isted myotioni (fivo1 1 itv)

SI SUMM AY PO'0F ISSUE OR QUESTION:

Is there Eo riced to reerhthe lcr cidThr erm effects Of
n ut r it ior;, f- :r3t ior n a: d'Iifte oIT or _-'utivit4 relative

to ~i lotor. dut ..... ee.

I.RATE FRO:YOF RESEPRCH O,\N- TIS RTn4,TY iSSLE AS IT RELATES TO
* AVIATION-- SAFETY.

E XTPE M EL Y HIGH MODERATE LOW EXTREMELY
ILHIGH LOW

IV, SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATIN.4
A_ EVDNE FOR IMPORTANCE OF ISSUJES:

NASA ASRS
-Accidij- l irnvesti iati;n:2 b--s mi 2. '- AL-vv NTSD, & FAA
where fatisue wiel: ' atot,.

P . FUITU1RE R.E S EARCH PfFRO .. FS NE ED ED RE GARD'I N T HI ISSUE:

S) Study: ofP h,; 'ioo iic ali e'c c! of fou d d' iti tio r Z -
it uffects q lot Sdu e to in tci-d d u L -L oL v it u_ (- ialI

2) Studv .Df nuttot neds de t sF-eciai cniroriffi eri
3) S tu Lc f inrd co r r E, c. i; T"i CrjiZ e Ji ler rh:eTlhs

anhd r:.it r i t -ila~ :52 riolveid in y.ilot alertness.
1) ~ ~ ~ o pc>.2 c cCd~ctv rjcets on meel _orved in~

171 : -h-Lt ~ .Dl0jb.
n ; CE A 7 F r 7F C. I~~ E ~i N YP iN It/0R COST

PEN .E7FITS EXPECTE; FROM FUTURF RESEA'R CH OIN TIS ISSUE:
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IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN FACTORS ISSUE 5j ,

BIOMEDICAL ..- ?EHAVIORA!.. V ,,On.

I, TITLE OF ISSUE OR GUESTION:

Ir,teractiorns of toxic sub stece with ot rI.. , f.t.

II. SUMMARY OF ISSUE OR QUESTION'

The humar brain is an e2 cer-ticn iiu .: ':i ": ,te . .-i-:-
common tox'ic cnts (L: . . alc:ho!, nic-ti::e , . :.
fumes, s ardenin pest.icides) czr': off'r ct it.. :='.tjo -:":,/ p % r b a " + v t -,Y t' 0' n hcr, ;S
increase accidernt/error oabi-. ' _. At .reser",
sur-risin- ! littl-,a data or; effect ' of :.-h se " c . .-.,"s .. :
Performance--even for alcohol. Such data, ii our sm..i? 31"
chemical inundated environiierit is ur-tl ( e:edj as ba is for
re-ulatorv or educational Polic

III. RATE PRIORITY OF RESEARCH ON THIS ISSUE AS IT RFLATiS T"
AVIATION SAFETY.

----------- /-----X ----- '--...

EXTREMELY HIGH MODERATE LOW E X T rEM ELY
HIGH LOW

IV. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION.A. EVIDENCE FOR IMF'ORTANCE 0!' :SSUES

Alcohol, mariJuana, :,sti..ides., and loasibi , iu':rieont
fumes are knowrn vectors of zccident causation. The littlc
data existing for other a&ents suest that there are a
lot more thir, s out there that car:, without our ..r..in£,
interfere with f1iht-related brz:in functions.

B. FUTURE RESEARCH PROJECTS NEEDED REGARDIN3 THIS iSSLE:

Sstematic attac. or acute ancd L.;oL-:ic neu .. e,:vic.
toxicoloi. of substonce. to which aviation: "..-nel ( i ot-
are commorlv,- or freeueintlu, e sadt

C. APPLICATION OF FINDINGS.SAFETYL EFFIC!i.CY : % COT -.

BENEFITS EXF'ECTET FROM FUTURE RESEARCH ON THIS '- "

Restricting i exPosuy"e to sh.L:-c ,o:. ." .',:.,

cause impaired PerrI.To 2i"ce will -. duce ."....,-_- -- , f-.
pe.f ormance 0TrTrors , "nd' ' x ' .,

D• REFERENCES:-

(n ew s u es t ior:

E. (OPTIONW-!..) PARTICIPANT NAME A.. !=,,.zi".
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IDE- TIF: .-iT:2M, 27 HUMAN FOOSISE V~bI~
BIO\ICL :" It "E'..I0AlFATS

T I. TILE !7OnF SSnU- 'I, ___:--T~~-

Z,, :~L A.! .ituMe. A. lrLi vo r!is 7L- Tir3t C
.. c' a~d'or ld j erncr1 aviaticm aircraft w -d ei~tE' effe't

III r ATE RRTY OF* RESEA:CH ON THIS ISU I; RELATES T
AVIATION SAFETY.

mor,~~- L .- -TRMEL
E XT REMEL Y HIGH _OERATELOETEEY

H I CH LOW,

!V. S UF'::L-E ME NTA RY NFr-ORm iA-TION.
V. VIDENMC E F R IMP'05,T ANCE 0 1S SUES:

W de r~rai o e iis .hif acu' Uh:tir- cr L f + c i i
rue ilc f'aiu a ,d r eazie :.k ioJof cilot

S ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ lc 7r, "W_ 1-t. PRJCSNEDL ~rRIO.X SSUE:

T,-Y :>f t J: 1, po. i rtor of

-f t. e- -y C, ir. t. i. Li,*. f

1 - - - - - -IC:71N CY, AN T/0 R CO0S T
BENEFI:'TS XEV T: rFOMM FUT'URE P, 7~'C ON 4 THI t- 7 U:

:~~hzD 1,.ujl lo:A Vv
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IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN F(:C*ORS ISSUES IN AVIATION:--

BIOMEDICAL AND BEHAVIORAL FACTORS

I. TITLE OF ISSUE OR QUESTION:

Biological rhythms

II. SUMMARY OF ISSUE OR QUESTION:'

Are Performance Parameters critical for a'vi ati- .i iiiu:,t-
different during differen"t Phases of ci.c.diai: or ,l'to.d.Lw h 0
Are there biorhvthm Phae diff'erer:c- ir l ficJc of ictc.s which
mav influence Performarce (d-u " _.tate, drug wiihdT- w L, ly wod...
sleep deprivation, etc)? lr, wh-t wavs does .hvthm dri:'ro-,
influence performance? Are there wzus to i ini...ize ar, Perforia-ci
impairments resulting from rhvthm de--rnchoric- like 'Jet lais',

III. RATE PRIORITY OF RESEARCH ON THIS ISSUE AS IT RELATES TO
AVIATION SAFETY.

EXTREMELY HIGH MODERATE LOW EXTREMELY
HIGH LOW

IV. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION.
A. EVIDENCE FOR IMPORTANCE OF ISSUES:

Mr an perfor-mance P aameters gzrvd m ut r,h icio ic - -a .-.

and dru-resporse Parameters have beer'n :howr, t,
displav major circadian fluctuations ,id cc
minor ultradiar, ones. Phate-,shifts or desrchr.;.. o' Ci',
rhvthms mav result from r.id time zone chn.y r':e-.
in workshift or even druys. Duriri dc ,ch various".
Phvsiological and behzviorol ch3n ,eL can occur.

B. FUTURE RESEARCH PROJECTS NEEDED REGARDING THIS ISSUE:
Which Performance Paraimeter Poter:tiail relevant F., -
safetv (e.g. attertion, Lhort.--(.c..ri m e o' ) Y be . .:..<:. _ .. _ u .+ ,._
impaired during 1) certain circJdiari 5d t" .r

during circadiarn rhvthm .esvnchror.- . W t fact m- - r.l

Produce rh;thm d "chron_? Wiat manipulctior,'- m.' iti-:.
the deleterious effects of rhythm ...- c .. c o"w' anCe.

etc.? Other ouestion* 1) dces de_.rcchorcsi' 'r' "r. t w-.t
other factors (drugs, work.load, ts!ee derivat i0O', etC; t...
adverselv affect rerfor:ance? 2) Does :.- urlcb."osis- ;
retroactive effects, (.*.*I or recall of irformacticr!? 3). -.
anv 'time of dav' di fferenCes ir, P erf. c'. (c ! d.,e to -
circadiarn rh.thms or to other fc'Loy..s-,:'h J. food- watie'
sleep deprivz'tionr ctc.?

C. APPLICATION OF FINDINGS - :.TY EFFICIENY A .. ... "

BENEFITS EXPECTED FROM F7UTURE RESE ARCH ON THIS "
1) Reassessment of work schedule a-i worlo.d ;.,::-. . ,.

fol lowi",g trar'smeridi ar :. .
2) Reassessment or r. - i -mio it oF m.-..'mh.c.i::e , :.. I.. . .. :. :.

during different times of dbu
D4 REFERENCES:

Higgins, etal, : CAMI Re.c.'
E. (OPTIONAL) PARTICIPANT NAME: F,:!. A. i'"1D, .
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IDETI:C- IC O1 HUMAN TAT ISSUZS IN i V! fTION*,
IONEl T !iL ~'I P;EH^VIO~f^;!. FACTOR'S

177 r-i > toi I f d i -, L r d re E:.. t a C oid e: t tr..,, f; d f z ta 1)
c* Py f, t a-It h um anr a .t -z) Fcyocilists fv.Ll'Wit", i)t e>'-Perie!nCe)

S SU MM A RY OuF IS S UE O R OUES': I Ccurrt M eerri
ObJectives -t- ec j.eF ' i *t V.,11 L ',qe'*[LS n r
n e ,.C fQ ' arid Proiu f ' irh 0u:~~ r 0 ;~3rc r to
razoiiMDF. wjhla fur the r h-.s n r i *t u - t~ u e to b e ey ij IIi 10d a Id
:e o rd ad in f'utre a cc id e nt v>,''t 1;z7I. u!Is

II AT FORT O RSEAP:CH ON, THIS I-SSUE ASIT FL!AT E TO
AVIATIOnX S^FET",

EXTREMELY H IGH MO IE R:)T E LOW EXTREK4ELY
HIGOH LOW

I V SUF.LEMENTARY INFOR:MATION.
A. EVIDENCE FOR IMPOiRTANCE 07 ISSUES4*

*Co.:tiun dt' with czauso fi-zcri thaA art- rot

S. L!TRERESEAT~fH N~!T NFET;ED1 RKEC3IRDIN THIS ISSUE:

lU. a of' a cjai c':ztide hum~an fjauoru -vo to review
Fa year 5-10 -iears NTSP files on each accident.

C. AF'FLI rTION CF F.Tjrip -;c TY EF-FICIENCY7 ANri/OR COiS!
EIEFFTSEXPECTECFO FU:TURER MAC OFHS SU

' OFTION!Y .TOIAT.*.E:WA
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IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN FACTORS ISSUES IN AVIATION: BIOMEDICAL AND

BEHAVIORAL FACTORS:

I. Title of Issue or question:

Human Factors Issues at General Aviation Airports

II. Summary of Issue or question:

To what extent do airport conditions (operations and physical features)

influence piloting aircraft in approach, landing, taxiing, and takeoff -"

maneuvers--and how can adverse effects be amelorated? (See attached

sheet for more.)

III. Rate priority of research on this issue as it relates to aviation safety.

x / x / / /
Extremely High Moderate Low Extremely low

High

IV. Supplementary information.

A. Evidence for importance of issues:

Airports are cited as causal and contributing to both air carrier and general

aviation aircraft accidents. The frequency of citings are considered

significant enough to warrant research & development efforts to focus on air-
port conditions to produce the knowledge & information upon which improvement

can be based.
B. Future research projects needed reguarding this issue:

Present efforts are not addressing airport issues, but are instead focusing

on the man and his relationship to the machine.

C. Application of Findings - Safety, efficiency, and/or cost benefits

expected from future research on this issue:

Findings will have a direct and positive effect on safety and efficiency of

operations at airports. They can be applied through the FAA's Airport

D vel ~ent Aid Program and other agency efforts.B. Weerences:

E. (Optional) Participant name: John Kal, AAS-320

Please return by Aug 9,1981

TO: Dr. Henry W. Mertens
FAA/CAMI, AAC-118
P.O. Box 25082
Oklahoma City, OK. 73125
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Attachment to: Identification of Human Factors Issues in Aviation:
Biomedical and Behaviorial Factors

Item II (continued)

For light conditions experienced during daylight:

o What airport features and conditions influence pilots to land
aircraft short of runways and how can this be corrected? To what
extent are they correctable?

o What airport features and conditions influence pilots in making
flare maneuvers? Can they be corrected?

o What airport features and conditions influence pilots to
overshoot runways? Are better cues needed?

o Do runway widths and other features create illusions of speeds
greater or less than indicated by instruments? To what extent can
they influence stopping distances?

o Can airport lighting (clarity and configuration) be objectively
evaluated from ground surface positions which duplicate the cues
it provides during approach, landing, and takeoff?

o Do point light sources similar to present day VASI's alone pro-
vide the best (optimal) vertical guidance?

o Does the color of lighting (the often referred to *sea of blue
lights" for taxiways) offer adequate guidance for manuering
aircraft?

o Do teriain features immediately surrounding airports (within
5-miles on approach, within the last mile by quarter mile
increments) influence pilot manuvers of aircraft and with what
effects?

These questions are by no means exhaustive but are representative of areas
where research and development by human factors specialists are believed to
be needed. They are intended to stimulate and guide the make up of prop-
jects and programs that will produce, if not the answers to them, a better
understanding of the interactions between airports and pilots.
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IV. Supplemental Information

A. Evidence

CAMI, through Mertens and others, has demonstrated how runway
features (length to width ratios) affect angles of approach in the
landing maneuver of aircraft. This was done for dark night conditions.
Perhaps more importantly, these kinds of efforts should be pursued for
other than these conditons. A review of NTSB data on Conditions of Light
by Injury Index shows a greater number of injuries in general aviation
flying occuring inother conditions. For example, over a 3-year period,
there are average annual occurences of 39 fatalities during daylite
conditions, 2 during moonlight night conditions, one at dusk, one during
dark night, and none at dawn. Focusing human factors/airports research
efforts on daylight conditions, therefore, could produce a greater benefit.

Additional support for such efforts comes from another source. An analysis
of aircraft accidents was made by a NASA contractor which tends to corro-
borate NTSB's finds that airports exert a good deal of influence in
aircraft accidents. In analyzing air carrier aircraft accidents, the con-
tractor found in 32 out of 58 air carrier accidents, that airport conditions
were second only to pilot experience as causal or contributory in accident
occurrences.

Consulting NTSB records further and then looking at general aviation
aircraft accidents adds another supporting argument. Here, on average in
about 8 percent of the occurrences annually, airport conditions are cited
as influencing accidents.

Human factors research in the highway field of transportation has proven
itself beneficial. One need only consult Highway Research Board and
National Cooperative Highway Research Program publications for evidence of
this. While operations do not take place in the same mediums, there are
enough similarities in operators, vehicles, and paths to suggest the same
degree of success for human factors/airports research.
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D. References

Mertens, H.W. and Lewis, M.F. Effect of Different Runway Size on
Pilot Performance During Simulated Night Landing Approaches, CAMII
1981 Article in Aviation Space Environmental Medicine.

Mertens, H.W. Runway Image Slope as a Clue for Judgment of Approach
Angle, FAA/CAMI, Report FAA-A-79-25, November 1979.

Kovalsky, N.B. etal. An Analyses of Pilot Error-Related Aircraft
Accidents, NASA Report CR 2444, Washington, D.C., June 1979.

Various publications on human factors in Highway Research Reports
and National Coperative Highway Research Program Reports dealing
with such topics as polarized head lights, highway street and lane
widths, proximity of guard rails to shoulders, etc.
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QUESTIONNAIRES DISTRIBUTED IN WORKSHOP B, BIOMEDICAL AND BEHAVIORAL
FACTORS IN THE PERFORMANCE OF AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL SPECIALISTS
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IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN FACTORS ISSUES IN AVIATION:

BIOMEDICAL AND BEHAVIOFAL FACTORS

I. TITLE OF ISSUE OR QUESTION:

ID of ATC task. characteristics

- "

II. SUMMARY OF ISSUE OR QUESTION:

Much speculation exists about what the ATC -a-. ,.iIl involves.
Performance is often Judged b, subjective ratiris. At, objective
measure derived bj researchers in coorer.tion with ATCS would
be an, imortant initial step in assessin -utomntior neds rd
Potentials, developing Job motivators, revisirc ATC trinir,'.- etc.

III. RATE PRIORITY OF RESEARCH ON THIS ISSUE AS IT RELATES TO
AVIATION SAFETY.

/--------- .------ ...-------- /-- ------------- -. /----------------/

EXTREMELY HIGH MODERATE LOW EXTREMELY
HIGH LOW

IV. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION.
A. EVIDENCE FOR IMPORTANCE OF ISSUES*

Kinnew S.O.P. research
S. Tucker's current research
ASRS results or, error attribution

B. FUTURE RESEARCH PROJECTS NEEDED REGARDING THIS ISSUE

Evaluation of ATC task. in Cognitive Fsycholi/Sfste,
Analysis Terms.

C. APPLICATION OF FINDINGS - SAFETY, EFFICIENCY, ANTI/OR COST
BENEFITS EXPECTED FROM FUTURE RESEIRCH £N THIS ISSUE:

Basis for work. situation motivation (insir0ved labor relatio )
Cut training costs, build cooyerotion ATC/FAA

D. REFERENCES:

E° fOPTIONAL) PARTICIPANT NAME: C.; GrohZm"-
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InENTIFICATION OF HUMAN FACTORS ISSLE., IN iAiVIATION:
BIOMEDIC:m AND BEHAVIORAL FACTORS

'I. T TLE OF ISSUE OR QUESTION'

II. SUMMARY OF ISSUE OR QUESTION:

Need [icro 3nalvsis of controiler t -sk. perfo-mance to rrovide a basis
foT" as'sessirn i,,ipact of char.es in controller, work on controller
workload and or, traits arid knowled!e reuired to be a !.ood cortruller.

II, RATE PRIORITY OF RFSEARCH ON THIS ISSUE AS IT RELATES TO
AVIATION SAFETY.

S....... . .. _/ , -------
EXTREMELY HIGH MODERATE LOW EXTREMELY

HIGI LOW

IV. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMTION.
A. EVIDENCE FOR IMPORTANCE OF ISSUES*

B. FUTURE RESEARCH PROJECIS NEEDE.D REGARDIN3 THIS ISSUE:

C. A'PPLICATiON O FINDINGS - SAFET'Y, EFFICIENCY, ANy/OR COST
BENEFITS EXPECTED FROM FUTURF RESEARCH ON THIS ISSUE:

El, R-FERC ;:

, (OFT .A,) TiCIFNT .ME: .. . .. . . . . . ..
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IDENTIFICATION OF HUM.AN F'CTr n ...... I:
BIOMEDICAL .Nt .. P FVi0R' L FCT

I. TITLE OF ISSUE OR QUESTION:

II. SUMMARY OF ISSUE OR U.STICN:

Need to tu&, the social c L 
o f" th e , -c t..i

:  .
to find earis of ircne -ii-: iev,1 2 e J.&.. if ......
Job peFfOTma.Cc,

III. RATE PRIORITY OF RESEARCH ON THIS 7"U I .T..
AVIATION SAFETY.

- --- -- ,-- - - . .. ,

EXTREMELY H11 SEDEATE LOW E X TR.EY
HIG!I LCW

IV, SUPPLEMENTARY INFOF~,.,,ION
A. EVIDENCE FOR IMPORTANCE OF ISSUES:

P. FUTUF'RE RESEARCH FROJECTS NFEDED,-.E?-FTn.; T:-i:- ..i,

C APPLICATION OF FIHDTNGS - S-fFETYi DF:'." *"'T:*: rET

BENEFITS EXF'ECTED' FF:ON C;.J.TU 'R ' E RFE:'.." h TH ; : ---C .

Di. REFERENCES:

E -OPTIONAL.) PARTI .T N1 T-'. .......
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IDENTIFIC.T:C"N 127 H14'"l'N ]AT:S 5;JFS IN ;V^lIATION:.

TTEOF ISSUE CIF(UETc

IT. 111 fR'Y QOF S S U7. OR U E ST iO1

ikjli., an~da- i it i sa- f cv 'T C J ejb i':v -fro rianc e I
needed as a baets fo~r mer e'e L of h.umi~n faic.tors reseezrch

-II. EAT RICP.TTY OF FRESUA~CH CN THIS- ISSUE (-;S IT REL,'TES TO
A 1 ATI10N S A FETY

EXTREME! Y H I H M 0 1E R 4T E L. 0 W EXTREMELY
H I0 1H LOW

T1)V SUPPLEMENTA~'RY INFOFRMATION.
A. EVID'ENCE FOR IMF'ORTMNCE OF IS-SUES:

Basic to myl;-I - 0-thprc of reeaeruh

U. FUTURERES E:M:C H PF;.' 7: C NErh RRr I,\! TI CELE

C. P*LiCA.TiC(N OF FiN:IIN-S - !FT~~FCEC~~tRCS
BENEFITS E-XFECTEf FRO FTR EERC H OT THIC ISSUE:
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IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN FACTORS ISSUES IN AVIATION:

BIOMEDICAL AND BEHAVIORAl.. F(ACTORS

I. TITLE OF ISSUE OR QUESTION:

Developmert of ATCS Performance moe surement mnethod(s).

II. SUMMARY OF ISSUE OR QUESTION:

Objective measures of controller Performance cri the Job e.re
recessarv for man near term rcseorch areJs as Criter-
agair,st which to evaluate alte.rative :,ro...h ,

III. RATE PRIORITY OF RESEARCH ON THIS ISSUE AS IT R.LATES TO
AVIATION SAFETY.

-----------. --.. ....-------- /
EXTREMELY HIGII MODERATE LOW EXTRFME..Y

HIGH LOW

IV. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION.
A. EVIDENCE FOR IMFORTANCE OF ISSUES:

Current suJective omethods are u!-rcliable and mn !ed
to erroneous conclusions rezardir'z future ,-v'imcnt..

B,. FUTURE RFSEARCH PROJECTS NE REnr OA:T.N. THIS ISSUE

C. APPLICATION OF FINDIN3S .. .,' Ty, EFFIC-ENCY, , .P / ,. L_ .T
BENEF "ITS EXPECTED FROM FUTURE RE .' ' ' ON TH :"?!-

it. REFERENCES:

E. (OPTIONAL.) FAPTICI'::NT ,:1,'T .. ' .. . . . .
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IDENT IFICTO 0F HU1 MAN FACTORS ISSUES IN AVIATION: -7*
PIOMFDICAL AND B~EHAVIOR(-). FACTORS

ITITLE OF ISSUE OF:, C,!'.STION:

-iJet4-e Tme ;uUres of Air Traff'ic~ Sustem pe i'cyrm re

I*T M M ARY O F I S SUE' OR QU E ST10N:

as. os -fo, :v-:u r 2tcO!!,-tivc flture svsteffs.

P.. ~. r- F'T' OITY TI.Trc ISSUE IT E TES TO
AV:AT:ON .-AFCTY,

-- - /-.. - - --.- - - - - -/-.-.---.-

EXTR*EME.!..Y H IO GHO)1:ERtiT E EXTR7MEI.Y

I: V. SUPPLEMENTARY IN4FORMATIOIN.
A . EVI'DENCE rFOF: IMPORTANCE OF ISSE

CC'fl~ C: (E;5:C PRJCS NEE F HH3.AREING THIS ISSUE*

TC71 LATC O Tr1 ININJ0 SrAFETYT EFFICIENCY, COST'
SEN~:TSEXP.CTE:- FRMFLT ':FSEr^PH- WN THII UE
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iricNTIFICAT1ON OF HULMA,%N FACTORS ISSUES TIN- AYIAT:ON:"

BIOMEDICAL ANT, BEH-VIOR~l F-ACTORS.

I* TITLE OF ISSUE OR QUESTION?*

* Research on various miari-mac hire c iiLo~ to eeii ~~i
future svs-tems.

* II. SUMMARY OF ISSUE OR QUESTION*

III. RATE PRIORITY OF RESEARCH ON THIS ISSUE AS IT REL,'-:ATES TO
AVIATION SAFETY*

/------------ / .----------------------------
EXTREMELY HIGH MODERA T E LOw EXTRFMFLY

HIGH LO0w

IV. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION.
A* EVIDENCE FOR IMPORTANCE OF ISSUES:*

B. FUTURE RESEARCH PROJECTS NEFEED RFGARDING THIS ISSUE*

C. APPLICATION OF FINDINGS -SriFETY? EFFFI C 1EN"Y~ r r/14 CO-), T
BENEFITS EXPECTED FROM FUTURE RESE~ARCH ON TI S ISUZ

D. REFERENCES:#

E# (OPTIONAL) PArTTIIrANT E..------ ...
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T INTIATO.N 27 HJMAN F: NCTA'VS ISSUS ITN AIAT ION

DIOE~i~L ND EEHAVICF:AL FACT RE

I I- TITLE OF ISSU.E OR OJESTTON:

'.SLr-ARY OF ISSUE OR 'LIEST ION:

Wit" i:- reaeed use of h-ig<-$h iihteN-ii' airid c~olor CRT or thc use
of higsh voltzgeg whet _"'ect will thi-L ha4ve on the decision1

- niekircuci of h cont'll

* IRTE P 2OIT Y O F R F TAE&A R OnCN THF1IS AS SI I-CTT RE!.. 1 F.S TO
AVAIN SAFETY.

EXTREMELY Hi T1- CDERAT LOW EXTREMELY
H I GH LOW

1V~ 6 UPPLE ME NT A.RY INFO R MATIO N.
A. EVIDENCEr FOR IMPORTANCE OF ISSUES:

P. FUTURE RECSFARCH PROJECTS NFEDETI RFGA.^R7DING THIS ISSUE:-

.,* AFPICT:O OF C Er ri-EY !~CI N Y, AND/OR COST
P~ENEr ITE EXPSTE EOM FJUTUiC RESEARCH ON THIS ISSUE *

,7,

(:~ION.L F:RTI--1iFA NT NA)M E:------
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IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN FACTOFS ISSUES IN AVIATION:.
BIOMEDICAL AND BEHAVIOR(,!L FACTORS

I. TITLE OF ISSUE OR QUESTION:

Task. analvsis

II. SUMMARY OF ISSUE OR QUESTION:*

With the Projected use of humar.s ir' the de-i.s-ion niJ.in~ rooess
for ATC, data bases need to be dcvclocd to assist in the
selection Process, and in the mran-machine relaticTshir-.

III. RATE PRIORITY OF RESEARCH ON THIS ISSUE AS IT RELATES TO
AVIATION SAFETY.

/----...-X ..........-/-.------- ----- -------- / -------
EXTREMELY HIGH MODERATE LOW EXTREMELY

HIGH LOW

IV* SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION.
A. EVIDENCE FOR IMPORTANCE OF ISSUES:

The future eauipment ,eveloFmn ,t li directed towards
Providing more information to the cor-trolle'r,

B, FUTURE RESEARCH PROJECTS NEFDED REARDINO THIS iSSUE

C. APPLICATION OF FINDIS - SAFETYv EFFICIENCY, ANT/OR COST
BENEFITS EXPECTED FROM FUTURE R.SEARCH ON T.HIS :: I-'SL'.

safetv .

D. REFERENCES:

T'.ckers, K'ie'_, Bud'!.. lLJ,|
T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .u. c. k_. :- ie - ,

E. (OPTIONAL PARTICIPANT NAME ------------...
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IDENT71:FICATION OF hUMAM) FACTO:R~rS ISSUES IN iA,,VIATION*
BIOMEDICAL AND BE H OA! F ACTORS

I. T ITL E '7 IS SUjE ODR Q UESTION:

How to cdee, ophi tihat w-- II allow deterffinzwtior,: of optim~al
lev als clf A TC a3ut om a t ion

T.I. SUMMARY OF ISSUE OR QUESTION:

11 . R-ATrE PRIORITY OF RESEARCH ON THIS ISSUET AS IT RELATES TO
AVIATION SAIFETY,

/-----------/-------------- ---.~-------
E XTR E MEL Y HIGH MODERATE LOW EXTREMELY

HIGOH LOW

IV. S UPPL SET AR Y I NFOFMATIO10N .
A. EVIDENCE FOR IMPORTANCE OF IsSSUES*

P. FUTUF:E RES-'rr-'-EARCHP*ROJECTS NEEDED -rREGARD;INOLi THIS ISSUE#

C. TPLCi)TIO>J TF ':rINS- LAFETY, EFFICIENCY, AND/Oin COST
2 *~~FROY1 UTF: RER F.i-CH ON THIS ISDSUE-
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IDENTIFICATION OF HUimAN F)CT0RS ISSUES I N AVAT"0N;

PBIOMEtICAL AND PEHAVlI C:AL FACTORS

I. TITLE OF ISSUE OR QUESTION:

Task zralwse3, sct em errcr studios .. e" to bLur o. rot o

or, -tirne bzsi,. but bho, !d Le co, ti.i , j:--(j te - AiTC - -

swstems continue to evolve.

II. SUMMARY OF ISSUE OR QUESTION:-

III. RATE PRIORITY OF RESEARCH ON THIS ISSUE AS IT RELATES TO

AVIATION SAFETY.

/------------. .------------ /------... ------

EXTREMELY HIGH MODERATE LOW EXTREMELY
HIGH LOW

IV. SUPFLEMENTARY INFORMATION.
A. EVIDENCE FOR IMPORTANCE OF ISSUES:

B, FUTURE RESEARCH PROJECTS NEEDED REGARDING THIS ISSUE:

C. APPLICATION OF FINDINGS iSAFETY, EFFICIENCY, A ID/OR OST"
BENEFITS EXPECTED FROM FUTURE RESEAfRCH ON THIS ISSUE:

D. REFERENCES:"

E, (CPTTONAL) PARTIC:FANT .----- "
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I:'ENTFI;ATON OF HUMAN FACTORS ISSUFS IN AVIATION:
EBIOMEDICA!.. ;ND B~EHAVIORAL FACTO7:S

I. TITLE OF ISSUE OR OUFSTION:

hi.;man factors fc r ATCS

0

!I. SUM~MARY OF ISSUE OR OETO

Defii~i on of~ man/maine~ intorface fQ Ti~ -. C j- e W T
ccmlcepts such as CnS7 WiS MSy CDTI. -J-: &Finitiori of~
niew P i 1t/ciitrlw n1' .wte rface rpoc2cdu re

WSI. RATE PRIORITY OF RESEARCH ON THIS ISSUE A3 IT RELATES TO 0
AVIATION SfnFETY.

----------/----- -- ---------- /
EXTREME' Y HlGH MODERATE LO0.W EXTREMELY

HIGH LOW

IV.* SUPPFLEMENTAR-Y INFORMATION.
A. EVIDENCE FOR IMPORTANCE OF ISSUES:

if these i:terfces are rnot defined, the :.,oncepts oftots
don't , lt used &t~nev are nieeded. i,' Liculcri'v CAS

P~ FUTURE RESEtARCH PROJECTS NFEDED REGARDING THIS ISSUE:

Exper'iments of ATC simulations of new coicepts--. .-

MLS I CDTI) to determ~ine tlz beoot ccirntroller

C. APPLICATION OF FIMDINGE SAFETY, EFFICIENCYy ANIrI/OR COST
BEEIT EX'EC7Er' FROM FUTURE RESEARCH CN THIS ISSUE

B. REFEREMCESE

E. (OPTIONAL) PF :T 1C 1P 7 N A M.E: 1i2 ie j i-sna
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IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN FACTORS ISSUES IN AVIATION:

BIOMEDICAL AND BEHAVIORAL FACTORS

I, TITLE OF ISSUE OR QUESTION*

Relatiorship. of classes of feedback. to Job satisfacti n/
dissatisfaction

II. SUMMARY OF ISSUE OR QUESTION:

Feedback. from the Job mrn be l~re! advers-e based on PoLicie.

Manv opportunities and data for P.ositive feedback are available
but unused.

III. RATE PRIORITY OF RESEARCH ON THIS !SSUE AS IT RELATES TO
AVIATION SAFETY.

*X ------------- --------- /------------- ----

EXTREMELY HIGH MODERATE LOW EXTRFMELY
HIGH LOW

IV. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION.
A. EVIDENCE FOR IMPORTANCE OF ISSUES:

Dr. Roses' studies and controller reorts ....

B. FUTURE RESEARCH PROJECTS ,-EDE.. .Er;ING TH T ISSUE:

1. S'tudu of mearis of combinin! foe d-T-ck. diata to '-vi-e
sources for Positive feedback,

C. APPLICATION OF FINDINGS - SAFETY EF:FICIENY 1^:NR CT

BENEFITS EXF'ECTErD FROM FUTURE RESE,-cFCH On.1 T'IS ISSUE:

Supervisor Performance, o!-: tho J. , t r.ir:irw .. . y",tio,:
and retention,, selectior,-

D. REFERENCES :

E, 0OP T IONAL) PARTICIFPA-NT N,-ME: Jc>;
260 9
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IDENTIFICATION 0F HUMAN FAC7ORS ISTUES IN AVIATION:&

B~IOMEDICAL_ AND BEHAVIOF:Al FtCTOr-.S

1 . TITLE OF I-SSUE 07' DUESTION:

* Aralisis of ~rii.efunctions of A ir, T r-ff ic ControlI.

* 1.SUMMARY 07 1ISSUE JRc~EST ION:

The issue relatlles to whzt '"Tast crv, frir
* ~~b%: the n-i'rrll i,

T I1 RATE FPRIORI;,TY OIF P%'HON HI I.SUE AS IT RELATES TO
AVIATI 1ON1 SAFETY 4

EXT R E.;EL Y HITG,!- MODERATIE LOW EXTREMELY
HIGH LOW

IV. SUPPLEMENTAR-Y INFORMATION*
E, EVIDEN-CE FOR IMPRTANCE O0I7 US

Iizbili tyj to.cc what iyxai .c z: toF? aualit, cortrolier
C,o p in rformrI C e t e'm flFc

r," FUU E rEA CH PROJECTS NEEDED REGARINS THIS ISCSUE

C~ ~~LJCTIN O v~OIGS-C zt-E T~y EF FICIENCY fND.10' COST
-- ENEF T

7C EXPECTED FROM FUTU'RE RESEARCH ON THIS 1SSUE

S e e ci n 7 t r., 1i r P, ?r fo raja- i c o 0.z s.,je n t

KD . RE FERPE,,'C ES:

Of io of Z i Uri m c ire

E7 fOPTIONAL P rT I CIPAN T NiAM"E: 1~. .* r
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IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN FACTORS ISSLES IN AV-ITICN, :

BIOMEDICAL AN[i BEHAVIORAL FACTORS

I- TITLE OF ISSUE OR OUESTION:

Voice irput

II. SUMMARY OF ISSUE OR GUESTION:

Can flight Plan, or cleararice inforlatio! be trT.r'siat. , .
lang uage with important cor,seeuent redJctiL, n tTCS b':tcr -

III. RATE PRIORITY OF RESEARCH ON THIS ISSUE ,S IT 'E,.SC T1-
AVIATION SAFETY.

/ .. . . . . . ..../ .. . ../ . . . . ../ / _
----------- ------- ~.------ .

EXTREMELY HIGH MODERATE LOW EXTFM !.. Y
HIGH LOW

IV. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION.
A. EVIDENCE FOR IMPORTANCE OF ISSUES:

High ATCS workload and distractio!n from. li Ij or'in

situation displav

B. FUTURE RESEARCH PROJECTS -EE,.r RE(.-A.. I NO THS I 'SE

ves

C. APPLICATION OF FINDINGS S-.FETYr .F..ICIENCY., .* , ."
BENEFITS EXPECTED FRO.M FUTURE RESEARCH ON THS SE -

Increased system ,.acitu is nosible

D. REFERENCES:

D. W. Connollu S t,=d .t FAA TO -,,d C-rr-- .;i L . .. K . .

"d E. (OPTIONAL) PARTICIF'ANT NAME....," -

262
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lDENTI'ICATfN '17 H'JN"N Fi =Or,S ISSUES IN AYIATION:

E'I CMET11CAL AND~ rEEHAVIORAL &~TR

TITLE Olc lESSUE 'Dr CLETION:

ln,:ac~ C, 1. 1 Qd~:' x3~ I :t Ahc ~T C -ero..

j.p

:r:.~~~~~~ -tM~Y I5E ~ JEIM

13 1II RATE PRIMRIIT" O.F RESE.iRCH ON THIS- ISSUE 'iT:v RELATES TO
* ,~sIATICN S-^IFETY.

EXTREME lY H I -u M IE R AT LOuXRML
HI CH- LOW 0

1: V. S:!FFI ~M ENT A RY 1 !14.-lR M A 1 10N
~EVIDENCE FOR IM,'rPhRTANCE OF ISSUE-0

Co'-cr dis-l v beiril -Le,=ted- wiLthout rea: Brd for this issEue.

RE RTh 7- SEEE-A RC H P rOJECrTSt NEEDEPr RO. ;1q DI1c THS ISEp

or tizto rd~j~;I ~ i~i
of cuor in tolry . j. ~riur3if

C. r' " TC> C7T ,IrNOC -. £"ETY? Ir;rNY (IU C-13T
P'E IS EX PECTED F F:0 !LT E E r'F ~CH ON THIS:- T15U:
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IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN FACTORS IS.UES IN T ',-.T l

BIOMEDICAI AND ...... , AL........

" It TITLE OF ISSUE OR QUESTION:

Sector suitc dosir!

' II. SUMMARY OF ISSUE OR OUESTION:

What is the o Ft i : C ori f i Ur.t i o: o f L.: cI L, t TC .- t "

*ii III. RATE PRIORITY OF R.ESEARCH ON THIS ISSUE !' IT RELATE- T:
AVIATION SAFETY.

EXTREMELY HIGH MODERATE LOW EXTRFLY
-,-A HIGH LJ

IV. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION,.
A. EVIDENCE FOR IMPORTANCE OF ISSUES:

Computer driven s.stem does rot r.-cui iho 3.,'L ,
console arrr, erfient. IBM defor.,er2'hiL.-.
can elimina.te heat :eeer t irn a: d iIT:p j.Y v c,p 0 e!te:ticl ;T'

and associated ec,,:, ort from thc: c::u t rol roo -. -,,-..'
hardware.

B. FUTURE RESE.^IRCH PROJECTS NEEJIE;' ,1,AErirO T. . .

C, AFPLICATION OF FINDIN -- S .;;F" 7 PC7' -7. --
BENEFITS EXPECTE,! FROM FUTURE ... RH " T'I .... U.

Inc:',.sed fi',1 iL0i I t L f r. T C " r:'-. 'AUT".'
En v i ro Tj, er-t ; .:e :T: o e:" e I-

D., REFEREM2E :

E. (OPT '5'I_ 7'TCP~ ~V- - - - -- ,

264
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.I.....N.T-,I- T I-.;ltT>O..... H .. t ,-.,CT ,- S 1 UES 2.N A',IATI1 ."6"

~~P1 r T' I C*, (3E rE H7 :' 1 lj ES T I L

r rTITLE OF :s1 LUE ) oR ES rN ,

I et e f i- . t , :" ::-. rr. i- . .i ". - _r, 9 : + n r L),Lh iY= , i v i duz1

m 
t

C.

0 J t ) Z: t r I.. O: t. hO 1 e

.. 4,*.":;.- ....... f: is >. .'..'.t er ir.e,,= the eleimerts . f,'the
.' D .,:, . s 1-. 0. 1. z .r: - " e t ' t +  , : -. 0i: .:ore E? r le S.s L.'..-Q o t ibl1e to

'Je" o'i::: a3? e :r . i I,. ... he;5l beer l.mi ited to on-1 v
mi few ,t .'t cd t this =.i e

'1,fT ~I~1YO RE"""C .... :THIE: IUE 'SIT REI..¢fTES TO

TA r /,"'I n " T .CT

"Ill AT I -N S!':-E.T Y

E X TRE . Y H I GH MO0ET& ElTX TOI EXT:E LEYH iG H L 00

IV U UFFI.EM , T .. :." I N .....
,%. EV]:.)EI TCE F MR I ', : .. .- ISSES

p

T- T

* " ,.,,;.."/... . . . . . .. .; ', . . .,%.. .

-'*i' HE -!7 O

7,77 '.7,7,V 7:

I
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IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN FnCTORS ISSUES IN :V I AT I ON:

BIOMEDICAL AND BEHAVIORAL FACTO'S

I. TITLE OF ISSUE OR QUESTION:

Develop a .-:.Kill aralvsis of the ATC Job.

II. SUMMARY OF ISSUE OR QUESTION:

This is nceded to adecuateld assess tho elepierts of the Job
that are critical. it will s e.'ve as a data. bps_ for futu "e
evaluation and Proposed char, les.

III. RATE PRIORITY OF RESEARCH ON THIS ISSUE AS IT RELATES TO
AVIATION SAFETY.

EXTREMELY HIGH MODERATE LOW EXTRFNELY
HIGH LOW

IV. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION.
A. EVIDENCE FOR IMPORTANCE OF ISSUES:

B* FUTURE RESEARCH PROJECTS NEEDED REGARDING THIS ISSIE:

-- i

C. APPLICATION OF FINDINGS - SAFETY, EFFICIENCY A.NDIOR COST
BENEFITS EXPECTED FROM FUTURE RESEARCH ON THIS ISE'

D. REFERENCES:"

E. (OPTIONAL) FART I _I ANT N A M;.- -]:..

266
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IDENTIFICA^TION OF HUMAN FACTODRS llI5~JFC IN AVIATION:

PIOMEIIIC~l. HNiSHAIRL FACTORS

I.TITLE OF ISSUE Cr- QU'ES'TlON:4

Evaluhat:;.om stmiu'roee.i - IV~t1oi

II. ; SUN.j: O.ynF IS S UE O RQLE CESTION.

Wheni altey'-i tic'rsEw~ 2Popcsedy CvuiiL~i iocl'Lori- studies are needed
to assess tho: Corfoccts of' these chari:2s

II.RATE PRIORITYv OF RESEARCH ON THIS ISSUE ',S IT RELATES TO
A'VIATION SAFETY.

E XTR.E M27Ly' HI GH MODE:R A T E LOW EXTREMELY
H I CH LOW

VSUPPLEME-NTARY INFORM-ATION.
A. EVIDENCE FOR IMPORTANCE OF IFSUES*

B. FUTURE RESEARCH PROjECTS 114-7TI-11 REGAR DING THIS ISSUE:

C. A FPL:.ICT TO C! X, r- .!I~ C, SAFETY, EFFI-r~CIENC-Y, ND COST
T 7 rTS -7.CT,. _:M 7FUTURE F<E 'SE:A.CH ON THIS I ESUE*
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IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN FACTORS ISSUES lINi AVInTION:
BIOMFDICAL AND BEHAVIOR.A! F:A'CTOR-,S

I.TITLE OF ISSUE OR QUESTION:

Lack of' clear an~d documnrted ui'crtinrdin. of~ cortro1 1er~kl~.
arid kriowled 4e reauiresents.

II* SUMMARY OF ISSUE OR QUESTION:

Inf'ormnationi is reauived to TF'rovidc a~ baseiire fcr'&:~ :

job re~uirehierts are chariled and for- tJcve1o-.--ir-, J. Zvj±v2

controller selection criteria.

S III. RATE PRIORITY OF RESEARCH ON THIS ISSUE AS IT RELATES TO
AVIATION SAFETY.

-------- -- X - ----------------- --- - - -
EXTREMELY HIGH MODERATE LO010 E X TREFL y

HIGH LOW

TV- SUP'PLEMENTARY INFORMATION.
A. EViIENCE FOR IMPORTANCE OF ISSUES:.

B4 FUTURE RESEARCH PROjECTS N4EFDE READN H S ILE

C, APPLICATION OF' FINDINCS Sn F E TY? C:-F: IENY y N/O

BENEFITS EXPECTEDI FROM FUTURE ? %C TH lIS CZ

D . REFERE N CES:

E, 0 PT 10 NAL) P'A!Z :1TCP'T ~A~......................

268
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IDNTF~~TONOF HLU.AY 1IIT~13W3IN AMAT iOn:1
B1 T 1MELI I C: L AND EE i-Y 0RI

I.TITLE O.7 ItZCI! n;, lfCCESTIO

El f. - T." .i~~e ~ 'Ji A TCS .j'..-s w,..
2,-- .t. v e.1 - ..- .

... 3.

E ., R EX/7

A !-:7:TNc OF :~

.. .... ...
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BIOMEDICAL A.l:e ... . .. .. . .

I, TITLE OF ISSUE OR .QUESTION:

ATCS L'airii;A-j

II. SUMMARY OF ISSUE CR CUEST,::""

Use of eJt let i L T'.- CS.. . -TCS . - . .

III RATE PRIORITY OF RESEARCH C' tH......
* AVIATION SAFETY.

-------------------------------
EXTREMELY HIH MOERATE lOW " .

HIGH

IV. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION,
A. EYIDENCE F-: TMF'ORTANC- O -SUES-:

r' s e rt ATC L
...........................................

f r o h the atrctve T C S.. f.f E,
ir",effecier, t PFoce is

B. FUTURE RESEARCH PROJECTS .;rED R.\LI- :' 7:

C . APLICATION DlF FINr:NOS ,FEC,,*'"
B EN E FIT S EX FE CTE: 17 D~ 2N F:_: ~ '>

etter Te Lhod i f . . .. . ............... ..
BN EITSii ~ :L~Y EA~c TC E FR ,  ... ' . ......... ...... .. ..... ....... -.. ''

D REFERENCES

270
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QUESTIONNAIRES DISTRIBUTED IN WORKSHOP C, CABIN SAFETY
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T I~ -TI TICAL it.NT'BH:CA FACTIORS

T. TITLE OF "33UE OR 2UESjTIO:-

-.rvv1 in U:-:..-2 r,?ci1d; n~ 1rdi nA s : w i e r,

I I rUM~ 7 cT 7SCU CRQES

. eu je -A is nateded 1,o su.'rvivalr -conideri,- F-o -n i
L ~ u~~e r e I, -a et -.I WAlh.'ri a c.c~ a a u2. n

II RATE F:10R;;T 17 RES!EC;,RC" -1-HI ISSUE : S IT RELATES TO
AVIATIO .N FETYV

EXT RE M ED-Y IOH MODERATE LO0tW EXTREMELY
H H LOW

V . Q.UI1 EMTARY INFORMATION.
At E VIDENCE FOR IMPORTANCE OF ISSUES#.

Hv ' .'e T'rf J i 'l -1 1" -1n

C. FTU!'E FEEARCH PROJE C T N E FD 1El R:Ec~~~N THI 'r SEUEr

r- ~TIT S E XRPETE T REl;7!,:QlN : Ll E'. N T.- : T C
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IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN F AC 7:-R 3 ISJ INqt AIT 3N

BI0MEDIC,L AND F 'A VT% V- ;7 in, C

1.TITLE OF ISSUE OR QUESTTIN'

Cabiri Presuriz~tion-

II* SUMMARY 0;7 ISSUE OR tiUES-10ON1

it is cornr1v bel ieved lthat v
50OOO-6YOOO fal-'-tlude. ti.tjls it .L' r

of 1Q~'OO' ft. * he iPubLi- r;icl rf~s
this SomletimTes Y'31'; f i 'ET.C3r' :--E! -e

car'diac ar 1-s Cr cth e Y' C'i 2 1 "" Q N d -. D~r

!I!. RATE PRIORITY OF REEAC ON THIS SU:S
AVIATION SAFETY.

E XT RE MELY H IGH M 0 DE R fE LOCW71
HIGH O

IV. SULPPLEMENTARY I NFORMATION.
A. EVIDENCE FOR MFCRTAH-E

Sec. !I. %vrYfuel at '~..

saf et, E i d ~ co~rl2 I I ~ 2b ~ 'Z,:-S_

B~ FUTURE RSAC -- f*-"-..*-

e i c .t

P~ENE F:TcE XF 'CTr: RCMi ~:E.-

To t I. .

D R E F E Rr ENC
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IDENTIFICATION OF HUMA.N F.ACT2,-:- ISSUES 7\, 1 -ITATICN-

BIOMEDICAL AND BEH- 'JORAL FACT ORS

* I- TITLE OF ISSUE OR QUEST-7CM4

Fresh air ventilation vto~ x ~ ~ :

*limits (al1so toc~> s co rit a! in at 10 1 ji.~

I SUMMARY OF ISSUE OR OlUESTI-N:

Fresh air Vert4 t.;tin D:-* .Lr - ~i Iw :) iJ:t> sL £'' 1nL0

The low -fresh air vertiliiitiori patos ij.y itr Th ~r~'.

'I. ATE PRIOIRITY OF RESEARCH ON THIS 1SSUE AS ITREAE
* AVIATION SAFETY.

/ -- ------------------------------
EXTREMELY HIGH MODERATE LOW EX T 7EL7

HIGH LOW

IV-* SUPPLEMENTAR'Y INFORMATION.
A. EVIDENCE FOR IMPO1RTANCE OF ISSUE-S#

FAA Docket ")0351

B. FUTURE RESEARCH PROJECTS NEEDED REGARDING THIE ss:

NumrerOUSY wiCh ShO41d be 3P:-i-T E'.L ftwr t FA
Docket 20351

C. APPLICATION OF FINDI11NGS S. AFETY:, EFF:C:ET~ l;i/D 0T
BENEFITS FXPECTED FOMUUE RESE:ARCH oN THIS S1E

D. REFERENCES#

FAA D-~cket 2O10Z

%!E. (OPTIONAL) PRT IC I P.)T NAN :-------------Z.- .
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IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN FACTOR,- _ '- -  ,

BIOMEDICAL AND BE HAY10FL F "- ...

I. TITLE OF ISSUE OR fqUESTION:

Protective breathir, devices fof iihtc aw .

II. SUMMARY OF ISSUE OR QUESTION.

Tests conducted at CAMI ,e, orstjte ,ob',!e'i wi. th. i

of current-use Protective br cthini di.- a .
solu tions (with mirimz l eL~ol-TDp:. Lic impact) iFor h :e Fr<,i=,.

III. RATE PRIORITY OF RESEARCH ON THIS ISSLIE AS 1i1 R'LA TEST
AVIATION SAFETY.

/---------- /-----------/ ------------/ -----. ,-- -

EXTREMELY HIGl-I MODERATE LOW EXTR:EELY':

HIGH LOW

IV. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION.
A. EVIDENCE FOR IMPORTANCE OF ISSUES*

Eoston, Pan Am accidert, Novembe'y 1973.

B. FUTURE RESEARCH FROJECTS NEEDED REGARDING THIS i .S.uE. ,0

Positive action .v th,:. FAA tc,'ade Protective br"-L.:-!:.
devices.

C. APPLICATION OF F:NDIIH3S ... FETY ETFICN Y ::,_" N ""T

BENEFITS EXPECTED FROM FUTU'RE "W"" ON. T.S .UE

P. REFERENCES:

FAA-'AM-7-. .

E. (OPTIONAL) 'ARTCI ' ,, :T ,-_ .c . ;
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IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN FACTORS ISSUES IN AVIATION:

BIOMEDICAL AND BEHAVIORAL FACTORS

I* TITLE OF ISSUE OR QUESTION:-

Is research as applicable as possible and are reearch findings
available to operational People?

I1 SUMMARY OF ISSUE OR OUESTION:

Manw times People who have to use eauipmcert or F'.rocedures
developed ir, research have little input into what is beirnit
researched* In addition, research findings are not readii"
accessible or easilv understood bv these operational people.

III, RATE PRIORITY OF RESEARCH ON THIS ISSUE AS IT RELATES TO
AVIATION SAFETY.

/----------- /- . --. X... / ------------- ----------
EXTREMELY HIGH MODERATE LOW EXTREMELY

HIGH LOW

IV. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION.
At EVIDENCE FOR IMPORTANCE OF ISSUES:

There is misunderstanding of use of 02 eauip,,,ent, brace
for impact Positions, and implications of seat design,.
This is also evidenced bw popularitw of Protection and
survival workshops conducted bi AAC-119 for operational
people, request for information, etc.

D, FUTURE RESEARCH PROJECTS NEEDED REGARDING THIS ISSUE:

Analwsis of incidents/acciderts/insrector rLPorts are
needed to Provide up-to-date informaLion rezriri..
cabin discrepencies and operational Probleass.

C, APPLICATION OF FINDINGS - SAFETY, EFFICIENCY, AND/OR COS.
BENEFITS EXPECTED FRCM FUTURE RESEARCH ON THIS ISSUE:4

Identification of actual safetv Problems and trenids i _.
order to make research meaningful and aii.aLe will bu-
cost beneficial, enablir: airlines Lo m Aoc use of r'eercher .
materials helps make training more cost beneficial and"
meaningful.

D. REFERENCES: -

E, (OPTIONAL) PARTICIPANT ,NIAME: Doaell Pol!.;"d
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IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN FACTORS ISSUES IN AVIATION: BIOMEDICAL AND
BEHAVIORAL FACTORS:

I. Title of Issue or question:
Crash Injury Potential of Seat/Restraint Systems. 0

II. Summary of Issue or question:
Seats/restraint systems are presently tested statistically. This is an
outmoded method and provides very little information about crash . \"-.
injury. Testing needs to continue to discover and establish
parameters to be used for dynamically testing seats/restraints for S
certification for use in air craft.

III. Rate priority of research on this issue as it relates to aviation safety.

Extremely High Moderate Low Extremely low
High

IV. Supplementary information.

A. Evidence for importance of issues:
Cabin Safety Data Bank, Accident History and sled test research indicate
that many times there is little correlation between strength as statis-
tically determined and actual performance in crash situations, especially
pertinent to injury causation. In addition, dynamic testing might make
possible use of flexible lighter weight materials thus reducing the
weight penality imposed ty seats.

B. Future research projects needed reguarding this issue:

Continuation and additic'.al emphasis. -

C. Application of Findings - Safety, efficiency, and/or cost benefits

expected from future research on this issue:

See A, reduction of weight.

D. References:

E. (Optional) Participant name: Donell Pollard - .

Please return by Aug 9,1981

TO: Dr. Henry W. Mertens
FAA/CAMI, AAC-118
P.O. Box 25082
Oklahoma City, OK. 73125
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IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN FACTORS ISSUES IN AVIATION: BIOMEDICAL AND
BU&VIORAL FACTORS:

I. Title of Issue or question:
What are the variables which influence passenger eggress.

II. Su =ary of Issue or question:
Further study needs to be conducted to ascertain the effects
of such things as lighting, cabin debris, aisle width, seat
pitch on evacuations under emergency conditions.

III. Rate priority of research on this issue as it relates to aviation safety.

' / m I 'I
Extremely High Moderate Low Extremely low
High

IV. Supplementary information.

A. Evidence for importance of issues:
Evidence in Cabin Safety Data Bank, Accident Histories that many
variables may influence passenger eggress.

B. Future research projects needed reguarding this issue:
Extension of present research findings.

C. Application of Findings - Safety, efficiency, and/or cost benefits
expected from future research on this issue:

Possibly advancing time when computer modeling could be used for
aircraft certification.

D. References:

E. (Optional) Participant name: Donell Pollard

I

Please return by Aug 9,1981

TO: Dr. Henry W. Mertens
FAA/CAMI, AAC-118
P.O. Box 25082
Oklahoma City, OK. 73125
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QUESTIONNAIRES DISTRIBUTED IN WORKSHOP D, MEDICAL ASPECTS OF AIRCRAFT

ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
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IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN FACTORS ISSUES IN AVIATION:

BIOMEDICAl. AND BEHAVIORAL FACTORS

I. TITLE OF ISSUE OR QUESTION:

There is n urm-ent need for the dovelomrint of a computer Program
Package to facilitate the handling of mass casualtw accidents,

IT. SUMMARY OF ISSUE OR 3UES7ION:-

Mass casualtv accidents rccur irfrccueiitlt but when thew happen the
normal order of things is upset and mri, rPoblems surface. There is
no good, complete, computer Program to addre s this Problem in
existance today, Irsu'rance uiderwriters have verified the need for more
expeditious methods of Processirng the casualties.
The use of a good comFutcr Program would:

1) Standardize an'teniortem data and act as a guide for airline
Personnel in the collection of such data.

2) Standardize the collection of '-o,.tmortem data bw Pathologists,
Dentists, Personal effects Personnel, fin-eerr'rint experts, and other
forensic scientists,

3) Facilitate the comparison of roi.tmortem and arte.,ortem datz
durirg the identification P'ocess.

4) Provide for the accumulation, storig, and verification of
more toxicolos and autopsw data duri,.1 the autoPsw Process,

5 5) Simplify the Idcrtificatiori and separation of the remains
of the crew of the airplane in a mass casualtv accident.

.'. 6) Make it a simpler process to record the ontemortem and
Postmortem seat locations,

7) Save morev for it would shorten the time involved in the
mass accident investigatior. P'rocess.

!!i, RATE PRIORITY OF RESEARCH ON THIS ISSUE AS IT RELATES TO
AVIATION SAFETY.

------ /----------- ------------ /------
EXTREMELY HIGH MODERATE LOW EXTREMELY

HIOH LOW

!V. SUPFFLEMENTARY INFORMATION.
A. EVIDENCE FOR I!MPORTANCE OF ISSUES:

IrsJranc ,uderwriters, Coronersy, M.dicz! ExamirerS, Forensic
Dentists, and other Forersic Scientists vcrifu that there is
ro good comf.letv coTiater -ro Tam of this t-.se available for
air or other modai of trTar;sortztior, accidents.

B . FMJTURE RESEARCH P'RC JECTS NEEPED REGiARDiNG THIS ISSUE-:

'-'e" of ,D -ivi'..an or MiliLPru Programa that has the
.Drleter, ess to c rrs: out the de ired Pur,:tio ns
Date for the la-.ojt fer. such -ro!ream was cumulted at
FAA's. Civil Aar::edical Institute :Cme uors a o, but
the Puter Py~ofram never ctiL. L f. ition.
The computer Identification assistance r-zayram could be obtained
b -contract with a computer 'rnsri,- cam.a, arid selected

foreris.4- scientists familiar with th, unicueness of this tupe
of dta Z a: t.hL, data c-nPe .scn r, roces . Forensic scientists
f.T, '.iar with mass casualt- rrocezsin' must tc included.
NTSBa, d' CAM: ". mar F2:tors ,',rsonnel should field test the
Prroy, to isiprove, modify, arnd x-d-te its content as needed,
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C. APPLICATION OF FINDINGS - SAFETYr EFFICIENCY, ANDI/OR COST
BENEFITS EXPECTED FROM FUTURE RFSEARCH ON THIS ISSUE:

The general Public would benefit for simplified technioucs
would be developed to assist the local Coroner or Medical
examiner minimize misidentifications. When an accident
occurs in a sparcelw Populated area the NTSB and the FAA
would be in a better Position to be of isssistarice to those
at the scene. Bodies could be Processed ra.-idlv and returned
to the bereaved sooner to help lessen their sorrow.
The entire ID Process could be haridlL.d more efficiently
and costs reduced. When this t e of Prosram is utilized
in a Commuter or Air Taxi accident the medical arid toxicolo~u
information could be more comPletelv documer:ted.

D. REFERENCES:

RePorts, discussions, and Personal communications re.ardin
Identification Problems at the scene of mass casualtv accidents
that have occured within the last five .ears idertifr the
need for this tvPe of a Pro-eram.

E. Participant's Name: Curtis A. Mertz, D.D.S.

'2C4
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IDENTIFICATICN OF HUMAN FACTORS :SSUES IN AVIAT-ON:

BIOMEDICAL ANr BEHAVIORAL FACTORS

I. TITLE OF ISSUE OR QUESTION:

Post-crash mental care for Bircraft occidLent survivors.

LI, SUMMARY OF ISSUE OR QUESTION:"

What are the ;-eeds of cockpit crew7 ca!,ir: crew, and 'ssenvers
for Post-crash mental care in order to ; Le Ls emtional
trauma, detect subectuent potentiall,= adverse effects of th,
accident experiernce on Personal Performarc (c. ., judayment,.
emotional respc;;:se to -ftiorzercies, etc.), and treatment Proiram s
to Promote racoverv.

*III, RATE PRIORITY OF RESEARCH ON THIS ISSUE AS IT RELATES TO
AVIATION SAFETY.

/------------/----- X ----- / ------ ..----- ------------ _/
EXTREMELY HIGH MOIERATE LOW EXTREMELY

H: GH LO, ,-

I Y, SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION.
A. ZVI E- 2CE FCR M OFrTANCE OF ISSUES: ..

There is c iaid_2-able avidence from the Tererife KL.M/

Par, Am collision arid the Western Air Lines accident in
Mexico Citv that mental core of cabin crew and .,3.- seniers
is hel:ftil in allevistir, Psocholcqical trauma. Cockr-it
crews mav CIso benefit from mentcl care following ar "-.- -

accident. Two cruses 1r- rLown where airline pilots committed
suicide followir ar: accide.-:t"

B, FUTURE RESEARCH PROJECTS NEED'D REGARDINO THIS ISSUE:
9.,

Research is needed to deter mine the scop'e of the .roblem,
the effects of tr.._mz on rc-crash on'Personal Performance,"Id , th d df -, - --...
and Tjethods of ealin, *with c-.-crah T er:tal effects.

APPLICATION OF FINDINOS - S'AFETYr EFICIENCY, AND/OR COST
BENEF S EXPECTED FROM FUTURE RESEAR-H. ON THIS ISSUE:-

i MF: t al cara for accidei.t :jr'vv.- :, ., :. abe .,o- rar-id L

relief !rcm tr u a i: .fu f"rivor,- jcid oorc, raid -4 return to ProducLivea = t i v i t '.,<-1

C. F:.N:N- -N NA-E: j' om-e
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IDKUTIFICATION OF HUMAN FACTORS ISSUES IN AVIATION: BIOMEDICAL AND
BEIAVIORAL FACTORS:

I. Title of Issue or question:

With decreasing numbers of military pilots in the civilian community because of
long military retention of its pilots, will the GA accident rate increase?

II. Summary of Issue or question:

Most airplane pilots and many commercial pilots have military backgrounds.
Fewer pilots are leaving the services. Therefore, commercial and airline flying
will rely more heavily on the available supply of civilian trained aviators.
Will this have an unfavorable effect upon civilian accident rates..

% III. Rate priority of research on this issue as it relates to aviation safety.

/ / x /1 /
Extremely High Moderate' Low Extremely low

High

IV. Supplementary information.

A. Evidence for importance of issues:

The evidence needs to be developed to see if this is or is not a problem.

B. Future research projects needed reguarding this issue:

An accident study is required to determine the efficiency of a military back-
ground in civilian accident prevention. If military trained pilots have a lower
accident rate durin, a civiliayn career hen. somethina, fom h l-y training
C. Application of Findings - arety, etticiency, an o should be

expected from future research on this issue: included in

Possibly lowered accident rates. the civilia :

training.

D. References:

E. (Optional) Participant name:

Please return by Aug 9,1981

TO: Dr. Henry W. Mertens
FAA/CAMI, AAC-118

P.O. Box 25082
Oklahoma City, OK. 73125
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IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN FACTORS ISSUES IN AVIATION: BIOMEDICAL AND
BEHAVIORAL FACTORS:

I. Title of Issue or question:
The Psychology of the Co-pilot Takeover from the Captain

II. Summary of Issue or question:
Apparently, too few pilots flying the airplane as co-pilot are willing to take
over control even when the aircraft is evidently outside of acceptable para-
meters. The need for assertiveness has been made evident in a significant number
of airplane accidents. In addition to the assertive training called for by the
NTSB, another means may be developed to promote the takeover without loss of
prestige by the Captain (of co-pilot, in some cases).

III. Rate priority of research on this issue as it relates to aviation safety.

X / I / . .

Extremely High Moderate Low Extremely low
High

IV. Supplementary information.

A. Evidence for importance of issues:
The accidents in Partland, Oregon, the accident in the Gulf of Mexico, and
numerous other landing accidents are mute remihders of this need.

B. Future research projects needed reguarding this issue:
Develop the approach path as a system with no prestige loss for the takeover
of control, by the non-flying pilot anytime the aircraft and approarh system .
is out of rigidly preset limits.
C. Application of Findings - Safety, efficiency, and/or cost benefits

expected from future research on this issue:

Accident prevention and loss of life speaks for itself.

D. References:

E. (Optional) Participant name:

Please return by Aug 9,1981

TO: Dr. Henry W. Mertens
FAA/CAMI, AAC-118
P.O. Box 25082

Oklahoma City, OK. 73125
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IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN FACTORS ISSUES IN AVIATION: BIOMEDICAL AND
BEHVIORAL FACTORS:

I. Title of Issue or question:
Airport Contribution to Accidents

II. Summary of Issue or question:
Epidemiological studies are needed of airports to determine which if any are
implicated in accidents. Certain aspects seem to be so related. Over water
takeoffs in light aircraft seems to be one such factor.

III. Rate priority of research on this issue as it relates to aviation safety.

/ X / / /
Extremely High Moderate Low Extremely low
High

IV. Supplementary information.

A. Evidence for importance of issues:
New Orleans Lakefront airport is notorious for disorientation accidents in
G/A aircraft. Kansas City was a problem for air carriers landing short and
striking the surrounding dykes. Some are a problem because of summer
density altitudes.

B. Future research projects needed reguarding this issue:
A long-term epidemiological study of all nations' airports is required. With
proper factor analysis, the relation to accidents can be developed.

C. Application of Findings - Safety, efficiency, and/or cost benefits
expected from future research on this issue:

The offending airports can be modified and others can benefit from the
experience so gained. New airports can be designed without these traps
in the development.
D. References:
Daugherty et al

E. (Optional) Participant name:____

Please return by Aug 9,1981

TO: Dr. Henry W. Mertens
FA./CAMI, AAC-118

P.O. Box 25082

Oklahoma City, OK. 73125
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IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN FACTORS ISSUES IN AVIATION: BIOMEDICAL AND
BEHAVIORAL FACTORS:

I. Title of Issue or question:
Who has what legal responsibilities at the scene of an accident? -

Ii. Summary of Issue or question:
The answers to this question are reasonably weel known, i.e. the NTSB has sole
Federal responsibility. However, outside of Federal circles, the answers are
seldom known. Most local and state authorities need to be made aware clearly
of this fact and of the limitations placed on them in the case of an aircraft 0
accident. Much valuable information is often lost by premature "do gooders"
who inadvertently destroy information or muddle it which creates difficulty.

III. Rate priority of research on this issue as it relates to aviation safety.

/ X / / /
Extremely High Moderate Low Extremely low
High

IV. Supplementary information.

A. Evidence for importance of issues:
Few, if any, coroners and medical examiners really understand that they do not
have primary jurisdiction in the case of an aircraft accident. This has
resulted in the destruction of valuable accident investigation information
and even competition in some cases as to who can do what?

B. Future research projects needed reguarding this issue:
A publication detailing these responsibilities and actions should be sent to
the coroners and medical examiners of every county in the U.S.A. The problem
will not be solved but it can be- minimi ied , ado otbnft
C. Application of Findings - Safety, efciency, and/or cost benefits

expected from future research on this issue:
Ease and speed of accident investigation will be facilitated.

D. References:

E. (Optional) Participant name: 0

Please return by Aug 9,1981

TO: Dr. Henry W. Mertens
FAA/CAMI, AAC-118 -
P0O. Box 25082
Oklahoma City, OK. 73125
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- IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN FACTORS ISSUES IN AVIATION: BIOMEDICAL AND
• BEHAVIORAL FACTORS:

I. Title of Issue or question:

The Mass Casualty Problem

II. Summary of Issue or question:
No jurisdiction is really ready for mass casualties. This has been shown in
New York, Chicago, San Diego, and Teneriffe. The experience of those involved
should be collated and developed in to a planning guide. Just the logistical
problems alone are staggering and not properly considered until too late.
However, the experience is available if it can be drawn together.

III. Rate priority of research on this issue as it relates to aviation safety.

:/ X/
Extremely High Moderate Low Extremely low
High

IV. Supplementary information.

A. Evidence for importance of issues:
No one is of the opinion that another mass casualty accident will never occur.
It is only a matter of time. In that case, few airports are realiy ready
in spite of periodic exercising of plans. Almost none have any plan for
autopsies, body bags, stakes, reefers for body storage, x-rays for dental
identification, etc. However, the requirements are known by those with the
B. Future research projects needed reguarding this issue: experience.
A "literature" search should provide the information needed for such a guide.
Admittedly, the market for such a guide is small but it is important.

C. Application of Findings - Safety, efficiency, and/or cost benefits
expected from future research on this issue:

Expediency in gathering and organizing the supplies necessary can assist
in minimizing costs of accident investigation.

D. References:

Kirkham, INA, Wick, etc.

E. (Optional) Participant name:

Please return by Aug 9,1981

TO: Dr. Henry W. Mertens
FAA/CAMI, AAC-118
-P.O. Box 25082

Oklahoma City, OK. 73125
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IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN FACTORS ISSUES IN AVIATION: BIOMEDICAL AND

BEHAVIORAL FACTORS:

I. Title of Issue or question:

Passenger Identification Responsibilities: Moral, Ethical, Legal

II. Summary of Issue or question:

In the last several mass disasters, the problem of passenger identification was
extreme, acute in time pressure, and difficult technically. Can better organiza-
tion and planning improve the problems which arose? In particular, should a
coordinated plan be developed for cooperation between dental experts, finger-
print teams, personal effects teams, and anthropologists which might eliminate
some confusion which is characteristic of such events?

III. Rate priority of research on this issue as it relates to aviation safety.

I / . / I
Extremely High Moderate Low Extremely low

High

IV. Supplementary information.

A. Evidence for importance of issues:

Haste has been a problem which brought together separate elements of forensic
teams which were therefore uncoordinated. Had a plan been in existence, the
effort should have been quicker and with less duplication. This would have
speeded identification process, saved time, and been less expensive and less
traumatic to families.
B. Future research projects needed reguarding this issue:

What organizational notification plan can be developed to integrate the
identification elements?

C. Application of Findings - Safety, efficiency, and/or cost benefits

expected from future research on this issue:

This is expected to ease the legal problems involved with major accidents
as well as solve moral and ethical problems resulting from questionable
presence on aircraft of deceased. Positive and quick identification eases all
D. References: these problems.
Kirkham et al

E. (Optional) Participant name:_ _ _ _ _ _

Please return by Aug 9,1981

TO: Dr. Henry W. Mertens
FAA/CAMI, AAC-118
P.O. Box 25082
Oklahoma City, OK. 73125
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IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN FACTORS ISSUES IN AVIATION: BIOMEDICAL AND
BEHAVIORAL FACTORS:

I. Title of Issue or question:
The Use of Dental Records in Victim Identification

11. Summary of Issue or question:
Aircraft accidents in which fire plays a major role present a significant
problem in victim identification. Improved means of locating dental records
quickly are needed. Aircrew members may well benefit by having Pannorex
films on file at their bases.

III. Rate priority of research on this issue as it relates to aviation safety.

/ / x /
Extremely High Moderate Low Extremely low
High

IV. Supplementary information.

A. Evidence for importance of issues:
This is not directly a safety prevention issue. However, it is relevant since L
location and identification of the crew member or members does play some role
in accident investigation. Following a fire, the use of dental records isprobably the single most helpful identification tool. It is in some cases the "
only means available.
B. Future research projects needed reguarding this issue:
Should dental information be recorded on FAA records? Is this feasible?

S.C. Application of Findings - Safety, efficiency, and/or cost benefits
expected from future research on this issue:

Considerable time can be saved during an accident investigation which permits
prompt information about which tissue is that of crew. This in turn permits
accurate information to be gleaned about presence or absence of other medical
D. References: factors (e.g. infarcts on part of pilots, etc.) found in crew

remains.

lr. (optional) Participant name:

Please return by Aug 9,1981

TO: Dr. Henry W. Mertens
FAA/CAMI, AAC-118
IF.O. Box 25082
Oklahoma City, OK. 73125
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IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN FACTORS ISSUES IN AVIATION: BIOMEDICAL AND

BEHAVIORAL FACTORS:

I. Title of Issue or question:

The Role of Alcohol and Other Drugs in Aircraft Accidents

II. Summary of Issue or question:

While there is some probability regarding the role of alcohol in fatal and
non-fatal accidents, this should be clarified. Equally important, the role
of common street drugs and especially marijuana should be investigated.

III. Rate priority of research on this issue as it relates to aviation safety.

/ X / / /
Extremely High Moderate Low Extremely low

High

IV. Supplementary information.

A. Evidence for importance of issues:
Reports indicate that alcohol plays a role in from 8% to 50% of the fatal
aircraft accidents. This wide variation should be pinned down. Unknown,
however, is the role of common street drugs including the cannabis drug so
popular at present.

B. Future research projects needed reguarding this issue:

Easy method for determination of presence or use of cannabis.
Representative sample of all accidents to determine rate of occurance following
alcohol and drug use.
C. Application of Findings - Safety, efficiency, and/or cost benefits

expected from future research on this issue:

The cannabis work should have application in auto accidents as well as in
aircraft. It may also have some relation to industrial accidents.

D. References:

Harper et al, Mohler et al, Wick et al in Aerospace Medicine. See Bill Collins
for a good bibliography.

E. (Optional) Participant name:__ ___

Please return by Aug 9,1981

TO: Dr. Henry W. Mertens
FAA/CAMI, AAC-118
P-O. Box 25082

Oklahoma City, OK. 73125
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IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN FACTORS ISSUES IN AVIATION: BIOMEDICAL ANDBEHAVIORAL FACTORS :" i

I. Title of Issue or question:

Shoulder Harness Use in Commuter and G/A Aircraft
II. Summary of Issue or question:

There are numerous anecdotal reports of individuals injured in crashes in which
the flight crew was uninjured and were the only occupants wearing shoulder
harnesses. Can occupants of these aircraft be fitted with shoulder harnesses
or must this be restricted to the flight crew?

III. Rate priority of research on this issue as it relates to aviation safety.

/ / X / /
Extremely High Moderate Low Extremely low
High

IV. Supplementary information.

A. Evidence for importance of issues:
Compression fractures of the spine are one such problem resulting from lack of
shoulder harnesses on all occupants when a sudden deceleration occurs. L

B. Future research projects needed reguarding this issue:
This will require a joint project with structural engineers to determine
if it is feasible to install such shoulder harnesses.

C. Application of Findings - Safety, efficiency, and/or cost benefits
expected from future research on this issue:

Reluced injuries should result.

D. References:

Kirkham, Wick, Snyder, personnel communication

E. (Optional) Participant name:____

Please return by Aug 9,1981

TO: Dr. Henry W. Mertens
FAA/CAMI, AAC-118

P.-O. Box 25082
Oklahoma City, OK. 73125
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IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN FACTORS ISSUES IN AVIATION: BIOMEDICAL AND

BEHAVIORAL FACTORS:

I. Title of Issue or question:
The Vertical Component of Crash Injury Impact J

II. Sumpary of Issue or question:
This is related to seat structure but includes aircraft structure and seat
mountings. Many general aviation accidents and some air carrier accidents
as well involve high vertical descent rates at impact. The result is com-
pression fractures of the spine. Suitable crushable and slow deforming
structures under the seats could prevent these injuries which often other-
wise result in transections of the spinal cord.

III. Rate priority of research on this issue as it relates to aviation safety.

/ X / / /
Extremely High Moderate Low Extremely low

High

IV. Supplementary information.

A. Evidence for importance of issues:

A substantial number of the fatalities in GA have ruptured organs and
structures as well as compression fractures and basilar skull fractures.

B. Future research projects needed reguarding this issue:

Continued work on crushable structures which slow the "G" loading on
the spine and to the various viscus structures prone to decelleration injuries.

C. Application of Findings - Safety, efficiency, and/or cost benefits

expected from future research on this issue:
Decreased mortality and morbidity.

D. References:
Autopsy reports following accidents.

E. (Optional) Participant name:__ ___

Please return by Aug 9,1981

TO: Dr. Henry W. Mertens
FAA/CAMI, AAC-118
P.O. Box 25082

Oklahoma City, OK. 73125
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IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN FACTORS ISSUES IN AVIATION: BIOMEDICAL AND

BEHAVIORAL FACTORS:

I. Title of Issue or question:

Has seat design been optimized for crash injury protection?

UI. Summary of Issue or question:
A significant number of injuries are caused in otherwise survivable accidents
when the seats fail, collapse, tear loose, or otherwise inflict injuries upon
the occupants. Seat design improvement is still needed to prevent these
types of injuries. This is applicable to both air carrier and general aviation
aircraft. The design of GA seats has in some cases not improved in more
than 40 years.

III. Rate priority of research on this issue as it relates to aviation safety.

/ X / / /
Extremely High Moderate Low Extremely low

High

IV. Supplementary information.

A. Evidence for importance of issues:

In GA aircraft, the stall spin accident is still one of the more prevalent
accident types. Impact involves both lateral and vertical decelerations.
In many cases, the aircraft is relatively undamaged but the occupants die
because the seat structure does not contain them within the aircraft not-
spread the impact over time in a satisfactory manner.
B. Future research projects needed reguarding this issue:

1. Survey seat construction currently in use.
2. Correlate injury with seat construction.
3. Develop prospective study for redesign and replacement of unsa.isfactory seat.
C. Application of Findings - Safety, efficiency, and/or cost benefits

expected from future research on this issue:

Decrease in mortality and morbidity with lessened trauma.

D. References:

Snyder many publications.

E. (Optional) Participant name:

Please return by Aug 9,1981

TO: Dr. Henry W. Mertens
FAA/CAMI, AAC-118

P,O. Box 25082
Oklahoma City, OK. 73125
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IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN FACTORS ISSUES IN AVIATION: BIOMEDICAL AND

BEHAVIORAL FACTORS:

I. Title of Issue or question:

Pregnant Passengers and the Use of Seat Belts.

II. Summary of Issue or question:
Do seat belts cause injuries in the case of pregnant passengers either to the
mother or the fetus? This question is commonly asked but there is little or
no definitive information available to speak to it. This should be the
subject of a retrospective study which can include aircraft and surface
transportation accidents when searching for the answer.

III. Rate priority of research on this issue as it relates to aviation safety.

I / XlX I
Extremely High Moderate Low Extremely low

High

IV. Supplementary information.

A. Evidence for importance of issues:
The U.S. air carrier industry transports about 300,000,000 passengers each
year. They are largely unscreened from a medical standpoint and included
in this group are significant numbers of mothers-to-be.

B. Future research projects needed reuarding this issue:

This can be a reasonably low budget study involving followups after accidents
and rapid decelerations. It does not need to make use of any prospective
techniques which would ethically be unsuitable.
C. Application of Findings - Safety, efficiency, and/or cost benefits

expected from future research on this issue:

Should injuries be found or other untoward medical events, a redesign of
seat belts may be needed or education about the placement may be sufficient.
Special padding may also be a solution for pregnant females.
D. References:

E. (Optional) Participant name:

Please return by Aug 9,1981

TO: Dr. Henry W. Mertens
FAA/CAMI, AAC-118
P.O. Box 25082

Oklahoma City, OK. 73125
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IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN FACTORS ISSUES IN AVIATION: BIOMEDICAL AND

BEHAVIORAL FACTORS:

I. Title of Issue or question:

Post Crash Investigation of Instrument Reading Errors

II. Summary of Issue or question:

There are still at least four different types of altimeters in common use
although at least three have been shown to be incriminated in a significant
number of unwarranted descents to ground contact. A definitive study is
needed to resolve the problem of altimetry and altimeter presentations. ,

_-

III. Rate priority of research on this issue as it relates to aviation safety.

/ X / / /
Extremely High Moderate Low Extremely low

High

IV. Supplementary information.

A. Evidence for importance of issues:

Unwarranted descent through errors in altimeter reading are common, serious,
and result in accidents. Several other incidents have occurred which did
not result in accidents only by mere chance.

B. Future research projects needed re uarding this issue:
Resolve single pointer, drum, three pointer controversy.

C. Application of Findings - Safety, efficiency, and/or cost benefits

expected from future research on this issue:

Elimination of instrument reading errors, particularly errors in reading -

the altimeter which should minimize ground strikes due to inadvertent
descents.
D. References:

NTSB Accident and Incident Reports.

E. (Optional) Participant name:__

Please return by Aug 9,1981

TO: Dr. lHenry W. Mertens
FAA/CAMI, AAC-118
P..O. Box 25082

Oklahoma City, OK. 73125
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IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN FACTORS ISSUES IN AVIATION: BIOMEDICAL AND
BEHlAVIORAL FACTORS:

I. Title of Issue or question:
Is It Necessary to Investigate All Aircraft Accidents?

II. Summary of Issue or question:
The difference between an accident, fatal or not, and an incident is often
small and at times almost a matter of chance. At the present time, accident
investigation is more random than organized. A very thoroughly investigated
significant sample of accidents should provide more useful information than
the current random and haphazard investigations.

III. Rate priority of research on this issue as it relates to aviation safety.

/ / X / /
Extremely High Moderate Low Extremely low

High

IV. Supplementary information.

A. vvidence for importance of issues:
No definitive information is available about the number of accidents which
result from physical incapacitation of the pilot. This is needed but can be p
obtained by a good autopsy series. A similar series is needed to obtain data
on the number of suicides in aircraft. This too can probably be obtained
by good psychological accident investigation.

B. Future research projects needed reguurding this issue:

Organization of investigation teams to obtain data.

C. Application of Findings - Safety, efficiency, and/or cost benefits

expected from future research on this issue:

Revision of aeromedical standards as approrpiate should the current examination
thecniques and standards need be altered.

D. References:

NTSB, FAA reports by Yanowitch.

E. (Optional) Participant name:

Please return by Aug 9,1981

TO: Dr. Henry W. Mertens
FAA/CAMI, AAC-118
P-.O. Box 25082

Oklathoma City, OK. 73125
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IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN FACTORS ISSUES IN AVIATION: BIOMEDICAL AND

BEHAVIORAL FACTORS:

I. Title of Issue or question:

Post Crash Investigation of Use of Upper Torso Restraints.

II. Summary of Issue or question:

There is little information available concerning the actual findings in the
case of shoulder harness use in aircraft accidents. Some misinformation
clouds the issue. Studies should be instituted in air carrier and commuter
aircraft in which crew injuries are looked at vis a vis passenger injuries
who were not wearing upper torso restraints. To some extent automobile
accident data might also be useful.

III. Rate priority of research on this issue as it relates to aviation safety.

I I X / /
Extremely High Moderate Low Extremely low

High

IV. Supplementary information.

A. Evidence for importance of issues:
It has been the personal experience of a number on this committee that accidents
have occurred which should not have resulted in any injury but instead fatal
head injuries or wedge fractures of the spinal cord have occurred. The
statistical evidence of the beneficial effect of an upper torso restraint is not
readily apparent. It should be.
B. Future research projects needed reguarding this issue:

With these data, an intense educational effort can be instituted which will
encourage the use of those shoulder harnesses which are now available.

C. Application of Findings - Safety, efficiency, and/or cost benefits

expected from future research on this issue: . .

Decreased morbidity and mortality from head injuries and from flexion.

D. References:
Synder R.G. various

E. (Optional) Participant name:__ ___

Please return by Aug 9,1981

TO: Dr. Henry W. Mertens
FAA/CAMI, AAC-118
P.O. Box 25082

Oklahoma City, OK. 73125
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1?ocaa 5A3 - gbrE7 zad/20 t 7lbL~i ion
5705 NW. 38th Street Transport Workers Union

Miami Springs, Florida 33166 of America
Telephone (305) 871-3692 AFL-CIO

Patrica Fink Dorothy A Payne
POessdent~ Financial Secreia'y rteasufet

Jeanne Notaro Wm J Redford
F erl Vlce P Sossftn inieinatonal vice Pressoen

Transpoei Woriers Union

August 12, 1981

,- -

Dr. Henry W. Mertens
FAA/CAMI, AAC-118
P. 0. Box 25082
Oklahoma City, OK 73125

Dear Dr. Mertens:

Enclosed are suggestions for areas that I feel that CAMI can do some
very constructive and timely research in the areas of cabin safety. Most of
these topics were touched in the Cabin Safety group during the 5th Human
Factors Workshop held at CAMI recently, which I attended.

Our union represents over 6500 Easter Air Lines Flight Attendants and
feel that these areas are a concern to all the airline industry and have far
reaching impacts, both economical and safety, to airlines, passengers, and
crewmembers.

I also want you to know that I was extremely pleased about the recent
Ikman Factors Workshop on Cabin Safety, and 1 hope FAA deems it appropriate
to maintain workshops such as these in the future. I was very enlightened
during the three day workshop by the various participants in all the workshops.

Please note, also, our change of mailing address, which is as follows:

TWJ Local 553, Air Transport Division
7370 N. W. 36 Street Suite 412
Miami, FL 33166
(305) 592-9390

Thank you for your time and consideration.

Yours truly,

Larry Robinson

Safety Cha i ntan
'lWJ Local 553
Air Transport Division

LR:cr
OPEIU #128
AFL-CIO
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IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN FACTORS ISSUES IN AVIATION: BIOMEDICAL AND
BEHAVIORAL FACTORS:

I. Title of Issue or question: BIOMEDICAL AND BEHAVIORAL EFFECTS OF REDUCED

AIR EXOANGE RATES IN TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT ON SUBJECTS REPRESENTATIVE OF FLIGHT"-

ATTENDANTS.
II. Summary of Issue or question: Reduced Air Exchange Rates per person presently

occur on transport aircraft due to increased passenger capacities and reduced
pressurization pack operations in order to increase revenues and reduce fuel
consumption. The subsequent reduction of per person air exchange rates could
potentially affect the non-sedentary flight attendant in an adverse manner.

III. Rate priority of research on this issue as it relates to aviation safety.

xyny/ / / /

Extremely High Moderate Low Extremely low

High

IV. Supplementary information.

A. Evidence for importance of issues: Same as above in II.

B. Future research projects needed reguarding this issue: Pressure chamber

tests with subjects representative of flight attendant crewmembers.

C. Application of Findings - Safety, efficiency, and/or cost benefits

expected from future research on this issue: Findings could affect

significantly aircraft design and operations of pressurization systems.

D. References: None

E. (Optional) Participant name: Trrvy Rhinsnn - . f,-vf- rh r n":..

TWU Local 553, Air Transport Div.
7370 N.W. 36th St., Miami, FLA 33166

Please return by Aug 9,1981

TO: Dr. Henry W. Mertens
FAA/CAMI, AAC-118

P.O. Box 25082
Oklahoma City, OK. 73125
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IDENTIFICATION OF HUMAN FACTORS ISSUES IN AVIATION: BIOMEDICAL AND

BEHAVIORAL FACTORS:

I. Title of Issue or question: Applicability of Shoulder/Lap Restraint Systems

for Air Transport Aircraft Passengers.

II. Summary of Issue or question: Due to changes in passenger seat design,
mainly in pitch and incline, the potential for impact injuries to passengers on
transport category aircraft is increased. Relevant and timely research in
this area is greatly needed.

III. Rate priority of research on this issue as it relates to aviation safety.

XX)OOOxXx I I /
Extremely High Moderate Low Extremely low

High

IV. Supplementary information.

A. Evidence for importance of issues: Past CAII research in seat designs

identifies that impact injury potential increases as reduced pitch and incline
of passenger seats occur. The crashworthiness of the seat/restraint system/passenger
unit in the new pitch/incline configurations need relevant and timely research
in order to maintain a reasonable level of safety for the traveling public.

B. Future research projects needed reguarding this issue: Dynamic sled
testing at 6, 9, and 12G levels is deemed appropriate.

C. Application of Findings - Safety, efficiency, and/or cost benefits

expected from future research on this issue: FAA rulemaking and
TSO standards can be derived from information, data, and insight revealed by
this research.

D. References: None

E. (Optional) Participant name: Larry Robinson - Safety rhai1an
1VU Local 553, Air Transport Div.

* 7370 N.W. 36th St. Miami, FLA 33166
Please return by Aug 9,1981

TO: Dr. Henry W. Mertens
FAA/CAMI, AAC-118
P.O. Box 25082
Oklahoma City, OK. 73125
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LIST OF ATTENDEES

Fifth Human Factors Workshop
on Aviation

Mr. Anthony Adamski
Chrysler Corp.
Box 824
Willow Run Airport
Ypsilanti, MI 48197

Mr. Dominck A. Alfieri
Assistant Vice President, Claims
U.S. Aviation Underwriters

* 110 William Street
*-'- New York, NY 10038

-. Mr. Robert Alkov
Aviation Psychologist, Aeromedical Div.
Naval Safety Center

?.-. Naval Air Station

Norfolk, VA 23511

Mr. David Anderson
FAA
800 Independence Ave., S.W.
Washington, DC 20591

Mr. Karl F. Anderson
Executive Vice President
Flt Engineers' Int. Ass. AFL-CIO
905 16th Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20006

Kay Avery
Administrator, Flight Service

-* American Airlines, Inc.
AAL Plaza, Learning Center

Ft. Worth, TX 76035

Sharon A. Barthelmess

Cabin Safety Specialist
FAA, ASF-300
800 Independence Ave., S.W.
Washington, DC 20591

Mr. James V. Bernadini

"- Civil Aeromedical Institute, AAC-142

P.O. Box 25082
Oklahoma City, OK 73125
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C.M. Bertone
Chief, Human Factors Engineer
SiKorsky Aircraft
North Main Street
Stratford, CT 06602

Mr. James 0. Boone
Chief, Selection/Testing Research
Civil Aeromedical Institute .
P.O. Box 25082
Oklahoma City, OK 73125

Mr. Charles Booze
Aeromedical Certification Branch
Medical Statistical Section, AAC-132
P.O. Box 25082
Oklahoma City, OK 73125

Mr. Henri Branting
Aerospace Engineer
FAA Aircraft Engineering Div.
800 Independence Ave., S.W.
Washington, DC 20591

Jackie Brederlow
Air Carrier Inspection (Large Airplanes)
Transport Canada, Tower C
Place de Ville
Ottawa, Ontario KIAON8

Zita Brunet
Air Carrier Inspection (Large Airplanes)
Transport Canada, Tower C
Place de Ville
Ottawa, Ontario KlAON8

Mr. Anthony Buige
FAA, OSEM
800 Independence Ave., S.W.
Washington, DC 20591

Mr. Caesar Calafa
FAA Technical Center
Altantic City Airport, NJ 08405

Mr. James Carroll
. Claim Supervisor
*" U.S. Aviation Underwriters

110 William Street
New York, NY 10038
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J.E. Carroll
Captain
Vice President

Flight Standards and Training 0
United Airlines
Stapelton International Airport

Box 66100
Denver, CO 80207

Mr. Edward L. Cates
SGT USAF Hospital
Little Rock AFB, AR

Mr. Richard F. Chandler

Chief, Protection/Survival Lab

Civil Aeromedical Institute

P.O. Box 25082
Oklahoma City, OK 73125

Mr. Ron Ciolli
11771 Natural Bridge

Bridgeton, MO 63044

Mr. Richard Clarke

Director of Operations
Flight Safety Foundation, Inc.

5510 Columbia Pike

Arlington, VA 22204 _.

Mr. Jerald D. Cockrell
Consulting Psychologist
A.O.P.A. Air Safety Foundation

Rt. 2, Box 266

Wartrace, TN 37183 -

Mr. William E. Collins

Chief, Aviation Psychology Lab

Civil Aeromedical Institute, AAC-118

P.O. Box 25082
Oklahoma City, OK 73125

C.W. Conner
Delta Airlines
ERAU Graduate School

9420 S.W. 102 Ct

Miami, FL 33176

Adriaan A.G. Cooper

Manager, Structures

Fairchile Burns
1455 Fairchild Drive
Winston-Salem, NC 27105
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Mr. Michael Costello
Southwest Airlines
P.O. Box 37611
Love Field
Dallas, TX 75235

Cynthia Cox : iCivil Aeromedical Institute, AAC-119

P.O. Box 25082
Oklahoma City, OK 73125

Mr. Jack G. Daubs
Epidemiologist
TWR Corp.
173 Central Ave.
Milton, MA 02186

Mr. Don De Steiguer
Chief, Survival Research Unit
Civil Aeromedical Institute
P.O. Box 25082

. Oklahoma City, OK 73125

- Mr. Fred G. DeLacerda
"' Human Performance Lab.

Oklahoma State Univ.
Colvin Center
Still Water, OK 74078

Mr. Allen Diehl
Program Scientist

"" FAA Aviation Medicine AAM-540
8OO Independence Ave., S.W.
Washington, DC 20591

Mr. J. Robert Dille

Chief, Civil Aeromedical Institute, AAC-100

P.O. Box 25082
Oklahoma City, OK 73125

Robin Dodge
Wright State University
P.O. Box 927
Dayton, OH 45401

Marie Doll
Air Carrier Inspection (Large Airplanes)

, Transport Canada, Tower C
Place de Ville
Ottawa, Ontario K1AON8

3
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Mr. Duane Edelman
Flight Standards
Republic Airlines
7500 Airliner Drive
Minneapolis, MN 55423

Mr. Bill Edmunds
Human Performance Specialist
Airline Pilots Assoc. -

1625 Massachusetts Ave., N.W. S
Washington, DC 20036

R.L. Edwards
Suite 900, Brickell Centre
799 Brickell Plaza

Miami, FL 33131 •

Mr. Charles S. Erwin
Chief, Aerospace Physiology

U.S. Air Force
USAF Clinic/SGT
Vance, AFB, OK 73701

Mr. Walter Fenstermacher
Flight Standards Branch
Aircraft Maintenance Unit, AAC-952A

P.O. Box 25082 -_-___
Oklahoma City, OK 73125

H. Clayton Fouschee
Research Psychologist
NASA, MS 2 39-3
NASA, Ames Research Center
Moffett Field, CA 94035 _..

J.D. Garner
Chief, Emergency Evacuation
CAMI-Retired
7412 N.W. 21st
Bethany, OK 73008 S

S.R. Gerber
Coroner
Cuyahoga County Coronor's Office

2121 Adelbert Road
Cleveland, OH 44106

Mr. Charles Graham
Principal Psychologist
Midwest Research Institute
425 Volker Blvd.
Kansas City, MD 64110 .
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Mr. George Harris
,: Pres. Harris Corp.

1222 S. Carson
Tulsa, OK 74119

Mr. George C. Hay
Chief, Special Programs Div.
FAA Office of Aviation Safety
800 Independence Ave., S.W. ..-
Washington, DC 20591

Lloyd Hitchcock
Engineering Research Psychologist
FAA Technical Center
ACT-200
Atlantic City Airport, NJ 08405

Mr. Frank Holloway
University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center
P.O. Box 26901
Oklahoma City, OK

Mr. Andrew Home
Medical Officer
FAA
800 Independence Ave., S.W.
Washington, DC 20591

Mr. John S. Howitt
Medical Dept., CAA House
45-59 Kingsway
London, WC2B
ENGLAND

Mr. Stephen Huntley
Engineering Psychologist

. DOT/Transportation Systems Center
Kendall Square

Cambridge, MA 02142

Mr. Fred C. Hyman
Candidate Biological Psychology/Pilot
O.U. Health Sciences Center

924 N.W. 17th
Okalahoma City, OK 73106

Maggie Jennings
CSC/ATC Simulation Facility
FAA Technology Center

Atlantic City, NJ 08405
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Mr. Walter Jensen
Air Transport Association of America
1709 New York Ave., N.W.
Washington, DC 20006

Mr. Don Johnson
President
Interaction Research Corp.
2002 E. State
Olympia, WA 98506

Karen N. Jones
Personnel Research Psychologist
U.S. Coast Guard Institute
P.O. Substation 18
Okalhoma City, OK 73169

Mr. John C. Kal
ATTN: AAS 300
Office of Airport Standards, FAA
800 Independence Avenue, SW.
Washington, D.C. 20591

Toni Ketchell
Assoc. of Professional Flight Attendants
1004 W. Euless Blvd.
Euless, TX 76039

Mr. William R. Kirkham
Chief, Aviation Toxicology Lab
Civil Aeromedical Institute
P.O. Box 25082
Oklahoma City, OK 73125

Jeanne Koreltz
Flight Attendant Training Instructor
Republic Airlines, Inc.
7500 Airline Drive
Minneapolis, MN 55450

Mr. Michael T. Lategola
Chief, Cardiorespiratory Unit
Civil Aeromedical Institute
P.O. Box 25082
Oklahoma City, OK 73125

Mr. Russell S. Lawton
Operations and Safety
Aircraft Owners & Pilots Association
7315 Wisconsin Ave.
Washington, DC 20014
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Mr. Jerome Lederer
Institute of Nuclear Power Operations

468-D Calle Cadiz
Laguna Hills, CA 92653

Mr. Dwight Lindsey
Research Psychologist

* U.S. Army Safety Center

Ft. Rucker
Alabama 36363

Mr. Michael W.B. Lock
Cranfield Institute
Bedford, England

Mr. George Long
Senior Scientist
FAA Technical Center
Atlantic City Airport, NJ 08405

Mr. Donald Lee Lowrey
FAA Aeronautical Center
Civil Aeromedical Institute, AAC-114
P.O. Box 25082

Oklahoma City, OK 73125

Mr. Walter Luffsey

FAA Associate Adm. for Av Standards
800 Independence Ave., S.W.

Washington, DC 20591

D.K. (Benny) Lynch
Supervisor, Passenger Safety
Air Carrier Inspection (Large Airplanes)

:. Transport Canada, Tower C,

Place de Ville
Ottawa, Ontario K1AON8

W. Maclntyre
Air Carrier Inspection (Large Airplanes)

* Transport Canada, Tower C
Place de Ville
Ottawa, Ontario KlAON8

Mr. Carlton E. Melton
Chief, Aviation Physiology Lab., AAC-115
Civil Aeromedical Institute
P.O. Box 25082
Oklahoma City, OK 73125
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Mr. Henry W. Mertens
Chief, Human Performance Unit, AAC-118
Civil Aeromedical Institute
P.O. Box 25082
Oklahoma City, OK 73125

.7

Mr. Curtis A. Mertz
Pres. Mertz & Stockman, Inc.

Box 370
4605 Elm Avenue

Ashtabwa, OH 44004

Jan Million
The Ninety-Nines, Inc.
P.O. Box 59965
Oklahoma City, OK 73159

Mr. Stanley R. Mohler
Wright State Univ. School of Med.

P.O. Box 927
Dayton, OH 45401

Mr. George C. Mohr
Commander
AF Aerospace Medical Research Lab.
Wright-Patterson AFB

Dayton, OH 45433 -"

Mr. Ted Moody
Cessna Aircraft Co. Pawnee D
5800 E. Pawnee
Wichita, KS

D.E. Murphy
Chief, Design Engineering, 36-46
Douglas Aircraft Company
3855 Lakewood Blvd.
Long Beach, CA 90846

Mr. Roger P. Neeland
Chief
Airborne Systems Branch
800 Independence Ave., S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20591

Mr. Hal Nord 0
President
Aviation Management Advisors, Inc.
41 South Road
Rye Beach, NH 03871
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* Mr. Harry W. Orlady
Captain
Orlady Associates, Inc.

I 312 So. Park Road
* LaGrange, IL 60525

* Mr. James F. Parker, Jr.
Biotechnology, Inc.

* 3027 Rosemary Lane
Falls Church, VA 22042

Leslie M. Pattersen
Technical Staf f

* The MITRE Corp.
Bedford, MA 01730

Mr. Bill Picatti
Bell Industry
Far West Manufacturing Div.
18225 N.W. 76th Street
Redmond, WA 90052

* Evan Pickrel
Program Scientist

*FAA Aviation Medicine AAM-500
*800 Independence Ave., S.W.

-Washington, DC 20591

Mr. Hank Putek
Manager of Training.............
Piper Aircraft Corp.
Lockhaven, PA 17745

Mr. John P. ReeseI Director, Airworthiness Programs
* Aerospace Industries Association

1725 DeSales St., NW.
- Washington, D.C. 20036

Mr. Roy E. Reichenbach
*Chief, Aircraft Safety Division
* FAA Technical Center

Atlantic City Airport, NJ 08405

Mr. Alvin M. Revzin
Chief, Neuropharmacology Unit
Civil Aeromedical Institute
P.O. Box 25082
Oklahoma City, OK 73125
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Susan E. Richardson

USAF Hospital
Little Rock/Physiological Training

2802 Grayfox Lane

Jacksonville, AR 72075

Mr. Larry Robinson
Eastern Airlines
Transport Worker's Union- LCL 553

9310 Fontainebleau Boulevard #113

Miami, FL 33172

P.R. Robinson
Captain
Airline Pilots Association

666 Cheatham Drive

Marietta, GA 30064

Mr. Phil Rogers

Design Engineer
Luminator Div. of Gulton Ind.

1200 E. Piano Parkway
Plano, TX 75074

Mr. Stanley N. Roscoe

Professor of Psychology

New Mexico State Univ.

Box 5095
Las Cruces, NM 88003

Mr. Robert Rose
Chairman, Dept. of Psychiatry -.-

Univ. of Texas Medical Branch

Room 1,200, Graves Bldg. -p

Galveston, TX 77550

Mr. William B. Rourke

Metropolitan State College

Sigma Systems

1006 Eleventh Street

Denver, CO 80439

Kathy Russo

Assoc. of Professional Flight Attendants

1004 W. Euless Blvd.

Euless, TX 76039

Mr. David J. Schroeder

Chief, Clinical Psy. Unit, AAC-118

Civil Aeromedical Institute

P.O. Box 25082
Oklahoma City, OK 73125
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S.B. Sells
Research Professor and Director
Institute of Behavioral Research
Texas Christian University

Fort Worth, TX 76129

Mr. Steve Sheek
Fairchild Burns Company
1455 Fairchild Drive
Winston-Salem, NC 27105

Mr. William T. Shepherd
Program Scientist
FAA Aviation Medicine AAU-550
800 Independence Ave., S.W.
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